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Core tip: Understanding neural correlates underlying
psychiatric morbidity over time is critical but, to date,
structural magnetic resonance imaging studies identified only not stable risk predictors of unfavourable outcome in psychiatric populations. The presence of white
matter hyperintensities (WMHs) has been commonly
associated with a poor outcome in individuals with major affective disorders. Based on our studies, subjects
with WMHs may be considered at higher suicidal risk
than those without and the severity of WMHs as assessed by the Fazekas modified scale may serve as a
trait marker of disease. WMHs may represent an interesting neurobiological marker between the underlying
vulnerability and clinical presentation of major affective
disorders.
Serafini G, Gonda X, Rihmer Z, Girardi P, Amore M. White matter abnormalities: Insights into the pathophysiology of major affective disorders. World J Radiol 2014; 6(6): 223-229 Available
from: URL: http://www.wjgnet.com/1949-8470/full/v6/i6/223.
htm DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.4329/wjr.v6.i6.223

Abstract
The presence of white matter hyperintensities (WMHs)
has been commonly associated with poor outcome in
subjects with major affective disorders. Unfortunately,
WMHs may be frequently confounded by the use of
psychoactive medications and duration of illness. Although findings from the current literature are quite
conflicting, we proposed that subjects with WMHs may
be at higher suicidal risk when compared to other subgroups without. Based on the Fazekas modified scale,
the severity of WMHs may serve as a trait marker of
disease. Interestingly, the presence of WMHs may represent a neurobiological marker between the underlying
vulnerability and clinical presentation of major affective
disorders.

WJR|www.wjgnet.com

INTRODUCTION
Major affective disorders are chronic and disabling
diseases that are associated with significant functional
impairment. Patients with major affective disorders commonly experience long-term negative outcomes, frequent
relapses, incomplete recovery between episodes, residual
symptoms, persistent psychosocial impairment and high
suicide risk[1,2]. Among all major affective disorders, bipolar disorder (BD), including both BD type Ⅰ and type
Ⅱ, is a serious mental illness that affects approximately
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on an ascending scale of intensity and frequency[14]. A
second neuroradiologist, blind to all clinical information
and previous ratings, usually reviewed all MRI films.

1%-3% of the adult population. However, if subthreshold cases are also considered, the lifetime prevalence of
bipolar disorders is around 6%[3]. White matter hyperintensities (WMHs) are, no doubt, the most common
neuroimaging finding in patients with BD, regardless of
age[4]. However, WMHs are also frequent in other major
affective disorders (for details see Table 1 in the recent
study of Serafini et al[5]).
WMHs are hyperintense signals on T2-weighted magnetic resonance images (MRI) identifying ependymal loss
and altered brain myelination. According to their localization, WMHs may be classified in periventricular white
matter hyperintensities (PWMHs) having a debated origin
and deep white matter hyperintensities (DWMHs) with
a predominant vascular aetiology[6].WMHs are known to
be commonly associated with older age and several risk
factors such as arterial hypertension and diabetes mellitus
(Figure 1).
WMHs are frequently associated with demyelinating
disorders, in particular multiple sclerosis, an illness involving the presence of different causative mechanisms[7,8].
As suggested[7,8], distinct patterns of demyelination have
been documented over time and subcortical WMHs have
been repeatedly recorded in patients with multiple sclerosis. MRI may be commonly used to monitor disease
progress in the white matter of patients with multiple
sclerosis[9]. However, MRI techniques may be considered
as not sufficiently sensitive to detect purely cortical MS
lesions[10] and their sensitivity can be improved using
higher field strength or voxel-based morphometry.
Several studies suggested that WMHs are consistently
associated with major affective disorders and suicidal
behaviour in children as well as in young adults [11,12].
Overall, the association between WMHs and major affective disorders has been confirmed by several lines
of evidence, not only in patients with major depressive
disorder (MDD) but also in those with bipolar disorder
(BD)[13], respectively. This manuscript aimed to selectively
review our research studies that have been published to
date about the association between white matter hyperintensities assessed by MRI, major affective disorders, and
suicidal behaviour.
A critical review of the eight studies that have been
published by our research group about white matter abnormalities, major affective disorders, and suicidal behaviour has been conducted.
This is, in summary, an educational commentary
reviewing the evidence derived by our research studies
concerning the presence and significance of white matter
abnormalities in subjects with major affective disorders.

STUDIES CONDUCTED ON SAMPLES OF
SUBJECTS WITH BOTH UNIPOLAR AND
BIPOLAR DISORDERS
Pompili et al[12] initially suggested that WMHs in patients
with major affective disorders might be useful biological
markers of suicidality. The authors investigated a sample
of 65 subjects of which 44.6% had a history of at least
one suicide attempt. After logistic regression analyses
they reported that the prevalence of WMHs was significantly higher in subjects with past suicide attempts and
elevated suicide risk.
Subsequently, Pompili et al[15] analyzed 99 patients
of which 40.4% were diagnosed as BD-Ⅰ, 21.2% were
diagnosed as BD- Ⅱ and 38.4% as unipolar MDD.
They found that 27.3% of patients showed evidence of
PWMHs, 36.4% presented DWMHs whereas 14.1% had
hyperintensities in both periventricular and deep locations. Interestingly, the presence of PWMHs was the only
variable significantly associated with attempted suicide
even after controlling for age. Subjects with PWMHs
were 8 times more likely to have attempted suicide when
compared to individuals without PWMHs. Therefore,
patients with major affective disorders and PWMHs are
more likely to have a history of suicide attempts even
after controlling for potential confounding variables such
as cardiovascular risk factors and age.
In 2011, Serafini et al[16] reported that differences
among temperament groups as measured by the Temperament Evaluation of Memphis, Pisa, Paris and San
Diego-autoquestionnaire (TEMPS-A) are supported
by differences at the MRI indicating that different temperament profiles are associated with differences in the
subcortical brain structures of 247 patients with major
affective disorders (specifically 143 with BD type Ⅰ, 42
with BD type Ⅱ, and 62 with MDD). TEMPS-A is a selfreport questionnaire designed to measure temperamental
variations in psychiatric patients and healthy volunteers
and has been used by the authors on the basis of the diagnostic criteria for affective temperaments (cyclothymic,
dysthymic, irritable, hyperthymic, and anxious). They
found that 48% of patients had PWMHs (specifically,
more than 15% had PWMHs of 2 or higher on the Fazekas modified scale), and 39% had DWMHs (in particular,
more than 7% had DWMHs of 2 or higher on the Fazekas modified scale). Patients in the high- dysthymic, cyclothymic, irritability, and anxiety group were more likely
to have higher Beck Hopelessness Scale (BHS), more
DWMHs, higher Mini International Neuropsychiatric
Interview (MINI) suicidal risk, and more recent suicide
attempts when compared with patients in the hyperthymia group. BHS is a 20-item psychometric instrument
designed to measure negative attitudes about the future
whereas MINI is a short structured interview developed

MAIN FINDINGS
Eight research articles have been performed by our research group about the association between WMHs, major affective disorders, and suicidal behaviour. The presence of WMHs was assessed by a neuroradiologist blind
to all clinical information, using the modified Fazekas
four-point rating scale describing MRI hyperintensities
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Pompili et al[17]

54 patients (30 men and Letter to
Centrum semiovale
Confluence of DWMH lesions were found in 17% of the patients
24 women) with LOBD the Editor
(22%), corona radiata
(modified Fazekas scale ≥ 2) whereas in 28% PWMH confluent
(≥ 60 yr old) having
including
(15%), paratrigonal
lesions (modified Fazekas scale ≥ 2) were reported. No significant
a mean age of 68 yr.
research
regions (6%), cortical,
association resulted between diagnosis and PWMHs or DWMHs.
76% had a diagnosis of
data
subcortical deep frontal BD-Ⅱ with DWMHs had a poorer quality of life than BD-Ⅰ subjects
BD-I, and 24% had a
(46%), parietal (24%)
diagnosis of BD-Ⅱ
areas
47 LOBD patients
Review
Frontal (26.1) and
55.3% of these patients had periventricular WMHs, 46.4% had
(55.3% men and 44.7%
article
centrum semiovale
WMHs of mild severity, 50% WMHs of moderate severity, and only
women)
including
areas (26.1%), corona
3.6 WMHs of high severity. 34% of LOBD patients had both deep
research
radiata (17.4%),
and periventricular WMHs. A significant relationship between
data
parietal (17.4%), and
older age with LOBD and WMHs was reported
paratrigonal regions
(8.7%)

Not specified

48% of patients had PWMHs (more than 15% had PWMHs of 2 or
higher on the Fazekas modified scale), and 39% had DWMHs (more
than 7% had DWMHs of 2 or higher on the Fazekas modified scale).
Patients in the high dysthymic, cyclothymic, irritability, and anxiety
group were more likely to have higher BHS ≥ 9 = 77% vs 52%; P >
2
0.001), more DWMHs (46% vs 29%; χ n = 3 = 9.90; P < 0.05), higher
MINI suicidal risk (54% vs 42%; P < 0.05), and more recent suicide
attempts (24% vs 14%; P < 0.05), than patients in the hyperthymia
group
Patient had severe WMHs, she took lithium and haloperidol during
the hospitalization. She was euthymic at discharge as well as after
two-years of follow-up. Her nutrition had a high concentration of
Vitamin-D

Serafini et al[18]

Case report
with a 2-yr
follow-up

Centrum semiovale
(24.4%) and corona
radiata (20.2%) regions,
cortical and subcortical
deep frontal (17.6%),
parietal (15.1%), and
temporal (8.4%) areas

A 76-year-old woman
with BD hospitalized
for a mixed state

Research
article

Serafini et al[20]

A total of 73 subjects (49.3%) reported PWMHs and 59 (39.9%)
had DWMHs. Overall, 41 (27.7%) subjects had both PWMHs and
DWMHs. Patients with BD-I and lower insight for mania had
significantly more PWMHs (54.6% vs 22.2%; P < 0.05), significantly
higher scores on the HDRS17 (27.05 ± 6.54 vs 23.67 ± 8.64; t146 = -1.98;
P < 0.05), and more frequent BHS score ≥ 9 (66.2% vs 38.9%; P < 0.05)
when compared to those with higher insight for mania
Above 40% of patients had PWMHs and almost 98% had DWMHs.
Patients with PWMHs differed from those without periventricular
lesions on depression severity (t 77.76 = 2.30; P < 0.05). Patients
with PWMHs had lower CES-D scores (13.79 ± 7.51 vs 18.19 ± 9.68)
than patients without PWMHs. Patients with more severe DWMHs
were older (53.89 ± 13.26 vs 47.40 ± 11.91) and reported lower scores
on the drive dimension (9.97 ± 2.86 vs 11.14 ± 2.52) than patients
with mild lesions or without any deep lesion

Main findings

247 patients (118 men,
129 women) with major
affective disorders,
specifically 143 BD-I,
42 BD-Ⅱ, and 62 with
MDD

Centrum semiovale
(24.4%) and corona
radiata (20.2%) regions,
cortical and subcortical
deep frontal (17.6%),
parietal (15.1%), and
temporal (8.4%) areas
Not specified

Location of WMHs

Serafini et al[16]

Research
article

Research
article

Study type

85 adult outpatients (16
men and 69 women)
with CH and having a
mean age of 50.1

148 patients (77 men,
71 women) with BD-Ⅰ
having a mean age of
47.9 yr

Sample characteristics

Serafini et al[19]

Serafini et al

Ref.

Table 1 Salient publications of our research group about white matter hyperintensities in affective disorders
Conclusion

Although WM lesions were
persistent, the patient improved
in both mood and quality of life.
Lithium and Vitamin-D may
have exerted possible protective
effects
MRI findings of DWMHs could
be a useful biological predictor
of severity in patients with BD-Ⅱ

Vascular-related mechanisms cannot
MRI findings of WMHs could be
be the only factors implicated in the
a useful biological predictor of
pathophysiology of the WMHs in LOBD severity in patients with LOBD
subjects. The study did not assess how
cerebro-vascular risk factors are related to
the type /intensity of medications, and the
progression of WMHs

The link between clinical features of
bipolar disorders and deep brain lesions
on MRI remains quite unknown

A second MRI was not performed

Patients with PWMHs were
1.06 times more likely to have
lower CES-D scores (P < 0.05)
than patients without PWMHs.
Patients with more severe
DWMHs were 1.04 times more
likely to be older (P < 0.05) than
patients with mild or without
any DWMHs
The small sample size did not allow
Differences among temperament
to generalize findings. The association
groups as measured by the
between the lethality or number of suicide
TEMPS-A are supported by
attempts and the presence, severity,
differences at the MRI indicating
or number of hyperintensities was not
that different temperament
assessed. The study lacks of accounting for
profiles are associated with
the cognitive effects of medications
differences in subcortical brain
structures

Different mechanisms may be considered
in the emergence of WMHs and it is
possible that WMHs may represent
only the ‘tip of the iceberg’ in terms of
structural white matter lesions

All participants were inpatients (a potential Patients with PWMHs were more
confounder). The present study did not
likely to have impaired insight
include a formal measure of insight. The
than those without. Different
effects of psychoactive medications on
insight levels reflected different
insight ratings and image processing were
MRI findings
not analyzed

Limitations of the study
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65 subjects, 29 (44.6%)
with a history of at least
one suicide attempt,
and 36 (65.4%) without.
Subjects had a mean age
of 44.61 yr

Pompili et al[12]

Research
article

Research
article

Corona radiate (n =
It has been suggested that 27.3% of patients showed evidence of
10), centrum semiovale
PWMHs and 36.4% of DWMHs whereas 14.1% of patients had
(n = 6), and frontal
hyperintensities in both locations. The presence of PWMHs was the
subcortical white matter only variable significantly associated with attempted suicide even
(n = 18)
after controlling for age. Subjects with PWMHs were 8 times more
likely to have attempted suicide than individuals without PWMHs
[OR = 8.08 (95%CI: 2.67-24.51)]
Not specified
After logistic regression analyses, the prevalence of WMHs was
significantly higher in subjects with past suicide attempts (P = 0.01)
and other clinical indicators of elevated suicide risk
The association between WMHs and
suicidality holds true for both unipolar
and bipolar depressed patients

The small sample size may affect the
generalization of results. PWMHs were
able to explain only a small part of
the variability of suicide attempt risk,
indicating that one single variable is not
sufficient to predict suicidality

Patients with affective disorders
and PWMHs are more likely
to have a history of suicide
attempts even after controlling
for potential confounding
variables such as cardiovascular
risk factors and age
WMHs in patients with major
affective disorders might be
useful biological markers of
suicidality
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Serafini et al[19] found that in a sample of 85 adult outpatients with a chronic headache above 40% of patients had PWMHs and almost 98% DWMHs, respectively. Patients

STUDIES ON SAMPLES OF PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC MIGRAINE

Pompili et al[17] conducted an overview of the literature (including research data) in which reported that 55.3% of patients had periventricular WMHs (46.4% of them of mild
severity, 50% of moderate severity, and only 3.6 of high severity, respectively). They also found that 34% of late-onset bipolar disorder (LOBD) patients had both deep and
periventricular WMHs and a significant relationship has been suggested between older age with LOBD and WMHs. The authors concluded that MRI findings of WMHs could
be a useful biological predictor of severity in patients with LOBD.
Subsequently, Serafini et al[18] reported that in a sample of 54 patients (30 men and 24 women) with LOBD (≥ 60 years old) 76% had a diagnosis of BD type Ⅰ, 24% a diagnosis of BD type Ⅱ whereas confluence of deep lesions (modified Fazekas scale ≥ 2) was found in 17% of the patients and in 28% periventricular confluent lesions (modified
Fazekas scale ≥ 2). The authors suggested that no significant association between diagnosis and PWMHs/DWMHs emerged but, interestingly, subjects with BD type Ⅱ and
DWMHs had a poorer quality of life compared to paients with BD type Ⅰ.
Finally, Serafini et al[5] suggested that in a sample of 148 patients with BD type Ⅰ (having a mean age of 47.9 years) a total of 49.3% reported PWMHs and 39.9% had DWMHs. Overall, 27.7% of subjects had both PWMHs and DWMHs. They reported that patients with BD type Ⅰ and lower insight for mania had significantly more PWMHs (54.6%
vs 22.2%; P < 0.05), significantly higher scores on the HDRS17 (27.05 ± 6.54 vs 23.67 ± 8.64; t146 = -1.98; P < 0.05), and more frequent BHS scores ≥ 9 (66.2% vs 38.9%; P <
0.05) when compared to patients with BD type Ⅰ and higher insight for mania. Importantly, different insight levels reflected different MRI findings. The authors concluded that
patients with PWMHs were more likely to have impaired insight than those without.

STUDIES CONDUCTED ON SAMPLES OF PATIENTS WITH BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE DISORDERS

to explore psychiatric disorders according to DSM-Ⅲ-R; importantly, one section of this instrument is developed to assess suicidal risk with questions about past and current
suicidality.

AD: Affective disorders; BD-I: Bipolar disorder type I; BD-Ⅱ: Bipolar disorder type Ⅱ; BHS: Beck Hopelessness Scale; CES-D: Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale; CH: Chronic headache; DWMHs: Deep WMHs;
LO: Late-onset; LOBD: Late-onset bipolar disorder; Mini: Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview; MDD: Major depressive disorder; MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging; PWMHs: Periventricular WMHs; SA: Suicide
attempts; WMHs: White matter hyperintensities; TEMPS-A: Temperament Evaluation of Memphis, Pisa, Paris and San Diego-autoquestionnaire. WMHs that usually appear as hyperintense signals on T2-weighted MRI, are
characterized by ependymal loss and differing degrees of myelination and can be related to several clinical conditions such as major depressive disorders (BDI, BD Ⅱ, MDD), and CH. The mentioned Table reported the most
relevant publications of our research group about WMHs and their significance in major affective disorders.

99 patients having a
mean age of 46.5 yr.
40.4% were diagnosed
as BD-I, 21.2% as BD-Ⅱ,
and 38.4% as unipolar
MDD

Pompili et al[15]
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higher risk for developing mood disorders because of
possible alterations of neuroanatomic pathways[21]. Also,
volumetric studies clearly indicated the possible involvement of the frontal cortex, temporal lobes, basal ganglia
and cerebellum in BD and, recently, subgenual cingulate
cortex in adolescents with BD type Ⅰ[22].
Understanding the nature and significance of white
matter abnormalities in major affective disorders is critical as these lesions may represent neurobiological markers able to indicate the risk for subsequent development
of more aggressive illness subtypes and the need of more
targeted interventions[23].
WMH location may be critical in the expression of
certain affective dysfunctions (e.g., cognitive/emotional
impairments). Periventricular lesions seem to be more
common in BD type Ⅰ compared to BD-type Ⅱ, and
healthy controls[5,12,18]. This may indicate that these neuroimaging findings are sensitive and even subtype selective diagnostic tools in bipolar patients whereas DWMHs
are predictors of a less favourable outcome being associated with a poorer response to treatment, and recurrent
illness episodes[24].
A relevant association between increased rates of
WMHs and a history of suicide attempts has also been
suggested in both unipolar and bipolar patients[12]. This
finding has been replicated in a sample of 99 consecutively admitted inpatients with major affective disorders
where neuroimaging measures were found to be markers of risk for suicidal attempts. Specifically, attempters
and nonattempters differed only for the presence of
PWMHs, with the former who were more likely to have
PWMHs[15]. Moreover, a significant association between
older age and WMHs[17], and between DWMHs and poor
prognosis was reported in a sample of patients with lateonset bipolar Ⅱ disorder[18] demonstrating that WMHs
could be useful biological predictors of illness severity.
Differences in MRI profiles were also found to be
associated with differences among temperament groups
measured by the TEMPS-A[16]. Specifically, patients with
higher scores for dysthymic and lower scores for hyperthymic temperament were more likely to have higher
BHS scores, more DWMHs, higher MINI suicidal risk,
and more recent suicide attempts than patients with higher scores for hyperthymic and lower scores for dysthymic
temperament. The presence of a dysthymic temperament
profile together with DWMHs may presumably play a
critical role in the emergence of hopelessness as assessed
by BHS. These differential characteristics may be used for
grouping subjects with mood disorders potentially helping in optimizing reliable treatment strategies.
It has also been found that in contrast to hyperthymic
temperament the short allele of the serotonin transporter
gene was significantly related to depressive, cyclothymic,
irritable and anxious temperaments[25] and with violent
suicidal behavior in nonclinical populations. A study on
elderly depressed patients showed that individuals with
the short allele of the serotonin transporter gene had
more microstructural white matter abnormalities in the
frontolimbic and other brain regions [26] compared to

Figure 1 White matter hyperintensities as assessed by magnetic resonance images. White matter hyperintensities (WMHs) appear as hyperintense
signals on T2-weighted magnetic resonance images and represent ependymal
loss and differing degrees of myelination. These lesions can be related to a
wide variety of clinical conditions and pathophysiological processes. WMHs,
depending on the localization, are commonly classified as periventricular hyperintensities (PWMHs) or deep white matter hyperintensities (DWMHs). DWMHs
were identified as having mainly a vascular aetiology whereas PWMHs could be
due to ependymal loss, differing degrees of myelination and cerebral ischemia.
WMHs are reported to be commonly associated with older age, and cardiovascular risk factors such as hypertension and diabetes.

with PWMHs significantly differed from those without
periventricular lesions on depression severity. Patients
with PWMHs had lower Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) scores (13.79 ± 7.51 vs
18.19 ± 9.68) when compared with patients without
PWMHs. Also, patients with more severe DWMHs were
older (53.89 ± 13.26 vs 47.40 ± 11.91) and reported lower
scores on the drive dimension (9.97 ± 2.86 vs 11.14 ± 2.52)
than patients with mild or without any deep lesion.
Overall, patients with PWMHs were 1.06 times more
likely to have lower CES-D scores compared to patients
without PWMHs. Patients with more severe DWMHs
were 1.04 times more likely to be older than patients with
mild or without DWMHs.

CASE REPORTS
Based on a case report study of a 76-year-old woman
with BD hospitalized for a mixed state and having severe
WMHs treated with lithium and haloperidol during the
hospitalization, Serafini et al[20] found that she was euthymic at discharge as well as after two-years of followup. The authors suggested that, although WM lesions
were persistent, the patient improved in both mood and
quality of life. Lithium and Vitamin-D (highly present in
her nutrition) may have exerted possible neuroprotective
effects.

DISCUSSION AND CLINICAL
IMPLICATIONS
Patients with WMHs, particularly those with abnormalities in the white matter of prefrontal cortex, amygdalahippocampus complex, thalamus and basal ganglia whose
integrity implicates adequate mood regulation may be at
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those without. These findings indicate that the short allele of the serotonin transporter gene, DWMHs, affective
temperaments containing more or less depressive component, and suicidal behaviour (in chronological order)
are strongly related to each other and the presence of the
first three in the same subject could serve as a powerful
marker for predicting future suicidal behaviour.
However, also negative associations have been reported[5,19,20]. In particular, patients with chronic migraine
and PWMHs reported fewer depressive symptoms as
assessed by the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) than those with chronic migraine
without PWMHs[19]. In contrast with the generally poor
outcome related to the presence of WMHs in patients
with affective disorders, the possible protective effect of
lithium and Vitamin-D in ameliorating mood and psychosocial functioning in a patient with BD has also been
suggested[20].
Additionally, our last study found that subjects with
PWMHs were more likely to have impaired insight compared to those without, but any association between PWMHs and suicidal behaviour as assessed using BHS has
been found[5].
These latter findings[5] seem to contradict our previous results regarding the association between WMHs and
poor outcome including suicidality in both unipolar and
bipolar depressed individuals. However, in these studies
we recruited a sample of subjects with chronic migraine
and a sample of patients with BD type Ⅰ respectively,
whereas the previous results were reported in mixed
samples (including both bipolar and unipolar depressed
patients)[12,15] or other specific subgroups[5,16-20]. It’s possible to speculate that the association between PWMHs
and suicidal behaviour is significant only in some specific
subgroups of patients with major affective disorders in
which WMHs may serve as a marker of disease. WMHs
could not be a risk factor for suicide among inpatients
with other predominant conditions (e.g., chronic migraine) or in those with certain specific illness subtypes.
Another consideration needs to be critically addressed. WMHs were in most cases able to explain only
a small part of the variability related to suicide attempt
risk, indicating that one single variable is not sufficient to
predict a complex behaviour such as suicide[15]. Table 1
summarized the most relevant findings of our studies.

Not all studies evaluated the presence, severity, or
number of hyperintense lesions and most of them used
visual scales such as the Fazekas modified rating scale
that is a less objective evaluation method than many volumetric methods available.
Moreover, most studies recruited patients treated
with psychoactive medications or having a history of
substance abuse, but not all analyzed the effects of these
variables on insight ratings and image processing. The
lack of accounting for the cognitive effects of medications may be considered an important limitation. In order
to comprehensively examine the effect of different medications on the neurobiology of clinical symptoms, studies
should investigate patients with early affective symptoms
or first illness episodes. Also, not all studies include an
healthy comparison group and this may limit conclusive
statements about the specificity of results.
Other methodological issues concern the procedure.
MRI studies were of quite low spatial resolution especially if performed using a 1.5 T scanner. Studies using
3 T scanner and/or higher resolution techniques would
likely yield a much higher number and extent of WMHs
than studies using a 1.5 T scanner. An analysis quantifying total white matter lesion volume would strengthen
the findings of most studies. In addition, diffusion tensor
imaging techniques may be more sensitive for detecting
white matter abnormalities associated with mood disorders. Finally, although some studies reported that WMHs
were predominant in some brain regions, not all analyzed
WMHs using regional analyses.

CONCLUSION
In summary, although it is possible that WMHs may
represent only the ‘tip of the iceberg’ and an extreme
consequence of underlying microstructural processes
that affect brain connectivity, we believe that they may
represent relevant biological markers of poor outcome
in patients with major affective diseases. The presence
of WMHs may be used for grouping subjects who will
manifest more severe illness impairments from those
who will present a better outcome, potentially helping clinicians in optimizing the best treatment strategy. WMHs
may be considered as a proxy for identifying subgroups
of patients with more severe illness subtypes requiring
more targeted interventions. For example, the early identification of individuals at risk for highly lethal suicide
attempts through the assessment of WMHs may help to
closely monitor this clinical subgroup of subjects with
poor outcome.
Based on our studies, it has been demonstrated that
WMHs are a useful biological marker of poor outcome
including suicidality in the specific subpopulations of patients which were investigated. However, as studies using
MRI techniques are biased by several limitations, further
prospective studies are needed in order to provide a better understanding of the biological processes involved in
WMH progression as well as to elucidate the nature of the
association between WMHs and major affective disorders.

LIMITATIONS
MRI studies investigating the presence of WMHs should
be considered in the light of the following limitations.
First, the small sample size of the studies did not allow
for generalization of the present findings. In addition,
samples are often mixed including inpatients admitted to
a psychiatric hospital for more severe affective symptoms
that were compared to outpatients usually exhibiting less
severe/more stable illness episodes. Also, in most cases
the absence of a direct comparison between patients with
major depression and other subjects with different mood
disorders limited the clinical relevance of the findings.
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Effectiveness of chest radiography, lung ultrasound
and thoracic computed tomography in the diagnosis of
congestive heart failure
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extravascular lung water. The number, diffusion and intensity of B lines correlates with both the radiologic and
invasive estimate of extravascular lung water. The integration of conventional chest radiograph with LUS can
be very helpful to obtain the correct diagnosis. Computed tomography (CT) is of limited use in the work up
of cardiogenic pulmonary edema, due to its high cost,
little use in the emergencies and radiation exposure.
However, a deep knowledge of CT signs of pulmonary
edema is crucial when other similar pulmonary conditions may occasionally be in the differential diagnosis.
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Core tip: Acute decompensated heart failure (ADHF) is
a frequent emergency condition that represents a diagnostic challenge for the emergency physicians. Imaging
has a fundamental role in the diagnosis of heart failure,
but the efficacy of the diagnostic process is highly dependent from the ability to integrate information drawn
from lung ultrasound (LUS), chest radiography and
computed tomography (CT). Chest radiography and
LUS are the most used diagnostic tools: the first one
combining relative low cost with the panoramic view
that allows exclusion of many pulmonary conditions
that comes into the differential diagnosis; otherwise
the second one has higher sensitivity in the diagnosis
of the early signs of pulmonary congestion and permit
to perform the examination at bedside during the first
clinical approach. CT scan is the best method to have
a panoramic thoracic view and CT scan is a powerful method but it has many limitations due to costs,
availability in emergency situations and relatively high

Abstract
Hydrostatic pulmonary edema is as an abnormal increase in extravascular water secondary to elevated
pressure in the pulmonary circulation, due to congestive heart failure or intravascular volume overload.
Diagnosis of hydrostatic pulmonary edema is usually
based on clinical signs associated to conventional radiography findings. Interpretation of radiologic signs
of cardiogenic pulmonary edema are often questionable and subject. For a bedside prompt evaluation,
lung ultrasound (LUS) may assess pulmonary congestion through the evaluation of vertical reverberation
artifacts, known as B-lines. These artifacts are related
to multiple minimal acoustic interfaces between small
water-rich structures and alveolar air, as it happens in
case of thickened interlobular septa due to increase of
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radiation exposure. The modern clinician and radiologist should be aware of the potential and limitations
of these diagnostic tools and be prepared to integrate
information derived from a correct use of ultrasound,
conventional radiology and CT.

an unexpected condition on patients investigated for
other diseases[7].
This review describes the specific signs of cardiogenic
pulmonary edema of these three main imaging techniques and discuss their role in the diagnostic process.

Cardinale L, Priola AM, Moretti F, Volpicelli G. Effectiveness
of chest radiography, lung ultrasound and thoracic computed
tomography in the diagnosis of congestive heart failure. World J
Radiol 2014; 6(6): 230-237 Available from: URL: http://www.
wjgnet.com/1949-8470/full/v6/i6/230.htm DOI: http://dx.doi.
org/10.4329/wjr.v6.i6.230

CHEST X-RAY
In the acute phase of decompensated heart failure, the
early pulmonary alteration is congestion of the vascular
bed due to progressive increase of capillary hydrostatic
pressure. When pressure increases further and the lymphatic vessels become congested, fluids begin to accumulate in the interstitium around arteries, veins, and
airways, and particularly in the interlobular septa. In the
early phase, this mechanism protects the lung against the
final stage of congestion, that is leakage of fluids into the
alveolar spaces, the alveolar edema. The radiologic findings at chest radiography reflect the anatomo-pathologic
alterations.
As severity of congestion increases, the sequence of
signs visible on chest radiographs are: (1) vascular opacity “redistribution” towards the upper lobes and distention of the upper pulmonary veins; (2) enlargement and
loss of definition of hilar structures; (3) septal lines in
the lower lung, indicated as Kerley A and B lines; (4)
peribronchial and perivascular cuffing with widening and
blurring of the margins; and (5) thickening of interlobar
fissures with subpleural fluid accumulation (Figure 1)[8,9].
Redistribution, known also as cephalization, occurs
only in the setting of chronic pulmonary venous hypertension, very often encountered in mitral stenosis (Figure
2). Cardiomegaly and pleural effusions are adjunctive radiologic findings quite frequently detected in cardiogenic
pulmonary congestion. When congestion increases and
becomes alveolar edema, chest radiography shows bilateral and usually symmetric parenchymal opacities, with a
central or basilar distribution, without air bronchogram[10]
(Figure 3).
The distribution of alveolar edema may be influenced
by gravity. In this case performing the examination in
supine or orthostatic position and right or left decubitus,
may consistently change the radiologic pattern. Moreover,
a coexistent condition of chronic obstructive lung disease
may influence irregular distribution of edema as fluids
tend to leak in the area of the lung where the structure
of the organ is less subverted.
In the emphysematous lung, edema of the alveolar
spaces will not be imaged because of alveolar destruction
in over-inflated areas, while accentuation of interstitial
signs of congestion may still being detected at CXR.
In case of large, acute myocardial infarction (MI) that
involves the function of the mitral valve, a regional asymmetric distribution of pulmonary edema may produce
atypical radiologic patterns that mimic non-cardiogenic
edema or, in some cases, even pneumonia (Figure 4).
This pattern is caused by the flow vector due to mitral
regurgitation, which may be massively directed toward
the right superior pulmonary vein[11]. However, opacities

INTRODUCTION
Acute decompensated heart failure (ADHF) is a frequent
emergency condition that, often represents a diagnostic
challenge for the emergency physicians. Accurate assessment of effectiveness of medical treatment on reducing
pulmonary congestion, which is the consequence of
elevated cardiac filling pressure, is a basic step for a correct management of patients with ADHF. Most patients
hospitalized for ADHF are not submitted to invasive
hemodynamic measurements, and clinical improvement
relies on change in physical findings, radiologic imaging,
and hormone levels. Physical findings of elevated filling
pressure are often inadequate and rarely decisive to assess
real clinical improvement when considered alone[1-3].
Chest X-ray (CXR) is the traditional first line procedure to assess pulmonary congestion, but interpretation
of radiologic signs, such as vascular opacity redistribution
and interstitial edema, are often questionable and subjective, while different levels of expertize of the readers may
cause high inter-observer variability.
In doubtful cases, lung ultrasound (LUS) has been
shown to be of value in assessing pulmonary congestion
by the evaluation of vertical comet tail artifacts, named
B-lines. These artifacts represent easy-to-acquire and
highly reproducible bedside signs of diffuse interstitial
syndrome, but their limitation is the low specificity[4,5].
B-lines are caused by a change of the normal balance
between the air and fluid pulmonary content, when air is
lost and fluid are increased. The multiple and small air-fluid interfaces due to small water-rich structures surrounded
by air presenting in the lung periphery, create a reverberation phenomenon represented on the screen by multiple
B-lines[6]. However, this phenomenon is irrespective of
the cardiogenic or pulmonary origin of the condition.
Concerning thoracic computed tomography (CT)
scan, it is rarely used for diagnosing pulmonary congestion, unless highly selected cases where other pulmonary
interstitial conditions come into the differential. Signs
of hydrostatic pulmonary edema on high-resolution CT
should always be recognized, even if edema may sometimes be misdiagnosed and the differential diagnosis not
always is easily read by the radiologist. Indeed, sometimes
signs of pulmonary congestion on CT imaging represent
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Figure 1 Posterior-anterior chest X-ray in a patient with congestive heart
failure and interstitial pulmonary edema. In the figure are shown radiographic signs that suggest interstitial pulmonary edema including enlarged and loss
of definition of large pulmonary vessels, both Kerley's A and Kerley's B lines
associated with cardiomegaly.

Figure 3 Supine radiogram in a patient with cardiogenic alveolar edema.
Note that the vascular perihilar structures are not defined because of the presence of confluent peripheral and gravitational consolidations, with large pleural
effusion. Cardiomegaly is also present.

A

B

Figure 4 Antero-posterior chest radiograph with asymmetric pulmonary
edema with grade 3 mitral insufficiency shows pulmonary edema predominantly within the right upper lobe.

complaining of acute dyspnea. The possibility of correct
diagnosis at CXR is greater the more severe and prolonged will be pulmonary congestion, because the radiologic signs are more accurate and clearly visible. Relating
the diagnosis of cardiogenic pulmonary congestion, CXR
is moderately specific (specificity 76%, 83%), but not very
sensitive (50%-68%)[13].
Therefore, CXR does not have a direct role in the
pathway for the diagnosis of heart failure, where the
standard of care is cardiac and LUS. The main reason
of this limitation is that CXR is not sensitive enough,
because heart failure cannot be ruled out with certainty
in the presence of a normal radiologic pattern. However,
our opinion is that CXR is highly useful to diagnose alternative diagnoses when they are, together with decompensated heart failure in the differential.

Figure 2 Posterior-anterior chest X-ray demonstrating enlargement of
atrial and left ventricles, with redistribution of lung circulation from bases
to apex suggestive to pulmonary congestion (A), note the blood vessels
are more prominent in the upper lung fields compared to the lung bases,
just the opposite of normal (B).

due to alveolar edema may rapidly change their dimension and even dissolve on the effect of treatment. Thus,
radiologic follow-up may sometimes contribute to resolve
the diagnostic dilemma.
Signs of pulmonary congestion at chest radiography
may even precede clinical symptoms. Conversely, pulmonary edema may be still visible radiographically for hours
or even days after hemodynamic recovery[12].
To date, CXR represents the first line imaging exam
in patients presenting to the emergency department (ED)
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LUNG ULTRASOUND
Quite recently, LUS opened new perspectives in the bedside evaluation of pulmonary congestion. Many authors
produced a growing number of papers showing the
power of LUS in diagnosing pulmonary diseases[14-20].
Rather than from technologic progress, development
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syndrome from cardiogenic and non-cardiogenic causes.
These includes evaluation of pleural sliding and irregularities, distribution of B-lines and sub-pleural consolidations. Some studies showed the reliability of these signs
in differentiating signs of cardiogenic pulmonary edema
from ARDS and pulmonary fibrosis[25].
The primary diagnosis of pulmonary interstitial fluid
in the emergency setting is crucial for the differential
diagnosis between a cardiogenic and non-cardiogenic
respiratory failure. Some studies showed the usefulness
of B-lines as a primary diagnostic test in acute respiratory
failure patients[20,26]. Lung ultrasound appears to be particularly useful in differentiating between exacerbation of
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), a condition that does not show B-lines, and decompensated
heart failure. In a study performed in dyspneic patients in
the emergency department, diffuse B-lines were detected
in 100% of patients with cardiogenic pulmonary oedema
but was absent in 92% of cases with exacerbation of
COPD and 98.75% of those with normal lungs[26]. Conclusion of the study was that sonographic detection of
B-lines might help distinguish pulmonary edema from
exacerbation of COPD.
Other studies showed the correlation between B-lines
and natriuretic peptides in the primary evaluation of
acute decompensated heart failure in the Emergency
department[27]. Pulmonary interstitial fluid, sonographically demonstrated by B-lines, was strictly correlated with
natriuretic hormones level. Conclusions of these studies
was that LUS can be used alone or can provide additional
predictive power to natriuretic peptides in the immediate
evaluation of dyspneic patients to diagnose the cardiac
origin of the symptom.
Another great potential of LUS is that B-lines are
highly sensitive to the resolution of lung congestion in
patients admitted to the hospital for acute decompensated heart failure. Clearance of B-lines represents a direct sign of effective treatment, but also may be useful to
specify the diagnosis in cases where the origin of B-lines
cannot be differentiated at a first examination[28].
Finally, LUS may be also useful to diagnose unsuspected conditions when it is performed in combination with
other tools, showing similar performances as compared to
other more panoramic chest diagnostic imaging tools[29-32].

Figure 5 Lung ultrasound scan showing multiple B-lines from a case of
cardiogenic pulmonary oedema. When a similar pattern is visualised on multiple locations in the anterior and lateral chest, it is diagnostic of the interstitial
syndrome.

of modern LUS is mainly based on discovering the significance of sonographic artifacts[21]. Particularly, some
vertical echogenic linear artifacts, known as B-lines, are
simple, noninvasive signs of pulmonary interstitial fluid
that can be easily evaluated at bedside. B-lines originate
from multiple small subpleural air/fluid acoustic interfaces, due to the fact that air and water are two elements
with opposite values of acoustic impedance [22]. This
phenomenon is related to the contrast between air-filled
and water-rich structures, which generate multiple reverberation of the ultrasound beam that is visualized on the
screen as linear vertical artifacts, the B-lines (Figure 5).
In the normally aerated lung, only a very few B-lines
can be detected by sonography[23].
When the water content increases and air decreases
due to disease, the thickened interlobular septa and fluid
into the alveolar spaces cause the appearance of multiple
and diffuse B-lines (Figure 6)[4,5].
Any condition of the lung where alveolar air is partially lost and interstitial fluids or cellularity are diffusely
increased, causes the appearance of B-lines at LUS.
B-lines underlines the so called interstitial syndrome.
The fundamental technique for diagnosing interstitial
syndrome consists of examining the anterior and lateral
chest using four intercostal scans per side, corresponding
to the upper and inferior areas anteriorly and the upper
and basal areas laterally. A positive scan is characterized
by a minimum of three B-lines, whereas a positive examination is defined by at least two positive areas per side[5,17]
(Figure 6).
Simple detection of B-lines does not allow differentiation of the disease involving the lung interstitium, but
other organ ultrasound signs can be used to confirm the
diagnosis of pulmonary congestion in decompensated
heart failure. For convenience a focused cardiac sonography can be performed using the same probe used for
lung examination, looking for global left ventricle function impairment, which will be detected in about 50% of
cases with acute decompensated heart failure[24].
Regarding LUS, other signs than B-lines may be
evaluated for differentiating similar patterns of interstitial
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COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY
On high resolution computed tomography (HRCT), signs
of hydrostatic edema generally results in a combination
of septal thickening and ground-glass opacities. Incidence and predominance of these signs is individually
variable[33-39] (Figure 7).
Crazy paving and consolidation are also frequently
imaged. In some patients, ill-deﬁned perivascular and
centrilobular opacities may also be detected, or groundglass opacity may appear lobular and patchy with a tendency to have a parahilar and gravitational distribution
(Figure 8)[40].
There is some evidence that a parahilar or bat wing
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Figure 6 A typical sonographic pattern of diffuse alveolar-interstitial syndrome (left side) and corresponding chest radiograph (right side) in a case of
acute cardiogenic pulmonary oedema. In the sonographic images on either side of the radiogram, the presence of multiple adjacent comet-tail artefacts (at least
three per scan and in all chest areas examined) can be easily distinguished. The images illustrate the sonographic B+ pattern corresponding to the radiological finding
of pulmonary oedema.

al emphysema[29]. In studies on hydrostatic edema in dog
lungs, high resolution CT patterns showed predominantly
central, peribronchovascular, and posterior distribution
of edema, associated with an apparent increased thickness of bronchial walls[30,31].

distribution of edema is typically found in patients who
have a rapid accumulation of ﬂuid[40]. Occasionally edema
may have unilateral distribution, as may happen in patients with a prolonged lateral decubitus, or asymmetric
and even with bizarre distribution in patients with region-
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B

A

Figure 7 Computed tomography scan through lower lobes shows, limited areas of ground-glass opacity, with thickening of major fissures reflecting subpleural interstitial edema. Is also present interlobular septal and peribronchovascular interstitial thickening.

B

A

Figure 8 Computed tomography scan through aortic arch and pulmonary arteries planes shows ground-glass opacity with geographic distribution and
partial sparing of the lung periphery. Thickening of interlobular septa and sub-pleural edema and bilateral pleural effusion with passive atelectasis of lower lobes is
also present.

Table 2 Diagnostic accuracy of chest X-ray and ultrasound in
patients with heart failure

Table 1 A proposed diagnostic alghoritm for the diagnosis of
pulmonary edema
Lung ultrasound

Chest X-ray

Sensitivity

Chest CT
X-ray
US

First line in emergency and
Second line to conThird step differcritically ill monitoring and firm doubtful cases in ential diagnosis
to assess pulmonary con- emergency or critically
of Pulmonary
gestion in typical clinical ill after haemodynamic
Embolism
presentation
recovery

Difference of patients showing radiologic and ultrasound (US) signs of
congestive heart faliure (personal data not pubblished).

CT: Computed tomography.

have a panoramic thoracic view, and much more sensitive
than chest radiography for the first diagnosis of many
conditions, like pulmonary embolism and early phase
of cardiogenic pulmonary edema. However, it has many
limitations due to costs, availability in emergency situations and relatively high radiation exposure. However, in
recent years technological advances have made it possible
to improve the modulation of dose exposure to follow
the principles of radiological protection. Besides radiation exposure, low availability and feasibility are other
fundamental limitations. CT scan cannot be performed
as routine technique in heart failure because of the high
prevalence of this disease and high costs of use.
However, while LUS and chest radiography are the
first choice imaging technique in most cases, in selected
cases where multiple conditions are in the differential, CT

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF
INTEGRATED USE OF LUS, CHEST X-RAY
AND CT FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF
CARDIOGENIC PULMONARY EDEMA
Imaging has a fundamental role in the diagnosis of heart
failure, but the efficacy of the diagnostic process is highly
dependent from the ability to integrate information
drawn from LUS, chest radiography and CT (Table 1).
Chest radiography has the great advantage of combining relative low cost with the panoramic view that allows
exclusion of many pulmonary conditions that comes into
the differential diagnosis. CT scan is the best method to
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scan may become the method of reference. This is the
case in acutely dyspneic patients when the differential diagnosis with pulmonary embolism is a challenge. In other
cases, when the differential diagnosis includes diffuse
parenchymal lung diseases, the high-resolution CT of the
chest may be useful to rule-out or confirm pulmonary
congestion.
Lung ultrasound has the limitation of being a surface
imaging technique far less panoramic than chest radiography and CT scan. However, the great advantages of LUS
are a higher sensitivity than chest radiography in the diagnosis of the early signs of interstitial thickening due to
pulmonary congestion, and the possibility to perform the
examination at bedside during the first clinical approach
(Table 2).

of Radiology Unit, AOUS Luigi Gonzaga, Orbassano
(TO)/IT.
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Core tip: Fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG PET) computed tomography (CT) scans
should be obtained for patients for squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck whenever clinically indicated and feasible. Pre-treatment scans are helpful in
detecting the sites of primary cancer, staging the tumor
and ruling out the presence of distant metastases. For
patients undergoing radiation therapy, PET/CT scans
provide anatomic as well as functional information to
aid in treatment planning. After completion of radiotherapy, PET scans should be obtained approximately
12 wk after treatment to assess treatment response
and to determine if any salvage therapy is required for
persistent, recurrent or metastatic disease.

Abstract
The use of fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG PET) scan technology in the management of head and neck cancers continues to increase.
We discuss the biology of FDG uptake in malignant
lesions and also discuss the physics of PET imaging.
The various parameters described to quantify FDG uptake in cancers including standardized uptake value,
metabolic tumor volume and total lesion glycolysis are
presented. PET scans have found a significant role in
the diagnosis and staging of head and neck cancers.
They are also being increasingly used in radiation therapy treatment planning. Many groups have also used
PET derived values to serve as prognostic indicators of
outcomes including loco-regional control and overall
survival. FDG PET scans are also proving very useful in
assessing the efficacy of treatment and management
and follow-up of head and neck cancer patients. This
review article focuses on the role of FDG-PET computed tomography scans in these areas for squamous
cell carcinoma of the head and neck. We present the
current state of the art and speculate on the future
applications of this technology including protocol development, newer imaging methods such as combined
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INTRODUCTION
Head and neck cancers (HNC) account for approximately
650000 new cancers each year across the world and result
in about 350000 deaths, representing 6% of all cancer
cases[1,2]. In the United States, approximately 52000 new
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cases of oral cavity, pharyngeal and laryngeal cancers are
diagnosed every year with approximately 11000 deaths[3].
Approximately 95% of these are squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCC) and they often present in locally advanced
stages. The treatment of head and neck cancers involves
a multi-disciplinary approach and includes surgery, radiation therapy and chemotherapy. Traditional staging
approaches for head and neck cancers include clinical examination and surgical pathologic staging. The advent of
concurrent radiation and chemotherapy for organ preservation in head and neck cancers has reduced the incidence of surgical resection especially in locally advanced
larynx cancers and oropharynx cancers[4,5]. However, this
has also brought forth the need to have detailed noninvasive imaging techniques to accurately identify tumor
size and location, cervical lymph node involvement and
presence or absence of distant metastases. The use of
computed tomography (CT) scans and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans allowed structural and anatomical information to be obtained and vastly improved
the ability of oncologists to clinically stage these patients
appropriately. However, the use of fluorine-18-fluorodeoxyglucose positron-emission tomography (FDG-PET)
has added a new biologic and functional end-point to
these imaging techniques and opened a whole new arena
for research and development in management of head
and neck cancers. Additionally, PET/CT and PET/MRI
combinations are now able to provide both anatomic and
functional information in co-registered images.
The review will focus on the current applications of
FDG PET/CT scans in management of squamous cell
cancers of the head and neck. The use of PET/MRI
and FDG PET/CT for other head and neck cancers (e.g.,
salivary gland, thyroid cancers etc.) is beyond the scope of
this review.

FDG into the cell. In the next step, both glucose and
FDG are phosphorylated by the hexokinase enzyme.
Glucose, upon phosphorylation, enters the glycolytic
pathway for energy production. FDG, on the other hand,
cannot undergo glycolysis and is trapped as FDG-6phosphate in the intracellular environment. This trapped
FDG can then be imaged to spatially locate the metabolically active cancer cells. FDG uptake in cancer cells of
HNSCC was shown to be significantly correlated with
cell proliferation by flow cytometry[14,15].

PHYSICS OF PET IMAGING
A detailed description of the physics of FDG-PET
scanning is beyond the scope of this review. However,
in brief, at the heart of this imaging technique is the radioisotope 18F. It is produced using a cyclotron and has a
half-life of 110 min allowing it to be transported for use
in PET scanner facilities.
18
F decays by positron (β+) emission 97% of the time
and is converted to oxygen-18. The emitted positron travels a short distance in soft tissue, decelerates rapidly and
interacts with an electron near the end of its track. This
interaction is called the annihilation reaction and mass is
converted to energy with the release of two 0.511MeV
photons which travel outwards at 180° to each other.
These annihilation photons are detected by scintillators
and a simultaneous or coincident detection of these
photons makes it possible to spatially localize the point
of origin. The information is collected on a multitude of
such coincident events and processed to generate a PET
image.
Nowadays, most PET scans are co-registered with
simultaneously obtained CT scans to produce PET/CT
images which give functional information along with
anatomic co-localization. For areas like the head and neck
a smaller area can be scanned with intravenous contrast
administration to obtain further normal tissue anatomy
and tumor extent.

BIOLOGY OF FDG-UPTAKE
Rapidly proliferating cancers cells utilize glucose as a
source of energy and metabolism. Glucose undergoes
glycolysis after intracellular transportation. This transportation is mediated by a family of glucose transporter
proteins (GLUTs)[6-8]. These trans-membrane proteins
allow energy independent transport of glucose across the
hydrophobic cell membrane. Thirteen GLUTs have been
identified of which GLUT1, GLUT3, and GLUT4 have
high affinity for glucose. The expression of GLUTs is
induced by hypoxia-inducible factor, growth factors and
various oncogenes[9]. Increased expression of GLUT1
has been found in many cancers, including head and neck
cancer[9]. The degree of expression of GLUT1 has also
been shown to be associated with aggressiveness of the
cancer. Elevated glycolytic activity and increased expression of GLUT1 are found in advanced cancer stages and
predict significantly poorer treatment outcomes[10-13].
Fluorine18-FDG (18F-FDG) is an analog of glucose
with 18F occupying the position of oxygen on carbon-2.
Similar to glucose, GLUTs facilitate the transport of 18F-
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QUANTITATIVE IMAGE INTERPRETATION
In order to be used as a valid imaging biomarker, accurate
and reproducible quantification of FDG uptake is necessary. A simplified measurement using standardized uptake
value (SUV), given by the following formula, is now the
most widely used method for the quantification of FDG
up take.

Tissue activity ( µCi / ml )
Injected Dose ( mCi )
Body weight ( kg )
In this formula, tissue activity is the radioactivity measured by the PET scanner within a region of interest (ROI)
or the maximal value; injected dose is the dose of 18FFDG administered, corrected for physical decay. The SUV
in this formula represents the activity of 18F-FDG within
the tumor measured over a certain interval after 18F-FDG
SUV =
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injection and normalized to the dose of 18F-FDG administered and to the body weight[16].
There are many different factors that can affect 18FFDG uptake and its subsequent quantification. The biologic factors include blood glucose level, interval between
injection and start of PET study, patient motion and
breathing, patient comfort, and inflammatory process
near or at the tumor. There are also many technical and
physical factors such as attenuation correction, calibration, image reconstruction, data analysis, etc, which are
beyond the scope of this review and have been discussed
by others[17-20]. Despite these, it has been shown that there
is a good correlation between SUV and glucose utilization rate in various cancers including HNSCC[21].
Various forms of SUV-based parameters have been
described in literature. These include: (1) SUVmax- This
measures the highest (maximal) SUV in a region of interest. This has been the most common used parameter in
clinical practice as it is thought to be the most reproducible and independent of how the ROI is defined. However, it represents only a single point within the tumor/
lesion and may not be representative of the entire tumor
volume; (2) SUVmean or SUVaverage- This value may
provide a more global picture of the tumor activity as it
averages the intensity of uptake in a region of interest
(ROI). This, however, suffers from the subjectivity and
variability of the definition of this ROI which may differ
between individuals and institutions; (3) Metabolic tumor
volume (MTV)- This is measured in cubic centimeters
and represents the tumor volume with active FDG
uptake. There is no standard way for tumor segmentation from PET images (For further discussion, refer to
Chapter 4 on PET in radiotherapy treatment planning).
Threshold-based method is often used. Some authors
used a threshold of SUV > 2.5. Others used 40% or 50%
SUVmax as a threshold. The MTV is measured as the
tumor volume with SUV above the threshold selected.
However, the volumes vary significantly depending on
the threshold selected; and (4) Total lesion glycolysis
(TLG) - This is a product of the tumor volume, determined by CT - scan or MRI, and SUVmean.

ing tests[22]. Such cases are labeled as unknown or occult
primary head and neck cancers. Pathologic evaluation of
the nodes, usually by fine needle aspiration, may reveal
a diagnosis of squamous cell carcinoma or adenocarcinoma. Squamous cell histology indicates that the primary
site is likely in the head and neck while adenocarcinomas
mainly arise below the clavicle (e.g., lung cancer, gastric
cancer). The traditional method for detection of the
primary site in cases of squamous cell histology involves
examination under anesthesia and random biopsies from
the nasopharynx, oropharynx, hypopharynx, larynx and
any mucosal areas which appear abnormal. Tonsillectomy
is often performed. These maneuvers are able to detect
the primary site in about half of the cases initially labeled
as unknown primary head and neck cancers[23].
FDG-PET scans have been proven to be an invaluable tool in these cases. Rusthoven et al[24] summarized the
results of 16 published studies with a combined total of
302 patients to evaluate the role FDG-PET in unknown
primary head and neck cancers. They reported that
FDG-PET was able to detect primary tumors in 24.5%
(range, 5% to 73% in various studies) cases where conventional methods were unsuccessful. The primary site
was found at the base of tongue in 27 patients (24.3%),
tonsils in 20 patients (18.0%) and below the clavicle in
27 patients (24.3%). The sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of FDG-PET in the detection of primary tumors
were 88.3%, 74.9%, and 78.8%, respectively. Interestingly, PET scans were able to identify an additional 16%
regional nodal metastases and 11% distant metastases
previously undiscovered. Several prospective studies have
confirmed these findings[22,25]. Rudmik et al[25] recently
reported results of 30 patients who underwent PET/CT.
PET/CT was performed after conventional workup and
prior to operative panendoscopy. The surgeons were
blinded to the results. Patients had routine examination
under anesthesia and directed biopsies, and the PET/CT
results were then revealed to the surgeon intraoperatively.
Additional biopsies were taken if the PET/CT was positive. The traditional work-up identified tumors in 25% of
patients, whereas PET/CT-directed biopsies revealed the
primary lesion in 55% of patients. The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive
value of PET/CT in detection of primary tumor were
92%, 63%, 79%, and 83%, respectively.
Detection of the site of primary cancer allows directed therapy to the tumor (surgery or radiation therapy)
while sparing or minimizing the toxicity to uninvolved
mucosal areas or tissues. The current paradigm for diagnosis and staging work-up for unknown primary cancers
involves obtaining a PET/CT and then obtaining directed biopsies from the suspicious areas. Figure 1 illustrates
a patient who presented with multiple left neck nodes.
Conventional workup failed to identify the primary tumor but PET showed the primary tumor in left base of
tongue.
As noted above, PET scans have also helped in identification of previously unidentified involved cervical

USE OF PET/CT IN THE DIAGNOSIS
AND STAGING OF HEAD AND NECK
CANCERS
Primary cancers of the head and neck are mainly diagnosed by clinical examination in the office and supplemented by imaging studies such as CT scans and MRI.
Staging of the primary tumor, i.e., T-stage in the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) staging system,
mainly depends on the tumor size and invasion of the
primary tumor, which is better assessed by CT and MRI
imaging.
Occasionally, in about 2%-9% of cases, patients may
present with a lymph node in the neck with no obvious
primary site visible on clinical or routine diagnostic imag-
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A

B

C

Figure 1 Computed tomography. A: A patient presented with multiple left neck nodes (arrows); B: The conventional methods as well as the computed tomography (CT)
imaging could not identify the primary tumor; C: A positron emission tomography/CT scan showed increased fluorodeoxyglucose uptake in the left base of tongue (arrow)
and a directed biopsy of this area confirmed the primary site.
Figure 2 Increased fluorodeoxyglucose positron-uptake in the
low neck revealed a metastatic lymph node which would otherwise be difficult to detect because of the presence of muscular
and vascular structures in this region of the neck.

involved nodes are reported to be 90% or higher[27].
Local-regionally advanced head and neck cancers
metastasize to mediastinal lymph nodes, lungs, bone and
liver. PET scans are also helpful in ruling out presence of
distant metastases as PET images in head and neck cancer are often obtained from skull base to hips and PET
are more sensitive in small metastasis than CT. Various
reports have documented the incidence of distant metastases as detected by PET scans ranging from 6% to 25%
for stage Ⅲ/Ⅳ head and neck cancers[29-34]. The sensitivity and specificity of PET scans for the detection of
metastases are 77% and 94%, respectively. Hearle et al[35]
noted distant metastases in 10% of 299 patients evaluated with 97% sensitivity and 96% specificity. These PET
findings resulted in a change in the management plan in
8% to 15% of cases[30,36]. Figure 3 shows a head and neck

lymph nodes. Various CT and MRI based criteria have
been developed to label lymph nodes are being involved
by cancer or not [26]. However, this may still result in
20%-30% rate of false-positive and false-negative results.
Various reports comparing FDG-PET with other imaging modalities including ultrasound, CT and MRI have
consistently reported a much higher sensitivity and specificity for PET scans when compared with the gold-standard, surgical lymph node dissection[27,28]. This has specially been helpful in detecting lymph nodes which are at
a distance from the primary or in the contralateral neck,
especially when the lymph node has not reached size criteria by CT/MRI. PET is also very helpful in detecting
involved lymph nodes in the lower neck where there are
complex muscular and vascular structures (Figure 2). The
average sensitivity and specificity for PET scan to detect
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radiation dose to different adjacent structures, also called
dose painting, thus enabling delivery of high dose to
the tumor targets while sparing the normal tissues. The
use of IMRT has led to a reduction in xerostomia and
improvements in quality of life following treatment[44-46].
However, highly conformal treatments can lead to disease
not being included in the high-dose radiation treatment
volume, resulting in locoregional failures. On the other
hand, over-drawing the target volumes can result in highdose radiation being unnecessarily delivered to normal
tissues that may lead to increased toxicities. Therefore,
accurate delineation of the tumor volume and regions at
risk are critical in order to achieve the best treatment outcomes.
Since FDG PET scan has a high sensitivity in detecting tumor, it plays an important role in radiation treatment planning especially in IMRT planning. FDG PET
scan is routinely obtained and co-registered with treatment planning CT images for treatment planning. Currently there are following several practical applications of
PET in radiation treatment planning: (1) Detecting small
lymph nodes that are not size criteria in CT and including
these nodes in high dose target. In general, lymph nodes
less than 1.0 cm in CT or MRI are usually called benign.
However, PET scan has higher resolution and can detect
malignant node as small as 0.5 to 0.6 cm. As mentioned
above, PET has a high sensitivity for malignant lymph
node, reported being up to 90%. Therefore, PET avid
nodes are included in the high dose radiation targets especially when biopsy confirmed to be malignant. Figure
6 shows a patient with nasopharyngeal cancer, initially
staged as T1N0 after conventional workup. However,
FDG PET revealed hypermetabolic foci in the primary
tumor in the nasopharynx and in bilateral level II lymph
nodes which were small and were not called as lymphadenophy in the CT and MRI (Figure 6B). Fine needle biopsies of the right level II lymph node was obtained and
confirmed to contain metastatic disease. Therefore, these
lymph nodes were included in the high dose area in the
IMRT plan (Figure 6C); (2) Detecting the primary tumor
in patients who present with “unknown primary” and
including the primary tumor in the high dose target. As
mentioned above, in head and neck cancer with unknown
primary, FDG PET can detect primary tumor in 25% of
patients where conventional work up were unsuccessful.
Most of these primary tumors are in the oropharynx,
such as tonsil and the base of the tongue. When the
primary tumor is detected, the patient is treated with radiation field tailored to the primary tumor, thus avoiding
radiating the whole pharyngeal axis which is the standard
radiation technique in patients with unknown primary.
Figure 7 illustrates the IMRT plan for the patient with the
primary tumor detected in PET. The left base of tongue
tumor detected by PET was included in the high dose
field while the larynx and nasopharynx were spared; (3)
Accurate delineation of the edge of the primary tumor.
Accurate delineation of the edge of tumor to generate
gross tumor volume (GTV) is the first step in target de-

Figure 3 Small bone metastases detected in a patient with head and neck
squamous cell carcinoma (arrow). These lesions were not visible on the
computed tomography scan.

cancer patient with small bone metastases detected by
PET scan but these lesions were missed in the CT scan.
The use of tobacco products (chewing and smoking)
and alcohol have been associated with the development
of head and neck cancers. This risk extends to other sites
of the aero-digestive tract including lung and esophageal
cancers. Synchronous primary cancers have been noted
in approximately 10% of head and neck cancer patients.
Strobel et al[37] reported 69 synchronous primary cancers
in 62 patients among 589 consecutive patients imaged
with PET scans. Most (80%) of these were in the upper
aero-digestive tract. A recent report from Japan noted
a higher rate (18%) of second primary cancers among
230 head and neck cancer patients[38]. Evaluation of the
diagnostic sensitivity showed that PET scans were most
likely to detect second primaries in other head and neck
sites and lungs while the sensitivity for finding gastric and
esophageal cancers was much lower at 25% and 7.6%, respectively. Needless to say, the discovery of these second
primary cancers resulted in a change in the management
plan for these patients. Figure 4 shows a patient who
presented with right oral tongue cancer and PET was
obtained as part of the workup that revealed he also had
a cancer in the soft palate as well in the upper esophagus.
Figure 5 is an example of a patient with a synchronous
laryngeal and lung squamous cell carcinomas.

RADIATION THERAPY PLANNING
Radiation treatment plays an important role in the management of head and neck cancer. Radiotherapy is given
as a definitive treatment when the tumor is not resectable
or when organ preservation is preferable[5,39]. Radiotherapy is also given to patients who have high risk pathology features after surgery[40,41]. Chemotherapy is often
administrated concurrently with radiotherapy in locally
advanced disease.
In the past decade, intensity-modulated radiotherapy
(IMRT) has become a standard radiation technique in
head and neck cancer[42,43]. IMRT is a highly conformal
radiation technique which allows delivery of different
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Figure 4 A positron emission tomography scan was
obtained in a patient with a diagnosis of right oral
tongue cancer (anterior arrow in axial views). The positron emission tomography/computed tomography revealed
two additional primary cancers, one in the soft palate and
the other in the upper esophagus.

Figure 5 A patient with a synchronous laryngeal and lung squamous cell carcinomas. A 70-year-old male with diagnosis of squamous cell carcinoma of the
glottic larynx T3N0M0 (A and B; arrow). He underwent a positron emission tomography/computed tomography scan which revealed additional lesions in the right lung
which were biopsied endobronchial and shown to be a second primary lung cancer with mediastinal lymphadenopathy (C and D; arrows).

lineation for IMRT planning. It is often difficult to separate the tumor from surrounding soft tissue and muscle
in CT imaging which is the primary imaging modality in
radiation treatment planning, especially for tumor in the
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oral tongue and oropharynx. Figure 8 shows a patient
with oral tongue cancer, comparing CT (Figure 8A) vs
PET (Figure 8B). The border of the tumor in the CT
was not very clear, difficult to separate from the tongue
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Figure 6 A patient with nasopharyngeal cancer. A: Initial stage was T1N0 when the patient was referred to our institution after conventional workup (arrow in axial
image); B: Fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography revealed hypermetabolic foci in the primary tumor in the nasopharynx and in bilateral level Ⅱ lymph
nodes which were small and were not called as lymphadenophy in her computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging. Fine needle biopsies of these lymph
nodes were obtained. The right level Ⅱ node (arrows) was confirmed to contain metastatic disease, while the left level Ⅱ lymph node was not diagnostic; C: Intensity
modulated radiotherapy plan for this patient. The right level Ⅱ node was treated to a high dose of radiation. The lower neck was treated with an anterior-posterior field
(From Woods C, Sohn J, Machtay M, Yao M. Radiation treatment planning for head and neck cancer with PET. PET Clinics 2012; 7: 396; with permission).

radiation for better local regional control and survival.
Postoperative radiotherapy is often given 4 to 6 wk after
surgery when the surgical wound is fully healed. However, some patients may have local regional recurrences
even before radiation. Because of the anatomical distortion and fibrotic changes after surgery, and flap reconstruction, these recurrences are difficult to be detected by
physical examination and CT imaging. FDG PET is ideal
imaging modality at this setting. Shintani et al[53] reported
91 consecutive patients referred to postoperative adjuvant radiation after complete surgical resection. These
patients had FDG PET obtained at a median time of 28
d after surgery. They reported 27 patients with suspicious
PET findings. Further biopsies led to changes in adjuvant
treatment in 14 patients (15.4%), including increasing the
radiation therapy dose in 6 patients, and extending the radiation therapy treatment volume and increasing the dose
in 1 patient. Liao et al[54] also reported 29 patients who
had a PET scan obtained before postoperative radiation.
They found 7 patients with positive PET studies, 3 with
distant metastases and 4 with local regional recurrences.
For those who had local regional disease detected by the
PET, the radiation volumes and radiation dose have to be
changed, with higher dose delivered to the recurrent tumor. Thus, for patients with high risk features, especially
for those who have a prolonged interval from surgery to
radiation, a post-surgery and pre-radiation FDG PET will
be valuable in treatment decision and radiation treatment
planning.
Following are some active investigations in further ex-

Figure 7 Treatment plan for the patient described in Figure 1. The base of
tongue was found to be the primary cancer site and this area was included in
the high dose intensity-modulated radiotherapy plan while sparing uninvolved
mucosal areas.

muscle. Yet, the PET showed sharp contrast between
the tumor and sounding tissue. The GTV based on CT
(Figure 8C) is much larger than that based on PET (Figure 8D). Several studies have published comparing GTV
generated by CT vs those when PET was incorporated,
and noted a trend for decreasing GTVs when PET was
used[47-52]. Some studies also showed that the interobserver variability deceased when PET was used for target delineation[47]; and (4) In postoperative radiation, detecting
recurrent tumor even before radiation and including the
recurrent tumor in high dose target. Patients with high
risk pathology features are treated with adjuvant chemo-
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Figure 8 A patient with oral tongue cancer. The edge of the tumor was not very clear in the computed tomography (CT) image (A), but more obvious in the PET
image (B). Gross tumor volume was outlined based on CT scan (C) vs with fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography/CT (D). The volume included is larger
with CT alone.

ploration how to use PET in radiation treatment in head
and neck cancer: (1) Subvolume delineation and dose
escalation. Tumors are not homogeneous. Since FDG
uptake is correlated with tumor aggressiveness, the region
of the tumor with higher FDG uptake may harbor more
aggressive cancer cells and may require higher radiation
dose to eradicate. Indeed, FDG-avid regions in the tumor have been shown to be correlated with hypoxia that
is associated with tumor radioresistance[55,56]. With the
dose painting capability of IMRT, a higher radiation dose
can be delivered to these tumor subvolumes to achieve
potentially better tumor control. Schwartz et al[57] studied
theoretical IMRT models using PET derived volumes in
20 patients with head and neck cancer. They found that
a mean dose of 74.9 Gy (range, 71.53-80.98 Gy) could
be delivered to the PET-avid volume without overdosing
the adjacent critical structures. Madani et al[58] conducted
a Phase I study of dose escalation to FDG-avid subvolmes. They reported it was feasible to deliver a radiation
boost of 30 Gy in 10 fractions to the PET tumor volume
before standard IMRT treatment, and they are planning
a randomized phase II trial comparing this treatment
regimen with standard IMRT; and (2) Adaptive radiation
therapy. During the course of radiation treatment, the
patient can have significant physical/anatomical changes
due to tumor response. A second CT simulation and replanning are required in order to ensure the tumor is being dosed appropriately. Changes also occur in the FDG
uptake of the tumor during the course of radiotherapy
and some investigators have explored adaptive radiotherapy and planning techniques to alter the plan based
on the changes in PET imaging[59,60].

treated with definitive radiation and chemotherapy and
for detecting residual and recurrent disease. PET/CT
scans are usually performed 2 to 3 mo after treatment
completion. The optimal timing of obtaining the scan
has been debated in literature and based on many reports it has been determined that the 12-wk time point
after completion of therapy may be the most appropriate[31,61,62]. Scans obtained at earlier time-points (< 8 wk)
have a high rate of false-positive FDG uptake in the radiation treatment field due to inflammatory changes. Scans
done too late (> 16 wk) may allow residual loco-regional
disease to grow and metastasize. If increased FDG uptake is noted at the primary site, patients should undergo
a biopsy followed by a surgical resection for residual disease. Figure 9 shows a serial PET/CT scans in a patient
treated for oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma.
The role of FDG PET/CT in decision making for
neck dissection after chemoradiation has also been extensively investigated. Yao et al[63] reported a 100% negative
predictive value (NPV) and 43% positive predictive value
(PPV) for PET scans done 12 wk after radiation in 53
patients who were noted to have a complete response at
the primary site. A prospective study in 112 consecutive
patients reported by Porceddu et al[64] also noted the utility of the 12-wk post radiochemotherapy PET scan in
decision making for neck dissection. Patients who had
equivocal PET results underwent another scan 4 to 6 wk
later. Patients who had CT abnormalities but were PETnegative were observed and no subsequent neck node
failures were noted in these patients. Nine patients continued to have PET-positive disease in the neck of which
8 underwent surgery. Residual disease was noted pathologically in 6 of these 8. Another prospective study from
MD Anderson Cancer Center reported on 98 patients[65].
They stratified patients into low-risk and high-risk groups
based on tumor stage, nodal stage, overall stage, tumor
site, smoking history and HPV status. The most significant benefit of FDG PET/CT over CT scans was noted
in detecting residual disease among high-risk patients.
The NPV of PET/CT was 75% as compared to 37.5%

ASSESSMENT OF TREATMENT
EFFICACY, FURTHER MANAGEMENT
AND FOLLOW-UP
FDG PET/CT scans have been proven to be a useful
technology in assessing treatment response in patients
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Figure 9 Sixty-six year old male was diagnosed with squamous cell carcinoma of the left base of tongue T4aN1M0. He received external beam radiation
therapy (70 Gy in 35 fractions) with concurrent cisplatin 100 mg/m2 (3 cycles). Positron emission tomography/computed tomography scans were done pre-treatment (A)
and at 3-mo (B) and 8 mo (C) post-radiation therapy. Follow-up images show good response to treatment with sustained response at least 8 mo from treatment.

for CT alone.
The role of FDG-PET scans for long term followup surveillance for detection of loco-regional and distant
metastatic recurrence has also been extensively investigated. Gupta et al[66] conducted a meta-analysis of 51
studies involving 2,335 patients. They reported a NPV
of approximately 95% for both primary and neck disease
for response assessment and surveillance. A recent report
analyzed the role of long-term surveillance PET/CT
scans in 214 patients with negative scans after completion
of therapy[67]. Nine percent of these patients recurred on
follow-up. This suggested a NPV for surveillance PET/
CT of 91%. Based on these data the authors recommended that radiologic surveillance can be stopped early
in those patients who are noted to have two consecutive
negative PET/CT scans within 6 mo of each other.

In another prospective study, FDG PET was obtained
4 wk prior to chemoradiotherapy and 8 wk after completion of treatment in 98 patients[71]. Primary tumor and
nodal SUVmax was calculated for both time points. The
only prognostic factor for disease-specific survival was
found to be the post-treatment primary tumor SUVmax.
The mean SUVmax for those who failed was 7.2, compared to 4.2 for those who did not fail (P < 0.01). Pretreatment SUVmax of primary tumor and lymph node
were not found to be significantly associated with treatment outcomes. The conclusions from these studies are
not consistent, partly due to the inherent problems with
SUV measurement as it represents only a single point
within the tumor but not represent the entire tumor.
Additionally, there is heterogeneity in the patient population, heterogeneity in treatment modalities, small patient
samples and the use of different endpoints.
In recent years, PET-based tumor volumes, i.e., metabolic tumor volume (MTV), are being explored. La et al[72]
from Stanford University evaluated the prognostic value
of MTV in 85 patients. A threshold of 50% maximal intensity was used to define the metabolic tumor volumes.
They found that MTV had a significant relationship with
disease-free survival (P < 0.001) and with overall survival
(P < 0.001) on univariate analysis. An increase in MTV
of 17.4 mL was significantly associated with an increased
hazard of first event (recurrence or death). SUVmax
did not show a significant relationship with either of
these endpoints. Another report from the same group
of investigators validated these findings in an additional
83 patients[73]. Recently the results of a sub-group of patients enrolled on the RTOG 0522 trial were presented[74].
Seventy-four patients underwent baseline and 8-wk post
treatment PET scans. Baseline SUVmax or SUVpeak of
the primary or nodal disease were not predictive for outcomes. However, patients having a primary tumor MTV
above the cohort median had a significantly worse locoregional control and progression free survival.
Some groups have also evaluated the utility of PET
scans done during therapy. PET scans were done after
neoadjuvant chemotherapy in 16 patients. These patients

PROGNOSIS
Many attempts have been made to establish PET/CT
scan derived parameters as prognostic indicators. These
studies have looked at pre-treatment, post-treatment and
during treatment scans to obtain SUV and metabolic tumor volume (MTV) to serve as prognostic indices. Most
of these studies have been retrospective. However, some
prospective trials have also been reported. A recent review article summarizes these studies[68].
Allal et al[69] conducted a prospective study in 120 patients with HNSCC to evaluate the role of pre-treatment
SUV in predicting for local control and disease-free survival. Seventy-three patients underwent radiation therapy
with or without concurrent chemotherapy and 47 had
surgery with or without adjuvant radiation therapy. At a
median follow-up of 48 mo, 46 patients had recurrent
and/or distant metastatic disease. In these patients the
SUV was noted to be 5.8 vs 3.6 for those with disease
controlled (P = 0.002). On the other hand, Vernon et al[70]
reviewed 42 patients receiving PET/CT guided definitive
radiotherapy and found that neither SUV of the primary
tumor nor SUV of the lymph node was predictive of tumor recurrence.
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then underwent surgical resection and histopathologic
responses were correlated with SUVmax. Comparisons
between pathologic responders and non-responders
revealed that there was significant difference in post-chemotherapy SUVmax and percent decrease in SUVmax[75].
The applicability of PET scans during the course of
radiation therapy is harder to evaluate because of difficulty in image interpretation with inflammatory changes
due to radiation and the cost of additional imaging. Such
a study has, however, been done and reported on by
Hentschel et al[76]. This prospective study evaluated the
role of serial PET scans during early phase of radiation
therapy and the ability of these scans to predict treatment
outcomes. Patients were divided into two groups and all
of them underwent 4 PET scans. In one group, PET
scans were obtained before treatment, at 10 Gy, 30 Gy
and 50 Gy. In the other group, PET scans were obtained
before treatment, at 20 Gy, 40 Gy, and 60 Gy. Patients
who had a rapid early response with > 50% decline in
SUVmax at 10 Gy or 20 Gy as compared to the pre-treatment SUVmax had a significantly higher overall survival,
loco-regional control and disease-free survival at 2 years.
The 2-year overall survival was 88% for those who had
more than 50% decline in SUVmax compared to 38%
for those with less than 50% decline (P = 0.02). The 2-year
disease-free survival was 75% and 31%, respectively for
those with > 50% decline as compared to < 50% decline
in SUVmax. And the 2-year local-regional control rate
was 88% vs 40% for those with > 50% decline vs to those
< 50% decline in SUVmax (P = 0.06).
There is currently no consensus on what time points
to use for PET scan based prognostication and what
parameters are the most useful. There may be value in
combining traditional prognostic factors with PET based
parameters. Yao et al[77] showed that T-stage, N-stage and
pretreatment SUV of the lymph node were significantly
associated with distant metastasis. However, the combination of these factors can better predict distant metastasisfree survival. The 3-year distant metastasis-free survival
was 98.1% for no factors, 88.6% for one factor, 68.3%
for two factors, and 41.7% for three factors. Similarly,
Moeller et al[65] incorporated HPV status in their mortality risk assessment in addition to post-treatment tumor
SUVmax. They noted FDG PET/CT was predictive for
outcomes in HPV-negative and non-oropharyngeal primaries.

ity of combining anatomical information, which forms
the basis of the current AJCC system, with functional
information obtained from PET scans; b: Standardized
uptake value (SUV) - Even though SUV is a widely used
and reported parameter it suffers from some drawbacks
that make it difficult to compare values between different
institutions[19,78,79]. Further standardization in the way SUV
is determined would allow inter-institutional collaboration and co-operative group clinical trials. Additional
objectively measurable parameters which allow crossplatform and cross-hardware comparisons also need to
be developed; c: PET/CT simulators - PET/CT scans are
often co-registered with CT scans obtained for radiation
therapy planning. PET/CT simulators are also available at
some institutions which facilitate this. Consensus guidelines need to be developed for tumor and target volume
delineation when using PET information for radiation
treatment planning; d: PET as a prognostic indicator The use of PET/CT scans as prognostic indicators in
head and neck cancers and for follow-up and surveillance
requires further research and investigation; and e: Economic analyses - Cost-benefit analyses suggest that PET/
CT scans are cost-effective for diagnosis, staging and
therapeutic decision making in head and neck cancers[80,81].
Common availability and decreasing costs of this technology will allow greater use and acceptance; (2) Newer
imaging technology - Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
offers superior imaging for soft-tissue delineation but offers little functional information unless MR spectroscopy
is performed. MR spectroscopy can be performed in a
limited volume. Recently MR/PET hybrid technologies
have been developed for used in the clinic. This offers the
advantages of high-quality soft tissue imaging from MR
with whole-body and functional imaging from the PET
component[82-84]. A recent review article highlights the potential for this new hybrid technology, the technical challenges and its use in clinical situations[85]; and (3) Newer
radiopharmaceuticals - Many new radioisotopes and radiotracers are being developed to image further functional
characteristics of tumors including hypoxia, tumor proliferation, amino acid metabolism and presence of EGFR
on tumor cells. An excellent review on this topic has been
provided by Wang et al[86]. As outlined in this review, a
large number of efforts are being focused on hypoxia
imaging. Hypoxia poses a major radiobiological disadvantage and confers radioresistance to the tumor. Hypoxic
cells are not killed in response to radiation therapy and
may be responsible for treatment failure, either locally or
as distant metastasis. Some of the newer radiopharmaceuticals being used to image the hypoxic portion of the
tumor include [18F]fluoromisonidazole (FMISO), copperdiacetyl-bis (N4-methylthiosamicarbazone) (Cu-ATSM)
and [18F]fluoroazomycin arabinoside (FAZA). Once identified using PET scans, these hypoxic areas of the tumor
can be preferentially targeted to receive a higher dose of
radiation using IMRT technique.
The applications of FDG PET/CT scanning mentioned in this article highlight the extensive work done

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
FDG PET/CT scan has been proven to be a useful technology on many fronts in head and neck cancer and has
significant impact on the management as discussed above.
Currently, there are many exciting new areas of research
and development that are being actively investigated and
will continue to expand the role of this imaging modality
in the future. These efforts can be broadly categorized as
follows: (1) Protocol development and standardization: a:
Head and neck cancer staging - There may be a possibil-
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by groups across the world to the study the usefulness
and application of this technology in various scenarios.
Future work will continue to highlight the importance of
this imaging modality in head and neck cancers.
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Congenital hyperinsulinism: Role of fluorine-18L-3, 4
hydroxyphenylalanine positron emission tomography
scanning
Jaya Sujatha Gopal-Kothandapani, Khalid Hussain
disease only require a limited pancreatectomy to remove only the focal lesion thus providing complete cure
to the patient. Hence the preoperative differentiation
of the histological subtypes of CHI becomes paramount
in the management of CHI. Fluorine-18L-3, 4-hydroxy18
phenylalanine positron emission tomography ( FDOPA-PET) is now the gold standard for pre-operative
differentiation of focal from diffuse disease and localisation of the focal lesion. The aim of this review article
is to give a clinical overview of CHI, then review the
role of dopamine in β-cell physiology and finally discuss
18
the role of F-DOPA-PET imaging in the management
of CHI.
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Core tip: This manuscript describes how the advent of
fluorine-18L-3, 4-hydroxyphenylalanine positron emis18
sion tomography ( F-DOPA-PET) scanning has revolutionised the management of patients with a very complex condition called congenital hyperinsulinism. 18FDOPA-PET scanning allows the accurate pre-operative
localisation of the focal lesion in these patients which
can then be surgically removed allowing complete cure
from the hypoglycaemia.

Abstract
Congenital hyperinsulinism (CHI) is a rare but complex
heterogeneous disorder caused by unregulated secretion of insulin from the β-cells of the pancreas leading
to severe hypoglycaemia and neuroglycopaenia. Swift
diagnosis and institution of appropriate management
is crucial to prevent or minimise adverse neurodevelopmental outcome in children with CHI. Histologically
there are two major subtypes of CHI, diffuse and focal
disease and the management approach will significantly
differ depending on the type of the lesion. Patients with
medically unresponsive diffuse disease require a near
total pancreatectomy, which then leads on to the development of iatrogenic diabetes mellitus and pancreatic exocrine insufficiency. However patients with focal
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INTRODUCTION
Congenital hyperinsulinism (CHI) is a heterogeneous
condition due to the dysregulated and inappropriate secretion of insulin from the β-cells of the pancreas leading to severe hypoglycaemia in infants. The incidence
of CHI is 1 in 50000 in the general population and 1 in
2500 in the consanguineous cohorts[1]. Based on the clinical presentation-CHI can be classified into two major
subgroups, transient or persistent and based on histology
into three forms such as focal (40%), diffuse (50%) or
atypical (10%)[2]. Transient CHI is observed in children
who are born small for gestational age, those with intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR), those subjected to
birth asphyxia and those born to mothers with diabetes
mellitus (pre or gestational diabetes) and can last up to a
week[3]. However it can last longer up to a few months in
some children with IUGR[4].
The insulin secreting β-cells of the pancreas consists
of a potassium channel (KATP channel) which plays a crucial role in insulin secretion and glucose homeostasis[5].
The KATP channel proteins are encoded by two genes.
These are “sulphonylurea receptor subunit” (SUR1 encoded by ABCC8) and the “inward rectifying potassium
channel subunit” (Kir6.2 encoded by KCNJ11) genes[6].
Both these genes are localised to chromosome 11p15.1[7].
Nearly 90% of medically unresponsive persistent CHI is
caused by loss of function (recessive inactivating) mutations in these two subunits of the KATP channel involved
in regulating insulin secretion[8]. They are predominantly
autosomal recessive (AR) and rarely autosomal dominant
(AD) in inheritance.
Mutations in genes encoding enzymes involved in
insulin secretion are rare causes of CHI. They are (1) glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) encoded by GLUD1 gene
(AD); (2) glucokinase (GCK) encoded by GCK gene (AD);
(3) L-3-hydroxyacyl-coenzyme A dehydrogenase (HADH)
encoded by HADH gene (AR); (4) hepatocyte nuclear
factor 4-alpha (HNF4-a) encoded by HNF4A gene(AD);
(5) monocarboxylate transporter (MCT1) encoded by
SLC16A1 gene (AD); and (6) uncoupling protein 2 encoded by UCP2 gene (AD)[9]. No genetic aetiology has
been identified in about 70%-80% of patients who are
responsive to medical therapy with diazoxide.
Of the three histological forms of CHI, the typical
diffuse form is characterised by the abundant distribution of enlarged and hyperchromatic nuclei throughout
the islets[2]. It is predominantly caused by recessive loss
of function mutations in the K ATP channel (ABCC8
and KCNJ11 genes) and when unresponsive to medical
therapy requires a near total (≥ 95%) pancreatectomy[2]
(Figure 1). The focal form is characterised by an isolated
cluster of abnormal insulin producing cells with ‘normal ‘surrounding tissue within the pancreas (Figure 2).
Histologically it involves focal adenomatous hyperplasia
of the islet cells with ductuloinsular complexes and scattered giant β-cell nuclei surrounded by normal pancreatic
parenchyma[2,10,11]. Focal CHI is always sporadic in inheritance and caused by the paternal heterozygous mutation
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Diffuse:
Entire pancreas affected
Associated with mutations in ABCC8/ KCNJ11/GCK/GLUD1/HNF4A/
HADH and SLC16A1

Figure 1 Diffuse lesion where the entire pancreas is affected. It is associated with recessive and dominant mutations in the ABCC8/KCNJ11/GCK/GLUD1/
HNF4A/HADH and SLC16A1.

Focal:
Localised region of pancreas affected
Associated with a paternal mutation in ABCC8/KCNJ11 and paternal UPD
encompassing 11p5.1 to 11p15.5 in the focal area

Figure 2 Focal lesion affecting only a single region of the pancreas. It is
associated with a paternal mutation in the ABCC8 or KCNJ11 and paternal uniparental disomy encompassing 11p5.1 to 11p5.5 in the focal area.

in ABCC8/KCNJ11 genes along with somatic loss of
maternal allele in the focal hyperplastic tissue requiring a
focal lesionectomy[12].
Nearly 10% of CHI is of atypical form, the molecular mechanism and histopathological differentiation of
which is yet to be completely understood[13]. Children
with persistent CHI often require high glucose concentrations (> 8mg/kg/min) to maintain euglycemia. The
diagnosis of CHI is primarily made by biochemical investigations demonstrating detectable levels of insulin in
relation to hypoglycaemia along with reduced/absent free
fatty acids and ketone bodies[12]. Current medical management for CHI includes Diazoxide along with Chlorothiazide as the first line therapy and Octreotide as a second
line drug[12].
Children who are not responding to medical management, and in whom the genetic testing is inconclusive or
in favour of a focal lesion, should undergo 18F-DOPAPET scan to ascertain the type of lesion whether it is fo-
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a major role in neuropsychiatric and movement disorders
such as Schizophrenia and Parkinson’s disease[15]. It also
acts as a local chemical messenger in other organs such
as bloods vessels, kidney, gastrointestinal mucosa and including pancreas[16].
Dopamine exerts its effects by binding to and activating receptors on the surface of cells. In humans five
subtypes of dopamine receptors have been identified,
labelled D1 through D5[16]. All of them exert their effects
via a complex second messenger system [e.g., cyclic AMP].
Dopamine signalling is mediated by five cloned receptors,
grouped into D1-like (D1 and D5 receptors) and D2-like
(D2, D3 and D4 receptors) families. The presence of dopamine receptors from both families has been identified
in human isolated islets[16]. D2 receptor expression was
confirmed by immunodetection revealing localization on
insulin secretory granules of human β-cells[16].
Studies carried out in mouse pancreatic islets have
shown pancreatic islets as the site for Dopamine synthesis and storage outside the central nervous system and
both Dopamine and L-Dopa exerts a negative feedback
action on insulin secretion in correlation with the reduction in intracellular [Ca2+] influx[17,18].
A study done recently has shown a negative feedback
regulatory circuit for glucose-stimulated insulin secretion in purified human islets in vitro[19]. The release of
dopamine and insulin together in response to the glucose
load is demonstrated by the in-vitro infusion of dopamine
into the insulin-containing secretory granules of human
β-cells. Dopamine in turn exerts an antagonistic action
on the D2 receptors that are also expressed on β-cells
and thus inhibiting insulin secretion[19].
Neuroendocrine cells and pancreatic islets take up
L-DOPA and convert it into Dopamine by the enzyme
DOPA decarboxylase, which is expressed in β-cells of
the pancreatic islets[20-23]. Thus decarboxylation of the
L-DOPA to dopamine in the β-cells of the pancreatic
islets allows localization of the lesion by means of PET
scanning, using radioactive isomer 18F-L-DOPA[24]. 18FDOPA is a radiotracer analogue of DOPA and this
radioactive tracer is taken up, decarboxylated and stored
in cytoplasmic secretory granules by both the endocrine
and exocrine cells of the pancreas[23,25]. This mechanism
acts as the principle behind the use of this non-invasive
18
F-DOPA-PET imaging technique as the diagnostic tool
of choice in localising the focal lesion. Both focal and
diffuse forms have high DOPA decarboxylase activity
and in focal lesions there is excessive tracer uptake in the
lesion when compared to the rest of the pancreas (Figure
4).
In diffuse CHI there is generalised increased tracer
uptake with a relatively higher uptake in the head when
compared to the rest of the pancreas[14,26,27]. 18F-DOPA is
excreted by kidneys hence normal bio-distribution is seen
in kidneys, ureter and urinary bladder. An excessive uptake is also seen in gall bladder and biliary tract and a low
uptake is seen in liver, heart and basal ganglia[26].

Phenylalanine
O
OH
HO

NH2
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Tyrosine hydroxylase (rate limiting step)
O

HO

OH
NH2

HO
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NH2
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HO
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Figure 3 Dopamine biochemistry. Phenylalanine is converted into L-Tyrosine.
L-Tyrosine is then converted into L-Dopa by Tyrosine Hydroxylase. L-Dopa is
then converted into Dopamine by DOPA decarboxylase.

cal or diffuse and provide guidance towards surgery[1].
Pre-operative delineation of the subtype of the lesion
becomes extremely crucial as the management approach
and the treatment modalities differ significantly based on
the type of the lesion. Focal CHI typically does not respond to medical management and a focal lesionectomy
provides a definite cure for the condition by avoiding
further hypoglycaemic episodes and its neurological complications. A focal lesionectomy also minimises the risk
of iatrogenic diabetes mellitus and exocrine pancreatic insufficiency. Children with diffuse CHI warrant a sub total
or a near total pancreatectomy to prevent brain damage
from neuroglycopaenia, however the risk of developing
diabetes mellitus and exocrine insufficiency in later life is
quite high[14].

DOPAMINE METABOLISM
Dopamine is synthesised from a non-essential amino
acid, tyrosine which is first converted to L-dopa by tyrosine hydroxylase. This is the rate limiting step in dopamine production. Then L-Dopa is decarboxylated to
dopamine by DOPA decarboxylase. Dopamine is then
oxidised to nor-adrenaline (Figure 3).
Dopamine plays different roles in various internal organs. In the brain, it acts as a neurotransmitter and plays
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Otonkoski et al[36] used 18F-DOPA-PET/CT in 14
patients (ABCC8 mutation in 11/14 patients) and found
focal uptake in 5 patients, diffuse uptake in the remaining
9 patients. 18F-DOPA-PET/CT findings were confirmed
by histology in all 5 patients with focal uptake and 4 out
of 9 in patients with diffuse uptake. This group also measured the standardized uptake value (SUV) of 18F-DOPA
and found a SUV of > 50% higher uptake than the
maximum SUV of the unaffected part of the pancreas in
the focal group which corresponded with the histology
findings. The remaining 9 patients with a diffuse uptake
on the 18F-DOPA-PET/CT scan had a SUV ratio of <
1.5. Histology findings confirmed diffuse disease in 4 patients and pancreatic venous sampling in 4 patients. The
authors concluded by proposing 18F-DOPA-PET/CT as
the best modality of choice in locating a focal lesion[36].
Riberio et al[40] did a retrospective study in 2007 on
forty nine children with CHI who had undergone 18FDOPA-PET/CT scanning. They identified abnormal focal pancreatic uptake of 18F-DOPA in 15 children, where
diffuse radio-tracer uptake was observed in the pancreatic
area in the other 34 children. They also subjected 12 of
the 49 children for pancreatic venous sampling (PVS)
and 31 for MRI. In children who underwent both PET
and PVS, the results were concordant in 11 out of 12.
The authors concluded that PET scan with 18F-DOPA is
an accurate non-invasive technique allowing differential
diagnosis between focal and diffuse forms of CHI[40].
Arbizu Lostao et al[41] reported their first patient from
Spain in whom the diagnosis of focal CHI was made in
a 13 month old child using combined genetic analysis
[paternal heterozygous mutation (G111R) in the ABCC8
gene] and 18F-DOPA-PET/CT imaging (focal uptake in
the body of the pancreas) was successfully treated by surgery. This case report reiterates the importance of performing combined investigations towards the successful
management of CHI.
Barthlen et al[22] in 2008 reported the correlation of
18
F-DOPA-PET/CT scan findings with the intra-operative findings in 9 out of 10 children. A limited resection
was found to be curative in 8 out of 9 children. They also
reported their follow up data on these children with no
evidence of diabetes or exocrine pancreatic insufficiency[22].
Cherubini et al[42] have reported that 18F-DOPA-PET/
CT imaging can distinguish between focal and diffuse
lesions in majority of the cases and 100% accurate in
locating the focal lesion. The authors also highlighted the
potentiating effects of non-invasive imaging technique
using 18F-DOPA-PET/CT imaging combined with laparoscopic pancreatic surgery in the prompt localisation
and excision of the focal lesion, preventing iatrogenic
diabetes mellitus in later life[42].
Yorifuji et al[43] reported a boy with focal CHI whose
disease activity was not consistent with the uptake of 18F
DOPA. A diagnosis of CHI was made on day 2 of his
life when he presented with hypoglycaemic seizures. A
paternal heterozygous mutation c.4186G 1T (p.D1396Y)

SUV 2,6
SUV 5,7

Figure 4 Fluorine-18L-3, 4-hydroxyphenylalanine positron emission tomography scan showing the focal lesion in the tail of the pancreas.

DIAGNOSTIC METHODS TO LOCALISE
FOCAL LESION
Until recently the methods used to localise the focal lesion were (1) Hepatic portal venous sampling (PVS)[28,29];
(2) arterial calcium stimulation test[30,31]; and (3) tolbutamide response test[32]. PVS is invasive, time consuming, technically challenging and is associated with risk
of severe hypoglycaemia and the accuracy is only about
70%[28,33]. Arterial calcium stimulation and tolbutamide response test are not found to be accurate in distinguishing
between focal and diffuse CHI[30-32,34,35] Imaging modalities such as computed tomography (CT) and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) has not been found very useful
in localising the focal lesion[14].
18
F-DOPA-PET/CT was first reported for the localisation of the focal lesion by Riberio et al[13] in 2005
and Otonkoski et al[36] in 2006. Since then several studies
have shown that 18F-DOPA-PET/CT provides precise
differentiation between focal and diffuse forms albeit
exact localisation of the lesion may not be accurately
attributed by the scan technique[13,21,37]. However, 18FDOPA-PET/CT is non-invasive, relatively simple to use
and more efficient than the invasive procedures such as
PVS, and arterial calcium stimulation tests in differentiating and localising the pancreatic lesions[38]. The sensitivity
and specificity of 18F-DOPA-PET/CT in detecting focal
lesions measuring between 2 mm and 10 mm is approximately 90% and 100% respectively[39]. Thus the use of
18
F-DOPA-PET/CT has revolutionised the surgical outcome in these children with CHI.

USE OF

18

F-DOPA-PET/CT IN CHI

18

The use of F-DOPA-PET/CT in distinguishing between focal and diffuse CHI was first reported by Riberio
et al[13], where the authors subjected 15 neonates to 18FDOPA-PET scan. Abnormal focal uptake was observed
in 5 children and diffuse uptake in the rest. Histopathology findings of all 5 patients with focal lesion and
4 patients with diffuse uptake who underwent surgery
matched with their PET scan findings.
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in the ABCC8 was identified followed by an uptake in
the body of pancreas in the 18F-DOPA-PET/CT scan. A
diagnosis of focal CHI was made and he was managed
conservatively with frequent feeding regime. He achieved
spontaneous remission at 1 year and 10 mo of age and a
follow up 18F-DOPA-PET/CT scan revealed no difference in uptake between the two scans despite achieving
clinical remission. Further to this an arterial stimulation
venous sampling test was done which showed a low basal
and stimulated insulin release illustrating that 18F-DOPAPET/CT uptake may not always correlate with the insulin secreting capacity of the β-cells and the spontaneous
remission of hypoglycaemia can be a functional process and not due to the apoptotic death of β abnormal
cells[43].
Zani et al[44] evaluated the accuracy of 18F-DOPAPET/CT imaging technique in differentiating between focal and diffuse lesions and localisation of the focal lesion.
The authors reviewed the results of 18F-DOPA-PET/CT
scan performed in 19 patients. Five of them had diffuse
uptake and the same was confirmed by histology. The
remaining 14 patients showed a focal uptake which was
confirmed by histology however the localisation was not
accurate in 5 children leading to incorrect surgical resection. The authors concluded that 18F-DOPA-PET/CT
scan can distinguish between focal and diffuse CHI and
the exact localisation in only 2/3 of patients with focal
lesions. The authors also suggested undertaking intraoperative histological confirmation of the focal lesion prior
to complete excision[44].
Masue et al[45] reported their experience of the use of
18
F-DOPA-PET/CT in 17 Japanese children by assessing
their results either by simple inspection or by calculating
the pancreas percentage and compared those results with
the genetic analysis and histology. Pancreas percentage is
the expression of uptake of the head, body and tail of
the pancreas as the total maximum SUV of the whole
pancreas. They found the localisation and histology was
consistent in all 17 children. However the overall results
were consistent with the molecular diagnosis and histology in only 7/17 and 6/12 patients respectively. They
also reported a substantial improvement in the accuracy
of PET studies by using pancreatic percentage[45].
Ismail et al[12] reported the marked variation in the clinical, genetic, radiological and histopathological features
of focal CHI in 3 of their patients. All 3 of them had
paternal heterozygous mutation in ABCC8 gene (c.39929G → A in the first 2 patients and c.4477G → A in third
patient). Of the 2 patients, first patient was responded
to Diazoxide but not the second patient. The focal lesions in these 2 patients were accurately localised using
18
F-DOPA-PET/CT imaging. Both of them underwent
focal lesionectomy and were completely cured. Histology
confirmed the presence of focal nodules with large nuclei along with the remaining normal pancreatic tissue in
the first 2 patients. The authors proposed that unknown
genetic or environmental factors may influence the phenotypic variation in response to treatment and some focal
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lesions can respond to medical management. The authors
have also highlighted that a paternally inherited c.3992-9G
→ A mutation in the ABCC8 gene is associated with a
mild focal phenotype responding to medical management
in some patients of Ashkenazi Jewish origin[12]. This finding is based on previous reports that nearly 90% of CHI
in Ashkenazi Jewish population is associated with c.39929G → A mutation and p.F1388del in the ABCC8 gene[46].
The third patient had undergone two 18F-DOPA-PET/
CT imaging, with an unusually large focal lesion involving
the whole pancreas. The first scan showed the tracer uptake in the body and tail and the second scan performed
post lesionectomy showed a tracer uptake in the head of
the pancreas and the patient underwent 2 pancreatic surgeries. Macroscopically this patient had a normal looking
pancreas but microscopically islet cell nodules with large
nuclei were found along with some normal pancreatic tissue. Despite undergoing the second surgery this patient
was reported to be dependent on continuous gastrostomy
feeds to maintain euglycemia[12].
Giurgea et al[47] reported that the size of the focal lesion is determined by the timing when the somatic loss
of maternal allele occurs during the gestational age[47].
The earlier it occurs the larger the size of the focal lesion
can be, as found in the 3 patient in this report. Also it has
been suggested that an unknown mechanism might play a
role in different rate of tracer uptake in different regions
of pancreas in large focal lesions[47].
Meintjes et al[26] recently evaluated and reported the
accuracy of delineating the focal and diffuse CHI using 18F fluoro-L-DOPA/CT and contrast enhanced CT.
They performed 22 18F fluoro-L-DOPA/CT and contrast
enhanced CT studies on 18 patients and assessed those
results using visual assessment followed by quantitative
comparison of SUVs measured by calculating the uptake
on head, body and tail of the pancreas. They derived an
SUV ratio using the formula-highest SUV (max)/next
highest SUV (max). The authors also proposed a time
activity curve which showed the focal pancreatic islet
uptake relatively constant over time suggesting performing imaging at 20 min and 50 min after the radio tracer
injection. The use of intravenous contrast agents during
CT provides invaluable information for the surgeons in
delineating the anatomical landmarks while performing
surgery.
Of the 18 patients 13 showed diffuse with an SUV
ratio of < 1.3 and five showed focal uptake with an SUV
ratio of > 1.5 with an SUV (max) 50% higher than that
of the unaffected area of the pancreas. Out of these five
patients four of them had paternal ABCC8 mutation. All
five patients were cured after limited focal resection with
three of them requiring second 18F-L-DOPA/CT and
contrast enhanced CT and surgery. Of the 13 patients
who had diffuse disease, 9 of them were negative for
ABCC8/KCNJ11 mutations and 3 had positive paternal ABCC8 mutation. Out of 13, 2 patients underwent
surgery and 11 patients remain on high dose Diazoxide
treatment one of them had 3 pancreatectomies without
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(0.64). Thus this review concluded that 18F-DOPA-PET/
CT is superior in diagnosing and localising focal CHI lesion in patients requiring surgery albeit the limitation of
the review is the inclusion of small sample sizes and high
probability of bias leading to the overestimation of diagnostic accuracy[38].

cure. The authors concluded by highlighting the importance of per-operative 18F-L-DOPA/CT and contrast
enhanced CT studies in not only distinguishing between
the focal and the diffuse disease but also the precise localisation of the anatomical landmarks[26].
Laje et al[48] did a retrospective review to determine
the accuracy of 18F-DOPA-PET/CT scan in diagnosing
focal CH on 105 children in whom a pre-operative 18FDOPA-PET/CT scan was undertaken. Out of 105 patients, 53 patients had focal lesion and the remaining 52
patients had diffuse disease. Eight out of 53 patients with
focal lesion were reported to have diffuse disease on their
pre-operative 18F-DOPA-PET/CT scan. The location of
the eight missed lesions was head (3), body (2) and tail
(3) which showed a homo/heterogeneous tracer uptake
throughout the pancreas. Thus the sensitivity of 18FDOPA-PET/CT scan in diagnosing a focal lesion was
85% based on this study. Two out of 52 patients with
diffuse disease were reported to have focal lesion on their
pre-operative 18F-DOPA-PET/CT scan with a specificity
of 96%. The positive predictive value of the study was
96% with 45 out of 47 patients having a true focal lesion.
The authors concluded that the sensitivity and specificity of the 18F-DOPA-PET/CT scan varies based on the
location of the lesion and the experience of the radiologists[48].
A meta-analysis was performed and published recently by Yang J and his colleagues reviewing the diagnostic
role of 18F-DOPA PET and 18F-DOPA PET/CT imaging
in CHI in 10 studies involving 181 children. The pooled
sensitivity and the specificity in detecting focal CHI using
18
F DOPA PET and PET/CT was reported to be 88%
(95%CI: 80%-94%) and 79% (95%CI: 69%-87%) respectively on a per-patient-based analysis in this systematic
review. The area under the summary receiver operating
characteristic curve (SROC) was estimated to be 0.92%
suggesting that 18F-DOPA PET and PET/CT imaging
are accurate tools for distinguishing focal diagnosing
CHI, although there is a minimal risk of both false positive and false negative results. The authors concluded that
18
F-DOPA PET is very helpful in differentiating between
focal and diffuse lesions, and should be the first investigation of choice when the genetic test results are inconclusive and 18F-DOPA PET/CT is very helpful in localising
the lesion and thereby improving the treatment outcome
in focal CHI[27].
Blomberg et al[38] conducted a systematic review and
meta-analysis recently to quantify the diagnostic performance of pancreatic venous sampling (PVS), selective
pancreatic arterial calcium stimulation with hepatic venous sampling (ASVS) and 18F-DOPA-PET/CT in diagnosing and localising focal CH. They reported that 18FDOPA-PET/CT is superior in distinguishing focal from
diffuse CH with a summary diagnostic odds ratio (DOR)
of 73.2 when compared to PVS (summary DOR 23.5)
and ASVS (summary DOR, 4.3). Also the pooled accuracy for localising a focal lesion by 18F-DOPA-PET/CT
is higher (0.82) when compared to PVS (0.76) and ASVS
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ECTOPIC PANCREAS AND THE ROLE OF
18
F-DOPA-PET/CT
The pancreas begins to develop from the distal end of
the foregut endoderm during the fourth week when
both the dorsal and ventral pancreatic buds grow into
the mesogastrium[49]. Thus the pancreatic acinar and the
islet cells are derived from the endodermal cells lining the
upper and duodenal region of the foregut[50]. During the
course of this development an ectopic pancreatic tissue
may occur in the stomach, duodenum, jejunum, ileum
and rarely in Meckel’s diverticulum, appendix, biliary tract
or lungs[49].
There have been reports of ectopic pancreatic tissue
causing CHI in both adults and children. We reported a
child with persistent and severe hyperinsulinaemic hypoglycaemia (HH) despite undergoing three pancreatectomies with a choledochoduodenostomy and a cholecystectomy. An 18F-DOPA-PET/CT scan localised the ectopic
lesion in the vicinity of the former head of pancreas.
The same lesion was found to be localized near the duodenum, either in the duodenal wall or cavity on the magnetic resonance scan (MRI). He is subsequently managed
medically[33].
Peranteau et al[51] in 2007 reported another patient
with persistent hypoglycaemia despite undergoing a neartotal pancreatectomy. A subsequent 18F-DOPA-PET/CT
scan demonstrated one focus in the remnant pancreatic
head and 3 in the abdomen. The lesion in the pancreatic
remnant was removed completing a total pancreatectomy
and further abdominal exploration revealed 4 pancreatic
ectopic rests in the jejunum. The lesions were surgically
removed and the histopathology confirmed focal islet cell
hyperplasia in all the lesions. This patient required insulin
therapy for a short term post operatively.
In both of these patients 18F-DOPA-PET/CT scan
was performed post near total pancreatectomy with the
persistence of hypoglycaemic symptoms. However a
preoperative localisation of the focal lesions would have
led to the removal of local and ectopic lesions and preservation of the rest of the pancreas. Thus the use of
18
F-DOPA-PET/CT scan in the management of CHI is
justified in identification of both focal lesions within the
pancreas and ectopic pancreatic tissue[51].
A standardised protocol for the use of 18F-DOPAPET/CT was derived in 2005 and advocated to achieve
maximum acquisition with minimum radiation. This
guideline was derived based on the survey conducted in
2005 reviewing the experience of all the PET centres.
The result of the survey showed that 18F-DOPA-PET/
CT has 94% sensitivity and 100% specificity. Thus pre-
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operative performance of 18F-DOPA-PET/CT has been
proposed as the most accurate way of localising the focus
enabling limited resection and thereby preventing the risk
of iatrogenic diabetes[14]. Studies recommended performing 18F-DOPA/CT studies only in tertiary endocrine
centre equipped with necessary expertise to perform and
interpret the results[14].

10

11

12

CONCLUSION
We conclude that 18F-DOPA-PET/CT is a safe, noninvasive and the most preferred investigation of choice
(1) to distinguish between the focal and diffuse forms of
CHI; and (2) to enable accurate localisation and enucleation of the focal lesion preventing the risk of developing iatrogenic diabetes mellitus and pancreatic insufficiency. However a multi-disciplinary team (MDT) approach
is essential and has to be undertaken in a tertiary centre
built-in with necessary expertise for the successful interpretation and management of CHI patients.
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nia and BDI, and therefore proposed as a candidate
trait marker for psychosis in general. On the other
hand, other brain regions were differently impaired
in affective and non-affective psychosis: alterations
of cingulate cortex and thalamus seemed to be more
common in Schizophrenia and amygdala dysfunctions
in BDI. Neural correlates of sustained attention seem to
be of great interest in the study of psychosis, highlighting differences and similarities between Schizophrenia
and BDI.
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Core tip: In the present paper, we systematically reviewed functional magnetic resonance imaging studies
investigating sustained attention in affective and nonaffective psychosis. We found that differences between
cases (patients, unaffected relatives of psychotic probands) and controls in terms of functional activation of
sustained attention system structures were detectable
even when the groups performed comparably. In particular, the insular cortex seems to be a trait marker for
psychosis in general, whereas other regions (thalamus,
cingulate cortex, amygdala) seem to be differently impaired in affective and non-affective psychosis.

Abstract
To provide a systematic review of scientific literature
on functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies on sustained attention in psychosis. We searched
PubMed to identify fMRI studies pertaining sustained
attention in both affective and non-affective psychosis. Only studies conducted on adult patients using a
sustained attention task during fMRI scanning were
included in the final review. The search was conducted
th
on September 10 , 2013. 15 fMRI studies met our inclusion criteria: 12 studies were focused on Schizophrenia and 3 on Bipolar Disorder Type Ⅰ (BDI). Only half
of the Schizophrenia studies and two of the BDI studies reported behavioral abnormalities, but all of them
evidenced significant functional differences in brain regions related to the sustained attention system. Altered
functioning of the insula was found in both Schizophre-
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INTRODUCTION
Sustained attention can be defined as the ability to main-
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tain a high vigilance level for prolonged periods of time,
allowing the subjects to respond in an appropriate way to
infrequent and unpredictable stimuli[1].
Abnormalities in sustained attention have been reported in both schizophrenic[2-4] and Bipolar Disorder
(BD) patients[5-8] and several studies suggested a correlation with a worse prognosis and a poorer quality of
life[9-12]. Sustained attention deficits seem to be independent from medications[13,14] and illness states[15]. Studies
comparing directly schizophrenic and BD patients found
that the two groups were qualitatively similar in sustained
attention deficits[16], even though schizophrenic patients
were usually quantitatively more impaired[17-20]. A reduced
attentional performance has also been higlighted in nonaffected relatives of schizophrenic[21,22] and bipolar patients[23]: it has been therefore proposed as a candidate
endophenotype for both affective[24-26] and non-affective
psychosis[27-30]. Candidate endophenotypes must be associated with illness, state independent, heritable, and
found in unaffected relatives of probands at a higher rate
than in general population[31]. By contrast, some behavioral studies failed to find any significant performance
deficit in schizophrenic patients[32], in bipolar patients[33]
or in unaffected relatives of bipolar probands[34,35], so the
role of sustained attention as a trait-market of psychosis
is still controversial. The discordant results reported in
scientific literature may be due to the differences in experimental paradigms and inclusion/exclusion criteria.
The most commonly used tasks to assess sustained
attention are the “oddball paradigms”, where subjects are
required to identify rare and unpredictable target stimuli
presented among a stream of frequent non-target stimuli[36,37] or among both frequent and rare non-target stimuli,
usually called “standards” and “novels” respectively[38,39].
A particular kind of oddball paradigm is the Continuous
Performance Test (CPT), initially developed by Beck et
al[40] and nowadays considered a well validated instrument to measure sustained attention in both research and
clinical settings[41]. There are numerous versions of CPT,
differing from one another for the sensorial modalities
(visual or auditory)[42,43] the perceptual complexity of the
stimuli (CPT with degraded stimuli: DS-CPT)[44] and the
response required: only on targets, on both targets and
non-targets and only on non-targets (Conners’ CPT Ⅱ)[45].
Other CPT versions increase the number of stimuli presented per minute to intensify the attentional load (e.g.,
the Rapid Visual Information Processing task, RVIP)[46].
Some CPTs are designed to assess both sustained attention and working memory resources, e.g., the CPT-AX
(a character or number preceded by another character or
number as a target)[47] or the CPI-IP (identical pairs of
stimuli as a target)[48].Several scores are used to measure
the behavioral performance in oddball paradigms: the
rate of correct targets (“hits”, “H”) and incorrect targets
(“omission errors”); the rate of correct non-target (“correct rejections”) and incorrect non-target (“false alarms”,
“FA”) “commission”) and the mean reaction times (RT)
to the stimuli. Subjects who respond accurately and rap-
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idly to both target and non-target are considered good
performers, whereas a high number of omissions indicate
a reduced attention and a high number of commissions
indicate augmented impulsivity. Using the signal detection
theory[49] other measures of accuracy may be calculated,
such as the sensitivity index (d’, d-prime), its nonparametric analog (A’, A-prime) and the response criterion (B’’,
beta, ln b). d’ is the standardized difference between hit
rate and false alarm rate [d’ = z(Hits) - z (False alarms)]
and it is considered a good measure of discriminability. B’’
instead represents an index of response bias, the subject’s
tendency to under respond or over respond [B’’ = (1-H) FA (1-FA)/H(1-H)+FA (1-FA)].
Functional neuroimaging studies increase the possibility to detect subtle differences in brain functioning
even in behaviorally intact subjects. In healthy individuals,
sustained attention tasks usually elicit a widespread cortical and subcortical network, including dorsal and medial
prefrontal cortex, parietal, temporal and occipital areas,
cingulate gyrus, insula, cerebellum, and basal ganglia[50-53].
Different components of sustained attention have their
anatomical and functional correlates in different brain
regions: subcortical structures have been associated with
arousal control, dorsal frontal and temporoparietal cortex
with attention maintenance over time, and anterior ventromedial regions, such as anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)
and anterior insula, with conflict monitoring, target detection and error signaling[54]. Moreover, ACC and insula
are reported to play a crucial role in emotional regulation,
linking emotion to cognition[55,56].
The aim of the present paper is to review fMRI correlates of sustained attention in affective and non-affective psychosis, discussing the literature findings and the
role of sustained attention as a candidate endophenotype
for psychotic disorders.

SEARCH
We searched PubMed to identify functional magnetic
resonance (fMRI) studies investigating sustained attention in affective and non-affective psychosis. The following search words were used, both alone and in combination: sustained attention, fMRI, affective psychosis, nonaffective psychosis, Schizophrenia, Bipolar Disorder.
The search was conducted on September 10th, 2013 and
yielded 42 records. Moreover, we manually checked the
reference lists of the identified articles and we found
9 further potential studies, for a total number of 51
records. Inclusion criteria were the following: articles
written in English, patients’ age ≥ 18 years, psychotic
patients and/or subjects at augmented risk for psychosis,
studies providing both behavioral and fMRI results during a sustained attention task. Structural MRI studies and
fMRI studies reporting data acquired during paradigms
other than sustained attention tasks or during resting
state were excluded.
By reading titles and abstracts, we excluded 18 records. By reading the full texts of the 33 remaining arti-
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Abstracts identified through
PubMed searching (n = 42)
Reference lists searching (n = 9)

Abstracts excluded
(n = 18)

Full-text articles assessed for
eligibility (n = 33)

Full-text articles excluded, with reasons (n = 18):
Reviews (n = 2)
Not focused on sustained attention (n = 5)
Participants’ age < 18 yr (n = 4)
Not involving bipolar, schizophrenic or psychotic patients (n = 4)
Resting state fMRI (n = 2)
Unavailable / incomplete data (n = 1)

Full-text articles included in
qualitative synthesis (n = 15)

Figure 1 Flow chart of the systematic review. fMRI: Functional magnetic resonance imaging.

UHR-SCZ group in the study by Morey et al[61] met at
least one of the following criteria: (1) reporting brief intermittent psychotic states; (2) reporting attenuated positive symptom states; and (3) being first-degree relatives
of schizophrenic/schizotypal probands plus reporting a
significant recent loss of social/work functioning. The 11
REL-SCZ enrolled by Sepede et al[68] were all unaffected
siblings of schizophrenic patients, whereas the 6 RELSCZ enrolled by Filbey et al[66] were presumed obligate
carriers of schizophrenia (POCs): unaffected subjects
having a first-degree relative (sibling or parent) plus a
child affected by schizophrenia. Ten of the 12 studies
used visual stimuli, whereas the other two[62,65] used auditory stimuli. The tasks administered were: oddball tasks (n
= 4), CPT-X (n = 1), DS-CPT-X (n = 2), CPT-IP (n = 2),
RVIP (n = 1), and other attention tasks (n = 2), with a total duration of the experiment ranging from 6 to 49 min.
FMRI images were acquired using a 1.5 T scanner in
seven studies, a 3 T scanner in 2 studies and a 4 T scanner in three studies. A block design was used to present
the tasks in six studies, whereas an event-related design
was used in other five studies. Only one study[67] used
a block/event-related mixed design. A whole brain approach was used in eight studies to analyze the BOLD
FMRI signal whereas three studies[60,61,67] used a region of
interest (ROI) approach and/or a masked brain analysis,
limiting the analysis to areas known to be involved in sustained attention processing and/or to areas showing significant between-group or within-condition differences.
Only one study[64] used the ROI analysis after the whole
brain analysis. In the study by Honey et al[60], connectivity
analyses were also performed.

cles, we identified15 papers meeting our inclusion criteria
and therefore included in the qualitative synthesis (Figure
1).

RESEARCH
A total number of 578 subjects was tested by the 15
studies included in the qualitative synthesis: 272 normal
comparisons (NC), 173 schizophrenic patients (SCZ),
17 unaffected relatives of schizophrenics (REL-SCZ),
10 subjects at ultra high risk for Schizophrenia (UHRSCZ), 84 Bipolar Disorder type Ⅰ patients (BDI) and 22
unaffected relatives of BDI patients (REL-BDI). The
majority of SCZ were male (68.8%), conversely to what
observed in BDI, where males represented only 30.9%
of the total.
Sustained attention in schizophrenia
A total number of 12 studies was selected[57-68]. The characteristic of the groups and the results of the studies are
depicted in Table 1.
Right handedness was an inclusion criteria in 6 studies[57,59,60,63,66,68]. Nine studies enrolled only SCZ, one had
both a SCZ group and an additional group of UHRSCZ[61] and two had only REL-SCZ[66,68]. In the study by
Morey et al[61], patients were divided into early SCZ (mean
illness duration 1.7 years) and chronic SCZ (mean illness duration 15.3 years). In the study by Honey et al[60],
patients were divided into SCZ with both negative and
positive symptoms (n = 11) and SCZ with predominantly
positive symptoms (n = 11). The SCZ (n = 173) enrolled
in the studies were clinically stable and in the majority of
cases were medicated (range: 87.5%-100%). Only 2 of
the 10 UHR-SCZ received medications at the moment of
the scanning, whereas all the REL-SCZ (n = 17) and the
NC (n = 204) were drug naïve. In seven of the 10 studies
including a SCZ group, the mean illness duration was also
reported[58-63,65] and it ranged from 1.7 to 33 years. The
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Behavioral results
In four of the ten studies involving SCZ (n = 57), no
significant behavioral differences were found with respect
to NC[57,58,63,64]. In the other six studies, SCZ (n = 116)
performed worse than NC: a reduced accuracy was evi-
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Table 1 Functional magnetic resonance imaging studies of sustained attention in Schizophrenia
Ref.
Volz et al[57],
1999

Participants

Task and behavioral results

fMRI methods and results

SCZ (n = 14), age 34.1 ± 12.3, males
78.6%, medicated 100%

CPT-IP. Type of stimuli: letters
1.5 T, block design (4 blocks). baseline: finger
TNS = 720, Target = 25%, SET = 600 ms, ISI =
tapping
1200 ms, TET = 30 min
Whole brain analysis. Imaging package: SPM96
NC (n = 20), age 28.2 ± 5.7, males
Required response: on targets.
Results: NC > SCZ in the R mesial PFC, ACC and L
60%
Behavioral measures: hit rate, mean RT, d’, ln b
TH
Results: no between group differences
Eyler et al[58], SCZ (n = 8)/SCA (n = 1) age 58.9 ±
CPT-X. Type of stimuli: letters. TNS = 72
1.5 T, block design. baseline: digit fixation
2004
9.9, males 55.6%, illness duration:
Target = 33.3% ISI = 500 ms, TET = 6 min 3 s
8 task blocks and 9 baseline blocks
33 yr, medicated 100%
Whole brain analysis. Imaging package: AFNI
NC (n = 10), age 59.8 ± 5.7,
Required response: on targets
Results:
12 males 60%
Behavioral measures: mean RT, d’
NC > SCZ in R IFG/insula (BA 47/45)
Results: no between group differences
SCZ > NC in R postcentral gyrus (BA 3) and L
cerebellum
SalgadoSCZ (n = 14), age 25.5 ± 4.1, males CPT-IP. Type of stimuli: numbers. TNS = 900
1.5 T, block design. baseline: digit response
2 task blocks and 2 baseline blocks.
Pineda et
50%, medicated 100%, illness
Target = 15% ISI = 1100 ms, TET = 14min
Whole brain analysis. Imaging package: SPM2
al[59], 2004
duration: 1.9 yr
NC (n = 14), age 25.1 ± 3.3, males
Required response: on targets
Results:
50%
Behavioral measures: omission errors,
NC > SCZ in R IFG (BA 44), R angular gyrus (BA
commission errors, mean RT, d’, ln b
39), R STG (BA 37), R MTG (BA 21), R TH
Results: Between group differences
-omissions, commission and d’: NC > SCZ
-mean RT: SCZ > NC
Honey et
N-SCZ: SCZ with both negative
CPT-X with 2 levels of difficulty: undegraded
3T, block design, baseline: screen fixation
al[60], 2005
and positive symptoms: (n = 11),
and degraded stimuli (0% and 40% pixel
10 task blocks and 10 baseline blocks. Imaging
age 42.6 ± 9.2, males 90.9%, age of
inverted). Type of stimuli: digits
package: SPM2
onset: 22.2 yr, medicated 100%
TNS = 280 Target = 25%
Masked brain analysis (ROIs involved in attention
SET = 42 ms, ISI = 958 ms TET = 6 min
processing, differentiating the groups and showing
a task related activity associated to attentional
load).
Connectivity analysis (seed ROIs: ACC and
cerebellar vermis)
P-SCZ: SCZ with predominant
Required response: on targets
Results
positive symptoms: (n = 11) age
Behavioral measures: mean RT, d’
Task vs baseline:
41.1 ± 9.2, males 81.8%, age of
Results: N-SCZ were less accurate than NC in NC > (P-SCZ = N-SCZ) in R and L angular gyrus,
onset: 24.7 yr, medicated 100%
target discrimination (d’)
MFG, L putamen
(P-SCZ = N-SCZ) > NC in R and L SFG, R and
L IPL, R SPL, R post central gyrus, L precentral
gyrus, R and L TH, ACC, PCC, R MiFG, R IFG,
cerebellum; P-SCZ > N-SCZ in R STG, R MiFG and
L SPL
NC (n = 12), age 33.3 ± 11.8, 12
Connectivity with ACC:
males 83.3%
NC > (P-SCZ = N-SCZ) in R and L MSFG, R and L
IFG; (P-SCZ = N-SCZ) > NC in R and L precentral
gyrus, R postcentral gyrus, cerebellum; P-SCZ >
N-SCZ in ACC; N-SCZ > P-SCZ in SMA
Connectivity with cerebellum:
NC > (P-SCZ = N-SCZ) in R and L MSFG, L MFG;
(P-SCZ = N-SCZ) > NC in L MiFG; P-SCZ>N-SCZ
in R and L IFG, ACC, L SPL, R precentral gyrus, L
postcentral gyrus
Morey et
UHR (n = 10), age 22.6 ± 4.4, male
Visual oddball task
1.5T, 7 runs. Event-related design. Imaging
al[61], 2005
50%, medicated 20%,
Type of stimuli: circles (“targets”), squares
package: SPM99
(frequent non targets-“standards”), objects (rare
ROI analysis: ACC, MiFG, IFG, BG, and TH.
non targets-“novels”)
Conditions:
-Targets
-Novels
-Standards (baseline)
Early SCZ (n = 15) age 24.1 ± 6.5,
TNS = 1400 Target = 3% SET = 500 ms, ISI =
Results
male 67%, age of onset 22.3 yr,
1500 ms, TET = 36 min 24 s
Targets vs novels activations
illness duration 1.7 yr, medicated
Required response: on both targets and non- -in ACC, MiFG and IFC: NC > UHR, Early SCZ and
86.7%
targets
Chronic SCZ
-in IFG: (1) NC> Early SCZ and Chronic SCZ;
(2) only NC and UHR showed R > L activations,
whereas Early SCZ and Chronic SCZ showed a
reduced laterality
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Chronic SCZ (n = 11) age 38.1 ±
Behavioral measures: hit rate, d’, B’’
Target vs baseline activations:
7.7, male 82%, age of onset 22.9 yr,
-in ACC, MiFG and IFC: NC > Early SCZ and
illness duration 15.3 yr, medicated
Chronic SCZ
100%
-in BG and TH: NC > Early SCZ and Chronic SCZ
NC (n = 16) age 28.0 ± 11.6, male
Results:
(results confirmed comparing Chronic SCZ with
59%
Between group differences:
Older NC)
Older NC (n = 10) age 34.0 ± 12.1,
-Hit rate: NC > Early SCZ and chronic SCZ
male 67%
-d’: NC > UHR, Early SCZ and Chronic SCZ
Liddle et
SCZ (n = 24)/SCA (n = 4) age 31.6 ±
Auditory oddball task
1.5 T, event related design, whole brain analysis
al[62], 2006
10.1, males 67.9%, illness duration Type of stimuli: 1500 Hz tones (“targets”), 1000
Imaging package: SPM99.
7 yr, medicated 96.4%
Hz tones (frequent non targets-“standards”),
Conditions:
noises (rare non targets-“novels”)
-correct targets
-correct novels
-correct standards (baseline)
-missed targets
-standard false alarms
NC (n = 28), age 28.2 ± 8.9, males
TNS = 488 Target = 10% SET = 200 ms, ISI =
Results
75 %
2000 ms, TET = 16 min
Targets vs baseline activations:
Required response: on targets
NC > SCZ: in L and R amygdala, R hippocampus,
Behavioral measures: RT, omissions,
R and L STS, L and R insula, R and L orbitofrontal
commissions
cortex (BA 47), ACC, PCC, L and R SPL, R and L
Results:
IPL, L and R middle IFG, L and R superior MFG, L
SCZ were significantly slower and less accurate and R TH, L and R striatum, L and R cerebellum
than NC
Results
Targets vs novels activations:
NC > SCZ in: L amygdala, L orbitofrontal cortex (BA
47), L anterior insula, rostral ACC and L striatum
Gur et al[63],
SCZ (n = 22), age 30.5 ± 9.1, males
Visual oddball task. Stimuli: colored shapes
4T, event related design, whole brain analysis.
2007
59.1%, age of onset 22.5 yr, illness
Type of stimuli: red circles (“targets”), green
Imaging package: FEAT/FMRIB. Conditions:
duration 12.4 yr, medicated 95.5%
circles (frequent non targets-“standards”),
-targets
fractal images (rare non targets-“novels”)
-novels
-standards (baseline)
NC (n = 28), age 31.6 ± 8.5, males
TNS = 200 Target = 15% SET = 1000 ms, ISI =
Results
57.1 %
2000 ms, TET = 7 min
Targets vs baseline activations:
Required response: on targets
NC > SCZ in R and L STG, L insula, R and L
Behavioral measures: hit rate, RT
putamen, ACC, PCC, L SFG, L TH
SCZ > NC in R insula, R MiFG, L IPL
Results: no between group differences
Novels vs baseline activations:
NC > SCZ in L IOG and L IPL
SCZ > NC in L MOG, L fusiform, L precuneus, L
IFG, R angular gyrus, SOG, SPL, MiFG
Harrison et
SCZ (n = 12), age 32.2 ± 8.0, males
Multi-Source Interference Task (MSIT).
3T, block design. Imaging package: SPM5
al[64], 2007
100%, medicated 100%
Type of stimuli: digits
Conditions:
SET = 2000 ms, ISI = 500 ms
-low difficulty Task (“baseline”)
TNS = 160, TET = 11 min
-high difficulty Task (“Task”)
Required response: on all stimuli
-fixation (“Rest”)
Whole brain analysis and ROI analysis of
Behavioral measures: correct responses, RT
deactivation (“Rest”-“Task”) in medial PCC/rostral
ACC and PCC/Precuneus
NC (n = 14), age 31.7 ± 8.0, males
Results: no between group differences
Results
100%
SCZ > NC in deactivation of medial PCC/rostral
ACC and PCC/Precuneus.
In SCZ the magnitude of deactivation correlates
with response speed and level of emotional
awareness
Wolf et al[65], SCZ (n = 16)/SCA (n = 1) age 31.9 ±
Auditory oddball task
4T, event-related whole brain analysis. Imaging
2008
7.1, males 53 %, illness duration 9.9 Type of stimuli: 2000 Hz tones (“targets”), 1000
package: FEAT/FSL. Conditions:
yr, medicated 94.1%
Hz tones (frequent non targets-“standards”),
-targets
sounds (rare non targets-“novels”)
-novels
-standards (baseline)
NC (n = 21), age 28.6 ± 7.1, males
TNS = 200 Target = 15% SET = 150 ms, ISI =
Results
52%
1850 ms, TET = 6 min and 40 s
Targets vs baseline activations:
Required response: on targets
SCZ > NC in: L precentral gyrus, ACC/SMA, L and
Behavioral measures: hit rate, RT
R insula, L hippocampus, L and R STG/MTG, L
Results:
superior MOG
SCZ were significantly slower than NC
Novels vs baseline activations:
SCZ > NC in: L IFG
Filbey et
POC-SCZ (n = 6) age 53, males
Sustained attention task
1.5T. Block design. Imaging package: FSL
al[66], 2008
33.3%
Type of stimuli: colored circles
Whole brain analysis
medicated 0% (drug naïve)
Required response: on targets
baseline condition: circles fixation
Behavioral measures: RT
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Carter et
al[67], 2010

Sepede et
al[68], 2010

NC (n = 8) age 41, males 62.5%

Results: no between group differences

SCZ (n = 9), age 29.8 ± 12.0, males
100%

Visual selective attention task
Type of stimuli: colored circles

NC (n = 12), age 25.5 ± 4.6, males
100%

TNS = 1960 Target = 5 %
SET = 500 ms, ISI = 1000 ms TET = 49 min
Required response: on both targets and nontargets
Behavioral measures: correct targets, RT
Results
-correct target percentage: NC > SCZ
-RT: SCZ > NC

REL-SCZ (n = 11), age 34.4 ± 8.8,
males 45.5%
medicated 0% (drug naïve),
smokers 36.4%
NC (n = 11), age 32.0 ± 5.2, males
45.5%, smokers 36.4%

Results
NC > POC-SCZ in: R IPL (BA 7), R SPL (BA 7), R
MTG (BA 21), R MOG (BA 18), R PCC (BA 31),
R SFG (BA 10), R lingual gyrus (BA 18/19), R
precentral gyrus (BA 9/43), R parahippocampal
gyrus (BA 28), L cuneus (BA 18), L striatum; POCSCZ > NC in: L STG (BA 21), L SFG (BA9) and R
MTG (BA 19)
4T. Block/event-related mixed design. 10 runs.
Imaging package: SPM. Conditions:
-target events (3 s before-13.5 s after the event)
-transient activation (3 s before-7.5 s after the onset
of task block)
-sustained activation (15 s before-70.5 s after the
onset of task block)
Masked brain analysis and ROI analysis in ACC,
IFG, MiFG, IPS, BG, caudate and TH

Results
-During transient activation NC > SCZ in: MiFG,
IPS, caudate and TH
-During target events NC > SCZ in TH
In NC: positive correlation between accuracy
and TH activation during sustained activation
condition; In SCZ: negative correlation between RT
and BG activation during target events
CPT-X with 3 levels of difficulty: undegraded 1.5T, event-related design, 3 runs (0%, 25% and 40%
and degraded stimuli (0%, 25% and 40% pixel
degraded)
inverted). Type of stimuli: digits
Whole brain analysis. Imaging package:
BrainVoyager QX 1.9
TNT = 210, Target = 16%
Task conditions:
SET = 200 ms, ISI = 2000 ms, TET = 42 min
-correct responses on target
-incorrect responses on target
-correct responses on non-targets (baseline)
Required response: on targets and non-targets
Results
Behavioral measures: correct targets, correct
Correct targets vs baseline:
non-targets, RT
NC > REL-SCZ in R precentral gyrus (BA 6/9), R
Results: no between group differences
and L insula (BA 13), MFG/dorsal ACC (BA 9/32)
REL-SCZ > NC in deactivating PCC/retrosplenial
cortex (BA 23/31)
Incorrect target vs baseline:
REL-SCZ > NC in L insula/IFG (BA 13/47) and R
TH

SCZ: Schizophrenic patients; NC: Normal comparisons; SCA: Schizoaffective patients; REL-SCZ: Unaffected first degree relatives of schizophrenic patients;
POC-SCZ: Presumed Obligate carriers of schizophrenic patients; UHR: Ultra high risk subjects; SET: Stimulus exposure time; ISI: Interstimulus interval;
TNS: Total number of stimuli; TNT: Total number of targets; TET: Total experiment time; RT: Response time; R: Right; L: Left; PFC: Prefrontal cortex; ACC:
Anterior cingulate cortex; PCC: Posterior cingulate cortex; MFG: Medial frontal gyrus; MSFG: Medial superior frontal gyrus; IFG: Inferior frontal gyrus;
SFG: Superior frontal gyrus; SMA: Supplementary motor area; IPL: Inferior parietal lobule; SPL: Superior parietal lobule; IPS: Intraparietal sulcus; MTG:
Middle temporal gyrus; STG: Superior temporal gyrus; STS: Superior temporal sulcus; MOG: Middle occipital gyrus; IOG: Inferior occipital gyrus; TH:
Thalamus; BG: Basal ganglia.

denced by Honey et al[60] and Morey et al[61], whereas Wolf
et al[65] reported an increased mean reaction time and
Salgado et al[59], Liddle et al[62] and Carter et al[67] reported
both reduced accuracy and increased mean reaction times
with respect to NC. In their 10 UHR subjects, Morey et
al[61] reported a reduced accuracy. On the contrary, the
17 REL-SCZ enrolled by Filbey et al[66] and Sepede et al[68]
performed similarly to controls.

differences were observed in cingulate gyrus, thalamus
(TH), inferior parietal lobule (IPL), inferior frontal gyrus
(IFG) and insula. The anterior part of the cingulate cortex (ACC) significantly differentiated the groups in seven
studies: SCZ showed a reduced activation with respect to
NC in 4 SCZ groups[57,61-63], and the same pattern was observed in the UHR subjects enrolled by Morey et al[61] and
in the REL-SCZ enrolled by Sepede et al[68] By contrast,
two studies[60,65] reported an augmented activation in SCZ
with respect to NC. Also the posterior part of the cingulate cortex (PCC) significantly differentiated the groups
in six studies. Honey et al[60] reported an increased activation in the SCZ with respect to NC, whereas a decreased

FMRI results
Significant between-group differences in several brain
regions were found in all the selected studies, even when
the groups performed comparably. The most reported
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activation was found by Gur et al[63] and Liddle et al[62]
Interestingly, in three studies, the PCC was reported to
be deactivated during attention task, with respect to the
baseline/control task, and the amount of the deactivation
was larger in SCZ[64] and REL-SCZ[66,68] with respect to
NC. A significant hypoactivation of the IFG was found
in five studies[58-62]. The medial regions of the prefrontal
cortex, located dorso-rostrally with respect to the cingulate cortex, appeared to be hyperactivated in SCZ[57,60] or
REL-SCZ[68].
The insular cortex significantly differentiated the
groups in five studies. A reduced activation in SCZ was
reported bilaterally by Liddle et al[62] and limited to the
right emisphere by Eyler et al[58] By contrast, Gur et al[63]
found a reduced activation in the R insula, counterbalanced by an augmented activation in the L insula, and
Wolf et al[65] reported a bilateral augmented activation.
In the event-related study by Sepede et al[68], REL-SCZ
hyperactivated the bilateral insula during correct target
responses and hyperactivated the L insula during wrong
target responses. An altered functioning of the inferior
parietal lobule (IPL) was detected in 4 studies, three
showing a reduced activation in SCZ with respect to
NC[60,62,66], one an increased activation[63]. Other parietal
regions were also reported to differentiate the groups.
In the angular gyrus Salgado et al[59] and Honey et al[60]
reported a reduced activation, Gur et al[63] an increased
activation; in the superior parietal lobule (SPL) Liddle et
al[62] and Filbey et al[66] found a reduced activation, Honey
et al[60] an increased activation in SCZ with respect to NC.
When considering the subcortical regions, SCZ significantly hyperactivated the TH in six studies[57,59,61,62,63,67],
whereas Sepede et al[68] found an increased activation
during wrong target responses in REL-SCZ. Other subcortical structures, such as the basal ganglia, appeared to
be less activated in SCZ with respect to NC in 4 studies[60,61,63].

tention (CPT-IP: n = 2; DS-CPT-X: n = 1), with a total
duration of the experiment ranging from 6 to 15 min.
FMRI images were acquired using a 1.5 T (n = 1), a
3 T (n = 1) or a 4 T (n = 1) scanner, presenting the tasks
with an event-related design (n = 2) or a block design (n
= 1). A whole brain approach was used in two studies
to analyze the BOLD FMRI, whereas Fleck et al[70] performed a whole brain analysis followed by a ROI analysis.
Behavioral results
In their group of 10 euthymic and unmedicated BDI,
Strakowski et al[69] did not find any behavioral deficit with
respect to NC. On the contrary, both Fleck et al[70] and
Sepede et al[71] reported a reduced target accuracy in their
manic/mixed (n = 50) or euthymic (n = 24) BDI patients.
An impaired performance was also found in the group
of 22 unaffected and unmedicated BDI-REL enrolled by
Sepede et al[71].
FMRI results
Significant between-group differences in several brain
regions were found in all the three selected studies, even
when the groups performed comparably. The regions
more reported to differentiate the groups were: IFG, insula, amygdala and IPL.
The IFG/insula showed an altered pattern of activation in all the three selected studies: an augmented
activation in BDI with respect to NC was found by Strakowski et al[69], whereas Fleck et al[70] reported a reduced
activation. In the study by Sepede et al[71], BDI showed a
reduced activation during correct target responses and
an augmented activation during wrong target responses,
with REL-BDI showing an intermediate pattern of functioning between BDI and NC. The amygdala was found
to be more activated with respect to NC in two studies,
involving euthymic[69] or manic[70] BDI. The IPL seemed
to be hyperactivated in the euthymic BDI enrolled by
Strakowski et al[69] and in the REL-BDI by Sepede et al[71].

SUSTAINED ATTENTION IN BIPOLAR
DISORDER

DISCUSSION

Three studies enrolled BDI patients[69-71] and one of these
studies had also a group of unaffected, drug-naïve, BDIREL[71]. The characteristic of the groups and the results
of the studies are depicted in Table 2. Right handedness
was an inclusion criteria in two studies[69,71]. The BDI (n =
84) enrolled in the three studies were euthymic (n = 34)
or affected by a manic/mixed episode (n = 50). About
80% of the 74 patients in the studies by Fleck et al[70] and
Sepede et al[71] were under medication at the moment of
the fMRI scanning, whereas the 10 BDI in the study by
Strakowsky et al[69] were drug free. All the NC (n = 68)
and the BDI-REL (n = 22) were drug naïve. In two of the
studies[69,71], the mean illness duration was also reported
and it was 2.2 and 4.7 years respectively. The presence of
psychotic features during the acute phases of the illness
(95.8%) was reported only by Sepede et al[71] All the three
selected studies used a visual CPT to assess sustained at-

In this paper we systematically reviewed fMRI studies on
sustained attention in affective and non-affective psychosis.
We found several studies on Schizophrenia that met
our inclusion criteria, whereas the publications on BDI
were very few. This result is quite surprising, considering the large amount of behavioral data that reported
sustained attention deficits in both acute and euthymic
phases of BDI.
Summarizing the literature findings on affective and
non-affective psychosis, we highlighted that patients and
at-risk subjects significantly differed from healthy comparisons in the functioning of several brain regions belonging to the sustained attention system, even when they
were behaviorally intact. There were regions that seemed
more impaired in Schizophrenia, other more impaired in
Bipolar Disorder and other that appeared altered in both
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Table 2 Functional magnetic resonance imaging studies of sustained attention in bipolar disorder
Ref.

Participants

Strakowski et
al[69], 2004

Task and behavioral results

FMRI methods and results

BDI (n = 10), age 25.5 ± 8.1, males 40%,
euthymic, age of onset 23 yr, illness duration
2.2 yr, medicated 0% (drug free)

CPT-IP. Type of stimuli: digits
3T, block design, 5 task blocks and 5 baseline blocks
TNS = 400 SET = 700 ms, ISI = 750,
Baseline: digits fixation
TET = 6 min
Whole brain analysis. Imaging package: CHIPS
Required response: on targets.
Behavioral measures: d’, percent
correct, percent false positive
NC (n = 10), age25.3 ± 7.3, males 40%
Results: no between-group
Results:
differences
BDI > NC in: R IFG/insula (BA 13/47), R and
L ventral PFC (BA 10/47), parahippocampus/
amygdala (BA 34), MOG/MTG (BA 18/19/39), R
IPL (BA 40), R SPL (BA 7/40), L postcentral gyrus
(BA 43), hypothalamus; NC > BDI in: L fusyform
gyrus (BA 20) and L MFG (BA 11)
Fleck et al[70],
BDI (n = 50), age 30 ± 10, males 30%, manic,
CPT-IP. Type of stimuli: digits
4T, Event-related design, 3 runs (periods)
2012
medicated 80%
TNS = 900, Target = 15%, SET = 750
Whole brain analysis. Imaging package: AFNI
ms, ISI = 1000 ms, TET = 15 min
ROi based analysis: anterior-limbic network (IFG,
BG, TH, amygdala, cerebellar vermis) + SFG
Baseline: visual count down condition
Task conditions:
-hits, misses and false alarms
-correct rejections on non-targets
NC (n = 34), age 31 ± 9, males 41%
Required response: on targets
Results:
Behavioral measures: A’, B’’, RT,
In period 1: NC > BD in cerebellum; BD > NC
correct rejection
in TH; NC > BD in deactivation of L PCC and R
Results: patients performed worse
angular gyrus
in terms of correct rejections and
In period 2: NC > BD in bilateral IFG and L TH
showed a trend vs a reduced A’
In period 3: NC > BD in activation of R IFG
Over time: BD activated and NC deactivated L
striatum and bilateral amygdala
Unmedicated BD > medicated BD in activation of R
IFG and cerebellum
Sepede et al[71],
BDI (n = 24), age 34.8 ± 8.0, males 41.7%,
CPT-X with 2 levels of difficulty:
1.5T, event-related design, 2 runs (0%, and 40%
2012
euthymic, age of onset 29.9, illness duration
undegraded and degraded stimuli degraded). Whole brain analysis. Imaging package:
4.7 yr, psychotic features during acute phases
(0% and 40% pixel inverted)
BrainVoyager QX 1.9.Task conditions:
95.8%, medicated 83.3%
Type of stimuli: digits
-correct responses on target
TNT = 80, Target = 20%, TNS = 408 ±
-incorrect responses on target
30
-correct responses on non-targets (baseline)
SET = 200 ms, ISI = 2000 ms, TET =
14 min
REL-BDI (n = 22), age 31.5 ± 7.3, males 31.8% Required response: on targets and
Results
medicated 0% (drug naïve)
non-targets
Correct target vs baseline:
Behavioral measures: correct target,
(NC = REL-BDI) > BDI in R insula (BA13)
correct non-targets, incorrect target,
REL-BDI > (NC = BDI) in deactivating PCC/
incorrect non-target, mean RT
retrosplenial cortex (BA 23/29)
During the 40% degraded run, correct target
condition:
REL-BDI > (NC = BDI) in R and L IPL (BA 40), L
insula/IFG (BA 13/45)
NC (n = 24), age 32.5 ± 6.2, males 33.3%
Results: both BDI and REL-BDI
Incorrect target vs baseline:
were less accurate than NC in target (BDI = REL-BDI) > NC in middle PCC (BA 31) and
recognition (percent correct target )
R insula/IFG (BA 13/45)
BDI > REL-BDI > NC in L insula (BA 13)
BDI: Bipolar disorder type Ⅰ patients; REL-BDI: Unaffected relatives of bipolar disorder type Ⅰ patients; NC: Normal comparisons; PFC: Prefrontal cortex;
ACC: Anterior cingulate cortex; PCC: Posterior cingulate cortex; MFG: Medial frontal gyrus; SFG: Superior frontal gyrus; IFG: Inferior frontal gyrus; IPL:
Inferior parietal lobule; SPL: Superior parietal lobule; MTG: Middle temporal gyrus; MOG: Middle occipital gyrus; TH: Thalamus; BG: Basal ganglia; R:
Right; L: Left.

error processing[72-74]. An altered function of ACC has
been consistently reported in both schizophrenic patients
and unaffected relatives[75,76] during attentional control[77]
conflict/error monitoring[78-81], working memory[82-84] and
semantic[85] tasks.
The posterior part of the cingulate gyrus is usu-

conditions.
In the studies on schizophrenic patients and subjects
at augmented risk for schizophrenia, the most frequent
dysfunctions were located in the cingulate gyrus and in
the thalamus. The anterior part of the cingulate gyrus is
a key region in sustained attention, cognitive control and
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ally deactivated during active tasks with respect to rest
conditions, and it is therefore considered a part of the
Default Mode Network (DMN) of the brain[86]. It has a
crucial role not only in internally focused tasks, but also
in active regulation of the arousal state and in balancing
between internally and externally oriented attention[87]. A
lower volume of PCC/retrosplenial cortex has been associated to a poorer outcome in Schizophrenia[88], and an
altered function of this region has been evidenced during
semantic[89], self-evaluation[90,91] and fear-conditioning[92]
tasks.
The thalamus is a subcortical structure whose integrity is needed to the correct functioning of cognitive processes. It is not a simple passive relay station, but a nodal
link actively connecting top-down to bottom-up components of the attention/arousal system[1,93] and different
cortical regions via cortico-thalamo-cortical pathways[94].
Both structural and functional MRI studies on Schizophrenia frequently reported significant abnormalities in
schizophrenic patients, so a disruption of thalamocortical
connections was suggested as one of the possible neural
basis of cognitive and sensorial symptoms of Schizophrenia[95-98].
With regard to Bipolar Disorder, amygdala was found
to be altered in two of the three reviewed. In humans, the
amygdala plays a key role in detecting dangers and other
emotionally salient stimuli in the environment, in order to
make the subject ready to react in an appropriate way[99].
During emotional tasks, an altered functioning of the
amygdala in BD has been extensively reported, especially
in manic patients[100-103], but also during depressive[104] and
euthymic states[105,106] of the illness. An important finding
highlighted by the current review is that an augmented
activation of the amygdala was observed also during attention tasks without any emotional components, this results suggesting that emotional limbic areas may interfere
with cognition in BD[107].
In our systematic review we reported that an altered
functioning of the insula during sustained attention task
was frequently found in both Schizophrenia and Bipolar
Disorder.
The insular cortex, due to its location at the interface
of frontal, parietal and temporal lobes, is involved in
cognitive, emotional and somato-sensorial processes[56,108],
providing a hub that integrates salient stimuli with autonomic and sensorial data[109]. Many studies reported an
insular dysfunction in Schizophrenia, Bipolar Disorder,
and “at-risk subjects”, during both tasks[110-115] and resting
state[116-119], thus suggesting a key role of this region in
vulnerability for psychosis, regardless of the affective or
non-affective diagnostic distinction.

unaffected relatives of psychotic probands) and controls
in terms of functional activation in brain regions belonging to the sustained attention system were detectable even
when the groups performed comparably. In particular,
the insular cortex seems to be a trait marker for psychosis
in general, whereas other regions seem to be differently
impaired in affective and non-affective psychosis: alterations of the cingulate cortex and thalamus appear to
be more common in Schizophrenia whereas amygdalar
dysfunctions may be more frequently observed in Bipolar
Disorder. Therefore, investigating neural correlates of
sustained attention seem to be of great interest in the
study of affective and non-affective psychosis as it may
clarify differences and similarities between these two disabling psychiatric conditions.
Limits of the study
An important limitation of the present paper is that we
included in the qualitative synthesis only those studies
conducted on selected versions of CPTs that were focused on sustained attention, excluding papers with CPT
versions designed to measure other cognitive functions,
such as working memory or emotional processing. Moreover, it’s possible that our search strategy did not succeed
in finding all the available literature on the topic and that
adding other search words (i.e., Continuous performance
Test, oddball task) or other data bases would have improved the results. Due to the small number of published
studies on Bipolar Disorder, our results should be interpreted with caution and further research are needed to
clarify the role of sustained attention in affective psychosis.
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INTRODUCTION
Abstract

Rotator cuff disorders are common in the middle and
old age population. They are a major cause of chronic
shoulder pain. In addition, rotator cuff disorders result in
loss of strength and stability of the shoulder[1,2].
The balanced combination between accurate clinical
examination, clear view of the patient’s needs and disabilities and precise radiological diagnostic modalities is
invaluable in the correct formulation of the treatment
plan of the patient whether surgically or conservatively.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which is considered
by many authors the modality of choice for diagnosing
rotator cuff disorders[3,4], has a very important role in
achieving this balance.
In this article, we discuss the techniques of MRI of
the shoulder; the relevant rotator cuff anatomy, mechanisms of injury, and the specific imaging findings of rotator cuff disorders that are important for formulating a
well-structured and complete MRI report.

Evaluation of rotator cuff is a common indication for
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanning of the
shoulder. Conventional MRI is the most commonly used
technique, while magnetic resonance (MR) arthrography is reserved for certain cases. Rotator cuff disorders
are thought to be caused by a combination of internal
and external mechanisms. A well-structured MRI report
should comment on the relevant anatomic structures
including the acromial type and orientation, the presence of os acromiale, acromio-clavicular degenerative
spurs and fluid in the subacromial subdeltoid bursa. In
addition, specific injuries of the rotator cuff tendons
and the condition of the long head of biceps should
be accurately reported. The size and extent of tendon
tears, tendon retraction and fatty degeneration or atrophy of the muscles are all essential components of a
surgically relevant MRI report.
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MRI TECHNIQUE

MECHANISMS OF ROTATOR CUFF INJURY

MR imaging of the shoulder for evaluation of rotator
cuff disorders may be carried out either conventionally
(non-arthrographic), or with direct contrast distension
of the joint (MR arthrography). Magnetic resonance arthrography was reported to be the most accurate imaging
technique for diagnosis of both partial and full-thickness
rotator cuff tears[5,6], but is limited by invasiveness and
necessity of fluoroscopic guidance for injection, and
therefore not routinely used for rotator cuff disorders[7,8].
An alternative technique, indirect MR arthrography, is
a non-invasive technique using intravenous rather than
intra-articular contrast to provide the arthrographic effect[9,10]. Continuous advances in MRI field strength,
gradients, and coil technology have allowed even more
accuracy for conventional MRI than that reported in the
early literature, and conventional MRI is still the most
commonly used technique for diagnosis of rotator cuff
tears[3,11,12].
MR imaging is typically performed in the supine position with the arm by the side of the patient, in the neutral position. Images must be obtained in axial, coronal
oblique and sagittal oblique planes[13]. The sequences used
may vary but typically include T1-, proton density- and
T2-weighted sequences and it is recommended to have
both fat-suppressed and non-fat-suppressed sequences.
Additional imaging in the abduction external rotation
(ABER) position of the shoulder was reported to improve sensitivity and increase diagnostic confidence for
partial-thickness tears of the supraspinatus tendon[10,14].
However, this technique is not widely spread due to difficult positioning and prolonged scan time.

The exact pathophysiology of rotator cuff injury, after
exclusion of acute trauma, is still not fully understood.
The current understanding is that rotator cuff degeneration is caused by a multifactorial pathogenesis, including
both internal and external mechanisms[17,18].
Internal mechanisms
Those are mechanisms that originate from within the tendons in the form of degenerative processes, possibly agerelated, that result in alterations in the tendon biology,
morphology, vascularity and mechanical properties[18,19].
External mechanisms
External mechanisms include the well-known impingement syndromes, of which the subacromial impingement
is the commonest. Subacromial impingement is defined
as entrapment of the subacromial subdeltoid bursa and
the supraspinatus tendon between the coraco-acromial
arch and the greater tuberosity of the humerus. The main
causes of this type of impingement include abnormal
acromion configuration[20], osteoarthritis of the acromioclavicular (AC) joint and narrowed subacromial space[21].
Another type of impingement syndromes is subcoracoid impingement; defined as entrapment of the
subscapularis tendon in the coracohumeral interval (the
space between the coracoid process and the anterior
humerus). It is usually caused by abnormal coracoid
configuration that may be congenital, traumatic or iatrogenic[17,21].
Less common types of impingement include secondary external impingement due to glenohumeral instability
in the absence of outlet stenosis of the rotator cuff tendons[22], as well as internal impingement (intra-articular)
due to compression of the articular surface of the tendons between the humeral head and glenoid[23].

ROTATOR CUFF ANATOMY
The rotator cuff consists of four muscles; the supraspinatus, infraspinatus, subscapularis and teres minor muscles. The supraspinatus muscle originates from the supraspinous fossa of the scapula and passes on the superior
aspect of the humeral head to be inserted in the greater
tuberosity. The infraspinatus muscle originates from the
infraspinous fossa and shares a common tendinous insertion with the supraspinatus tendon on the greater tuberosity; together with the tendon of teres minor muscle[15].
On the other hand, the subscapularis muscle originates
from the subscapular fossa of the scapula and its wide
tendon inserts in the lesser tuberosity, separated from the
insertion of the other rotator muscles by the rotator interval.
The long head of biceps tendon is anatomically and
functionally related to the rotator cuff. The tendon arises
from the supraglenoid tubercle and its proximal segment
(2-3 cm) is intra-articular. It exits the gleno-humeral joint
and passes through the rotator interval between the subscapularis and supraspinatus tendons into the bicipital
(intertubercular) groove of the proximal humerus[16].
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MRI FINDINGS
Acromion type
The acromion was classified according to its shape into
three types (Figure 1). Type Ⅰ has a flat under surface,
type Ⅱ a concave under surface and type three a concave
under surface with anterior hook. Some authors added
a further type Ⅳ to the original classification describing
a convex under surface[24,25]. The shape of acromion is
best depicted on sagittal oblique MR images lateral to the
AC joint plane. The most common type is type Ⅱ, while
type Ⅲ is the one most commonly associated with rotator cuff tears where its anterior hook causes injury of the
anterior fibres of the supraspinatus tendon[26].
Acromion orientation
Normally, the acromion has no slope either anteriorly,
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Figure 1 Acromion types. Sagittal oblique T2-weighted images of different
patients showing type Ⅰ flat acromion (A), type Ⅱ concave under surface (B)
and type Ⅲ concave under surface with anterior hook (C).

Figure 3 Os acromiale. Axial T1-weighted image showing the os acromiale.

A
c
a

Figure 4 Acromio-clavicular joint osteoarthritis. Coronal oblique fat-sat
proton-density-weighted image shows degenerative changes of the acromioclavicular joint (arrow) in a patient with rotator cuff tear.

B

related part of the humeral convexity than its posterior
part.
Os acromiale
The acromion is formed from multiple ossification
centres with complete fusion between the ages of 22
and 25 years. If one of the ossification centres fails to
fuse, an accessory ossicle is formed; the os acromiale[28].
The os acromiale is mobile and is thought to contribute
to impingement, but the reported incidence in normal
population is between 1% and 15%[28]. It is best assessed
in the upper axial images (Figure 3) where a low signal
space is detected between the high signal marrow of the
distal acromion and the non-fused ossicle[25]. On coronal
oblique images it can be suspected by the presence of the
so called “double AC joint”; the normal AC joint appears
on the anterior image and the pseudo-articulation of the
os acromiale appears on the posterior one[27].

Figure 2 Acromion orientation. A: Coronal oblique T1-weighted image shows
low lying acromion (a) in relation to the clavicle (c) at the Acromio-clavicular
joint level; B: Coronal oblique T1-weighted image in another patient shows
infero-lateral slope of the acromion. The angle between the acromion and the
clavicle is tilted by 20 degrees.

laterally or inferiorly. A lateral or anterior down-sloping
acromion and a low-lying acromion are thought to play a
role in the development of subacromial impingement[21].
A low-lying acromion is diagnosed when the lower
acromial surface is below the lower surface of the clavicle
at the AC joint level on the anterior coronal oblique MR
image (Figure 2A). On the same image showing the AC
joint, an infero-lateral slope is detected by measuring the
angle between the acromion axis and the clavicle (Figure
2B); an angle more than 10 degrees is abnormal[27]. An
anterior slope is diagnosed on sagittal oblique images
when the anterior part of the acromion is closer to the
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AC joint
Osteoarthritis of the AC joint (Figure 4) is a common
finding in patients with rotator cuff disorders. However,
its role in impingement remains unclear and could either
be a risk factor for impingement or a result of rotator cuff injury and disturbed shoulder biomechanics.
A large osteophyte arising from the inferior surface of
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Figure 5 Supraspinatus tendinosis. A: Coronal oblique T1-weighted image. B: Coronal oblique fat-sat proton-density image. Images (A) and (B) show focal high
signal intensity within the distal supraspinatus tendon (arrow); C: Coronal oblique fat-sat T2-weighted image shows focal high signal at the same site within supraspinatus tendon (arrow). Final diagnosis was tendinosis.

Rotator cuff tendons and specific injuries
Tendinitis and tendinosis: Tendinitis and tendinosis
typically appear as focal areas of increased signal intensity on proton density weighted images, that is less than
that of fluid on T2-weighted images (Figure 5). Chronic
forms are associated with thickening (tendinosis)[34].
Partial thickness tear: A partial thickness tear appears
on fat-suppressed T2-weighted MR images as fluid signal
intensity with thinning, or an incomplete gap, in the tendon[3]. The supraspinatus tendon is usually about 12 mm
in average cranio-caudal thickness. Partial thickness tears
are classified according to their depth into either grade Ⅰ,
in which less than one fourth of the fibres is torn; grade
Ⅱ, when more than one fourth and less than half of the
tendon thickness is torn and grade Ⅲ, when more than
half of the tendon thickness is torn[24,35].
According to the tear site, partial thickness tears of
the supraspinatus tendon are classified into bursal; articular surface or intra-tendinous tears (Figure 6). Articular
surface tears are more common[35].

Figure 6 Partial interstitial supraspinatus tendon tear. Coronal oblique
fat-sat proton-density-weighted image showing focal high signal within the supraspinatus tendon fibres (arrow). Also note the associated high signal intensity
fluid in the subacromial subdeltoid bursa.

the joint is thought to be a cause of tendon tear[29]. MRI
is more sensitive than radiography for detection of AC
joint degenerative disease. MRI can differentiate joint
enlargement due to capsular hypertrophy (intermediate
signal intensity) form joint effusion (bright signal on T2weighted images). Osteophytes appear in late stages of
the disease[30].

Full thickness tear: A full-thickness tendon tear appears
as a focal, well-defined area of increased signal intensity
on both T1- and T2-weighted images (Figure 7), that
traverses the whole thickness of the tendon from the
bursal to the articular surface[7,36].
Full-thickness tendon tears are classified according
to the tear dimensions as small (less than 1 cm), medium
(between 1 and 3 cm), large (between 3 and 5 cm) or
massive (exceeding 5 cm)[24]. The dimensions are measured on coronal and sagittal T2 fat-suppressed images[37].
The degree of retraction of the torn supraspinatus
tendon is typically assessed on coronal oblique images.
When the tendon stump is still close to the insertion site,
it is classified as stage 1. A stump retracted to the level
of the humeral head is classified as stage 2, while stage 3
denotes retraction of the stump to the level of the glenoid[38,39].

Subacromial subdeltoid bursa
The subacromial subdeltoid bursa is a synovial lined
structure between the acromion and deltoid muscle
externally and the rotator cuff tendons internally. The
subacromial and subdeltoid components are connected
in 95% of individuals. Normally it is not connected with
the joint space but communication occurs in association
with full thickness supraspinatus tears[31,32].
The normal bursa usually does not exceed 2 mm in
thickness and is usually located posteriorly. On coronal
MRI, features suggesting abnormal amount of fluid
include thickness of fluid signal more than 3 mm, fluid
signal medial to the level of the AC joint, and fluid in the
anterior part of the bursa[33].
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Figure 7 Full-thickness supraspinatus tendon tears in two different patients. A: Coronal oblique fat-sat T2-weighted image shows full-thickness supraspinatus
tendon tear without significant tendinous retraction (arrow); B: Coronal oblique fat-sat T2-weighted image in another patient shows torn retracted supraspinatus tendon
(arrow).

A

B

Figure 8 Subacromial impingement. A: Coronal oblique fat-sat T2-weighted image; B: Coronal oblique fat-sat proton-density-weighted image. Both images show
findings associated with subacromial impingement in the form of osteoarthritis of the acromio-clavicular joint, distended subacromial subdeltoid bursa by fluid signal
(arrowhead) and focal thickening of the distal supraspinatus tendon with partial irregularity of the bursal surface reported as partial tear (arrow).
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B

C

Figure 9 Magic angle artifact. A: Coronal oblique T1-weighted image. B: Coronal oblique fat-sat proton-density image. Images (A) and (B) show focal high signal
intensity within the distal supraspinatus tendon (arrow); C: Coronal oblique fat-sat T2-weighted image shows normal signal of the supraspinatus tendon (arrow). Final
diagnosis was magic angle artifact with normal tendon.

Supraspinatus tendon: The most common site for rotator cuff tears is the supraspinatus tendon, especially at
its distal part 1 to 2 cm from its insertion, the so called
“critical zone”, where the vascularity is low and the effect
of subacromial space narrowing or subacromial impingement is maximized (Figure 8)[26].
The supraspinatus tendon is best evaluated on the
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coronal oblique images. A potential pitfall is the magic
angle artefact (Figure 9); that may occur whenever parallel
collagen fibres are oriented at 55 degrees relative to the
magnetic field. This effect is common at the distal end
of the supraspinatus tendon and appears as high signal
mimicking tendinitis or partial tear on short time of echo
(TE) MR sequences. However, the high signal intensity
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Figure 10 Infraspinatus tendinosis. Posterior coronal oblique fat-sat protondensity-weighted image showing focal thickening of the infraspinatus tendon
fibres with abnormal high signal diagnosed as tendinosis (arrow). Also note fluid
signal within the subacromial subdeltoid bursa.

A

C

*

B

Figure 12 Sub-coracoid impingement. A and C: Axial gradient-recalled
echo images; B: Axial T1-weighted image showing narrowed coraco-humeral
distance (arrows in A) with tapered coracoid process, thickening and abnormal
high signal of the subscapularis tendon (asterisk in C).

Subscapularis tendon: Subscapularis tendon tears may
occur as a component of massive rotator cuff tears[40,41].
The tendinous part of the subscapularis tendon is the
broadest tendon among the rotator cuff and therefore
commonly affected by tears and tendinitis (Figure 11).
The subscapularis tendon may be affected in isolation
in traumatic injury[41]. Subcoracoid impingement, which is
a cause of subscapularis degenerative tears (Figure 12), is
suspected when the distance between the coracoid process and the lesser tuberosity of the humerus is less than
6 mm on axial MR images[21,42]. Other reported associated
MRI signs include subcortical bone marrow edema of
the coracoid process and lesser tuberosity of the huemrus.

Figure 11 Subscapularis tendinosis. A: Axial gradient-recalled echo image
showing focal high signal within the subscapularis tendon with fibres thickening (arrow); B: Anterior coronal oblique fat-sat T2-weighted image of the same
patient showing high signal within the lower fibres of the subscapularis tendon
(arrow).

disappears on using long TE sequences; for example T2
fat-suppressed sequence[25].
Infraspinatus tendon: The infraspinatus tendon is most
commonly torn as an extension from supraspinatus tear
(postero-superior cuff tear)[39]. The infraspinatus tendon is best evaluated on posterior coronal oblique fatsuppressed T2-weighted or STIR images (Figure 10). A
second look may also be carried out on the upper axial
images as well as on sagittal images[13].
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Teres minor tendon: The teres minor tendon is the least
injured among rotator cuff tendons[43]. The teres minor
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Figure 13 Supraspinatus muscle atrophy, tangent sign. Sagittal oblique T1weighted image showing the upper border of supraspinatus muscle below the
line extending between the scapular plate and spine.

tendon is best evaluated on posterior coronal oblique and
axial MR images and to less extent on sagittal images.

*

Muscle atrophy and fatty degeneration
Atrophy of the supraspinatus muscle could be assessed
by calculating the occupation ratio of the supraspinatus
fossa. On the most lateral oblique sagittal image, atrophy
of the supraspinatus muscle is diagnosed if the supraspinatus muscle occupies less than half the area of the
fossa[44,45].
The tangent sign (Figure 13) describes an additional
straight line drawn from the top of the coracoid process
to the top of the spine of the scapula on the same oblique sagittal image as above. Atrophy is diagnosed when
the superior border of the muscle lies below the tangent
line[24,45,46].
Fatty degeneration of the supraspinatus muscles
could be assessed on the T1-weighted oblique sagittal image in which the spine and body of the scapula appear.
Fatty degeneration could be classified as either low (grade
0; no fat or grade 1; some fatty streaks) or moderate (grade
2; muscle > fat) or advanced (grade 3; muscle = fat and
grade 4; muscle < fat)[47-49].

C

Figure 14 Subscapularis tendon avulsion with long head of biceps tendon
dislocation. A: Axial T1-weighed image; B: Axial gradient-recalled echo image;
C: Coronal oblique T1-weighted images showing avulsion of the subscapularis
tendon (asterisk in B) with muscular atrophy and long head biceps tendon dislocation (arrows) with diffuse tendinous thickening and high signal.

Long head biceps tendon
MR evaluation of the intra-articular segment of the long
head biceps tendon (LHBT) is best carried out on both
oblique sagittal and oblique coronal images, while the
extra-articular segment is best evaluated on axial images.
The LHBT tendon is covered with a synovial sheath
connected with the joint space along its course within
the bicipital grove[30,50]. Therefore, fluid signal around
the tendon may be seen in cases of joint effusion, nevertheless in proportionate amount, and should not be
mistaken for tenosynovitis. Tenosynovitis of the LHBT
is diagnosed if fluid is detected around the tendon only
or if the amount of fluid around the tendon is clearly out
of proportion to that in the glenohumeral joint[51]. Tendinosis of the LHBT is suspected when focal thickening
and high signal (but less than that of fluid) of the tendon
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or part of it is noted, usually associated with fluid signal
within the synovial covering[52]. The most commonly affected part is the supra-humeral portion or the horizontal
part and it may be a result of impingement. Tears of the
LHBT vary from partial to complete tear to tendon avulsion. Tears appear as focal areas of high signal intensity,
similar to that of fluid on T2-weighted images. Avulsion
is diagnosed by noting the absence of the intra-articular
segment of the tendon with no signs of dislocation. A
dislocated LHBT (Figure 14) is often medially displaced,
and is commonly associated with subscapularis tendon
tear[50-52].
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Figure 15 Calcific tendinopathy. Coronal oblique fat-sat proton-densityweighted image showings focal area of signal void (calcifications) within the
distal supraspinatus tendon fibres (arrows). Diagnosis was confirmed by ultrasonography.

Figure 16 Bony degenerative changes. Coronal oblique fat-sat T2-weighted
image showing focal fluid-like high signal within the distal supraspinatus tendon
fibres reported as partial capsular surface tear with subcortical cystic erosion
of the greater tuberosity at the rotor cuff insertion (thin arrow). Also note fluid
signal within the subacromial subdeltoid bursa reported as bursitis (thick arrow).

Other findings
Bony changes: Erosions and degenerative changes of
the lateral aspect of the greater tuberosity of the humerus (Figure 15) are common associated findings in rotator
cuff disorders[30]. This finding is important for surgical
planning as it significantly decreases the hold of anchors
used during repair of torn rotator cuff tendons.

4

5

Calcific tendinopathy: Calcific tendinopathy most commonly affects the supraspinatus tendon, less commonly
the infraspinatus and other tendons. On MRI, calcifications typically appear as focal areas of signal void on all
spin echo sequences (Figure 16), and is usually difficult
to detect within the natively low signal tendon[7,53]. The
area of signal void increases on gradient-recalled echo
sequence due to susceptibility effects[30].

6

7
8
9

CONCLUSION
Evaluation of rotator cuff disorders is one of the commonest indications for magnetic resonance (MR) imaging
of the shoulder. Complete and accurate interpretation of
MR images is essential to provide the treating clinician
with adequate information for choosing the best therapy
and avoiding unnecessary interventions. Radiologists
should be familiar with the technique of MRI of the
shoulder, the anatomy of the rotator cuff and the mechanisms of rotator cuff injury. A well-structured MRI
report should include full comment on the rotator cuff
tendons and all other relevant structures.
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diagnosed disabling condition of the upper extremities.
It is the most commonly known and prevalent type of
peripheral entrapment neuropathy that accounts for
about 90% of all entrapment neuropathies. This review
aims to provide an outline of CTS by considering anatomy, pathophysiology, clinical manifestation, diagnostic
modalities and management of this common condition,
with an emphasis on the diagnostic imaging evaluation.
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Core tip: A review of the carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS)
highlighting anatomy, diagnosis and eventual treatment. This paper synthesizes all the aspects necessary
to properly and successfully treat CTS, unlike past reviews which have focused on simply just one or a few
factors. This review contains all the necessary material
to fully understand CTS.
Ghasemi-rad M, Nosair E, Vegh A, Mohammadi A, Akkad
A, Lesha E, Mohammadi MH, Sayed D, Davarian A, MalekiMiyandoab T, Hasan A. A handy review of carpal tunnel syndrome: From anatomy to diagnosis and treatment. World J
Radiol 2014; 6(6): 284-300 Available from: URL: http://www.
wjgnet.com/1949-8470/full/v6/i6/284.htm DOI: http://dx.doi.
org/10.4329/wjr.v6.i6.284

INTRODUCTION
In the United States, about 2.7 million doctors’ office visits/year are related to patients complaining about finger,
hand or wrist symptoms[1]. The diagnosis of these symp-

Abstract
Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) is the most commonly
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toms can include various types of nerve entrapments,
tendon disorders, overuse of muscles or nonspecific pain
syndromes[1]. The most common type among them is
carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS), which accounts for 90%
of all entrapment neuropathies[2,3] and is one of the most
commonly diagnosed disorders of the upper extremities[3,4]. It is expected that 1 in 5 patients who complain
of symptoms of pain, numbness and a tingling sensation
in the hands will be diagnosed with CTS based on clinical examination and electrophysiological testing[3]. CTS is
estimated to occur in 3.8% of the general population[3,5],
with an incidence rate of 276:100000 per year[6], and
happens more frequently in women than in men, with a
prevalence rate of 9.2% in women and 6% in men[3,7]. It
is most often seen bilaterally at a peak age range of 40
to 60 years old; however, it has been seen in patients as
young as twenty and as old as eighty-seven years old[3,8].
The carpal tunnel (CT) is found at the base of the
palm. It is bounded partly by the eight carpal bones and
partly by a tough fibrous roof called the transverse carpal
ligament (TCL). The tunnel gives passage to: (1) eight
digital flexor tendons (two for each of the medial four
fingers); (2) flexor pollicis longus (FPL) tendon for the
thumb; (3) their flexor synovial sheaths; and (4) the median nerve (MN)[1]. CT is therefore quite tightly packed
and any condition that might increase the volume of the
structures inside it can cause compression of the MN.
This in turn might lead to ischemia of the nerve which
presents as pain and paresthesia[1,8].
The American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons
(AAOS) defines CTS as “a symptomatic compression neuropathy of the median nerve at the level of the wrist”[3,9].
MN gives sensory branches to the lateral three fingers
and the lateral half of the ring finger so that when it is
compressed, symptoms of CTS are manifested in those
fingers[3]. The palm of the hand, however, remains unaffected by CTS as it is supplied by the sensory cutaneous
branch of median nerve (PCBMN). This branch arises
about 6 cm proximally to the TCL, then passes superficially to the ligament so it is not affected by the pressure
changes within the CT[3].
Furthermore, the most common diagnosis in patients
with symptoms of pain and numbness is idiopathic CTS
with a tingling sensation along the MN distribution in the
hands[10]. Although this syndrome is widely recognized,
its etiology remains largely unclear. Recent biomechanical, MRI and histological studies have strongly suggested
the close relationship of the dysfunction of neuronal
vasculature, synovial tissue and flexor tendons within the
CT and the development of idiopathic CTS[11,12].
CT is the fibro-osseous pathway on the palmar aspect
of the wrist which connects the anterior compartment
of the distal forearm with the mid-palmar space of the
hand. On its bottom, the CT is made up of the carpal
bones articulating together to form a backward convex
bony arch, resulting in formation on the dorsal side and
concave on the palmar side, forming a tunnel-like groove
called the sulcus carpi. This osseous groove is topped volar
by the tough flexor retinaculum (FR), which arches over
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the carpus, thus converting the sulcus carpi into the CT.
FR can be differentiated into three continuous segments: (1) a proximal thin segment called the volar carpal
ligament. It is the thickened deep antebrachial fascia of
the forearm; (2) the middle tough segment is the TCL;
and (3) the distal segment is formed from an aponeurosis
which extends distally between the thenar and hypothenar muscles. Therefore, it is recommended to have a
more extensive surgical release instead of only resection
of the middle segment of the FR[13].
The width of the CT is about 20 mm at the level of
the hook of hamate, which is narrower compared to its
proximal (24 mm) or distal (25 mm) end[13,14] counterparts. Moreover, the narrowest sectional area of the tunnel is located 1 cm beyond the midline of the distal row
of the carpal bones where its sectional area is about 1.6
cm2[15].
In healthy individuals, the intra-CT pressure is about
3-5 mmHg when the wrist is in a neutral position[16,17].
MN blood flow was found to be impaired when the CT
pressure approached or exceeded 20-30 mmHg. Common functional positions of the wrist, e.g., flexion, extension or even using a computer mouse, might result in an
increase of tunnel compression pressures to levels high
enough to impair MN blood flow[18]. For example, placing the hand on a computer mouse increase the CT pressure to 16-21 mmHg, while using the mouse to point and
click increased the CT pressure up to 28 to 33 mmHg[19].
Interestingly, CT pressure was shown to increase to 63
mmHg with 40 degrees of wrist extension and 0 degrees
of metacarpophalangeal flexion[20].
The position of adjacent muscular structures is
thought to play a significant role in these positional increases in CT pressure[20]. In a study of the MN in fresh
human cadavers, a significant distal bulk of the flexor
digitorum superficialis (FDS) muscle was found to enter
the proximal aspect of the tunnel during wrist extension[21]. Similarly, the lumbrical muscles were shown to
enter the distal aspect of the tunnel during metacarpophalangeal flexion. Computer modeling suggests that
when the metacarpophalangeal joints are flexed to 90
degrees, the lumbrical muscles remain in the CT, even if
the wrist is kept extended[22].
A thorough knowledge of the complex anatomy of
the CT and its surrounding structures in addition to an
emphasis on its clinical applications is essential for a better understanding of the pathophysiology of CTS, along
with its symptoms and signs. Such knowledge will enable
surgeons to take the most appropriate and safest approach during open or endoscopic carpal tunnel release
(ECTR) surgeries by accurately identifying structures at
or near the CT in order to avoid or reduce its surgical
complications and ensure optimal patient outcome. It is
also important to be aware of the likely possible anatomical variations that might be the cause of MN compression or may be anticipated and more readily recognized
by hand surgeons. This review aims to provide an overview of CTS by considering anatomy, pathophysiology,
clinical manifestation, diagnostic modalities and manage-
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ment of this common condition, with an emphasis on
its diagnostic imaging evaluation.

to the tubercle of the scaphoid and trapezium and the
deep lamina is attached to the medial lip of the groove
on the trapezium. Together with this groove, the two
laminae form a tunnel, lined by a synovial sheath containing the tendon of flexor carpi radialis (FCR)[24].

CLINICAL AND SURGICAL ANATOMY OF
CT

Proximal border of the TCL
Proximally, the TCL is attached to the volar carpal ligament which extends from the radius to the ulna over
the flexor tendons as they enter the wrist[24]. This border
corresponds to the distal flexion wrist crease, which
also crosses the proximal end of scaphoid and pisiform
bones.

Movements of the wrist joint have an effect on the shape
and width of the CT. The width of the tunnel decreases
considerably during the normal range of wrist motion
and since the bony walls of the tunnel are not rigid, the
carpal bones move relative to each other with every wrist
movement. Both flexion and extension increase the CT
pressure. The cross section of the proximal opening of
the CT was found to be significantly decreased with a
flexing wrist joint. This is likely due to the radial shifting
of the TCL and the movement of the distal end of the
capitates bone. In extreme extension, the lunate bone
compresses the passage as it is pushed towards the interior of the tunnel[15].
TCL is the thick (2-4 mm) central segment of the
FR. It is a strong fibrous band formed from interwoven
bundles of fibrous connective tissues[13] and is short and
broad (average width is 25 mm and length is 31 mm)[23,24].
It extends from the distal part of the radius to the distal
segment of the base of the third metacarpal. The mean
proximal limit of its central portion is 11 mm distal to
the capitate-lunate joint and the mean distal limit of its
distal portion is 10 mm distal to the carpometacarpal
joint of the third metacarpal[13].
Regarding laminar configuration of the TCL, four
basic laminae were identified: (1) strong distal transverse;
(2) proximal transverse; (3) ulnar oblique; and (4) radial
oblique. The most common pattern showed predominance of the distal transverse and the ulnar oblique laminae in every layer of the FCL. In half of the dissected
hand samples, the distal transverse and ulnar oblique laminae dominated in the superficial layer, while the proximal
transverse and the radial oblique laminae dominated in
the deep layer. So, the strong distal transverse lamina
is likely to be excised during the final step of ECTR
because of its superficial localization. This could be a
major cause for the frequent occurrence of incomplete
release. Moreover, the almost universal superficial ulnar
oblique lamina predisposes to scarring, which may cause
radial shifting of the ulnar neurovascular bundle and
may affect the PCBMN. It is concluded that the minor
complications of ECTR depend partly on the variations
in the laminar arrangement of the TCL[25]. In another
study performed on eight dissected TCLs, the transverse
fibers were the most prominent (> 60%), followed by the
oblique fibers in the pisiform-trapezium direction (18%),
the oblique fibers in the scaphoid-hamate direction (13%)
and finally the longitudinal fibers (8%)[26].

Distal border of the TCL
This border is attached to the central portion of the palmar aponeurosis (PA). As measured along the axis of the
radial border of the ring finger, the average distance between this border and the superficial palmar arch ranges
from 5.5-19 mm[27-31]. The mean distance from this distal
border to the nearest aspect of the motor branch of MN
is about 2.7-6.5 mm[23,32].
Immediately proximal to the distal end of the TCL
and in line with the axis of ring finger, a palmar fat pad
(fat drop sign) is visualized overlapping this border. It is a
reliable anatomic landmark during CT release which must
be retracted in order to visualize the distal end of the
TCL[14]. Its proximal aspect lies at about 2 mm proximally
to the distal edge of the TCL. The distance between the
distal end of the TCL and the palmar fat pad decreases
by flexing the fingers, but the distance between the TCL
and the palmar arch or the PCBMN is not markedly affected. When dividing the TCL from proximal to distal,
visualization of the proximal part of the fat pad is a useful indication that the distal edge of the TCL is within
approximately 2 mm and indicates that distal dissection
beyond this level is unnecessary in order to avoid injury
of the superficial palmar arch or the PCBMN[32].
Surfaces of the TCL
Palmar (volar) surface: This surface gives partial origin
to all the thenar and hypothenar muscles except the abductor digiti minimi muscle and it also receives partial insertion from the flexor carpi ulnaris (FCU) and palmaris
longus (PL).
This surface is entirely hidden by the muscular attachments, which makes it appear much deeper than surgeons
think. This might urge surgeons to make a longer incision
for good exposure of the TCL and to complete its division[33]. The middle part of this surface is crossed by the
PL tendon (if present), with a nerve on each of its sides;
palmar cutaneous branch of ulnar nerve (medially) and
PCBMN (laterally). The ulnar nerve and vessels cross the
medial part of this surface through a special fascial tunnel called the Guyon tunnel[33].
The superficial branch of the radial artery arises from
the radial artery just before the latter curves round the
carpus. It passes through and occasionally over the the-

Borders of the TCL
The TCL is attached medially to the pisiform bone and
hook of the hamate, while laterally it splits into superficial and deep laminae. The superficial lamina is attached
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nar muscles, which it supplies. It sometimes anastomoses
with the end of ulnar artery to complete the superficial
palmar arch[24].
When present, it is a slender and flattened tendon,
which passes superficially to the TCL and lies medially
to the tendon of FCR. It is partially inserted into its central part of the TCL and extends distally to attach to the
proximal part of PA. Frequently, it sends a tendinous slip
to the thenar muscles. The MN lies deep to this tendon
but when absent, the nerve becomes separated from the
skin only by a thin subcutaneous fat and deep fascia[24].
PCBMN arises from the MN proximal to the TCL. It
pierces the deep fascia and runs superficially to the TCL,
just laterally to the PL tendon. It then divides into lateral branches supplying the thenar skin, communicating
with the lateral cutaneous nerve of forearm. The medial
branches supply the central palmar skin and communicate with the palmar cutaneous branch of ulnar nerve[24].
Injury to the PCBMN is the most common complication of CT surgery[34] and it has been suggested that the
mini incision done between the superficial palmar arch
and the most distal part of the PCBMN in the palmar
region is the safe zone for CT surgery[34]. Decreased levels of discomfort in patients undergoing endoscopic and
subcutaneous types of CT release may be in part due to
the preservation of the crossing cutaneous nerves during
these procedures[35].
Communicating sensory branches may be multiple
and often arise in the proximal forearm and sometimes
from the anterior interosseous branch. They pass medially between FDS and FDP and behind the ulnar artery
to join the ulnar nerve. This communication is a factor
in explaining anomalous muscular innervations in the
hand[24]. In relation to an incision for CT release, PCBMB
was found to cross the incision only in one specimen
(of 25 fresh frozen cadaveric hands), while its terminal
branches were identified at the margin of the incision in
another two specimens[35].
It arises from the ulnar nerve near the middle of
the forearm at about 4.9 cm proximally to the pisiform
bone. It then runs distally just medially and parallel to
the PL tendon. It enters the palm of hand superficially
to the TCL. In 24 specimens, at least one, usually multiple, transverse palmar cutaneous branch was identified
originating at about 3 mm distally to the pisiform within
Guyon’s canal. In another 10 specimens (of 25 hands), a
nerve of Henle arose at about 14.0 cm proximally to the
pisiform, travelling with the ulnar neurovascular bundle
to the wrist flexion crease[35].
They pass superficially to the FR and enter the hand
by passing through a groove between the pisiform
(medially) and the hook of hamate (laterally and more
distally). The ulnar artery is radial to the nerve and can
be easily felt on the ulnar side of the front of the wrist.
They usually pass just over the ulnar to the superior portion of the hook of the hamate. Over the FR, they are
kept in place by a fascial extension from the volar carpal
ligament, forming the ulnar canal (Guyon’s canal). This
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extension is attached medially to the pisiform bone and
blends laterally with the TCL[33]. They lie in the shelter
of the lateral edge of the tendon of FCU[24]. Pisiform
bone is palpated at the base of the hypothenar eminence
and serves to mark the entry on its lateral side of the
ulnar nerve and artery into the hand. The mean distance
from the radial aspect of the pisiform to the radial border of Guyon’s canal and the ulnar edge of the PL tendon is about 10.3 mm and 16.1 mm respectively[23]. As
the ulnar nerve passes between the pisiform and hook
of hamate, it terminates by dividing into superficial and
deep branches.
With the wrist in neutral position, a looped ulnar
artery runs from 2-7 mm medially[27] to 1-4 mm laterally
to the hook of the hamate[36]. It then continues to form
the superficial palmar arch. With the wrist in radial deviation, the looped ulnar artery migrates to the ulnar side
of Guyon’s canal (-2-2 mm radially to the hook of the
hamate). During ulnar deviation of the wrist, the ulnar
artery shifts more laterally beyond the hook of the hamate (2-7 mm). So, in order to minimize postoperative
bleeding and avoid iatrogenic ulnar vascular and neural
injury, it is recommended to: (1) transect the TCL over
4-5 mm apart from the lateral margin of the hook of the
hamate without placing the edge of the scalpel toward
the ulnar side; (2) not to transect the TCL in the ulnar deviation wrist position[27]; and (3) make the proximal portal
just medial to the PL tendon in order to spare the ulnar
neurovascular structures[36]. However, injury to the ulnar
artery within Guyon’s canal has not been a problem during ECTR surgery[14].
Variations: (1) An anomaly of the ulnar nerve with
an aberrant branch was observed to cross the CT incision[37]; and (2) A small arterial branch (average diameter,
0.7 mm) arising from the ulnar artery ran transversely just
over the TCL in 6 (of the 24 specimens). This branch
was consistently located within 15 mm proximally to the
TCL distal margin[27].
The deep surface of the TCL: With the carpal bones,
this surface forms the CT which is traversed by nine flexor tendons of the fingers, their flexor synovial sheathes
and the median nerve.
The median nerve is the softest and most volar structure in the CT. Its average cross-sectional area is 6.19
mm[38]. It lies directly beneath the TCL and is superficial
to the nine digital flexor tendons (Figure 1). Proximally
to the TCL, the MN lies just laterally to the tendons of
FDS and between the tendons of FCR and PL (Figure
2). Its location extends an average of 11 mm radially to
the hook of hamate[27]. Distally to the TCL, it enlarges
and flattens and usually divides into five or six branches:
(1) the recurrent motor branch; (2) three proper digital
nerves (two to the thumb and one to the radial side of
index finger); and (3) two common digital nerves (one to
index/ middle and one to middle/ ring)[24]. Trapped or
pinched nerves have a useful electrical property for the
diagnosis in that the speed of its conduction slows at the
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Figure 1 Sketch of the palm, showing specific details of the inner structures of the carpal tunnel (inside the wrist). The median nerve and its
branches after the wrist are marked in yellow.

Figure 2 Sketch of the cross-section of the carpal tunnel on a hand. Median nerve is shown in yellow and the nine flexor tendons are marked in blue.

TCL was found in 3% of hands (of 110 in operations)[39].
Martin-Gruber anastomosis is a motor communicating nerve, which may cross over from the median to
ulnar nerve in the forearm (motor not sensory connections). It occurs in two patterns: either from the MN in
the proximal forearm to the ulnar nerve in the middle to
distal third of the forearm; or from the anterior interosseous nerve to the ulnar nerve[47].
Other motor anastomoses between the MN and ulnar
nerve include: (1) motor branch of the MN to superficial head of flexor pollicis brevis (FPB) and ulnar nerve
to the deep head of the FPB; (2) anastomosis, of the
MN and ulnar motor branches through first lumbrical
or through innervation of the adductor pollicis muscle;
(3) branch of the MN to third lumbrical joining neural
branch to this muscle from deep branch of ulnar nerve;
(4) the MN may also form anastomoses with branch of
radial nerve close to abductor pollicis brevis which has
the radial nerve innervating this muscle; and (5) first dorsal interosseous, adductor pollicis or even abductor digiti
minimi may be innervated by the MN[47].

site of trouble due to demyelination.
Anomalies of the median nerve: Variations of the MN
at the wrist were reported in about 11% of the examined
specimens. Neural variations arising from the medial aspect of the MN were common and could be a cause of
iatrogenic injury during endoscopic or open release[39].
In a study performed on 246 carpal tunnels at operation, four groups of variations were described: (1)
variations in the course of MN were found in 12%; (2)
accessory branches at the distal portion of the CT in 7%;
(3) high divisions of the MN in 3%; and (4) accessory
branches proximal to the carpal canal in 1.5%. These
findings emphasize the importance of approaching the
MN from the ulnar side when opening the CT[40].
High bifurcation of the MN
Persistent median artery: the median artery is a transitory vessel that represents the embryological axial artery
of the forearm. It normally regresses in the second fetal
month[41,42]. Its persistence in the human adult has been
documented as two different types: as a large, long vessel
which reaches the hand (palmar type); or as a small and
short vessel which ends before reaching the wrist joint
(antebrachial type)[43,44]. It occurred in about 3.4%-20%
of a 646 population sample of hands[37,45]. It is more
frequent in females than in males, occurring unilaterally
more often than bilaterally and slightly more frequently
on the right than on the left. Most frequently, it arises
from the caudal angle between the ulnar artery and its
common interosseous trunk (59%). Other origins may be
from the ulnar artery or from the common interosseous
trunk. It ends as the 1st, 2nd or 1st and 2nd common digital
arteries (65%) or joins the superficial palmar arch (35%).
It pierces the MN in the upper third of the forearm in
41% of cases with the palmar type[45]. The median artery
in its palmar type passes under the FR, running in the CT
together with the MN and flexor tendons. This relationship has been considered an etiological factor in CTS[46].
An aberrant sensory branch arising from the ulnar
side of the MN and piercing the ulnar margin of the
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Motor branch (recurrent or thenar branch)
It is a short and thick branch commonly arising from the
radial side of the MN. It may however, arise from the volar or the ulnar side of the MN[14]. It may be the first palmar branch or a terminal branch which arises level with
the digital branches of MN. It runs laterally, just distal to
the TCL, with a slight recurrent curve beneath the part
of the PA covering the thenar muscles. It runs around
the distal border of the TCL to lie superficially to the
FPB, which it usually supplies, and continues either superficially to the muscle or through it. It gives a branch to
the abductor pollicis brevis, which enters the medial edge
of the muscle and then passes deep to it to supply the
opponens pollicis, piercing its medial edge. Its terminal
part occasionally gives a branch to the 1st dorsal interosseous, which may be its sole or partial innervation. It may
arise in the CT and pierces the TCL, a point of surgical
importance[24]. The position of the motor branch (in 30
hands) was extraligamentous in 46%-60%, subligamentous in 31%-34% and transligamentous in 6%-23% of
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116 fresh frozen cadaveric hands[34,40]. So, the most common pattern of the motor branch is extraligamentous
and recurrent. The mean distance between the distal edge
of the TCL and this branch is about 2.7-6.5 mm[23,32].

ed, a decrease in SSCT motion (due to fibrosis) relative to
the tendon would increase the shear strain on the SSCT
with tendon motion. Thus, this result suggests that the
SSCT may be predisposed to maximum shear injury from
activity done in 60 degrees of wrist flexion more than
the motion in all other wrist positions[62]. During hand
and finger motions, friction between the FDS tendon
and the MN is thought to play a role in the development
of cumulative trauma disorders[62]. Also, the ratio of MN
excursion to tendon excursion was much lower in fingeronly motions compared to wrist motions with or without
finger motion[63]. High velocity tendon motion was reported to predispose to SSCT shear injury[64].
A step forward damage in the SSCT in the CT was
observed to follow repeated stretch tests within the
physiological range of tendon excursion[12,62]. Similarly, repetitive hand activities caused thickening of the synovial
lining of the tendons that share the CT with the MN[20,65].
Furthermore, shear tension and injury of the SSCT
in CTS patients is significantly higher than that in normal
subjects[66] and the excursion of the MN is markedly reduced[50,51]. This finding may be consistent with the fact
that fibrosis of the synovial tissue within the CT is often
observed in CTS patients.

The flexor tendons
The flexor tendons are the four tendons of the FDS, four
tendons of the FDP and the tendon of the FPL. The superficialis tendons are all separate and the tendons for the
middle and ring fingers lie superficially to those for the
index and little fingers. The MN lies superficially to the
tendons of FDS. The profundus tendons are still deeper
to the FDS tendons. Only the slip to the index finger is
separate; the other three are still fused and lie medially to
the index slip[33]. The FPL tendon passes radially through
a special canal between the two laminae of the TCL and
the groove of trapezium. It is surrounded by a separate
synovial sheath called the “radial bursa” which extends
along the thumb as far as the insertion of the tendon at
the base of the distal phalanx. Proximally, the radial bursa
extends to a point 2.5 cm above the wrist joint/TC. It is
sometimes connected to the base of the second metacarpal or may be absent[24].

MECHANICS OF FLEXOR TENDONS
AND THE MN WITH FINGER AND WRIST
MOVEMENTS

PALMAR APPONEUROSIS (STRUCTURE
AND FUNCTION)
The deep fascia of the palm of hand (palmar fascia) is
thin over the thenar and hypothenar eminences, but its
central portion, the PA, is triangular in shape. It has great
strength and thickness. Its apex is continuous proximally
with the distal border of TCL and receives the expanded
tendon of the PL. Its base divides below into four slips,
one for each finger[33].
The PA covers the central compartment of the hand
which contains the long flexor tendons and their synovial sheaths, the lumbricals, the superficial palmar arch
and branches of the median and ulnar nerves with their
digital nerves and vessels. Between the flexor tendons
and the fascia covering the deep palmar muscles lies the
medial central palmar (mid-palmar) space which is continuous with the space of at distal forearm in front of
pronator quadratus (Space of Parona) via the CT[24].
The deeper part of each slip subdivides into two
processes, which are inserted into the fibrous sheaths
of the flexor tendons. At the points of division into the
slips, numerous strong transverse fascicular fibers of the
PA are positioned at the proximal margin of the flexor
tendon sheath. They bind the separate processes together
and are attached by vertical septa to the underlying transverse metacarpal ligament, thus forming a tunnel around
the flexor tendon and a PA pulley for the flexor tendons
in conjunction with the first and second annular pulleys
of the digital flexor mechanism[67,68].
The PA pulley might be considered as important as
the annular and cruciate flexor tendon pulleys. The PA
decreases the tendency to bowstring around the metacar-

Along their course, the long flexor tendons pass through
a flexor pulley system which includes the TCL, PA and
the digital pulleys, where the lubricant effect of synovial
fluid maintains low friction between these tendon and the
pulleys. In vivo and during active flexion and extension of
the wrist and fingers, measurements revealed that longitudinal tendon excursion is about 24-50 mm[48,49], while MN
excursion was found to range from 11-28 mm during
wrist and elbow movement[50,51].
It is highly suggested that non-inflammatory fibrosis
and thickening of the synovium is a leading cause for
MN compression[52]. These synovial changes also alter the
gliding characteristic of the subsynovial connective tissue (SSCT), where it moves en bloc with the tendons and
MN, which may play a role in the etiology of CTS[53,54].
About 90% of the synovial specimens resected from patients with idiopathic CTS did not exhibit inflammatory
changes, but mostly edema or fibrosis[55,56]. Other findings
of chronic synovial degeneration were reported as indicated by the increase in fibroblast density, collagen fiber
size and vascular proliferation[57].
Additionally, the flexor tendons move upwards (volar
displacement) from the floor of the CT during active
finger movement[58-60]. This movement causes a force
of compression/ reaction between the tendons and the
TCL. Almost the same amount of force of the flexor
tendon could be applied to the TCL during finger movement[61].
Because the SSCT and tendon are physically connect-
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pophalangeal joint with a combination of proximal annular pulleys[69].
The PA forms a fibrotendinous complex that functions as the tendinous extension of the PL when present and as a strong stabilizing structure for the palmar
skin of the hand. It has a deeper transverse portion that
crosses the palm at the proximal end of the metacarpal
bones.
Aponeurosis provides firm attachment to overlying
skin, helps to form the ridges in the palm, which in turn
help to increase friction so that we can grasp objects
firmly, protects underlying structures and provides attachment to muscles. The transverse fascicular fibers of the
PA at the proximal margin of the flexor tendon sheath
appear to function as a pulley[67].

median nerve. If bony abnormalities like the boutonniere
deformity, the swan neck deformity or the ulnar deviation of the wrist are found, it could be concluded that
the patient suffers from rheumatoid arthritis. If bossing
on the carpal or distal phalanx is observed, osteoarthritis
may be the cause. Other neuropathy syndromes or carpometacarpal arthritis may be suspected if thenar atrophy
is seen as this condition usually happens only with severe
and chronic CTS, which is not as common[71].
Since patient history and physical examination have
only limited diagnostic value and do not reveal the specific areas of symptom occurrence, patients can additionally
be asked to fill out a self-diagnosis questionnaire known
as the Katz Hand Diagram. A Katz Hand Diagram allows the patient to specify where they are experiencing
symptoms and to classify the symptoms as numbness,
pain, tingling or hypoesthesia. The completed symptom
diagram can then be classified into one of three patterns
of CTS.
Classical pattern: symptoms experienced by at least
two of either the first, second or third fingers. Symptoms
may also involve the fourth and fifth fingers, as well as
wrist pain and radiation of pain proximally to the wrist
however should not involve the palm or dorsum of the
hand is not allowed. Probable/possible pattern: includes
the same symptoms as in the classical pattern, however
the palmar symptoms should only be limited to the median side. Possible pattern: symptoms involving only one
of the first, second or third finger. Unlikely pattern: no
symptoms are present at all in the first, second or third
finger[70].
A classical or probable diagram indicates the presence of CTS (sensitivity = 64%; specificity = 73%)[70-73].
An additional subjective test is referred to as the flick
sign (sensitivity = 93%; specificity = 96%)[71,73] where the
patient is simply asked whether or not they relieve the
symptoms which awaken them at night with flicking or
shaking of their hands. If the patient reports that this
does happen to them, this may be indicative of CTS[74].
Additionally, traditional tests known as provocative
tests can be easily conducted by the physician on the patient to determine the possibility of CTS. One such test
is a wrist flexion test known as Phalen’s test (sensitivity =
57%-91%; specificity = 33%-86%)[71,73,74] that involves the
patient placing their elbows on a flat surface, maintaining
their forearms vertically and allowing their wrists to fall
into flexion for up to one minute.
The “reverse Phalen’s test” (sensitivity = 57%; specificity = 78%)[74], also known as the wrist extension test
or “Wormser’s test”[75], is also possible and involves the
patient actively extending their fingers and wrist for two
minutes. Another well known test is Tinel’s sign (sensitivity = 23%-60%; specificity = 64%-87%)[71,73,74], where the
physician taps along the patient’s median nerve near the
carpal tunnel. Durkan’s test (sensitivity = 64%; specificity = 83%)[74], or carpal compression, is a test where the
physician presses on the proximal edge of the carpal ligament with their thumb, compressing the median nerve.

CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS OF CTS
The stages of CTS symptoms and signs can be categorized into three stages. In the first stage, the patient will
awaken from sleep with a feeling of a numb or swollen
hand, with no actual swelling visible. They may feel severe
pain coming from their wrist emanating to their shoulder,
with a tingling in their hand and fingers known as brachialgia paresthetica nocturna. Patients will note that shaking
or flicking of their hand will stop the pain and that their
hand may feel stiff in the morning. The second stage
involves the symptoms being felt during the day. These
may be felt especially when the patient performs repeated
hand or wrist movements or if they remain in the same
position for a long time. Patients may also notice clumsiness when using their hands to grip objects, resulting in
the objects falling. The third and final stage occurs when
there is hypotrophy or atrophy of the thenar eminence.
When this stage is reached, sensory symptoms may no
longer be felt at all[70].
When diagnosing a patient with CTS, it is important
to create a case history relevant to the characteristic
signs of CTS. The patient must be questioned about
whether their symptoms occur mainly at night or during
the day, whether certain positions or repeated movements provoke their symptoms, if they use any vibratory
instruments for work, whether their symptoms are felt
in the hand, wrist or shoulder (and where in the areas
symptoms are felt), what patients may do to alleviate
symptoms (shaking, flicking, etc.), or if the patient may
have a predisposing factor[70]. Many factors may in fact be
connected to CTS. They can include inflammatory arthritis, diabetes mellitus, pregnancy, hypothyroidism, Colles’
fracture, acromegaly, amyloidosis, adiposity, myxedema,
chronic polyarthritis or the use of corticosteroids and estrogens[1,70].
A proper physical examination of the patient’s hand
and wrist is an important first step towards the diagnosis of CTS as certain physical findings may suggest the
presence of other conditions. Abrasions or ecchymosis
on the wrist and hands may indicate that there has been
injury to the tissue, which could also include injury to the
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The hand elevation test (sensitivity = 75.5%; specificity
= 98.5%)[76] is done by asking the patient to raise both
of their arms, along with their elbows and shoulders,
and holding the position for up to two minutes. The
tourniquet test (sensitivity = 21%-59%; specificity =
36%-87%)[73,74], or Gillet test, is performed by having
the physician raise a blood pressure cuff placed on the
patient’s arm to the level of their systolic blood pressure.
For all of the above noted tests, if paresthesia develops
or increases in the median nerve distribution within one
minute or less, then the test is deemed to have a positive
result and CTS in the patient may be suspected[1,74].
It is important to note that, although provocative
tests and physical examination are simple and low cost
methods to test for reproduction of the patient’s symptoms and to determine if CTS should be suspected,
provocative tests have scarce or no diagnostic value[1,70,71]
and physical examination has inadequate predictive value
if the likelihood of CTS is low[77]. There have been no
trends identified between testing positive for various provocative tests and the severity of CTS[78] and therefore
proper diagnostic conclusions based on these tests cannot be made.

Diagnostic criteria for CTS in nerve conduction studies include the median nerve showing extended amounts
of sensory and motor latencies as well as delayed or
diminished sensory and motor conduction velocities[3].
Nerve conduction studies focus on defining whether
there has been damage to the median nerve inside the
carpal tunnel to quantify the severity of this nerve damage using a scale and to define the physiology of this
injury as a conduction block, demyelination or axonal
degeneration[3,9,70]. The electrophysiological classification
of the severity of CTS has been defined by the American
Association of Electrodiagnostic Medicine (AAEM) and
is as follows: (1) Negative CTS: normal findings on all
tests (including comparative and segmental studies); (2)
Minimal CTS: abnormal findings only on comparative
or segmental tests; (3) Mild CTS: SCV is slowed in the
finger-wrist tract with normal DML; (4) Moderate CTS:
SCV is slowed in the finger-wrist tract with increased
DML; (5) Severe CTS: absence of sensory response is
seen in the finger-wrist tract with increased DML; and
(6) Extreme CTS: complete absence of a thenar motor
response[3,70,82].
Nerve conduction studies can be paired with electromyography in order to tell the difference between muscle
weakness that has been created by neurological disorders
and primary muscle conditions[71]. Adjunctive tests are,
however, best used for patients who present with untypical symptoms and examination or if they possess an
intermediate probability of having CTS. Although nerve
conduction studies are a more accurate way of diagnosing CTS, they cannot be used for every patient showing
symptoms of CTS as this would be expensive and inefficient[3,72]. Although nerve conduction studies are the
most sensitive and accurate way to diagnose CTS, false
positives and false negatives are still possible and account
for 16%-34% of “clinically defined CTS” going undiagnosed[3,83].
When diagnosing CTS, it is important to remember
that many other conditions can produce similar symptoms to CTS[71]. A thorough physical examination along
with an accurate patient history is an important first step
for a correct diagnosis and the following list include
some of the conditions that CTS must be differentiated
from, along with the physical findings they are associated
with: Wrist arthritis: seen in patients experiencing limited
motion at the wrist or if there are radiological findings of
arthritis; Carpometacarpal arthritis of thumb: characterized by joint line pain, pain experienced during motion or
arthritis in radiological findings; Cervical radiculopathy
(C6-C7): symptoms can include neck pain and numbness
in the thumb and index finger only; Flexor carpi radialis
tenosynovitis: can be suspected if there is tenderness near
the base of the thumb; Ulnar or cubital tunnel syndrome:
signs can include first dorsal interosseous weakness or
tingling in the fourth and fifth digit; Median nerve compression at elbow: if there is tenderness at the proximal
forearm; Raynaud’s phenomenon: if the patient has a
history of symptoms related to cold exposure; Vibration

Nerve conduction studies
Due to this lack of diagnostic value in the mentioned
tests, if CTS is suspected in a patient, adjunctive electrodiagnostic tests can be performed for a better diagnosis
as they quantify and stratify the severity of CTS[71]. These
tests include nerve conduction studies and electromyography which may help with the future decision of treatment options and they have a sensitivity of 56% to 85%
and a specificity of at least 94%[71]. Because of their high
specificity and sensitivity percentages, nerve conduction
studies are considered to be the gold standard for CTS
diagnosis[3,72]. Nerve conduction studies provide insight
on the median nerve’s true physiological health on a
quantitative basis by comparing the latency and the amplitude of the nerve across the carpal tunnel to another
nerve segment not passing through the carpal tunnel (e.g.,
the radial or ulnar nerve)[3]. This is done by transcutaneously stimulating the nerve to create an action potential
through an electrical pulse and having the depolarization
wave detected by a recording electrode, that has been
placed proximally or distally, and defining the response
time of the median nerve as the “sensory conduction velocity” (SCV)[3,70,79].
It is necessary to compare the response of the median
nerve to another nerve not within the carpal tunnel due
to the fact that there are different factors like gender, age,
obesity, temperature, finger diameter or concurrent systemic disease that can influence the latency or amplitude
of the median nerve[3,80,81]. Using these controls increases
the accuracy and sensitivity of diagnosis, with a sensitivity of 80%-92% and a specificity of 80%-99%[3,79]. Additional data may also be obtained by studying the distal
motor latency (DML) in the median and ulnar nerves in
the same hand[3].
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white finger: seen in patients who use vibrating hand
tools at work; Volar radial ganglion: if a mass near the
base of thumb is found above the wrist flexion crease;
Brachial plexopathy (in particular of the upper trunk);
Thoracic outlet syndrome and CNS disorders (multiple
sclerosis, small cerebral infarction)[3,70,71].
Electrodiagnostic testing can be helpful with a differential diagnosis by being able to identify other hand
dysesthesia conditions like cervical radiculopathy, polyneuropathy or median nerve entrapment syndromes[73,84].
Additionally, needle electromyography specifically may
be helpful with disorders that are proximal to the median
nerve as well as to rule out a radiculopathy[70].
Quantitative sensory testing is also used for sensory
or motor tests to give quantitative results when diagnosing CTS. These tests include testing for touch threshold
using Semmes-Weinstein Monofilaments (SWMF) (sensitivity = 59%-72%; specificity = 59%-62%)[73,74], also
referred to as Weinstein Enhances Sensory Test (WEST),
where a five piece SWMF/WEST set is used and the filaments are applied onto digit pulps. Positive results of this
test are deemed as a threshold greater than 2.83 in digits
D1-D3 (an abnormal result); usually D2 or D3 are also
assessed and comparison with D5 can improve the specificity as it eliminates thresholds that are larger than 2.83
due to aged or calloused skin. Another quantitative test is
the two-point discrimination test (sensitivity = 6%-32%;
specificity = 64%-99%)[73,74] where the patient is asked to
differentiate between the touch of prongs as they are applied until the skin blanches. Positive results (an abnormal
finding) of this test are > 5 mm on pulps. Testing for the
vibration threshold, measuring with either a tuning fork
(sensitivity = 55%; specificity = 81%)[74] or vibrometer
(sensitivity = 50%; specificity = 73%)[74], is also possible.
These tests include applying a tuning fork (at 256 cps)
tangentially to the fingertip pulp D1-D3 after hitting it
to the affected side and comparative site or by applying
a vibration stimulus to the digital pulp with a vibrometer
and observing if the patient’s feeling is different compared with the normal site (D5) or alternate site or, in the
case of the vibrometer, if the thresholds are greater than
norms for positive results. Current perception threshold
(sensitivity = 80%; specificity = 61%)[74] is tested for by
delivering different frequencies of current and touching
the patient with the equipment delivering this current.
This stimulates the sensory nerves and positive results
can be identified by comparing the patient’s thresholds
and frequency ratios with established norms in a computer software analysis. Thenar weakness or thenar atrophy
(sensitivity = 4%-28%; specificity = 82%-99%)[71,73] can
also be tested for by visually inspecting the abductor pollicis brevis to look for loss of muscle bulk (positive result
for thenar atrophy) or to use Oxford grading for the
abductor pollicis brevis and observing a grade less than 5
(for thenar weakness). Thenar muscles are innervated by
the median nerve, so the impairment of these muscles is
indicative of the compromise of the motor fibers[74].
All in all, debate and disagreement still exist on the
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Figure 3 Axial computed tomography scan shows bony part of carpal
tunnel at the level of outlet. Bony structures from left to right are HAMATE,
CAPITATE, TRAPEZOID, TRAPEZIUM. FR (arrow) b and flexor tendons can be
detected by computed tomography scan.

proper and accurate diagnosis of CTS. However, most
experts can agree that the combination of nerve conduction studies (currently deemed the gold standard for
diagnosis) and subjective symptoms allow for the most
accurate way of diagnosing CTS[78].
Computed tomography and conventional X-ray
Plain radiography has a limited role in diagnosing primary
CTS as it cannot reveal the soft tissue part of the carpal
tunnel. However, it might be useful in cases associated
with bony stenosis, fracture and soft tissue calcification[85].
Therefore, it should not be indicated unless there is a
history of trauma to the hand or limitation in the range
of wrist movement. CT scanning might provide a better
alternative than plain radiography to clearly visualize the
bony part of the carpal tunnel (Figure 3).
It can easily reveal the unusual bony structures and
the structure occupying the space within the carpal tunnel
that are not discovered by external examination[86]. However, compression of the nerve cannot be clearly visualized unless it is due to the bony condition. In addition,
several other reports have demonstrated the minor contribution of this approach in cases of primary CTS[87,88].
In summary, plain radiograph and CT scan play minor
roles in CTS diagnosis and they are difficult to standardize due to their inherent limitations in evaluating soft
tissue changes[85]. Therefore, CT scans and plain radiography should not be used as routine CTS diagnostic tools
unless hard tissue related changes such as bone fracture,
osseous carpal stenosis and calcifying of soft tissue are
suspected[85].
Ultrasonography
Due to recent advances at increasing resolution of sonographic pictures, it is possible to acquire a high quality image of peripheral nerves and fascia. Ultrasonography (US)
is also able to identify changes in the flexor retinaculum,
perineural and intraneural vascularization of the median
nerve in idiopathic carpal tunnel syndrome (Figures 4-7).
It can also identify the causes for secondary CTS. A study
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Figure 4 Axial ultrasound image shows flexor retinaculum bowing as an
echogenic line (arrow) in carpal tunnel and cross sectional area of median
nerve (stellate) in a patient with carpal tunnel syndrome.

Figure 6 Spectral Doppler waveform of the median nerve shows low
resistance hypervascularity of affected median nerve in a 40-year-old
woman with severe carpal tunnel syndrome.

Figure 5 Longitudinal color Doppler sonogram in a 40-year-old woman
with severe carpal tunnel syndrome shows intraneural hypervascularity in
the median nerve.

Figure 7 Axial ultrasound image shows hypoechoic cable like neural fascicle (arrows) separated by substratum hyperechoic fat in a patient with
secondary carpal tunnel syndrome due to lipofibromatous hamartoma of
the median nerve.

by Nakamichi and Tachibana included 414 symptomatic
wrists and 408 control wrists[89]. Both sonography and
nerve conduction studies were performed and the results
were compared. The cross-sectional area of the median
nerve was measured at the distal edge of the flexor retinaculum, the hook of hamate and the pisiform. Clear differences between the symptomatic patients and control
patients were observed at all three levels. Nakamichi and
Tachibana proposed cut off values of the CSA for each
level ranging from an average of 12 mm2 to 13, 11 and 14
mm2 at all three levels. Specificity was found to be greater
than 95% with sensitivity ranging from 43%-57%[89].
Along the same lines, in a study carried out by El
Miedany et al[90], sensitivity and specificity were determined by measuring the CSA at the carpal tunnel inlet.
Sensitivity and specificity measurements were found to
be much higher than those presented by Nakamichi and
Tachibana[89]. The study included 96 symptomatic wrists
and 156 control wrists, all of which were analyzed using
both ultrasound and nerve conduction studies. Cut off
for mild disease was 10 mm2, moderate at 13 mm2 and
severe at 15 mm2. Sensitivities and specifics for mild,
moderate and severe disease were measured to be 98%
and 100%, 98% and 97%, and 97% and 99%.
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Theoretically, nerve enlargement results from a series of factors including inflammation, fibrosis, new
axonal growth, endoneurial edema, demyelination, remyelination, etc. These indicators of increased CSA are
all visible on US. Recent studies have shown that US is
effective in confirming the diagnosis of CTS. One advantage that US has over NCS is that other lesions which
display symptoms similar to CTS can be excluded from
examination; these include tenosynovitis, mass lesions
and anatomic defects. Moreover, US is low cost, readily
available, noninvasive and total examination time is short.
It can be recommended to use US as a replacement for
clinical findings and first-line therapy in the diagnosis of
CTS. However, in more complicated cases where diagnosis of CTS may require some confirmation, US would be
a great tool as it is more sensitive and less invasive than
nerve conduction studies.
It remains the case that there is not yet a reliable diagnostic standard for CTS. However, many of the studies
in this review were able to rule out CTS if the CSA of
the median nerve in the carpal tunnel inlet was below
10 mm2. Flexor retinaculum bowing, flattening of the
median nerve and decreased longitudinal excursion on
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The degree to which these findings are evident depends
on the stage of the disease as enlargement of the CSA
and increased signal intensity become more pronounced
as the disease progresses. On T2-weighted MRI scans,
high-signal intensity over the median nerve can indicate
any of the following: accumulation of the axonal transportation, myelin sheath degeneration or edema[94]. Enlargement of the structures within the carpal tunnel may
be indicated by palmar bowing of the TCL. The severity
of nerve compression can be determined accurately by
sagittal images[95]. It must be noted that no parameter
has been developed that is able to be used to define CTS
clearly. However, MRI provides the greatest diagnostic
sensitivity for idiopathic CTS[96]. MRI can be used to
predict surgical outcomes in patients with CTS irrespective of NCSs. Moreover, patients prefer MRI to NCSs[96].
MRI studies have indicated that increased T2-signal
intensity in the median nerve and bowing of the flexor
retinaculum seem to be the most sensitive MR signs of
CTS. Increases in CSA area, flattening of the MN and
peritendon pathology are other potential indicators of
CTS on MRI[97].
Previous reviews on MRI have pointed to the complications also encountered in this review. Original studies
provide unsatisfactory descriptions of the reference diagnosis and only recruit asymptomatic referents[93]. Consensus criteria of CTS include symptoms, clinical findings
and electrophysiological criteria[16,98]. The lack of consistency in diagnostic criteria provides for variations in patient spectra which takes a toll on the test accuracy[99]. A
possible remedy for this in the future would be to include
more detailed descriptions of the symptoms of the referents before the original studies.
Bak et al[100] studied twenty patients with CTS to determine if various MRI parameters correlated with nerve
conduction test results. Results of the nerve conduction
tests did not affect inclusion in the study. While no correlation was found, it should be noted that the patients
did not show enlargement of the cross sectional area of
the MN. The nerves seemed round rather than flat. Such
a finding begs the question of diverse pathophysiological
mechanisms behind CTS and how the diverse stages of
chronicity of the disease affect the imaging outcome.
Unsatisfactory documentation of clinical characteristics has been shown to lead to overestimation of test
accuracy. On the other hand, unsatisfactory documentation of reference diagnosis leads to underestimating test
accuracy[99]. Additionally, insufficient blinding and a poor
description of results may also lend to the overestimation
of test accuracy.
Two studies that used referents with contralateral sym
ptom-free hands did not find the cross sectional area of
the median nerve to be enlarged[100,101], which is an observation made in other studies in which healthy volunteers
were the referents. This finding can be attributed to other
factors besides CTS. So long as there is a gold standard for
the diagnosis of CTS, any other disease that causes similar
symptoms may prove to hinder future studies.

*
*

*
*

Figure 8 Axial T1W image of carpal tunnel at the level of tunnel outlet
shows bony part of carpal tunnel as intermediate signal intensity composed from left to right hamate, capitates, trapezoid, trapezium. White
arrow shows hook of hamate, yellow arrow shows median nerve, green arrow
shows flexor retinaculum. Asterisks indicate carpal bones.

dynamic assessment are other measurements offered in
addition to the CSA of the median nerve in the US assessment of CTS but are not as reliable. Limitations of
US include axial and lateral resolution of the transducer
that restrict the sonographic measurements as well as the
challenge in differentiating the MN from the surrounding
structures, especially in the distal CT. Ultrasonography
can be implemented universally when a standardized protocol is used because the measurements are found to be
reproducible.
Magnetic resonance imaging
Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging allows for good imaging of soft tissue. This makes MR imaging the optimal
choice when studying CT in detail (Figure 8).
The drawbacks to MR imaging are that it is very
costly, time consuming and not readily available. For
these reasons, it is not advisable for MR imaging to be
used in the diagnosis of CTS. The use of MR imaging is
advisable in cases where the patient is resistant to therapy
and/or for research. MR imaging does not add enough
information of value to justify its use in the routine diagnosis of CTS in place of clinical and electrophysiological
evaluation. Use of MR imaging can be justified in various
circumstances, such as acute severe CTS following blunt
trauma, arthritis, lack of evidence of nerve compression,
surgical failure, long lasting CTS, detection of fibrous
tissue and scars surrounding the MN and other anomalies of CT[91]. MRI can be used to determine the exact
point of nerve entrapment, for diagnosis in the case of
ambiguous symptoms and to identify space-occupying lesions[92].
MR imaging is useful for revealing the cause of nerve
compression or elongation. Studies of MRI on CTS
have shed tremendous light on the pathophysiology of
idiopathic CTS. Typical indicators of idiopathic CTS are
proximal enlargement of the cross-sectional area (CSA)
of the median nerve of the carpal tunnel, greater signal
intensity over the MN and palmar bowing of the TCL[93].
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ment[110,117,118]. Local anesthetic injections such as procaine
hydrochloride have been shown to be effective additions
to steroid injections; however, studies have shown that
procaine hydrochloride injections are as effective as steroid injections in short term treatment of CTS[119,120].
A different approach to steroidal treatments is oral
steroids such as prednisolone, proven effective for shortterm treatment[121]. Studies involving several types of
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs have concluded
that NSAIDs have no effect in pain relief and treatment of CTS and their effect has been compared to that
of a placebo[71,122]. However, other studies have shown
effectiveness of NSAIDs drugs such as Naproxen in
short term pain relief for CTS[123]. Several studies have
concluded that pyridoxine and diuretics, such as trichlormethiazide, have no more effect than a placebo in the
treatment of CTS[71,122]. Ergonomic positioning has been
tested for possible effects on CTS and, despite the presence of pain relief after a period of 12 wk under treatment, the evidence was not enough to prove the effect
of ergonomic positioning on CTS[124]. Heated lidocaine
patches have also been identified as possible alternative
short-term treatments for CTS, showing significant pain
reduction following a two week study[105]. Acupuncture is
another treatment approach for CTS. Studies have shown
significant pain reduction in patients with CTS using
proximal and distal acupoints, as well as improvement of
overall subjective symptoms using sham acupoints[125,126].
Acupuncture has been shown to be as effective as night
splints in the treatment of CTS[105]. Ultrasound therapy is
another alternative conservative treatment that has been
shown to have positive effects in short term treatments
of CTS in patients showing mild to moderate symptoms[127,128]. Manual therapy intervention studies have
concluded improved signs and symptoms for CTS[104].
It is important to note the role of sonography in assessing the possible effects on different types of treatments
for CTS, including corticosteroid injection and splinting
treatments[106].

TREATMENT OF CARPAL TUNNEL
SYNDROME
Treatment of CTS can be classified as surgical and nonsurgical. Surgical treatments include standard open carpal
tunnel release, endoscopic carpal tunnel release, open
carpal tunnel release combined with procedures and open
carpal tunnel release using various incision techniques[102].
Non-surgical treatments, also referred to as conservative treatments, include a wider range of options such as
splinting, cortical steroid injections, non-steroidal antiinflammatory drugs, B6 vitamin, diuretics, ultrasound
therapy, ergonomic positioning, manual therapy intervention, lidocaine patches and acupuncture[103-105]. Treatment
decisions on carpal tunnel syndrome are based on the
severity of the symptoms. Non-surgical treatments are
recommended for patients with mild symptoms of CTS.
Patients with moderate to severe symptoms are recommended for surgical evaluation.
Non-surgical treatment
Non-surgical treatment of CTS is recommended for
patients that show mild to moderate symptoms of CTS.
There is a variety of treatments that do not involve surgical procedures; however, splinting and steroids are most
commonly used and supported by evidence[102]. The most
common splinting method is the neutral splint, which
involves the immobilization of the wrist in a neutral position. This neutralizes flexion and extension of the wrist,
thus increasing carpal tunnel pressure[106](Gerritsen, 2001
#73). Neutral splinting is generally recommended for use
for a period of 6 wk during night time, however studies
have shown better improvement in the full time use of
the splints[107]. Long term studies have shown considerable results of treatment success of night wrist splints at
3 mo of treatment[108] and after 12 mo of additional treatment after 6 wk treatment with night splints[109]. Other
splinting methods include soft hand splints[106,110], volar
wrist cock-up and modified ulnar gutter splints[111]. Soft
hand splinting and neutral wrist splinting have been seen
to show no significant differences within 3 mo of treatment[112]; however, soft hand splinting can be considered
an alternative to neutral wrist splinting[113]. Treatment using steroids is done by local injection of corticosteroids
directly into the patient’s carpal tunnel. There is a risk associated with the injections and the possible decompression of the median nerve[114], thus different approaches
have been used regarding the injection site of the steroid.
Injection through the wrist crease has been done using a
distal or proximal approach to the wrist crease, with the
distal approach resulting in a more comfortable and alternative approach[115]. Other methods include intercarpal
injections of steroids, shown to be a safe approach. Several studies have been conducted using an ulnar approach
to the palmaris longus tendon[114,116] and have shown the
treatment to be effective and risk free. Overall, treatments involving local steroid injections are effective in
relieving symptoms associated with CTS for a short time,
thus they are considered an effective short-term treat-
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Surgical treatment
Surgical treatment of CTS consists of the division of the
transverse carpal ligament which reduces the pressure on
the median nerve by increasing the space in the carpal
tunnel[2]. Surgery is recommended for most patients with
moderate to severe CTS. There are two different categories of methods used for surgical treatment of CTS:
open release and endoscopic release. Open carpal tunnel
release consists of the standard method of open release,
as well as several modified methods. Modifications to the
standard open carpal tunnel release (OCTR) include new
incision techniques, such as the mini-open release, and
addition of other procedures such as epineurotomy[102,129].
The standard open carpal tunnel release consists of a
longitudinal incision at the base of the hand and in line
with this incision, the incision of the subcutaneous tissue, the superficial palmar fascia and the muscle of the
palmaris brevis[129]. The mini-open carpal tunnel release is
a relatively new technique that consists of a longitudinal
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incision that varies from 1.5-3.0 cm, placed in line with
the radial border of the ring finger[129]. Different tools
have been used for the mini-open carpal tunnel release,
such as the Indiana Tome, the Knifelight, the Safeguard
System and PSU retractor[129]. Epineurotomy has been
used as an additional procedure to the OCTR, with the
prospective of minimizing median nerve compression
occurring after standard OCTR[72]. Endoscopic carpal
tunnel release (ECTR) is another new technique that
was developed by Okutsu and colleagues since 1986[131].
The two most commonly used methods of endoscopic
carpal tunnel release are the single-portal and dual-portal
technique; techniques that differ based on the number
of ports used to access the carpal tunnel[130]. The single
portal technique consists of the release of the transverse
carpal ligament by using a single incision at the wrist. The
double-portal technique consists of two incisions, one at
the wrist and one at the palm of the hand. Several studies have tried to compare the efficiency and outcomes
of the techniques involving carpal tunnel release procedures. Open carpal tunnel release and endoscopic carpal
tunnel release have been shown to have no significant
differences in outcomes within 12 wk of surgery[132] and
within 1 and up to 5 years of surgery[129]. Mini-open carpal tunnel release and standard open carpal tunnel release
have shown no significant differences within 4 mo of
surgery[133] and within 6 mo of surgery[134]; however, miniopen carpal tunnel release has been shown to have better
outcomes in earlier stages after surgery[134]. ECTR release
is sometimes favored over OCTR as dividing the skin
from below preserves the muscle and overlying skin, thus
facilitating return to work; however, it has an increased
risk of nerve or artery injury because of limitations in visualization[129]. ECTR has been shown to have better outcomes in muscle strength within 12 wk of surgery[132] and
better outcomes compared to both standard open and
mini-open release within 4 wk of surgery[133]. Additional
epineurotomy procedures have been shown to have no
significant difference in electrophysiological effects or
nerve volume compared to the standard OCTR within
180 d after surgery[135].
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CONCLUSION
This review has explored and emphasized one of the
most common entrapment neuropathies. There are several imaging modalities for assessing this condition but
after analyzing the various options, it seems as if ultrasound examination with high-frequency probes and improved power Doppler technology should be used as the
primary imaging investigation in the initial evaluation of
CTS as it is the most beneficial and accurate. ECTR has
been shown to have better outcomes than both standard
open and mini-open release.
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ease and have also proved to be powerful in assessing
disease progression. However, no single technique has
been validated as an optimal biomarker. An integrative
multimodal imaging approach, which combines different MRI and PET techniques, could be recommended
for monitoring potential neuroprotective and preventive
therapies in HD. In this article we review the current
neuroimaging literature in HD.
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Core tip: Huntington’s disease (HD) is a hereditary and
fatal neurodegenerative disorder. Although advances in
genetics allow identification of individuals carrying the
HD gene, much is still unknown about the mechanisms
underlying the development of overt clinical symptoms
and the transitional period between premanifestation and manifestation of the disease. Neuroimaging
techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging and
positron emission tomography may be a suitable biomarker for monitoring disease progression in HD and
for assessing the efficacy of future disease modifying
therapies. In this article, we provide an overview of the
findings from neuroimaging techniques in HD.

Abstract
Huntington’s disease (HD) is a progressive and fatal
neurodegenerative disorder caused by an expanded trinucleotide CAG sequence in huntingtin gene (HTT) on
chromosome 4. HD manifests with chorea, cognitive and
psychiatric symptoms. Although advances in genetics
allow identification of individuals carrying the HD gene,
much is still unknown about the mechanisms underlying the development of overt clinical symptoms and the
transitional period between premanifestation and manifestation of the disease. HD has no cure and patients
rely only in symptomatic treatment. There is an urgent
need to identify biomarkers that are able to monitor
disease progression and assess the development and
efficacy of novel disease modifying drugs. Over the
past years, neuroimaging techniques such as magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) and positron emission tomography (PET) have provided important advances in our
understanding of HD. MRI provides information about
structural and functional organization of the brain, while
PET can detect molecular changes in the brain. MRI and
PET are able to detect changes in the brains of HD gene
carriers years ahead of the manifestation of the dis-
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INTRODUCTION
Huntington’s disease (HD) is an inherited neurodegenerative disorder characterised by chorea, cognitive dysfunction and psychiatric symptoms caused by an expanded
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trinucleotide CAG sequence in huntingtin gene (HTT),
which is on chromosome 4[1]. HD prevalence varies by
ethnic origin and different genetic profiles, in Caucasian
populations of North America and Western Europe is
5.70 per 100000 whereas in Asian population is lower
(0.40 per 100000)[2]. Although juvenile onset and late
onset of HD are not uncommon, the disease usually
appears at mid-40s, and there is an inverse correlation
between age of onset and the size of the CAG repeat expansion[3]. However, subclinical changes and pathological
processes are thought to precede the initiation of symptoms by several years[4,5].
HD pathology is characterised by the formation of
intranuclear inclusions of mutated huntingtin in the brain.
These aggregates have been shown to interact and impair
the function of a number of transcription factors leading
to the loss of GABAergic medium spiny neurons (MSNs)
in the striatum but also in cortical areas[6,7]. Currently there
is no proven biomarker for HD, no effective treatment,
and the disease will eventually lead to death, typically
15-20 years following symptomatic onset[8]. Much is still
unknown about the mechanisms that underlie the clinical
symptoms and the rate of progression from pre-clinical
signs to development of overt symptoms.
Neuroimaging techniques such as magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) and functional MRI (fMRI) have played
a critical role in characterizing structural and functional
changes in the brain during the asymptomatic and symptomatic stage of the disease. PET imaging, by measuring
the distribution of a radionuclide (radioligand) that is introduced into the body on a biologically active molecule,
is a powerful technique for investigating in vivo abnormalities in brain metabolism and receptor distributions[9].
This analytical imaging method has the potential to give
both structural and kinetic information and in comparison with other imaging techniques, provides high sensitivity, and high spatial and temporal resolution[10]. PET
with the application of different radioligands has been
used to measure metabolic changes in the brain of HD
several years before disease onset (table 1). In this article,
we provide an overview of the findings from neuroimaging techniques in HD.

reduction of 50%-54% in mean putamen volume and
28%-29% in mean caudate volume has been reported
in patients with mild to moderate HD[11,12]. Striatal atrophy has been also documented in early HD patients
with Total Functional Capacity (TFC) scores between I[14,15]
and in premanifest HD gene carriers who were
Ⅱ
even 15-20 years before predicted disease onset[4,13,16-20].
The amount of volume loss in the striatum correlates
with the age of onset, the disease duration and the CAG
repeat length[14,15,21]. While motor impairment correlates
with increased putamen atrophy, Mini-Mental Status Examination scores (MMSE) and cognitive assessments are
inversely correlated with the amount of caudate volume
loss[11,12].
Cortical volume loss has been also reported in HD
patients[17-20,22,23]. Cortical thinning occurs early during the
course of the disease and seems to be topographically
selective proceeding from posterior to anterior cortical
regions as the disease progresses[22,23]. Individual variability in regional cortical thinning may also have a role
in explaining phenotypic variability. For example, HD
patients with more prominent bradykinesia showed significant cortical volume loss in frontal regions including
the pre-motor and supplementary motor areas compared
to HD patients with chorea[23]. Additionally, regional
cortical atrophy correlates with clinical measures such as
TFC, Unified HD rating scale (UHDRS) and cognitive
tests enhancing the role of this measurement as potential biomarker for assessing neuroprotective therapies[23].
Widespread white matter (WM) atrophy has been identified in HD patients and has been associated with longer
CAG length and decline in cognitive and motor performance[24]. Changes in WM volume are detectable up to
12-15 years before the predicted onset and correlate with
cognitive functions underlining the role of structural connectivity degeneration in the pathogenesis of HD[25]. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studies have also reported
WM tract abnormalities in premanifest HD gene carriers
and alterations in diffusion indices were correlated with
cognitive performance[26-28]. Dumas and coworkers[28] have
found abnormal WM connections of the sensori-motor
cortex, which correlated with the 5-year probability for
symptomatic conversion.
TRACK-HD is a multicentre longitudinal study,
which focused in identifying sensitive and reliable biomarkers in premanifest HD gene carriers and early HD
patients[17-20]. Four groups were enrolled in TRACK-HD:
120 premanifest HD gene carriers which were subdivided
in pre-HD A and pre-HD B according to the proximity
to predicted disease onset (pre-HD A > 10.8 years; preHD B < 10.8 years), and 123 early HD patients subdivided in two groups according to the TFC scores (HD
stage Ⅰ, HD stage Ⅱ). At 12 months follow-up significantly increased total brain volume atrophy rates were
reported in both premanifest HD gene carriers and early
HD patients. Caudate and putamen volume was reported
reduced by 1.4% to 4.5% compared with baseline in premanifest and early HD group. Atrophy of WM was also
increased in all groups[18]. Over 24 mo, greater increases

literature research
PubMed was searched for papers that were published before December 2013. The following key words were used
in the search: “Huntington’s disease”, “positron emission
tomography”, “magnetic resonance imaging”, “functional
magnetic imaging”. Additional papers were identified
from citations in the articles found in PubMed. Only articles published in English were considered. A total number of 37 MRI and 49 PET studies were reviewed.

MRI
Structural MRI studies
The most consistent change in the HD brain is a significant progressive volumetric loss of the striatum[4,11-20]. A
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Table 1 Key positron emission tomography imaging studies in Huntington’s disease
Ref.

Subjects

Dopaminergic system
Ginovart et al[56], 1997

Bohnen et al[57], 2000
Sedvall et al[58], 1994

Turjanski et al[55], 1995

Lawrence et al[60], 1998
Pavese et al[61], 2003

Andrews et al[64], 1999

Pavese et al[62], 2010

Antonini et al[66], 1998

5 HD patients
5 HCs

19 HD patients
64 HCs
5 HD patients
1 premanifest HD gene carrier
5 HCs
10 HD patients
9 HCs for 11C-raclopride and 6
HCs for 11C-SCH 23390
17 premanifest HD gene
carriers
12 HD patients
HCs from previous studies

Main findings

11
C-b-CIT
C-SCH23390
11
C-raclopride

50% decrease in striatal dopamine transporter (DAT) binding.
40% decrease in striatal D1 and D2 receptors binding. D1 and
D2 binding in the striatum was significantly associated with the
duration of symptoms
Reduced D1 receptors binding in the temporal cortex
Reduced nigrostriatal density of VMAT2 (caudate: 33%, putamen:
56%-75%)
75% reduction in striatal D1 receptor density in HD patients
D1 binding in the premanifest HD gene carrier was in the lower
range of the HCs
Parallel reduction of striatal D1 and D2 receptor binding (31%-39%)
with greater loss of mean striatal D1 and D2 binding in the akineticrigid patients than those choreic patients without rigidity
Correlation between striatal D1 and D2 receptors binding and
cognitive performance
4.8% annual reduction in striatal D2 receptor binding
D2 reduction receptor density in extrastriatal regions including
amygdala, temporal and frontal cortex
Mean annual loss of D1 and D2 binding of 2% and 4% respectively
in the group of asymptomatic HD gene carriers
Mean annual loss of D1 binding of 5% and D2 binding of 3% in
symptomatic HD patients
UHDRS motor scores and TFC correlated with PET measures of
striatal dopamine receptor in both groups
Premanifest HD gene carriers with active progression had an
increased mean annual loss of D1 and D2 receptor binding (5% and
6.5% respectively)
62.5% of symptomatic HD patients and 54.5% of premanifest
carriers showed cortical reductions in D2 binding

11

11

C-DTBZ

11

C-SCH 23390

11

C-SCH 23390
C-raclopride

11

11

C-SCH 23390
C-raclopride
11
C-raclopride
11

9 premanifest HD gene carriers
4 HD patients
7 HCs
3 subjects at risk for HD

11

16 HD patients
11 premanifest HD gene
carriers
HCs from previous studies

11

10 premanifest gene carriers
8 HD patients

11

Brain activation and metabolism
Antonini et al[65], 1996
10 premanifest HD gene
carriers
8 HD patients
HCs from previous studies
Kuwert et al[75], 1990
23 HD patients
21 HCs
Ciarmiello et al[79], 2006
24 premanifest HD gene
carriers
47 HD patients
30 HCs
Ciarmiello et al[80], 2012

43 premanifest HD gene
carriers

Weeks et al[83], 1997

7 HD patients
7 HCs
12 premanifest HD gene
carriers
12 HCs

Tang et al[87], 2013

PET radiopharmaceutical

Neuroinflammation and activated microglia
Pavese et al[99], 2006
11 HD patients
10 HCs
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C-SCH 23390
C-raclopride

11

C-raclopride

C-raclopride

HD patients with decreased cortical D2 binding had worse scores
on
neuropsychological tests assessing attention and executive
functions than subjects without cortical dopamine dysfunction
Correlation between CAG repeat length and the estimated
percentage loss of striatal D2 binding after age correction in
premanifest HD gene carriers and HD patients
Rate of disease progression is faster during the earlier
asymptomatic stages of the disease

18
F-FDG
C-raclopride

Annual loss of 2.3% in striatal glucose metabolism and 6.3% annual
decline in D2 receptor binding

11

18

F-FDG

18

F-FDG

18

F-FDG

H215O
18
F-FDG
C-raclopride

11

11

C-PK11195
C-raclopride

11

303

Decreases of caudate and regional cortical metabolism correlated
with cognitive decline
Significant decrease in glucose uptake in the cortex (frontal and
temporal lobes) and striatum in both premanifest HD gene carriers
and HD patients
Striatal and cortical hypometabolism in premanfest HD gene
carriers precedes neuronal loss
Premanifest HD gene carriers who phenoconverted after five
years from the PET scan had a mean glucose uptake in the caudate
significantly lower than the those who remained symptom-free
after five years
Impaired activation of the striatum and its frontal motor projection
areas during motor tasks such as paced joystick movements
Network analysis showed a significant spatial covariance pattern
characterized by progressive changes in striato-thalamic and
cortical metabolic activity network activity increased linearly over
7 yr and was not influenced by intercurrent phenoconversion
Significant microglial activation in the striatum and cortical regions
of HD patients
Striatal 11C-PK11195 binding correlates with loss of striatal
dopamine D2 binding
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[100]

Tai et al

, 2007

Politis et al[101], 2011

Cannabinoid system
Van Laere et al[111], 2010

11 premanifest HD gene
carriers
10 HCs
8 premanifest HD gene carriers
8 HCs (11C-raclopride)
8 HCs (11C-PK11195)

20 HD patients
14 HCs

11

C-PK11195
C-raclopride

11

11

C-PK11195
C-raclopride

11

18

FMK-9470

Striatal 11C-PK11195 binding correlated with UHDRS scores
Increased striatal and cortical microglial activation in premanifest
HD gene carriers
Higher striatal 11C-PK11195 binding correlated with lower striatal
D2 binding
Increased levels of activated microglia in areas of the striatum
associated with cognition and other areas related to cognitive
function
Levels of microglial activation correlated with clinical scales
of disease severity and motor dysfunction and with a higher
probability of HD onset over the next 5 yr
Decrease of CB1 availability throughout the gray matter of the
cerebrum, cerebellum, and brain stem in HD patients.

PET: positron emission tomography; HD: Huntington’s disease.

a group independent component analysis, Unschuld and
colleagues[39] investigated networks of functional connectivity while performing a Stroop colour-naming task
in both healthy controls and premanifest HD gene carriers and correlated with depressive symptoms. Stroop
related activity of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex was
more significantly correlated with depressive symptoms
in premanifest HD gene carriers than healthy controls.
This correlation was stronger in the premanifest HD subgroup with CAG repeat length greater than 42[39]. Using
a Tower of London fMRI task, the same group found
significantly reduced functional coupling between the
medial prefrontal cortex area and the left premotor cortex in a group of premanifest HD gene carriers and early
manifest HD subjects[40]. These findings suggest that impaired brain network connectivity reflects cognitive and
mood dysfunction in HD subject even at the earlier stage
of the disease. Recently, studies have been focused in
investigating functional brain connectivity patterns at rest
with fMRI (resting state fMRI). This approach has the
potential to give insight into functional changes without
the interference of cognitive ability to perform a given
task[41,42]. Resting state fMRI data have shown intrinsic
reductions in functional connectivity in both premanifest
and manifest HD gene carriers[43-45]. In premanifest HD
gene carriers reduced blood-oxygen-level-dependent
(BOLD) synchrony was observed between the caudate
and premotor cortex[46]. Using a method that measures
changes in synchrony in BOLD signal amplitude and
across space, Poudel and coworkers[44] have found several
abnormal networks in both premanifest and manifest
HD subjects. For example, they have reported a decreased resting state synchronization in the sensori-motor
network of premanifest HD gene carriers, and interestingly, the level of synchrony was associated with motor
performance as measured by speeded self-paced tapping[44]. Overall these findings show abnormal functional
network connectivity in both premanifest and manifest
HD, suggesting that resting state fMRI may be useful in
measuring early neuronal dysfunction and for monitoring
progression of the disease.
Neurovascular alterations have been also found in
premanifest HD gene carriers. Cortical arteriolar cerebral
blood volume (CBVa) was significantly elevated in pre-

in caudate and putamen atrophy were observed in all four
subgroups. Higher rates of whole brain and grey matter
(GM) loss were reported in pre-HD B, HD-I and HDⅡ; whereas in the pre-HD A GM atrophy was confined
to the striatum. Interestingly, WM atrophy around the
striatum and within the corpus callosum and posterior
WM tract was observed even in the earliest premanifest
stage[19]. At 36 mo, early HD patients showed further
significant increases in whole brain, caudate, putamen
and GM atrophy and these measures were strongly associated to TFC decline. Although in pre-HD A group
increased rates of whole brain, striatal and WM atrophy
were observed, these were not accompanied by progressive worsening of motor and cognitive performance. On
the contrary, pre-HD B showed higher rates of brain
structural loss compared to pre-HD A group and these
were associated with significant decline in several motor
and cognitive tests. Furthermore, striatal and GM volume
measures were sensitive predictors of subsequent clinical
diagnosis of HD in the pre-HD B group[20]. Taken together, these findings suggest that MRI measures are able
to track pathology in premanifest and manifest HD gene
carriers and could be useful for the designing of future
clinical trials.
Functional MRI studies
There is growing evidence that the severity of clinical
manifestations in HD does not depend only on neuronal
loss but also on neuronal dysfunction and circuitry reorganization, and these processes may occur at an early
stage of the disease, possibly prior to neurodegeneration.
Functional neuroimaging approaches such as functional
MRI (fMRI) provide a dynamic images of the brain aiding to elucidate neural activity by measuring haemodynamic response (blood flow) of neural activation. Data
from manifest HD patients have shown reduced task-activation in several subcortical and cortical regions as well
as increased activation in different cortical areas, which
were interpreted as a compensatory mechanism for task
performances[29-34]. Interestingly, in premanifest HD gene
carriers further from disease onset increased activation
in several brain regions was observed, whereas premanifest HD gene carriers closer to disease onset showed
reduced activation in the striatum[35-38]. Using fMRI and
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manifest HD gene carriers compared to normal controls
and correlated with genetic measures such as the CAGage product score and the estimated years to onset[47].
Metabolic brain changes may also occur in premanifest
HD gene carriers and they may precede structural brain
changes[48]. N-acetylaspartate (NAA) and glutamate levels were decreased in the posterior cingulate cortex of
12 premanifest HD gene carriers and they correlated
with cognitive decline as measured with the Montreal
Cognitive Assessment[47]. Neurovascular alterations and
metabolic brain changes occurs before substantial brain
atrophy suggesting that they may be used as potential
biomarker for clinical and therapeutic future studies.

ing was found to be reduced by 40% in the striatum of
five patients with HD[56]. The degree of the decrease in
D1 and D2 binding in the striatum was significantly associated with the duration of symptoms indicating that
these two receptors may be reliable quantitative markers for monitoring disease progression[56]. Moreover, a
reduction in D1 receptor binding was found also in the
temporal cortex suggesting that dopaminergic abnormalities occur in cortical areas and may play a role in the development of cognitive dysfunction observed in HD[56].
Specifically, striatal D1 and D2 receptor density showed
strong relationships with performance in several tasks
assessing executive function, visuospatial ability, episodic
memory, verbal fluency, perceptual speed and reasoning
in a group of five HD patients[59]. Thus, cortico-striatal
and/or thalamo-cortical circuity may be associated with
cognitive impairment in HD[59]. A correlation between
striatal D1 and D2 receptors binding, but mainly D2, and
cognitive performance was found also in 17 premanifest
HD gene carriers, in whom both striatal dopamine receptor levels and cognitive performance were lower in the
subjects closer to the predicted disease onset[60]. Using
11
C-raclopride PET and statistical parametric mapping,
Pavese and coworkers[61] have found a reduction in D2
receptor density in cortical regions of symptomatic HD
patients, which were also evident in frontal and/or temporal regions in 55% of premanifest HD gene carriers[62],
suggesting that changes in cortical D2 receptor availability might be an early event in HD pathophysiology. Van
Oostrom and colleagues[63] have also reported a reduction
in striatal D2 receptor availability in 50% of premanifest
HD gene carriers and these reductions correlated with increases in cumulative disease load as measured by disease
burden (CAG index).
Clinically manifested HD patients have been shown to
have constant loss of D2 receptor availability at around
5% per year in striatal and extrastriatal regions including
frontal and temporal cortex, though no correlation between changes in UHDRS motor scores and reductions
in striatal binding were observed[61]. Longitudinal 11Craclopride PET studies in premanifest HD gene carriers
have reported rates of decline from 4%[64] up to 6.3%[65].
Andrews and coworkers[64] investigated striatal dopamine
D1 and D2 receptor binding over a follow-up period of
40 mo in nine premanifest HD gene carriers and four
symptomatic HD patients. They reported a mean annual
loss of D1 and D2 binding of 2% and 4% respectively in
the group of premanifest HD gene carriers and a mean
annual loss of D1 binding of 5% and D2 binding of 3%
in symptomatic HD patients[64]. Additionally, UHDRS
motor scores and TFC correlated with PET measures
of striatal dopamine receptor in both groups. Interestingly, premanifest HD gene carriers who demonstrated
active progression had an increased mean annual loss
of D1 and D2 receptor binding (5% and 6.5% respectively). Thus, the authors conclude that PET measures
of striatal D1 and D2 dopamine binding may be used to
identify asymptomatic HD gene carriers who are actively

PET
Dopaminergic system
Altered dopamine signalling may play a key role in the
pathogenesis of HD[49,50]. In particular, striatal MSNs
expressing dopamine receptors are primarily affected in
HD, whereas presynaptic dopaminergic nerve terminals
are relatively spared[51]. PET studies in premanifest and
manifest HD gene carriers have shown severe involvement of the postsynaptic dopaminergic system, whereas
the dopaminergic nerve terminals seem to be less affected[52-55]. An 18F-fluorodopa case-study did not demonstrate diminished striatal dopamine synthesis capacity
suggesting an intact nigrostriatal pathway[52]. However,
Ginovart and coworker[56], using PET with 11C-b-CIT,
have found a 50% decrease in striatal dopamine transporter (DAT) binding. In line with this finding, nigrostriatal density of the type-2 vesicular monoamine transporter
(VMAT2) was found reduced in HD patients[57]. It still
remains unclear whether degeneration of nigrostriatal
dopaminergic neurons or presynaptic terminal dysfunction takes place in HD.
Investigations of postsynaptic dopaminergic systems,
specifically the role of D1 and D2 receptors, which are
highly expressed in MSNs, have shown reduced receptor densities and activity in the striatum of HD patients
even at the early stage of the disease. The radioligand
11
C-SCH23390 is a selective antagonist of D1 receptors
while 11C-raclopride is a selective reversible antagonist of
D2 receptors. Striatal D1-dopamine receptor density was
found reduced by 75% in five HD patients with mild to
moderate disease compared to a group of healthy controls[58]. Additionally, one premanifest HD gene carrier
showed D1 binding in the lower range of the control
subjects[58]. Turjanski and colleagues[55] have studied 10
non-neuroleptic treated patients with HD with either the
choreic or the akinetic-rigid predominant phenotypes
of the disease. They found severe parallel reduction of
striatal D1 and D2 receptor binding with greater loss of
mean striatal D1 and D2 binding in the akinetic-rigid
patients than those choreic patients without rigidity[55].
However, there were no significant correlations between
D1 and D2 striatal receptor binding and the duration of
symptoms. Mean 11C-SCH23390 and 11C-raclopride bind-
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progressive[64]. A reduction in the striatal dopamine D2
binding, in particular in the putamen, correlates weakly
with the increasing probability of symptomatic conversion within 5 years, as calculated by an age and CAG
repeat based model[51]. Although, putaminal D2 binding
correlated with predicted time to disease onset, the rate
of change of D2 receptor changes were not increased
around the onset of HD symptoms[51]. A cross-sectional
study by Antonini and colleagues[66] indicated that striatal
degeneration in HD patients might proceed in a nonlinear fashion. They found a correlation between CAG
repeat length and the estimated percentage loss of striatal D2 binding after age correction in premanifest HD
gene carriers and symptomatic HD patients. While CAG
repeat length influenced the rate of disease progression,
the slopes of the correlation for asymptomatic mutation
carriers and patients were significantly different, implying
that the rate of disease progression is faster during the
earlier asymptomatic stages of the disease[66]. These data
suggest that striatal D2 measures are more sensitive in
premanifest HD than later in the disease.
While the loss of striatal dopamine D2 receptors is
well known, few studies have addressed the extrastriatal
D2 receptor distribution in patients with HD. Statistical
parametric mapping of 11C-raclopride binding in patients with HD suggest a loss of cortical dopamine D2
receptors in symptomatic HD patients[61,62]. A significant
reduction in postsynaptic dopamine D2 receptor binding
was also found in the hypothalamus of nine premanifest
HD patients and in 10 asymptomatic HD gene carriers[67].
These findings suggest that hypothalamic dysfunction
occurs early during the course of the disease and may be
responsible for the development of commonly reported
nonmotor symptoms in HD including progressive weight
loss, alterations in sexual behaviour and disturbances in
the wake-sleep cycle[67].
Using PET with 11C-FLB457, a radioligand with high
affinity for dopamine D2 receptor, Esmaeilzadeh and
coworkers[68] have investigated density of dopamine D2
receptors in extrastriatal brain regions in patients with
mild to moderate HD. They found that unlike from striatum, D2 receptors seem to be relatively spared in the
brain extrastriatal regions in HD patients suggesting that
D2 receptor binding in brain regions outside the striatum
may not be a reliable biomarker in HD[68].
Moreover, PET with D1 and D2 receptor radioligands has been used to assess the efficacy of restorative
therapy. In 1998, a multicentre open label pilot study was
designed to evaluate the safety and efficacy of bilateral
fetal striatal transplantation in HD[69]. Five HD patients
were transplanted and followed up clinically and with
PET over a 3-10 year postoperative period[70,71]. No significant differences were found over time between patients,
grafted and non-grafted on the UHDRS and striatal D1
and D2 binding suggesting that there was no obvious
surviving striatal graft tissue[70,71].

tabolism could serve as an index of neuronal integrity
and functional state of the synapse[72,73]. Striatal glucose
hypometabolism and regional reductions in cortical
glucose have been identified in HD patients and have
been found to correlate with motor and cognitive symptoms[65,74,75]. Specifically, decreases of caudate and regional
cortical metabolism correlated with cognitive decline[75,76],
whereas striatal hypometabolism was associated with
motor deficits and reduced TFC[77]. Striatal and cortical
hypometabolism has been also found in premanifest HD
gene carriers to precede neuronal loss[78-80]. A recent 18FFDG PET study has shown that premanifest HD gene
carriers who became symptomatic after five years from
the PET scan had a mean glucose uptake in the caudate
significantly lower than those who did not convert, and
this difference was independent of mutation size [80].
These findings suggest that reduced glucose levels may
be contribute to the time of HD onset. In a combined
18
F-FDG and 11C-raclopride longitudinal study, premanifest HD gene carriers showed an annual loss of 2.3%
in striatal glucose metabolism and 6.3% annual decline
in D2 receptor binding[65]. These findings suggest that
glucose metabolism is a less sensitive marker of disease
progression compared to 11C-raclopride[65]. On the other
hand, decreased cortical metabolism in the early stage of
HD is indicative of rapid progression[81]. Indeed, cortical
metabolism in the frontotemporal and parietal cortices
was significantly lower in early HD subjects with faster
progression of the disease as measured with the UHDRS
and Independence Scale[81].
PET with H215O has been used to investigate changes
of motor-associated cortical activation in HD[82,83]. During motor tasks such as paced joystick movements or
sequential finger-to thumb opposition, HD patients
showed impaired activation of the striatum and its frontal
motor projection areas[82,83] along with enhanced activity
of the parietal areas[82] and insular areas[83]. These findings
suggest that the loss of MSNs in the striatum leads to
impairment of the basal ganglia-thalamo-cortical motor
output and may induce a compensatory recruitment of
additional accessory motor pathways[82,83]. Moreover, different patterns of brain activation have been showed in
HD patients during word generation task[84]. HD patients
showed decreased cerebral blood flows in the anterior
cingulate and the inferior frontal gyri, which are important in lexical selection and a compensatory activation of
the left supramarginal gyrus and the right inferior frontal
gyrus, suggesting that compensatory language strategies
are present in HD[84].
18
F-FDG PET imaging and network approaches have
been used to identify spatial covariance patterns in premanifest HD[85-87]. A cross-sectional analysis of metabolic
changes from premanifest HD gene carriers and healthy
controls, has reported a reproducible disease related
pattern, characterized by relative bilateral increases in
thalamic, occipital, and cerebellar glucose metabolism
associated with bilateral decreases in striatal metabolism,
which discriminated between the HD and healthy control groups[86]. However, this pattern in HD gene carriers

Brain activation and metabolism
Measurements of cerebral blood flow and glucose me-
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mine D2 binding as measured with 11C-raclopride PET.
Additionally, striatal 11C-PK11195 binding correlated
with clinical severity as measured with the UHDRS[99].
In premanifest HD gene carriers 11C-PK11195 binding
was found to be also increased in striatum and cortical
regions compared to a group of normal controls, and
higher striatal 11C-PK11195 binding correlated with lower
striatal D2 binding[100]. These findings suggest that early
and widespread microglial activation occurs in premanifest HD gene carriers and it is associated with subclinical
striatal neuronal loss of dopamine D2 receptor binding,
indicating a potential role of activated microglia in HD
pathogenesis.
A more recent multimodal imaging study using MRI,
11
C-PK11195 and 11C-raclopride PET, has showed increased levels of activated microglia in several brain areas
across HD gene carriers who were either premanifest or
manifested patients[101]. Of particular interest, high levels
of activated microglia were observed in the associative
part of the striatum, which is involved in cognitive function. High levels of microglial activation in the associative striatum and in the brain regions related to cognitive
function correlated with a higher probability of symptomatic HD onset over the next 5 years in the group of
premanifest HD gene carriers[101]. These findings highlighted the role of immune response in the pathophysiology and clinical expression of HD.

did not show consistent changes over time, thus limiting
its utility as a network biomarker of preclinical disease
progression[86]. Recently, Tang and coworkers[87] demonstrated the feasibility of network-based approach by using longitudinal metabolic imaging data from premanifest
HD carriers to identify and a distinct spatial covariance
pattern associated with disease progression. Changes in
pattern expression over a seven years period were used
to quantify the rate of progression in the preclinical period[87]. They found a significant spatial covariance pattern
characterized by progressive changes in striato-thalamic
and cortical metabolic activity which increased linearly
over 7 years and was not influenced by symptomatic
conversion[87]. Additionally, premanifest HD gene carriers which showed further increases in metabolic network
activity at baseline (> 2 SD above the normal mean) had
a greater risk of symptomatic conversion in the following
5-year period[87]. These findings suggest that metabolic
network measurements may provide a sensitive tool for
evaluating disease progression prior to clinical diagnosis.
Measures of glucose brain metabolism have been
used to assess the restoration of striato-cortical function
in five HD patients who underwent bilateral striatal transplantation[88,89]. In 2-year follow-up of these five patients,
Gaura and colleagues[89] reported that the three patients,
who showed clinical improvement or stabilization, had
increased in striatal/cortical glucose metabolic rate, which
is suggestive of restoration of function of striatal-cortical
connections. Conversely, findings from NEST-UK multicentre study failed to show significant change in 18F-FDG
uptake over 2 years of follow-up[70]. Thus, the ability of
bilateral striatal transplantation to restore striato-cortical
pathways remains to be elucidated.

Cannabinoid system
Dysregulation of the endocannabinoid system may play a
critical role in the pathogenesis of HD. The type 1 cannabinoid receptors (CB1R) are expressed in the basal ganglia, mainly in the GABA-ergic striatal MSNs expressing
D1 and D2 receptors and are a key modulator of synaptic transmission in the brain[102-104]. Evidences from animal
models of HD and postmortem tissue of HD brain have
shown that decreased levels of CB1R and CB1 messenger RNA[105-107]. Recently, in vivo imaging of CB1R has
become feasible using PET with 18FMK-9470[108] and 11CMePPEP[109,110]. Using PET with 18FMK-9470, Van Laere
and coworkers[111] have investigated the levels of CB1R
in the brain of 20 symptomatic HD patients. They found
decreased CB1R availability throughout the grey matter of the cerebrum, cerebellum, and brain stem in HD
patients. Further studies of CB1R system in premanifest
HD gene carriers are expected in order to further understand the role of this system in the pathophysiology of
HD.

Neuroinflammation and activated microglia
Recent evidence suggests that microglial activation plays
a role in the pathogenesis of HD[90,91]. Microglia constitute about 10% of the total brain cell population, and
represent the main immunocompetent phagocytic cells in
the central nervous system[92]. Although microglial activation is unlikely to initiate neuronal death, it could contribute to the neurodegenerative processes[93,94]. Indeed,
upon exposure to neuronal insults such the presence of
abnormal huntingtin protein aggregations, microglia become activated and release pro-inflammatory cytokines
(e.g., TNF-a and IL-1b). These cytokines in turn cause
further activation of microglia, resulting in a self-propagating inflammatory cascade, which may lead to neuronal
death. Microglial activation upregulates the expression
of the 18 kDa translocator protein (TSPO) which is
involved in the release of proinflammatory cytokines
during inflammation and is present at very low levels in
the normal healthy CNS[95,96]. The upregulation of TSPO
expression can be detected in vivo with PET and selective
radioligands such as 11C-PK11195[97,98]. Using PET with
11
C-PK11195, Pavese and coworkers[99] have found significant microglial activation in the striatum and cortical
regions of symptomatic HD patients, and reported that
striatal PK binding correlates with loss of striatal dopa-
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CONCLUSION
Currently, there are no therapies able to slow down
progression in HD and symptomatic treatments such
as acetylcholinesterase inhibitors have provided limited
evidence of their efficacy in HD[112]. Identification of
reliable biomarkers of HD progression will be important
for the development and evaluation of disease-modifying
treatments. Neuroimaging techniques may be a suitable
biomarker for monitoring disease progression in HD
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and for assessing the efficacy of future disease modifying
therapies. Although MRI techniques have shown to be
useful for monitoring disease progression, PET imaging
is able to detect changes and specific targets early in premanifest HD stages. However, at this stage an integrative
multimodal imaging approach, which combines different
MRI and PET techniques, could be recommended.
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Core tip: Nowadays there is a great awareness of the
risks associated with the use of ionizing radiation, particularly in children. This article evaluates all the imaging methods now available for the study of Crohn's
disease in pediatric patients emphasizing the magnetic
resonance imaging.
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Abstract

INTRODUCTION

In more than 20% of all patients, the Crohn’s disease
presents before the age of 18 years. The diagnosis
and management of Crohn’s disease in children has
changed dramatically over the last decade, mainly due
to increased awareness, availability of newer diagnostic
modalities such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
and newer, more powerful treatments such as biologics. Imaging of the small bowel is needed for diagnosis, management, follow-up and also evaluation of the
disease in terms of location, extent, activity and complications. We review all the methods (barium examinations, ultrasonography, computed tomography, MR,
and computed tomography- positron emission tomography) commonly used for imaging the small bowel in
paediatric patients with Crohn’s disease analyzing the
advantages and disadvantages of each modality, with
particular emphasis on MR imaging.
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Crohn’s disease (CD) begins in childhood, below 20 years
of age, in 20% of cases and may involve characteristically
any part of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. The Paris classification has recently revised the Montreal classification,
that had several weakness points relating children’s classification[1]. Important modifications developed regarding
CD include classifying age at diagnosis as A1a (0 to < 10
years), A1b (10 to < 17 years), A2 (17 to 40 years), and
A3 (> 40 years), distinguishing disease above the distal
ileum as L4a (proximal to ligament of Treitz) and L4b
(ligament of Treitz to above distal ileum), allowing both
stricturing and penetrating disease to be classified in the
same patient (B2B3), and denoting, at any time, the presence of growth failure in the patient as G1 versus G0
(never growth failure)[2].
Although the exact frequency of the small bowel (SB)
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CD is unknown, most gastroenterologists believe that its
prevalence has been underestimated and that it may have
an increased incidence among children and young adolescents[2]. A recent study performed in pediatric patients
with magnetic resonance (MR) enterography[3], according
to previous studies[4], confirmed that the involvement of
the terminal ileum is common to more than three times
compared to that of the jejunum and the rest of the ileum. Moreover, the involvement of the jejunum alone is
uncommon and it is more difficult to investigate because
of its tendency to stay non distended[3].
The clinical importance of the SB CD phenotype is
the impact that a diffuse SB disease is expected to have
on a child’s growth and development. Moreover, patients
with SB CD are more likely to experience complications,
including intestinal obstruction and less commonly fistulization[4,5].
Thus, objective evaluation of the SB is essential in differentiating CD from other enteropathies and in directing
the management of the patients with inflammatory bowel
disease (IBD)[6,7]. The morphological evaluation of the
SB, useful in the diagnosis and management of CD, has
long been made only with conventional radiology. In the
last decade there has been a progressive improvement of
cross-sectional imaging [ultrasonography (US), computed
tomography (CT), and magnetic resonance (MR)] that
has significantly changed the way to diagnose and treat
the patients[8,9]. Indeed, their accuracy in detecting mucosal alterations and transmural and perienteric inflammations, has led to a new disease staging, a detection of asymptomatic disease and a better assessment of response
to therapy[10]. For these reasons modern cross-sectional
imaging have replaced the traditional fluoroscopy-based
for visualization of the SB. In the “Porto criteria” smallbowel follow-through (SBFT) was the recommended
imaging modality in children[11]. However, concerns about
the proven increased risk of high radiation exposure in
pediatric patients mandates the use of alternative techniques when possible[12-14]. In the European Crohn’s and
Colitis Organization (ECCO) guidelines[14] it is stated that
MR and CT enterography or enteroclysis are the imaging
modalities with the highest diagnostic accuracy. Moreover in the pediatric section of the ECCO guidelines[15,16]
dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI is considered the best
imaging to show most of the CD’s lesions without exposure to ionizing radiation. In the same way the Appropriateness Criteria of the American College of Radiology[17]
point out that, in the pediatric patients, MR enterography
may have sensitivity and specificity similar to CT enterography and avoids radiation risks. Ultimately the same
accuracy, the choice of examination depends on several
variables, such as institutional preferences and resources
(US, CT, or MR scan), age and compliance of the patient,
the eventually acute presentation, and finally radiologist
expertise.
In this article we discuss all the methods commonly
used for imaging the small bowel in paediatric patients
with Crohn’s disease analyzing the advantages and disad-
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vantages of each modality, with particular emphasis on
MR imaging.

BARIUM STUDIES
Traditionally in children with suspected CD has been
studied with barium studies, enteroclysis (SBE) or SB follow-through (SBFT), considered to be the gold standard
examination for the SB[18,19]. SBE was considered the best
exam for SB disease, however children poorly tolerate
the required insertion of a naso-jejunal tube. SBFT has
long been considered as the most common, non-invasive,
inexpensive and easily accessible radiological method[14],
but, currently, it has only a secondary role in small bowel
imaging. US and MR enterography are methods of choice
for imaging SB diseases in pediatric populations.
Early mucosal changes, such as aphthous ulceration,
can be detected by SBFT. This technique can also assess
bowel motility that help to differentiate strictures from
mural thickening and allows a functional evaluation of
the pathological segment studying the SB transit time[14-16].
Although SBE and SBFT can effectively depict the
presence of mucosal abnormalities effectively, including
fissures, cobblestone mucosa, pseudo-polyps, and skip lesions, they are imprecise for the diagnosis of transmural
and extramural disease[14,20,21], except in the overt forms
(Figure 1).
A retrospective analysis of 164 children revealed a diagnostic sensitivity of only 45% for SB radiography compared with ileo-colonoscopy[22]. Moreover, SBFT is not
accurate for the detection of active CD in the SB[20-23]. In
fact, it can directly examine the mucosa demonstrating
early active mucosal disease such as aphthous and linear
ulcers, but it does not allow to evaluate the small bowel
wall and the mesentery, except with indirect signs. Moreover, superimposed bowel loops or non-palpable bowel
loops deep in the pelvis can hide active disease or its
complications[20].
Concerns regarding the risks of radiation exposure
in the pediatric population has increased with the spread
use of these imaging studies. Children especially are at
risk because they are inherently more radiosensitive and
because they have more remaining years of life during
which a radiation-induced cancer could develop[24].
A major disadvantage of barium studies, especially in
children, is the radiation exposure, particularly if fluoroscopy time is not kept to a minimum[13]. Gaca et al[13] studied a total of 176 children with CD who underwent averaging 1.2 SBFTs. On average SBFT took 5.1 min with
3.3 abdominal radiographs. The effective doses (mSv)
for a 5-min fluoroscopy were 0.15 for the central abdomen, 0.35 for the right lower quadrant, and 0.56 for the
pelvis, yielding an average effective dose for SBFT (5-min
fluoroscopy, 3.3 abdominal radiographs) of 1.8-2.2 mSv.
Although 5 min of fluoroscopy time for an SBFT might
seem excessive, this was calculated based on the average of 30 examinations performed by five experienced
pediatric radiologists[13]. In the young population of CD
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A

B

Figure 1 Barium studies in patients with Crohn’s disease. Doublecontrast barium enema examination (A and B) demonstrate longitudinal
(arrows) and perpendicular (arrowheads) ulcerations in the terminal ileum.
Small-bowel follow-through (C) demonstrates an abscess cavity (white arrow) with fistulae connecting the cavity to the adjacent small bowel (black
arrows).

C

A

Iliac vessels
Psoas muscle

B

Figure 2 Thickening of the bowel wall, 5 mm, (arrow) with wall layers preserved. The hyperechoic band corresponds to thickened submucosa.

patients, the ionizing radiation required for SBE limits
the use of this technique for the follow-up of the disease.
Moreover, SBFT and SBE examinations can often result
in incomplete studies. In fact they cause more patient
discomfort compared with CT[25] and MRI[26], barium
contrast can be poorly tolerated by children especially
in severe and advanced disease and abdominal pain can
limit compression preventing the adequate visualization
of overlapping loops.

Figure 3 Transversal (A) and longitudinal (B) section of a thickened ileal
loop due to Crohn’s disease. The “target” sign, corresponding to remarkable
bowel wall thickness, is visible as a strong echogenic centre surrounded by a
hypoechoic border (A). The adjacent mesentery is thickened and hyperechoic,
due to the transmural nature of inflammation in Crohn’s disease (A and B).

ULTRASONOGRAPHY
US has the distinct advantage of being widely available,
inexpensive, non-invasive, radiation-free and relatively
easy to perform[7,27]. Over the past few years, improvements in US equipment such as high-frequency transducers (7-12 MHz), combined with oral and intravenous
(CE-US) contrast agents[28,29], have overcome some of the
obstacles in bowel US that existed in the past, thus raising
a great enthusiasm for its use in IBD children.
US can be considered a valuable tool in the preliminary diagnostic process of paediatric patients with suspected IBD, prior to further invasive tests[30,31].
Inflamed bowel can show both mural and extramural
pathological changes. Bowel wall thickness is the most
important US sign of IBD (Figure 2), with different
thickness values used as a threshold for a positive diagnosis in the various reports (from 1.5 mm to 3 mm in the
terminal ileum and < 2 mm in the colon)[27,32-35].
The other US signs are altered echogenicity, loss of
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the normally visible stratification (Figure 3), increased
Colour-Doppler signal denoting hyperaemia (Figure
4) and relative decrease or lack in peristalsis signifying
some degree of stiffness[31]. Extra-mural findings include
changes involving the surrounding mesentery, that appears thickened and hyperechoic and generally shows
enlarged mesenteric lymph-nodes (Figure 4)[30,36].
Bowel US and ileocolonoscopy with histology have
demonstrated an overall sensitivity of 74 and 88% and a
specificity of 78 and 93%, respectively, in the detection
of SB CD lesions[35,37]. The sensitivity of US in the detection of SB lesions is greater for those of the terminal
ileum (approximately 90%-95%) than for those of the
proximal SB (75%)[38]. US is useful for the follow-up
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B

Figure 4 Longitudinal view of the terminal ileum in a 13-year-old boy with active Crohn’s disease. The bowel wall is thickened and shows increase in Color
Doppler signals denoting inflammatory hyperemia (A). Note in (B) the fibrofatty proliferation of the surrounding mesentery which appears hyperechoic and the enlarged mesenteric lymph-nodes.

in adults have demonstrated that the so called SICUS,
enables to overcome limits of standard US. Dissociation
of intestinal overlapping loops and visualization of the
entire SB, from the Treitz angle to the ileo-cecal valve, are
obtained by distending the SB with an oral anechoic nonabsorbable contrast solution (iso-osmolar polyethylene
glycol)[36]. Briefly, US examination in performed after
the ingestion of the oral contrast solution, that fill in
the loops, and the administration of the intravenous (iv)
contrast. Unfortunately the procedure is time consuming,
requiring in some cases more than 2 hours. Pallotta et al[28]
studied 148 patients, 57 with a known diagnosis of CD,
showing SICUS to be more sensitive and specific (94%
and 98%, respectively) than conventional US (57% and
100% respectively) in assessing SB lesions. The use of an
oral contrast agent can significantly improve US sensitivity, approximately of 90% (Figure 6) and of over 75% for
a single and multiple SB stenosis, respectively[42].
SICUS can make a dynamic evaluation of the affected segment differentiating between inflammatory and
fibrotic stenosis. In fact, it can assess lumen stenosis and
dilatation of the prestenotic segment, mural thickness
with bowel wall stratification pattern and peristalsis of
the affected segment differentiating between. SICUS is a
very promising technique in children with CD, but its use
in pediatric patients has still to be investigated.

*

Figure 5 Longitudinal section of a distal ileal loop showing stiffness, mural thickening (arrowhead), lumen narrowing (arrow) and mild dilatation
of the pre-stenotic segment (asterisk), suggesting a fibrotic nature of the
stenosis.

of patients with CD[39,40]. and in early identifying intraabdominal complications, such as abscesses, fistulae and
strictures[41-44]. The reported sensitivity of US in detecting
CD strictures approximately is 74%-80%[41]. US can also
aid differentiate between fibrotic and inflammatory strictures. An increased Colour-Doppler signal in the stenosis
is suggestive of activity, while poor vascularity of the
bowel wall, an adjacent loops’ retraction and a pre-stenotic bowel segment distension are suggestive of fibrotic
stenosis (Figure 5)[31].
Some challenges about US still remain: US strongly
relies on the operator’s experience and skill more than
other imaging modalities, and it requires an high resolution equipment. Moreover, even in expert hands, US
may result in false positive findings[34]: thickening of the
intestinal wall is not specific for CD, also being present in
infectious, neoplastic and other inflammatory conditions.
US may also provide false negative results[38,42], for example in obese patients or when CD is characterized by only
superficial lesions, like isolated aphthous ulcers and mucosal erosions, or in presence of intestinal gas that make
hardly visible the bowel wall, particularly the proximal
ones.
Small Intestine Contrast US (SICUS). Some studies
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CROSS SECTIONAL IMAGING
Good distension of SB loops during the CT and MRI
examination is crucial for the correct evaluation of bowel
wall abnormalities since collapsed SB loops are difficult
to evaluate for bowel wall thickening or hyper-enhancement. Distension of the SB can be achieved by fluid
administration after naso-jejunal intubation (CT/MR enteroclysis)[45,46] or per Os (CT/MR enterography)[47,48]. Although better distension of the loops is obtained with the
MR/CT enteroclysis, there are various studies that show
comparable accuracy between the two techniques[20,45,47,48].
The placement of the nasojejunal tube, necessary for
the enteroclysis, is invasive, requires the use of ionizing
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Figure 6 The oral anechoic contrast solution, (polyethylene glycol), allows a better definition of lumen narrowing (arrow) and pre-stenotic dilatation (asterisk) as well as a more accurate measurement of the length of the stenosis. Small intestine contrast ultrasonography also provides a dynamic assessment of the
stenotic bowel loop: poor distensibility and presence of pre-stenotic dilatation suggest fibrosis, whereas normal distensibility and preserved peristalsis are features of
inflammatory stenosis.
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C

Figure 7 Magnetic resonance enteroclysis under anesthesia in one-year old male with Crohn’s disease at colonoscopy. Coronal thick-slab HASTE image (A)
shows good opacification of proximal and distal small bowel. The coronal T2-weighted (T2-w) image (B) and coronal fat-suppressed (FS) three-dimensional (3D) T1weighted (T1-w) breath-hold gradient-echo (GE) image (C) are performed in free breathing.

radiations, which also entails the need for coordination
between MR/CT suites and fluoroscopy units, and it can
be very anxiety provoking resulting in poor patient tolerance. Moreover, the increased time and costs compared
to enterography, make CT/MR enterography the preferred imaging method, respect to CT/MR enteroclysis,
in pediatric patients.
An important limitation of CT/MR enterography is
the need to drink an important amount of fluid in a short
time, particularly uncomfortable in young patients. The
assessment of mucosal abnormalities requires a correct
distension of the loops obtained only with a proper timing of the study both in scanning or fluid ingestion. The
collapsed bowel loops may mimic wall thickening and
hyper-enhancement, leading to false-positive results.
The younger patients and the parents have to be motivated and aware of the importance of performing an
adequate SB distension, which is fundamental for obtaining an optimal MR examination. The presence of a parent in the MR room is reassuring for younger children.
Most children diagnosed with IBD are of school age
or adolescence. In a study from uniform data collected
from a cohort of pediatric patients with IBD (1370
children), the mean age at diagnosis was 10.3 years with
47.7% diagnosed at 6 to 12 years of age and 36.9% at 13
to 17 years of age[49]. In our experience, children of this
age are generally able to undergo the exam without seda-
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tion.
In the event a child refuses to drink the contrast
agent, we will offer placement of a temporary nasogastric
tube for contrast agent delivery. The enteric tube will be
removed right after all of the contrast material is given
and before the MR examination begins.
Patients under the age of 6 years, who require anesthesia do not undergo MR enterography and are usually
imaged by using high-resolution bowel US or MR enteroclysis under anesthesia. The positioning of the tube takes
place after the anesthesia. Children between 6 mo and
6 years of age are usually sedated with the intravenous
injection of midazolam (Versed; Hoffman-La Roche, Basel, Switzerland) (0.05 mg per kilogram of body weight)
or pentobarbital (Nembutal; Ovation Pharmaceuticals,
Deerfield, Ill) (5 mg per kilogram of body weight). The
sequences are performed in free breathing, making them
as short as possible (Figure 7).
Computed Tomography
The relatively high radiation exposure is a limitation to
the use of multi-detector CT (MDCT) enterography in
children, and, in fact, most data regarding this method
come from studies in adults[50]. The only recent pediatric
IBD population’s study[51] concluded that MDCT can be
used as an alternative to barium studies for the evaluation
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Figure 8 Transverse (A) and coronal (B) computed tomography show bowel wall thickening and mucosal hyper-enhancement with pseudo polyps (white
arrows) as well as mesenteric lymph nodes, that are irregular in size and shape (black arrowhead) and increased mesenteric vascularity (asterisk). These
features may be detected in case of acute exacerbation on a background of longstanding disease.
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Figure 9 Transverse (A) and MRP sagittal (B) computed tomography show stratified enhancement of terminal ileum (arrows), and hyperemic mesentery
with the “comb sign” (asterisk).

A

B

Figure 10 Transverse computed tomography (A) and post contrast T1-fat sat magnetic resonance imaging (B) images show a complex network between
closely adherent small bowel loops appearing as a stellate configuration (arrows) due to entero-enteric fistulas.

of the SB and that most of the children prefer CT rather
than barium studies. Several studies on adult population
showed that is an excellent non-invasive tool for diagnosing CD, and for the follow-up of the disease during
therapy[19,20,52-54]. CT enterography can establish disease
extension and activity on the basis of wall thickness and
increased iv contrast enhancement. In recent studies
bowel wall thickness is considered pathological when exceeds 3 mm[55,56] (Figure 8). A sign of active disease is an
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increased bowel wall enhancement after administration
of iv contrast medium[57,58]. The post-contrast wall pattern
depends on the different enhancement of the mucosa
and/or serosa and the submucosa, usually hypodense for
the presence of edema, and can be seen as mural stratification or target sign (Figure 9), with two or three different layers of density respectively. In chronic CD, the affected segments may present a non-enhancement pattern
after contrast medium, with the loss of mural stratifica-
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Figure 11 Eighteen-years-old female with active Crohn’s disease and abscess. Transverse T2-w (A), DWI (B), transverse (C) and coronal (D) post-contrast FST1-w image (C) show inflamed segments of the terminal ileum (arrowhead) with pericecal fluid-collection around ticked and hype-vascular walls (arrow), according to
abscess. A small air bubble in the antideclive portion of the fluid collection is visible in the transverse T2-w (A) and transverse post-contrast FS-T1-w image (C).

tion, suggestive of fibrosis. Another typical extramural
lesion in CD is the comb sign due to an increased vascularity of the mesentery seen in the images as tortuous
dilated vessels associated with a wide spacing of the vasa
recta (Figure 8).
The most reliable criterion to define a stricture is a
localized, persistent narrowing, whose functional effects
may be judged from pre-stenotic dilatation[59]. CT, together with MRI, is the most accurate technique to detect
the presence of extraluminal complications, such as abscesses, fistulae (Figure 10) and inflammatory conglomerates in CD[20,46,53,54,60-62].
CT has a high accuracy in the imaging of CD but it
is limited by the use of ionizing radiations especially in
children particularly in these type of chronic diseases that
require a close follow up[13,63].
The radiation dose can be significantly reduce by the
use of last generation MDCT scan with specific pediatric
protocols[64,65] which include the introduction of noise to
simulate low-dose exams[66].
Still, in pediatric patients MR must be preferred to
MDCT, since it does not use ionizing radiation to which
children are more vulnerable than adults for their longer
life expectancy. Moreover, despite new formulations and
improved safety, iodinated contrast media for CT are
not without risk and the risks must be balanced against
the possible benefits. However, in the hospitals without
MR scan, or where it is difficult to schedule an emergent
MRI, or in emergency situations, such as high-grade SB
occlusion, MDCT remains the best technique in pediatric
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patients, too. In fact CT has greater availability and it is
less time-consuming than MR (20-30 min for MR, respect to 10 s for MDCT).
Magnetic Resonance
The main advantages of MRI are, in addition to the lack
of ionizing radiations, a superior soft tissue contrast with
a better assessment of trans and extramural disease, its
noninvasiveness and the multiplanar capability. Additionally, some MRI sequences (diffusion, perfusion, motility)
can provide functional and quantitative information of
the bowel wall (diffusion, perfusion, motility) that CT
cannot obtain. Especially, diffusion-weighted sequence
does not significantly increase the time of the examination and may provide helpful clues for the identification
of areas of active inflammation and of abscesses (Figure
11) without iv contrast agent. Moreover, the use of cine
MRI in patients suffering from CD proves the association of motility changes of the SB wall and extraluminal
alterations, which can help in the differential diagnosis
between fibrotic and inflammatory stenosis[67].
In relation to imaging features, CD may present as active inflammation (without strictures or fistulas), penetrating lesions, or fibrostenotic disease[68]. Patients may present characteristics of more than one disease subtypes.
Active disease. Various MR imaging findings have
been proposed as correlating with CD activity. Increased
wall thickening and mural contrast enhancement (CE) on
MRI were found to be sensitive and specific for active
CD in pediatric population[69]. Laghi et al[69] found a strong
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Figure 12 Thirteen years old male with active Crohn’s disease. Coronal T2-weighted image (A), and transverse fat saturation T2-weighted images (B and C),
show mural thickness and increased mural signal (arrowhead in B, C, and D) in the terminal ileum due to edema. Coronal post-contrast T1-weighted fat-suppressed
image (D) at the same level shows mural stratification (asterisk).
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Figure 13 Thirteen years old female with active Crohn’s disease. Coronal (A), transverse (B) T2-weighted images show thickened, inflamed segments of ileum
and fat proliferating in the mesentery. The thin layer of high signal on T2 in b represents edema. The mass of the fat will displace adjacent small bowel. Coronal postcontrast T1-weighted fat-suppressed image (C) shows increased vascularity (asterisks), named “comb sign”, adjacent to a hyper-enhancing thickened segment of
ileum.

marker of inflammation[70].
The wall thickening, its high mural signal intensity
on T2-weighted fat-saturated (FS-T2-w) images, and
the presence of mural stratification on post-contrast
T1-weighted fat-saturated (FS-T1-w) images reflect histologic features of acute SB inflammation in CD[69,71,72]
(Figure 12). A purely quantitative approach would be
desirable for MRI evaluation of active disease. However,
in patients with CD, measurements of the bowel wall MR
signal intensity are subjected to wide limits of both interand intra-reader agreement, which may substantially limit
their utility when applied to the development of quantitative measures of inflammatory activity in the affected
bowel segments[73,74].

correlation between a semi-quantitative score (reflecting bowel-wall CE and thickening) and Pediatric Crohn’
s Disease Activity Index (PCDAI) in CD patients. In a
recent study on pediatric population, Alexopoulou et al[70]
showed that the MR percentage of CE (%CE) of the
bowel wall do not correlate with PCDAI values. Other
studies have reported similar results in the past[71,72], while
a correlation with C-reactive protein (CRP) was already
demonstrated in pediatric[70] and adult[71] population. In
children, clinical evaluation of disease activity may be
even more subjective due to incomplete cooperation, and
this explains the observed lack of correlation between
PCDAI and %CE values, while in contrast, %CE values
were correlated with CRP, which is a more objective
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Figure 14 Coronal (A), transverse (B) T2-weighted images show thickened, inflamed segments of the terminal
ileum with deep ulcers seen as high-contrast protrusions within bowel wall (arrows).
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Figure 15 Twelve years old female with active disease and follow-up. Transverse T2-weighted image (A) shows mural thickening (arrows) and increased mural
signal (arrow) in the terminal ileum and coronal T1-weighted image (B) shows mural stratification (arrow), increased mesenteric vascularity adjacent to the inflamed
bowel loop (the comb sign), and enlargement and hyper-enhancement of lymph-nodes (asterisk). In the same patient and at the same level, six months later after
therapy, transverse T2-weighted image (C) shows the loss of increased mural signal (arrow) and coronal T1-weighted image (D) shows homogeneous enhancement
without mural stratification (arrow), reduction of increased mesenteric vascularity adjacent to the inflamed bowel loop, and disappearance of lymp-nodes (asterisk).

Acute inflammation can also present with the comb
sign (Figure 13), due to an increased vascularity of the
mesentery, ulcers (Figure 14) and enlarged and high enhancing lymph-nodes[74-77].
A proper luminal distension is essential to assess ulcers on MRI, especially if superficial[74]. In a systematic
review of seven studies[52], MRI showed an accuracy of
91%, 62% and 62% in correctly staging a frank, mild
and in remission disease, respectively. MRI more often
overstaged than understaged disease activity in CD, but
in most of these patients radiological staging and disease
staging by the reference standard differed one grade.
However, this review has the limit of including old studies without considering the new state-of-the-art tech-
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niques.
Actually radiologist use different protocols and features for grading CD, as recently showed by Ziech et al[78].
The authors show that the most frequently used MR
protocols include T2-w (79%) and CE FS-T1-w (83%)
sequences and that the features most frequently seen as
important for grading are the presence of bowel wall
thickening (79% of radiologists), abscesses (75%) and
CE (75%) and stratification (46%) at T1-w images.
Currently, the most important applications of MR
care the confirmation of the disease and the follow-up
of patients with an already established diagnosis of CD,
both by monitoring the response to medical treatment by
assessing disease activity (Figure 15) and by early identify-
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Figure 16 Transverse T2-w image (A) and coronal post-contrast FS-T1-w image (B) show cluster of bowel loops (arrow) interconnected by fistulas and
adhesions.
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Figure 17 Coronal (A) and transverse (B and C) CE FS-T1-w 3D gradient-echo image show a small abscess close to the terminal ileum (arrows). Mural stratification and “comb sign” of the right colon flessure (black arrow), cecum (curved arrow), and appendix (white arrow) and homogeneous avid enhance of the terminal
ileum (arrowhead). Enlargement and hyper-enhancement lymp-nodes (asterisk) are also visible.

ing of abscesses, fistulae and strictures.

T1-w images (Figure 10) because of their avidly enhancing walls[80]. Entero-enteric fistulas often form a complex
network between closely adherent SB loops that may appear as a stellate configuration on CE MR images.

Penetrating disease
Transmural inflammation can result from ulcers that
deeply penetrate the bowel wall forming serpiginous
tracts and fistulas.
MR enterography is accurate in identifying extraluminal complications of CD. In young adults MR enterography showed a diagnostic value similar to MDCT enterography at least for acute complications of CD, such as
fistulas and abscesses[79]. The abscesses can be treated by
percutaneous interventions. Whereas penetrating disease
may benefit from antibiotics or biologic therapies, while
the use of steroids is usually avoided. Because of the exquisite sensitivity to detect fluid as well as its superior soft
tissue contrast, MR easily depicts entero-entero (Figure
16), entero-vesicular, entero-cutaneous, perianal fistulaes
and abscesses (Figure 17). MR imaging may also detect
small volumes of gas within an abscess (Figure 11). MR
enterography can assess fistulizations, sinus tracts, and
abscesses, especially with the use of post-contrast FS-
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Fibrostenosing disease
Over the time, chronic inflammation of the bowel wall
may evolve in mural fibrosis that can lead to intestinal
occlusion if it causes strictures. The identification of fibrotic stenosis is fundamental for they are not responsive
to medical therapy and need surgical resection. In general
MR enterography has a good accuracy in assessing SB
strictures that are considered significant if the dilatation of the upstream bowel exceeds 3 cm[77] (Figure 18).
When there is mural fibrosis with permanent strictures,
the thickened bowel wall of the pathological segment
does not show a hyperintensity on T2-w images or a
stratified post-contrast pattern on T1-w images typical
of acute inflammation[74]. These items may be useful to
distinguish between transient strictures supported by
acute inflammation or fibrostenosing disease (Figure 19).
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Figure 18 Fifteen years old male with small bowel obstruction caused by fibrotic stricture. Thick-slab T2-w sequence (A) shows bowel dilatation greater than
3 cm (double arrows), according to functionally significant stricture. Coronal T2-w sequence (B) shows mural thickening of the terminal ileum without increased wall
signal (asterisks). Transverse (C and D) CE FS-T1-w 3D GE show a homogeneous avidly enhancing of the cecum (arrow in C and D), terminal ileum (asterisks in C)
and appendix (arrows in D). These findings can be finding in the small bowel obstruction due to fibrotic stricture.
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Figure 19 Eighteen-years-old female with long standing Crohn’s disease. Coronal (A), transverse (B) T2-w images and coronal (C), transverse (D) post-contrast
FS-T1-w images show thickening and hyper-enhancement of the ileocecal valve causing stricture.

Cine MRI sequences, allowing the evaluation of bowel
motility, can further help this differential diagnosis. Inflammation along the mesenteric border often result in
pseudosacculations along the antimesenteric border and
can be thought of as the MR equivalent of the mesenteric border linear ulcer seen at SBFT examination (Figure
20). In general, the affected segments are characterized
by increased rigidity, loss of distensibility and diminished
peristalsis.

clude the disease. Particularly, it can be used as the first
radiological modality in pediatric patients in which the
results of endoscopy examinations are normal but a
high suspicion of CD is still present[81]. However, there
is much debate about the best modality to use to examine the SB, because wireless endoscopic examinations,
like radiological studies, have their advantages, such as
the non-invasiveness and the high diagnostic accuracy in
evaluating the small intestine, especially in patients who
cannot undergo MR, whose bowel loops are not optimally distended or who are uncooperative, and disadvantages, such as capsule retention due to ileal strictures and

Suspected CD: In young patients with suspected CD,
MR enterography is a valid method to diagnose or ex-
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Figure 20 Coronal thick-slab HASTE (A) and coronal T2-weighted (B) images show pseudosacculations produced by asymmetric thickening of
the ileal mesenteric border.

delayed capsule transit due to inflammatory lesions[82,83].
If a bowel obstruction is suspected, MR enterography is
preferred to capsule endoscopy for the risk of capsule
retention[84]. Moreover, MR enterography can help the diagnosis of terminal ileitis in symptomatic patients when
endoscopy is unsuccessful.
Additional MRI findings: Extra-intestinal lesions are
detected with MRI in 24%-58% of patients[84-86]. Herfarth
et al[86] performed MR enteroclysis in 710 patients with a
suspicion or a diagnosis of IBD finding extra-intestinal
lesions in 57% of patients of which the 12% of great
clinical importance. The colonic features of CD at MR
enterography can reliably be diagnosed only in severe inflammation (Figure 21).
The detection of colonic mild disease can be very difficult even if the colon is well distended with the help of
a rectal enema (MR colonography); moreover the main
weaknesses of MR colonography is the impossibility of
obtaining tissue sampling. However, Rimola et al[87] demonstrated good correlations between the presence and
the severity of CD lesions depicted with endoscopy and
MR Colonography.
MR is an effective imaging technique for the evaluation of patients with perianal CD. During MR enterography, it is possible to perform specific pelvic sequences,
such as FS-T2-w, to evaluate perianal CD, increasing only
few minutes of exam time (Figure 22).
MR has an accuracy of 76%-100% compared to examination under anesthesia for fistulae and may provide
additional information[88]. This technique is an important
tool because it can accurately reveal the location and extent of disease, including a clinically undetected fistula or
abscess, and it can guide surgery[89].

C

Figure 21 Colonic distention is optimized with a rectal enema. Coronal
T2-w (A) and post-contrast FS-T1-w (B) images show bowel wall thickening,
and mural stratification of terminal ileum (arrow) and sigma (arrows) walls.

potentially offset by other issues such as greater chemical
shift, susceptibility artifact, B1 inhomogeneity and specific absorption rate[90,91].

PET-CT ENTEROGRAPHY
Combining the morphologic patterns obtained by CT
enterography with the 18F-FDG metabolic activity obtained by PET, PET-CT enterography as a single test may
provide accurately fused morphologic, physiologic, and
metabolic imaging, useful in the diagnosis, evaluation of
activity, follow-up, and objective assessment of CD[92].
Groshar et al[93] showed a statistically significant difference
in mean SUV max among the different mural patterns
revealed on CT enterography: intramural edema (active
inflammation), intramural soft tissue attenuation (inflammatory infiltrate), and intramural fat (chronic inflamma-

3T MRI: There has been little experience of the use of
3 Tesla (T) MR imaging in children with CD, but it seems
to have the advantage of increasing the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of approximately 1.7-1.8 times compared
to 1.5T MR. This increases the spatial and/or temporal
resolution, improving the detection of early, superficial
or subtle abnormalities. However, the 3T advantages are
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Figure 22 Twelve years old male with terminal ileum Crohn’s disease and
perianal fistula. Transverse T2-w (A) and post-contrast FS-T1-w (B) shows
terminal ileum submucosa edema (black arrow) and mural stratification (arrows),
respectively. Transverse FS-T2-w (C) image shows perianal fistula (arrowhead)
in the same patient.

8
9

tion). Therefore, PET-CT data could help to distinguish
between acute inflammation and fibrotic strictures. However, physiologic uptake of FDG by the intestine can lead
to false positive results[94,95]. Moreover, the effective dose
from PET-CT is actually too high for pediatric patients[92].

10

CONCLUSION
The diagnosis and management of CD in children has
changed dramatically over the last decade, mainly due to
the increased awareness of the risk of the ionizing radiations, the availability of improved diagnostic modalities,
and newer, more powerful treatments such as biologics.
Techniques without ionizing radiation (US and MRI) are
the preferred modalities for the evaluation of the SB in
pediatric patients. The goals of the proximal future studies will be the development of a MR validated score system capable of measuring intestinal damage and inflammatory disease activity in children with CD. In future, a
potential new imaging technique could be the PET-MR,
which combines the morphological MR images with the
functional PET information. Several radiopharmaceuticals are now available for imaging CD, but new tracers
could change the future of the diagnostic imaging.
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Core tip: This extended review of current literature on
vertebral augmentation is supported by our wide experience in the treatment of vertebral fractures. The
most innovative topics are the possibility of treating
multilevel vertebral fractures in the same session and
the failure of vertebral augmentation due to mechanical
disruption of the cement. This is intended to present a
thorough review to physicians interested in osteoporosis and vertebral fractures.
Ruiz Santiago F, Santiago Chinchilla A, Guzmán Álvarez L,
Pérez Abela AL, Castellano García MM, Pajares López M.
Comparative review of vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty. World J
Radiol 2014; 6(6): 329-343 Available from: URL: http://www.
wjgnet.com/1949-8470/full/v6/i6/329.htm DOI: http://dx.doi.
org/10.4329/wjr.v6.i6.329

INTRODUCTION

Abstract

The treatment of pain related to vertebral body fractures by vertebroplasty or kyphoplasty has become a
widespread practice. The main reported advantages of
Kyphoplasty vs vertebroplasty are restoration of vertebral
body height and a lower rate of cement extravasation. Although both techniques would appear effective in achieving pain relief, the impact on functional outcome is not
sufficiently proved.
The choice of vertebroplasty or kyphoplasty and the
selection of patients for one or other procedure remain
unresolved questions. These issues are complicated by the
considerable competition between the procedures and the
conflicting claims made for each[1]. The degree of pain
relief and functional improvement obtained must play an
important role in the choice between these techniques.
Previous studies reported good outcomes that remained
stable during long follow-up periods for both vertebro-

The aim of this review is to compare the effectiveness
of percutaneous vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty to
treat pain and improve functional outcome from vertebral fractures secondary to osteoporosis and tumor
conditions. In 2009, two open randomized controlled
trials published in the New England Journal of Medicine
questioned the value of vertebroplasty in treating vertebral compression fractures. Nevertheless, the practice of physicians treating these conditions has barely
changed. The objective of this review is to try to clarify
the most important issues, based on our own experience and the reported evidence about both techniques,
and to guide towards the most appropriate choice of
treatment of vertebral fractures, although many questions still remain unanswered.
© 2014 Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.
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plasty and kyphoplasty[2,3]. However, comparative studies
are scarce. At present, different devices claiming advantages over more traditional methods are being developed.
Due to the existing controversies regarding the treatment of vertebral fractures, the objective of this review is
to analyze the evidence of current literature supported by
our own experience.

ing pathologic or insufficiency fractures.
When a high energy fracture is detected radiographically, many authors suggest the addition of computed tomography (CT) to the study, as it allows for better definition of fracture anatomy. When the clinical presentation
suggests a fracture and conventional radiography is not
diagnostic, a multi-slice CT or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) help to clear out traumatisms of spine. A prospective study found a CT sensitivity of 99% in detecting
fractures compared to 87% with plain-film radiography[9].
Osteoporotic vertebral fractures deformity usually is
presented in two ways, wedge and biconcave (fish vertebra or diabolo-shaped vertebra) types, while pathological
fractures often demonstrate predominately osteolytic
changes. The presence of air collections within a vertebral body is considered a sign of vertebral cleft that may
be due to fracture instability and/or necrosis (Kummel’
s disease) and is more frequently associated to benign
osteoporotic fractures[10]. Nevertheless cases associated to
metastasis and myeloma has been described[11] (Figure 1).
A 15% vertebral body height loss constitutes a vertebral compression fracture. The leading cause of vertebral
compression fractures is osteoporosis. Morphologic
changes that allow for the diagnosis of an osteoporotic
fracture may require time for their development. Therefore, the absence of a fracture on plain-film radiography
in an osteoporotic patient does not rule it out, and when
symptoms persist, a MRI should be performed. MRI can
detect fractures without vertebral deformities and can
better discriminate between benign and malignant fractures[12]. Additionally, MRI provides valuable information
on factors such as the degree of edema, vertebral deformities, and invasion of the spinal canal, all of which are
useful data for planning medical, percutaneous (kyphoplasty, vertebroplasty) or surgical treatment[13].
Plain-film radiography is somewhat insensitive when
it comes to the visualization of the bone destruction or
marrow replacement, requiring, depending on the size of
the lesion, between 30%-50% of bone density loss before
the lesions become visible[14]. The detection of blastic lesions may also be delayed with conventional radiography.
One study reported that in the case of breast cancer,
plain film detection of blastic lesion may be delayed by 3-6
mo[15].
Based on vertebral morphology and bone marrow
signal, MRI can differentiate between osteoporotic and
pathologic fractures with high confidence. Pathologic
fractures may show complete substitution of normal
bone marrow or, when incomplete, tend to show and
nodular or patchy pattern. Morphologic signs are a convex vertebral border, due to expansion by growing tumor, and the presence of asymmetric paravertebral mass.
Acute osteoporotic vertebral fractures tend to show a
band-like pattern of subchondral edema and, quite often,
the lineal pattern of the vertebral fracture can be depicted inside the edema[13]. A retropulsed bone fragment
and the presence of intra vertebral cleft are characteristic

EPIDEMIOLOGY AND TYPES OF
VERTEBRAL FRACTURES
Vertebral fractures can be secondary to high or low
energy trauma. With population ageing most of the
fractures (85%) are due to low energy trauma. These
are more frequent in women and its prevalence increase
with age in both sexes. High energy fractures are more
frequent in men and are not related with older age. The
incidence of clinically diagnosed vertebral fractures was
assessed in a population-based study in Rochester, Minnesota, 1985-1989. The overall age- and sex-adjusted
incidence rate was 117 per 100000 person-years (95%CI:
105 to 130). The age-adjusted rate in women (145 per
100000 person-years) was almost twice that in men (73
per 100000 person-years). Of all fractures, 47 (14%) followed severe trauma, 282 (83%) followed moderate or no
trauma, and 12 (3%) were pathologic[4].
Vertebral compression fractures (VCF) are the most
common fracture in osteoporotic patients, followed by
hip, wrist or ankle fractures. These are known as low energy fractures or insufficiency fractures because the main
cause is the fragility of bone that make it prone to injury
with minimal or not trauma. After suffering the first vertebral fracture, the risk of developing new vertebral fractures increases 5-10 times[5].
Pathologic vertebral fractures are secondary to osseous involvement by a localized debilitating condition,
mainly tumors. Most are due to malignancies such as
metastases, myeloma and primary bone tumors, although
benign tumors like haemangioma can also lead to a vertebral fracture. The spine is the musculoskeletal target most
affected by metastases, mainly secondary to breast, lung,
prostate, kidney and thyroid tumors[6]. Nevertheless, even
in oncologic patients, a third of the vertebral fractures are
due to coexisting osteoporosis[7]. Imaging techniques and
biopsy help to differentiate the underlying cause.
Vertebral fractures happen in 50%-70% of patients
with multiple myeloma. It may lead to spinal cord compression until 15% of the patients. On imaging its appearance may be misleading, simulating an osteoporotic
vertebral compression fracture[8].

IMAGING OF VERTEBRAL FRACTURES
Conventional Radiographs are usually the first technique
used to study patients with suspected vertebral fracture.
While its ability to diagnose high energy posttraumatic
fractures is high, its findings may be misleading diagnos-
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Figure 1 Sagittal T2 weighted (A) image shows metastatic compression fracture with intravertebral cleft
(arrow) and epidural cyst (arrowhead), computed
tomography guided biopsy (B), Sagittal computed
tomography before (C) and after (D) vertebroplasty
showing air filling of the cyst (arrowhead).

Figure 2 Sagittal T1 weighted (A) and STIR (B) images
of osteoporotic fractures with typical band-like subchondral edema (arrows), sagittal T1 weighted (C) and
STIR images (D) of a pathologic fracture, due to vertebral metastases, with typical convex border (arrows).

of benign compression fractures[11]. Chronic vertebral
compression fractures are characterized by morphologic
changes with recovery of normal signal of the bone marrow (Figure 2).

pression fractures is usually appropriate for patients with
normal neurological status without suspected radiological
instability, with an anterior vertebral body height > 50%
of the posterior height and a Kyphotic angulation < 25º;
or incomplete injury of the posterior column of the vertebral body[16,17]. Although in some cases early closed reduction and casting can be performed, bracing alone and
physiotherapy in younger patients (< 65 years) is usually
the best treatment option. A short period of bed rest (less

MEDICAL TREATMENT OF VERTEBRAL
FRACTURES
Non-operative treatment of traumatic vertebral com-
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Figure 3 Segmental kyphotic deformity. A:
Wedge fracture of T12; B: Local vertebral kyphosis angle; C: Regional kyphosis; D: Segmental
kyphosis (SK). One vertebra, one disc=one segment. Sagittal index (SI): SI = SK-X (X = +5 in
the thoracic spine, X = -10 in the lumbar spine, X
= 0 in T12-L1).

than 1 wk) avoids complications caused by immobilization. In older patients, percutaneous vertebral augmentation may promote early mobilization and reduce analgesic
intake[17].
Traditional treatment for osteoporotic fractures has
been medical, including lifestyle changes (diet, smoking and exercise), pain management with rest, analgesic
and anti-inflammatory drugs and external brace. Medical
treatment for osteoporosis includes calcium supplements,
vitamin D, hormone replacement and bisphosphonates.
These treatments have strong effects on pain, but minimal effect on vertebral stability, vertebral height restoration or reduction of kyphotic deformity. Side effects of
chronic medication and rest are increased demineralization of bone and greater risk of developing new fractures. Surgery is left for fractures with vertebral instability
or neurological compression.
Traditional treatment for painful vertebral metastases
is based on rest, braces, analgesic drugs, radiotherapy and
chemotherapy. External beam radiation therapy is the
current gold standard treatment for cancer patients with
localized bone pain. Nevertheless, 20%-30% of patients
do not experience pain relief with this approach. Radiation treatment can also result in additional early bone loss
due to inflammation, and limited weight-bearing should
be recommended during radiation to prevent pathological fractures. Radiotherapy control of pain is achieved in
approximately 70%-80% of the cases, but its maximum
effects usually takes place 1 mo after the beginning of
treatment and osseous reinforcement up to 2 to 4 mo
after, increasing the risk of vertebral collapse with its biomechanical consequences[18].
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PERCUTANEOUS AND SURGICAL
TREATMENT OF VERTEBRAL
FRACTURES
Criteria for surgical indication of high-energy fractures
are variable[19]. In our center, surgery is mainly indicated
when the body fracture is associated to injury of the
posterior column or in cases with neurologic deficit (deterioration of the initial neurologic status constitutes an
emergency. It can also be indicated in cases without neurological deficit when there are other radiological signs
of instability: central canal narrowing > 50%, vertebral
height loss > 50%, fracture-dislocation, local vertebral
kyphosis > 25º-30º, regional traumatic angle of kyphosis
> 20% and sagittal index (SI) > 15º.
Local vertebral kyphosis angle is measured between
the tangent to the upper endplate and the lower endplate
of the injured vertebra. Regional kyphosis is the angle
defined by the tangent to the upper endplate of the vertebra overlying the fracture and the tangent to the lower
endplate of the vertebra underlying the injured vertebra.
The SI is defined as segmental kyphotic deformity minus
baseline sagittal contour in the segment with the fractured vertebral body. The segmental kyphotic deformity
is the angle between the inferior endplate of the injured
vertebra and the inferior endplate of the overlying vertebra. The baseline sagittal contour in each vertebral segment arbitrarily amounts to +5° for the thoracic region, 0°
T12-L1 and -10° for the lumbar spine segments (Figure 3).
The normal index is 0[20].
Accepted methods for surgical decompression and
stabilization include anterior or posterior approaches and
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A

Figure 4 Forty-five years old man with acute Wedge impaction
fracture of L1 (A) treated by posterior instrumentation and vertebral
body kyphoplasty using biological cement (B).

B

a combination of both procedures. Instrumented fusion
is better than laminectomy alone because it does not
restore neurological function and it’s associated with significant complications, such as persistent spinal instability
and progressive kyphosis, mechanical pain and worsening
of neurological injury[19].
Sometimes, instrumentation is complemented with
VT or KP. Transpedicular vertebral augmentation for the
direct restoration of burst fractures in combination with
posterior instrumentation may avoid the surgical anterior
reconstruction. The aim is to reinforce the anterior column and prevent anterior vertebral body height loss[21]
(Figure 4).
The role of vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty in the
treatment of high energy vertebral fractures is not still
well defined, although good results with regard pain
relief and quality of life have been reported using both
procedures[22,23]. In young patients it has been suggested
the use of biological cement, instead of PPMA, due to its
capacity of integrating with bone[24]. Nevertheless, it has
been reported that low resistance against flexural, tractive, and shear forces compared to PMMA, may lead to a
higher risk of cement failure and subsequent loss of correction, mainly when fracture of the posterior wall of the
vertebra is present[25]. The aim of treating percutaneously
these fractures is to recovery vertebral height and to obtain early relieving of pain in order to reducing recovery
time in young active population.
The principal surgical options for treatment of osteoporotic VCFs are decompression and fusion. The success of surgical instrumentation is compromised by poor
bone quality[26]. As a result, interest in new and quick
methods for pain relief and early functional restoration
has increased. Percutaneous treatment of osteoporotic
fractures is mainly indicated after failure of medical treatment, when the patient has a disabling pain or when
there are severe side effects due to analgesic medication.
In order to minimize these effects in patients with VCFs
and reduce prolonged hospital resource utilization, VP
and KP have been increasingly used with the expectation
of a more rapid pain relief and earlier mobilization than
that achieved with medical pain management[27]. Recently
a randomized non-blinded trial appeared, strongly indicating that vertebroplasty is dramatically superior to conservative therapy[28].
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Surgery in vertebral metastases is left for lesions affecting a unique vertebra or for treating neurological
deficit secondary to compression or instability. Inconveniences of surgery are long recovery times and high morbidity and mortality[29].
Although external beam radiation therapy is the current gold standard treatment for cancer patients with
localized bone pain we have to take into consideration
that the life expectancy of most patients with bone metastases is limited, and that around 12-20 wk are usually
required before maximum benefits are obtained from
post-radiation therapy. In these cases vertebral augmentation techniques in isolation or combined with thermal
ablation provide the earliest possible pain relief[30].

HISTORICAL NOTES
Deramon and Galibert performed the first vertebroplasty
in France in 1984. It was performed in a patient with an
aggressive haemangioma at the C2 level with resolution
of pain. The results were so gratifying that cement injections were soon used in more patients with symptomatic
hemangiomas and fractures due to tumors. The application of vertebroplasty in osteoporotic VCF was first published in 1989[31]. The hopeful analgesic effect led to the
widespread use of augmentation for treating osteoporotic
VCF[32]. Over the last years, osteoporotic fractures have
become the main indication for vertebroplasty[33].
Kyphoplasty is the most widely used modification of
vertebroplasty and was developed specifically for use in
the osteoporotic vertebra. The basic idea behind this procedure was to raise the end plate of fractured vertebral
body with an orthopedic balloon to achieve a more favorable angle of kyphosis before the cement augmentation.
Therefore, a cavity is first created within the vertebral
body before injecting the cement. The first kyphoplasty
was performed by the orthopedic specialist Mark Reiley
in California in 1998 with good results[34].

TECHNICAL ISSUES
Vertebroplasty involves the injection of polymethilmetacrhilathe (PMMA) cement into an injured vertebral
body via a needle that is placed percutaneously either
using a transpedicular or extrapedicular approach. The
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authors find a high rate of mechanical failure with these
materials, due to its lower resistance to shear, flexion and
distraction forces[25].
The number of vertebrae augmentable per session
also remains unclear, although extensive augmentation
to more than three vertebral levels per session has been
shown as feasible[38]. However, it may lead to an increase
of the amount of bone marrow floating to the pulmonary capillary system, increasing the risk of pulmonary
fat embolism. Also, with PMMA there is some risk of
incomplete polymerization, leading to increased residual
toxic monomers that may result in adverse systemic effects, such as hypotension, bradycardia, asystole and
bronchospasm. If the amount of cement injected in each
vertebral body due to these reasons is reduced, it might
result in incomplete stabilization of some vertebral body
fractures leading to residual instability and pain. Notwithstanding, we have treated some cases of multilevel
fractures in one single operative session with quite good
results[35] (Figure 5). We recommend carefully planning
the positioning of the needles and the amount of cement to be injected; taking into account the anatomical
characteristics of each vertebral fracture, such as location
of the fracture lines, integrity of vertebral walls and the
presence of vertebral clefts.

Figure 5 Sagittal STIR image (A) in a patient with multiple thoracolumbar
compression fractures, eight vertebrae were treated in the same procedure (B and C).

injection has to be forced to surpass the local pressure of
the trabecular bone of treated vertebra increasing the risk
of leakage through the cracks of the fractured vertebra.
It may be performed under general anesthesia, although
more commonly the patient is given a local anesthetic at
the injection site and conscious sedation[35].
Kyphoplasty, a modification of vertebroplasty, involves the percutaneous insertion of an inflatable highpressure bone tamp into the fractured vertebral body
with the aim of elevate the end-plates by creating a cavity
inside the vertebral body that filled with cement help to
restore and stabilize the vertebral height. The cavity allows low pressure injection of more viscous cement, lowering the risk of extravasation[33].
PMMA is the most frequent cement used in these
procedures. It is the result of the polymerization of
methyl methacrylate monomers to PMMA polymers. It is
cheap, easy to manipulate, allows combination with radiopaque materials and gives the appropriate stiffness and
strength to the vertebral body. However, it does not have
osteoinductive or osteoconductive properties and, therefore, it will not integrate itself to host bone over time. Its
stiffness may promote mechanical overload to adjacent
vertebral bodies[25].
New biological materials have been introduced as
alternatives to PMMA, such as calcium phosphate and
hydroxyapatite. These are not exothermic, allowing the
deposition of new bone that, eventually, could replace
the cement. These cements would in time become incorporated into the patient’s bone, therefore functioning
in a more physiological and biomechanically compatible
fashion. This requires the presence of trabecular bone
and the haversian canal system, thus cavity creation with
a balloon will probably never be a part of the future of
biological cements and prophylactic vertebroplasty[33].
Nevertheless, biological cements are expensive; their
manipulation is not easy due to their high viscosity that
makes difficult the interstitial diffusion inside the vertebral body[36]. These materials have been recommended in
high-energy fractures of young patients[37], although other
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CLINICAL SUCCESS OF
VERTEBROPLASTY AND KYPHOPLASTY
Analgesic effect effects of these techniques can rely in
many factors, such as ablation of C-nociceptive fibers by
the thermal effect of the cement, mechanical stabilization of the fracture, height restoration of the vertebral
body. The thermal effect also leads to tumor necrosis in
patients with metastases[39].
Mechanical stabilization of the vertebral body relies
on basal bone density, volume and localization of the
injected cement. The filling of 14% to 30% of the volume is able to recover vertebral stiffness, although partial
recovery of the stiffness, below the pre-fracture state,
would be enough to obtain clinical healing[40].
Cadaveric studies have shown greater recovery of
vertebral height with kyphoplasty (5.1 mm) than with
vertebroplasty (2.3 mm)[41]. Yet, clinical studies are contradictory. While some authors found greater height restoration with kyphoplasty[42], others didn’t find differences
between both techniques[43]. In comparison with cadaver
studies, the disk and paravertebral soft tissues may hinder
augmentation with more aggressive techniques in living
patients.
Vertebroplasty can mainly restore vertebral height
when there is fragment instability with intravertebral
clefts, indicating non-union of the fracture fragments.
The cleft may be filled with greater amount of cement,
mainly when there is integrity of the walls of the vertebral body, without extravasations leading loss of intravertebral pressure[41,44] (Figure 6).
Relationship between vertebral height restoration and
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Figure 6 Sagittal T2 weighted image (A) and lateral X-ray
film (B) of a vertebral fracture with intravertebral cleft, AP
(C) and lateral (D) view after vertebroplasty.

clinical evolution is not well established. Some studies
found no better pain resolution with height restoration
and don’t consider this factor mandatory in order to
achieve pain control[45].
Another issue to consider is the stability over time of
the height restoration. A follow up of height loss after
performing these techniques shows the loss to be greater
in kyphoplasty, due to less homogeneous distribution of
cement, than in vertebroplasty, where the cement intermingles with host bone. Therefore, height recovery differences tend to vanish with time[46].
Short-term pain relief has been demonstrated in osteoporotic and tumor fractures treated with vertebroplaty
and kyphoplasty[47,48]. Long-term outcomes have not been
so well established, although some reports state that the
beneficial effects of vertebroplasty remain after a followup period of several years[49,50].
Compared with medical treatments, pain relief after
VP seems on the whole significantly superior. The followup point at which the difference becomes insignificant
varies between studies at 3 mo[51], 6 mo[52] or 1 year[53].
Regarding Kyphoplasty, two prospective controlled studies evaluated and compared the efficacy and safety of this
technique vs medical management and found better longterm pain relief and superior functional outcome with
kyphoplasty, up to 3 years[54,55].

Nevertheless, bias in both studies may invalidate their
conclusions[58]. First of all, the small sample size avoid
that a better evolution in the vertebroplastic group reaches statistical significance. Second at all, the percentage of
control patients that chose to pass to the vertebroplasty
group was high enough to invalidate the randomization
of the studies. With regard selection of the patients,
those with high pain scores were not included. These patients tend to show better results after vertebroplasty[59].
Another important factor was the inclusion of a high
percentage of non-acute fractures; therefore, it is unclear
if the origin of the back pain was the osteoporotic VCF
or other common reasons for back pain in the elderly,
such as arthritis of facet joint or disc pain. By nature of
the patient population studied, “sham” facet injections
may have led to decreased facet pain. Local anesthetic
infiltration of the posterior longitudinal ligament is an established treatment for osteoarthritis back pain. Perhaps
a sham procedure in which a dry needle was inserted
might have been a more appropriate control. Other differences with previous studies are lower amount of injected PMMA, non-confirmation by imaging of vertebral
fractures previous to procedure in patients with known
fractures of less than 1 year and a lack of standardization
of the medical treatment. The interpretation of the data
is even more difficult due to the absence of a medical
treatment group[60].
It has been stated that a percentage of patients with
pain following VCF do not have pain arising from the
fracture itself, but due to instability or overload on the
facet joints produced by adjacent vertebral body deformity[61]. Since both causes of pain, VCF and osteoarthritis, may concur at the same time, we often combine

CLINICAL EVIDENCE OF AUGMENTATION
EFFECTIVENESS
Two recent randomized works[56,57] stated that there is not
better results between vertebroplasty and a sham treatment that only inject local anesthetic in the fractured area.
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Figure 7 Sagittal T1 weighted image (A) showing vertebral compression fracture of L2 (arrow) and degenerative spondylolisthesis of L4 (arrowhead),
computed tomography guided transforaminal epidural injection (B), Sagittal computed tomography after vertebroplasty (arrow) and epidural injection (arrowhead) (C).

vertebroplasty and spinal injection in the same session,
mainly in older patients, relying on edema detected at
the facet joints or on degenerative vertebral endplates
changes, at the same or at a different level of the fractured vertebrae (Figure 7). This is supported by previous
studies that found overall facet joint signal-change scores
significantly higher at vertebral body levels affected by
an acute/subacute compression fracture than in control
levels with either normal bodies or chronic compression
fractures[62]. This practice does not add too much time to
vertebroplasty procedures, avoiding multiple scheduling
of patients.
It is highly recommended to perform a spine MRI
close before any of these percutaneous procedures[63].
The presence of a pattern of bone marrow edema is associated with a good clinical short term success relieving
pain[54]. Nevertheless, improvement has been also demonstrated in patients with vertebral fractures without bone
marrow edema[64].
Grades of recommendation of these techniques are
based on the clinical evidence of published papers as
follow[65]: Good evidence [level I studies with consistent
findings; e.g., high quality randomized controlled trials
(RCT)], Fair evidence (level Ⅱ or Ⅲ studies with consistent findings; e.g., low quality RCT, case/control and cohorts studies), Poor quality evidence (level Ⅳ or Ⅴ studies with consistent findings; e.g., case series and expert
opinions), or Insufficient evidence (inconsistent findings
or lack of investigation for or against recommending intervention).
Meta-Analysis of published papers show fair to good
evidence that in patients with osteoporotic VCF outcomes on physical disability, general health and pain relief
are better with VP and KP than with medical management within the first 3 to 6 mo after intervention. Nevertheless, there is fair evidence that by the first or second
year after intervention, VP provides a similar degree of
pain control and physical function as that attained with
optimal medical management. There is insufficient evidence whether KP results in greater pain relief one and 2
years after intervention[27].
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Although not assessed in comparative studies, the
reported degree of acute pain improvement in tumorassociated vertebral compression fractures is far better
than that typically reported with radiation and medical
management. Nevertheless, studies yield poor-quality evidence[27].

COMPLICATION OF TREATMENT OF
VERTEBRAL FRACTURES
The aggregate rates of complications of vertebroplasty
and kyphoplasty are small; ranging from 2%, when treating osteoporotic compression fractures, to 10% in cases
related to malignant tumors[46].
The main risk of these percutaneous procedures is
the extravasation of PMMA. Investigations on cement
leakage in vertebroplasty report a rate of 11%-76%. In
investigations on kyphoplasty, cement leakage data ranges
from 4.8% to 39%. Cement leakage is reported at a higher rate if CT scans are used[45]. There are many routes by
which cement may leak from a vertebra: paravertebral
leakage, venous leakage or leakage into the spinal canal
and intervertebral foramen (Figure 8). Injury of the surrounding soft tissues is mainly due to the high temperature of polymerization of PMMA. The most sensitive
structures are neural tissues, spinal cord and nerve roots.
Fortunately, most of the extravasations are to the disk
or paravertebral tissues, hence asymptomatic. Transient
radicular symptoms have been described in up to 3%-4%
of the patients[66] and only isolated cases of paraplegia
after these procedures have been reported, most of them
due to failure of technical issues[48].
The monomers that don’t contribute to the polymerization have systemic cardio-pulmonary effects. Pulmonary embolism can be due not only to the cement but
also to the fat from the bone marrow extruded into the
venous system by the high pressure injected cement or by
inflating the balloons[67].
The relationship between percutaneous vertebral augmentation and the development of new fractures it is not
well stated. Previous studies have found a greater rate of
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Figure 8 Axial computed tomography shows
extravasations to epidural space and paravertebral area (arrows) (A), leakage to the intervertebral disc (arrow) (B), venous leakage
(arrow) (C), tail of cement in the path of the
needle (arrow) (D).

C
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Figure 9 Sagittal STIR magnetic resonance image (A) shows fractures with edema of L1 to L3. Kyphoplasty was performed in these vertebrae (B), 3 wk later
back pain returned and magnetic resonance imaging showed development of new fractures in L4 and L5 (C), vertebroplasty was performed at these levels (D).

new fractures in these patients than in the osteoporotic
population, but the same as in those osteoporotic patients that have already developed a fracture[68]. Another
article found fewer incidences of new fractures in patients treated with kyphoplasty than in patients managed
with medical therapy. This was attributed to improvement
of mechanical conditions due to vertebral height restoration and kyphotic correction[36]. The higher incidence of
fractures in the early postoperative period could potentially be explained by increased patient activity and higher
stress secondary to a diminished level of pain (Figure 9).
The possibility of treating adjacent vertebrae to the
fractured vertebra is not supported by evidence studies[69],
but we think that it is highly recommended treating a
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non-fractured vertebra when both, the upper and lower
adjacent vertebrae, have been cemented.
Another complication is incomplete stabilization or
residual instability of treated vertebral bodies. Due to the
lack of data in spine literature regarding this issue as a
cause of procedural failure, there are no figures. Relapse
of vertebral instability may be due to mechanical failure
of the cement, mainly when biological substitutes are
used in fractures with loss of integrity of the posterior
vertebral wall[25]. Incomplete filling of vertebral fracture
lines may be followed by persistent instability with residual edema. When a vertebral cleft or cyst exists, kyphoplasty might be more prone to cause instability than vertebroplasty because the cement ball does not intermingle
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A
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C

D

E

F

Figure 10 Sagittal computed tomography (A) a lateral radiography (B) showing fracture of L3 with intravertebral cyst (arrow), after Kyphoplasty (C) the ball
of cement is not incorporated to the instable vertebral fracture, sagittal STIR image showing multiple thoracolumbar fractures with edema (D), treated with
vertebroplasty, the cement do not stabilized the fracture of T10 and T12 (arrows) with persistent edema 6 mo after the procedure (E, F).

in osteoporotic patients[77-79]. Although a systematic review found greater quality of life and disability improvement in kyphoplasty over vertebroplasty, the need to define confounding variables was pointed out, because the
selection of patients may depend on different indications
for KP or VP in non-randomized studies, thus leading to
misleading conclusions[80]. An example could be a recent
prospective study, included in this systematic review, that
found better results in kyphoplasty patients but that was
clearly biased because two of the oldest patients were arbitrarily reallocated in the vertebroplasty group[81].
Based on these data, we recommend vertebroplasty
as the primary treatment for osteoporotic VCF that do
not respond to medical treatment. Kyphoplasty, which
is a much more costly procedure, should only be used as
an alternative approach in selected patients, such as those
with a recent fracture affecting one or two vertebrae.

with vertebral trabeculae (Figure 10).

WHAT TREATMENT DO I CHOOSE?
Percutaneous vertebral augmentation has been shown to
be more effective than prolonged non-operative medical
treatment in patients with painful VCFs when adequate
analgesia and improved functional status has not been
achieved by nonoperative therapy[70]. The choice of vertebroplasty or kyphoplasty and the selection of patients
for one or other procedure remain unresolved questions.
These issues are complicated by the considerable competition between the procedures and the conflicting claims
made for each[1]. Choice may well be influenced by degree
of pain relief, functional improvement and anatomic
and technical factors; including operator’s experience or
preference. Previous studies reported good outcomes
that remained stable during long follow-up periods for
both vertebroplasty[71,72] and kyphoplasty[73,74]. However,
comparative studies are scarce and acknowledge the need
of more high quality randomized controlled trials[75]. A
recent meta-analysis found significant differences regarding anatomical restoration by kyphoplasty versus vertebroplasty, such as a mean long term kyphotic correction
of 2.64º, mean anterior vertebral height recovery of 3.67
mm and lower risk of cement extravasation (risk ratio of
0.7)[76]. Nevertheless, these anatomic differences were not
clinically relevant because most of the studies comparing
both techniques found no differences in clinical outcome
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
A variety of modifications of these techniques with variable success is being used. The commercial success of
Kyphoplasty led to the development of several similar
devices, but none have shown any benefit over vertebroplasty in an independent head-to-head trial[33].
Now that the Kyphon device is off patent, there are
legions of copycat devices available from most manufacturers. A modified procedure employs reusable hingedtip curet to manually create a cavity in fractured vertebral
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A

B

C

D

A

Figure 11 Sagittal T2 magnetic resonance weighted
image (A) and lateral X-ray film (B) showing a severe
collapse of L1, AP (C) and lateral (D) view after vesselplasty.

B

C

D

Figure 12 Sagittal magnetic resonance imaging T1 weighted image of a patient with vertebral metastases (A), radiofrequency thermal ablation was performed before cementation (B, C), post procedure computed tomography (D).

sel increasing its stability[83]. We are now introducing this
technique in our hospital and we have found it very useful in cases of severe vertebral collapse, where the vessel
acts as a prosthetic material that minimally restores the
crushed vertebral body (Figure 11).
Another issue is the combination of percutaneous
cementoplasty using polymethyl methacrylate with other
techniques, such as radiofrequency thermal ablation
(RFTA). It is sometimes indicated to reinforce bone
structures and stabilize bones with high risk of pathologic fractures resulting from metastatic disease, and it is
especially indicated for weight bearing bones. The combined use of RF ablation and cementoplasty appears to
be useful in order to achieve tumor necrosis and stabilize
the fractured vertebrae. The coagulation necrosis produced by RFTA may promote the homogenous distribution of the bone cement within the ablated lesion. The

bodies under fluoroscopy guidance, allowing low resistance injection of more viscous cement[82]. We have often
used a similar curet to create space for the balloon when
the hardness of the vertebral body prevented the balloon
from creating a cavity of the appropriate size.
Vesselplasty has been introduced as a new alternative
to vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty. It has been devised
to obtain control of the volume of injected cement and
restoration of the vertebral body height. It was first
performed in 2004 by Darwono. Instead of using a balloon to create a cavity, vesselplasty uses a polyethylene
terephthalate balloon container (vessel) that serves as
both, a vertebral body expander and a bone cement container. Introduced into the collapsed vertebral body, it is
expanded by the injection of PMMA. Due to the porous
structure of the vessel, a small amount of bone cement
interdigitates with the trabecular bone around the ves-
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clinical use of this combined therapy has been reported
in several studies, but experience with this approach in
vertebral fractures is still limited. Bone cement heats up
to 80  ℃, which may help to strengthen the anticancer effects of RFTA[84] (Figure 12). Radiofrequency assistance
and heating the needle tip constantly can also be used to
increase cement viscosity, lowering the extravasation.

12
13

CONCLUSION

14

This extended review try to update the knowledge about
vertebral augmentation based in current literature and
our own experience. However, operator’s experience or
preference is also important clues in deciding appropriate
treatment of vertebral fracture. Nevertheless, we hope
this review will be helpful to clinician dealing with spinal
diseases.
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Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging in
management of bladder cancer, particularly with
multimodal bladder-sparing strategy
Soichiro Yoshida, Fumitaka Koga, Shuichiro Kobayashi, Hiroshi Tanaka, Shiro Satoh, Yasuhisa Fujii,
Kazunori Kihara
differences in the motion of water molecules among
tissues and this information is useful in assessing the
biological behavior of cancers. Promising results in predicting and monitoring the response to CRT have been
reported in several types of cancers. Recently, growing
evidence has emerged showing that DW-MRI can serve
as an imaging biomarker in the management of bladder cancer. The qualitative analysis of DW-MRI can be
applied to detecting cancerous lesion and monitoring
the response to CRT. Furthermore, the potential role
of quantitative analysis by evaluating apparent diffusion coefficient values has been shown in characterizing bladder cancer for biological aggressiveness and
sensitivity to CRT. DW-MRI is a potentially useful tool
for the management of bladder cancer, particularly in
multimodal bladder-sparing approaches for MIBC.
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Abstract
Bladder-sparing strategy for muscle-invasive bladder
cancer (MIBC) is increasingly demanded instead of
radical cystectomy plus urinary diversion. Multimodal
therapeutic approaches consisting of transurethral
resection, chemotherapy, radiotherapy and/or partial
cystectomy improve patients’ quality of life by preserving their native bladder and sexual function without
compromising oncological outcomes. Because a favorable response to chemoradiotherapy (CRT) is a prerequisite for successful bladder preservation, predicting
and monitoring therapeutic response is an essential
part of this approach. Diffusion-weighted magnetic
resonance imaging (DW-MRI) is a functional imaging
technique increasingly applied to various types of cancers. Contrast in this imaging technique derives from
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Core tip: Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DW-MRI) is a functional imaging increasingly
applied in the management of bladder cancer. This
imaging offers unique information reflecting physiological character of the tissues by quantifying the diffusion of water molecules. DW-MRI provides accurate
information for the diagnosis of bladder cancer in a
noninvasive manner. Furthermore, growing evidence
has emerged showing that DW-MRI can serve as an
imaging biomarker of bladder cancer for assessing
biologic aggressiveness and therapeutic sensitivity and
for monitoring the therapeutic response. This review
focuses on the potential role of DW-MRI in multimodal
organ-preservation strategies for bladder cancer.
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patients who achieved CR after trimodality therapy developed MIBC recurrence, and 69% of the recurrences
arose from the original MIBC site. This problem could
be due, in part, to subclinical viable bladder cancer cells
remaining in the original MIBC site, which were missed
by conventional imaging studies and biopsy-based evaluation[14].

Yoshida S, Koga F, Kobayashi S, Tanaka H, Satoh S, Fujii Y, Kihara K. Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging in management of bladder cancer, particularly with multimodal bladdersparing strategy. World J Radiol 2014; 6(6): 344-354 Available
from: URL: http://www.wjgnet.com/1949-8470/full/v6/i6/344.
htm DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.4329/wjr.v6.i6.344

Limitations of conventional radiological evaluations in
bladder-sparing strategy for MIBC
Contrast-enhanced CT and conventional MRI are the
standard techniques that have been used for the radiological evaluation of urinary system tumors. While CT
is generally used to screen for metastasis, MRI plays a
pivotal role in the staging of bladder cancer because of
its superior soft tissue delineation, especially in the context of muscle-invasion. The diagnostic accuracy of MRI
in differentiating MIBC from NMIBC is reported to be
75%-92%[15,16]. However, these anatomical imaging techniques are not ideal for tissue characterization and assessing tumor aggressiveness. Furthermore, these anatomical
imaging techniques often overestimate the extent of
tumor after TURBT and CRT due to the post-treatment
changes. In multimodal organ-preserving strategies, generally, prior to CRT, TURBT is performed for debulking
of the tumor. Both TURBT and CRT can induce local fibrotic and inflammatory changes, both of which manifest
as bladder wall thickening[17]. Additionally, after the combined therapy, bladder cancer may regress and present as
a flat lesion. Therefore, anatomical assessment of therapeutic response based on the response evaluation criteria
in solid tumors on T2WI is not appropriate for discriminating small remnants of cancerous tissue from these
secondary changes. Dobson et al[18] showed the utility of
dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI for discriminating cancerous tissue from radiation-induced fibrosis in
thickened bladder walls. However, inflammatory changes
secondary to treatments may persist for many years[19].
These false-positive results on DCE are often problematic, and they lower its specificity for detecting residual
bladder cancer[19]. Thus, the utility of T2WI and DCE is
still limited in monitoring the therapeutic response after
TURBT and CRT[20].

INTRODUCTION
Bladder cancer is the second most common genitourinary
cancer in the United States and some 55600 new cases
and 15100 deaths from bladder cancer are estimated to
have occurred in 2012[1]. At the initial diagnosis, a third
of all cases are diagnosed as muscle-invasive bladder
cancer (MIBC)[2], and radical cystectomy has long been
the treatment of choice for the treatment of localized
MIBC. However, concern for patients’ quality of life has
strengthened the trend toward bladder-sparing approaches with various treatment modalities[3]. In this treatment
approach, meticulous evaluation of the bladder cancer
is essential. Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance
imaging (DW-MRI) is a functional imaging technique
increasingly applied to various types of cancer. Recently,
growing evidence has emerged showing that DW-MRI
can serve as an imaging technique that is useful for characterizing the pathophysiology of cancer. The biological
behavior assessed with this imaging technique will play an
important role in multimodal organ-preserving strategies
for MIBC. Thus, this review focuses on the potential role
of DW-MRI in multimodal organ-preservation strategies
for MIBC.
Trimodality bladder-sparing strategy for MIBC
Favorable oncological and functional outcomes using
bladder-sparing trimodality therapy combined with transurethral resection of bladder tumor (TURBT), chemotherapy and radiotherapy have been reported by several
groups including Harvard University, the University of
Paris and the University of Erlangen in Germany[4-6]. In
most trimodality bladder-sparing approaches, patients
who achieve complete response (CR) after the trimodal
treatment are selectively subjected to consolidative therapies for bladder preservation, whereas those who do not
achieve CR are advised to undergo early radical cystectomy. The 5-year survival rates after trimodality bladderpreserving trials were reported to be 50%-60%, which is
comparable to those of radical cystectomy series[7, 8].
In the trimodality bladder preservation strategies,
clinically tumor-free status after TURBT followed by
chemoradiotherapy (CRT), as well as lower T stage and
completeness of the TURBT, are important prognostic
factors[6,9-11]. However, even the patients who clinically
achieved CR after TURBT followed by CRT still may develop local tumor recurrence and lymph node metastases.
Zietman et al[12] reported that two-thirds of non-MIBC
(NMIBC) recurrences developed in the original MIBC
sites. Tunio et al[13] also showed that 21% of the MIBC
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DIFFUSION-WEIGHTED MRI IN CANCER
Biophysical basis and clinical application
The DW-MRI technique was initially devised by Stejskal and Tanner in 1965. Since 1985, DW-MRI has been
mainly used for neuroimaging, especially for diagnosis of
acute cerebral infarction and intracranial tumors[21]. With
the recent advent of echo planar imaging, high gradient
amplitudes, multichannel coils, and parallel imaging, DWMRI of the abdomen and pelvis has become possible,
and a growing number of studies have demonstrated the
usefulness of this imaging technique in the diagnosis of
malignant tumors of the abdomen[22,23]. Because the signal
of DW-MRI is derived from the inherent tissue contrast,
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Figure 1 Magnetic resonance images of a 79-year-old man with non-muscle invasive bladder cancer (urothelial cancer, stage pTa, grade 2 > 3). A: T2WI
shows a hypointense tumor at the trigone; B: The signal intensity of diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging depends on both water diffusion and the T2 relaxation time; C: Due to the very long T2 relaxation time of urine, the signal of the urine in the bladder remains high on the diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging with a b-value of 500 s/mm2. This is known as the “T2 shine-through effect”; D: Using a b-value of 1000 s/mm2 decreases the signal of the urine, as well as those
of the seminal vesicles, while the bladder cancer (arrow head) shows little signal attenuation with the increased b-value.

this imaging technique requires no contrast agent and is
applicable to patients with allergies to contrast agents or
those with renal insufficiency. Furthermore, the addition
of DW-MRI to a routine MRI examination requires only
a few additional minutes and can be adopted for most
current clinical MRI scanners.
DW-MRI is a functional imaging technique, the contrast of which results from quantifying the microscopic
mobility of water molecules in tissue[22,23]. In biological
tissues, the diffusion of water molecule is inversely correlated to the tissue cellularity and the integrity of cell
membranes. In the area of tumor tissues, which have a
high cellular density with intact cell membranes, water
molecule diffusion is restricted, while the diffusion of
water molecule is less restricted in areas of low cellular
density. Areas where the diffusion is restricted generally
show high signal intensity on DW-MRI, and malignant lesions typically show high signal intensity because of their
higher cellularity, tissue disorganization, and decreased
extracellular space, all of which restrict water diffusion.
In recent years, an increasing number of studies have
shown the usefulness of visual assessment of DW-MRI
for detecting malignant tumors, and DW-MRI has quickly
become a useful adjunct for assessing various types of
tumors including bladder cancer[24-27].

“b-value” which is proportional to the gradient amplitude,
the duration of the applied gradient, and the time interval
between the paired gradients[22,23]. Small b-values attenuate
the signals of water molecules with a large degree of motion or a great diffusion distance. By using higher b-values,
the perfusion in the intra-vascular space is restricted and
slow-moving water molecules or small diffusion distances
can be distinguished (Figure 1). Therefore, DW-MRI
should be performed using three or more b-values including b = 0 s/mm2, b ≥ 100 s/mm2, and b ≥ 500 s/mm2.
Comparing the images obtained at different b-values is
useful for characterizing the lesion. The apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) value is assessed for quantitative
evaluation of DW-MRI by evaluating the signal attenuation of tissue on DW-MRI with increasing b-values.
Generally, the software automatically calculates the ADC
values, and the calculated ADC values for each pixel of
the image are displayed as a parametric map. By drawing
regions of interests (ROI) on this ADC map, the ADC
value of the delineated region can be easily obtained.
However, because of their poor anatomical details, DWMRI and ADC maps should be evaluated in combination
with T1WI and T2WI, and the correlation with anatomical images is important to accurately set the ROI for the
target lesion. Quantitative evaluation of DW-MRI by
assessing the ADC value is potentially useful for tissue
characterization based on the differences in water diffusion. The correlation of tumor ADC values with their

Quantifying the degree of diffusion
The sensitivity of the diffusion is varied by changing the
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biological aggressiveness has been reported for various
types of malignancies[28-30]. However, the reproducibility
of the ADC value is an intrinsic limitation in ADC measurement because the ADC value depends on the MRI
system and imaging protocol used. To standardize the
ADC assessment, some trials using ADC ratio, calculated
with respect to surrounding normal tissues, have been
performed recently.

and the surrounding tissue. The sensitivity, specificity and
accuracy for detecting bladder cancer were reported to be
90%-98%, 92%-93% and 91%-97%, respectively[24,25,27]. In
several studies, quantitative analysis consistently showed
restricted diffusion and lower ADC values in bladder
cancer compared with the surrounding structures[26,42].
Detecting lymph node metastasis
MIBC has the potential to metastasize to lymph nodes
and distant organs, and detecting metastatic lesion is
another problem in managing MIBC. At the time of
surgery, 25% of the patients who undergo radical cystectomy have a lymph node metastasis. Lymph node staging
has been generally performed by CT or conventional
MRI based on size criteria and morphological appearance, and the accuracy for staging nodal disease ranges
from 73% to 90%[43]. On DW-MRI, benign lymph nodes
show high signal intensity due to their highly cellular
structures composed of lymphoid elements (Figure 2).
The utility of DW-MRI has been shown in lymph node
staging in various cancers[44-48]. Papalia et al[49] showed that
malignant lymph nodes have a significantly lower ADC
value than benign lymph nodes with sensitivity of 76.4%
and specificity of 89.4% in a study that included 36 patients with bladder cancer undergoing radical cystectomy.
However, there is a substantial overlap in ADC values between malignant and benign lymph nodes, and discriminating malignant nodes from benign nodes on DW-MRI
is still challenging[50]. Recently, Thoeny et al[51] reported an
excellent diagnostic accuracy of 90% in detecting pelvic
lymph nodal involvement by the combined use of ultrasmall super paramagnetic iron oxide (USPIO) and DWMRI. This agent is taken up by macrophages resulting
signal loss in normal lymph nodes, while the signal of
metastatic lymph nodes is not influenced[51-55]. Further
studies are needed to confirm this encouraging result.

Predicting treatment sensitivity
The important clinical implication of DW-MRI in multimodal organ preservation strategies for MIBC is the
ability to predict therapeutic response prior to treatment.
In a number of prospective studies in various types of
cancers including brain tumors and cervical and rectal
cancers[31-35], the potential of DW-MRI to predict the
sensitivity to radiotherapy has been shown. The tumors
with higher ADC values are less likely to respond to
the treatment. The hypothesized mechanism underlying this relationship is the presence of necrosis reflected
in a higher ADC value, which predicts a poor outcome
related to hypoxia-mediated radioresistance. Meanwhile,
soon after the initiation of chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy, immediate cell death can be observed after the
commencement of the treatment, which is reflected as
an early increase in the ADC value. In cervical cancer and
rectal cancer, this early increase in ADC value is observed
in patients who show good response to CRT, and can be
a potential early biomarker for treatment outcomes[35-38].
Following this early ADC increase, edema and fibrosis
cause a subsequent ADC decrease[35-37].
Monitoring treatment response
Importantly, the DW-MRI can be an imaging biomarker
in monitoring treatment effect. In response to successful treatment, cell necrosis and loss of cell membrane
integrity are induced, leading to increased water diffusion.
Furthermore, tumor apoptosis induced by treatment results in cell shrinkage. These changes are reflected by increases in ADC value[22]. Clinical studies in many types of
malignancies, including liver cancer, cerebral gliomas, and
soft-tissue sarcoma, have demonstrated the correlation
between therapeutic effect and changes in water diffusion
in tumors[39-41].

Detecting bone metastasis
DW-MRI for evaluating primary bladder cancer occasionally shows abnormal signals of pelvic bones or femur
heads. Bone metastasis typically shows clear high signal
intensity on DW-MRI[56,57]. However, as well as benign
bone tumors, hematopoietic bone marrow also appears
as a hyperintense lesion on DW-MRI because of rich
hematopoietic cells[58,59]. These false-positive findings in
detecting metastasis should be kept in mind for staging
bladder cancer[60]. Furthermore, identifying microscopic
metastases or developing metastases remains a challenge,
and a third of MIBC patients have undetected metastases
at the initial diagnosis[61].

CLINICAL APPLICATION OF DW-MRI IN
BLADDER CANCER
Detecting bladder cancer
Since the first report by Matsuki et al[26] showing the utility of DW-MRI for detecting bladder cancer, a number
of studies have shown the usefulness of DW-MRI for
the diagnosis of bladder cancer[24-27]. On DW-MRI with
a high b-value, bladder cancers generally show a hyperintense signal, while the signals of the surrounding tissues,
including urine, are much less intense[26,42] (Figure 1). This
good signal contrast is obtained between bladder cancer
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Characterizing histopathological features
Because the contrast of DW-MRI is based on difference
in the degree of water diffusion between tissues, the
spatial resolution of DW-MRI is generally low. However,
using the clear contrast between bladder cancer and the
surrounding tissues, the utility of DW-MRI for staging of
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Figure 2 Magnetic resonance images of a 45-year-old man with muscle-invasive bladder cancer (urothelial cancer, stage cT3N1) before and after chemoradiotherapy. A: Before CRT, an enlarged right external iliac lymph node (arrow head) is visible on T2WI; B: The lymph node on the corresponding DW-MRI shows
a hyperintense signal; C and D: After CRT, size reduction on T2WI (C) and signal attenuation on DW-MRI (D) in lymph node is evident, consistent with the expected
treatment response. CRT: Chemoradiotherapy; DW-MRI: Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging.
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Figure 3 Magnetic resonance images of a 63-year-old man with non-muscle-invasive bladder cancer (urothelial cancer, stage pT1, grade 2 > 3). A: T2WI
shows a large papillary tumor on the left bladder wall; B: DW-MRI displays a C-shaped high-signal tumor with a low-signal-intensity stalk connecting to the bladder
wall. This C-shaped high signal is known as an “inchworm sign”, which is a criterion for T staging in non-muscle-invasive bladder cancer (stage cT1 or less). DW-MRI:
Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging.

bladder cancer based on the signal shape and contrast has
been shown (Figure 3). On DW-MRI, bladder cancers
generally show a hyperintense signal in distinct contrast
to the hypointense signal of the submucosal layer and the
intermediate signal of the intact bladder wall. On the basis of these findings, El-Assmy et al[62] reported the ability
to discriminate MIBC from NMIBC with an accuracy
of 63.6% in a study that included 106 patients. Takeuchi et al[63] reported that bladder cancer staging accuracy
improved from 67 to 88% when DW-MRI was added to
T2WI.
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Furthermore, the utility of DW-MRI in characterizing bladder cancer has been consistently shown in
multiple studies using quantitative analysis (Figures 4
and 5). Takeuchi et al[63] reported that the ADC value of
grade 3 tumors was significantly lower than that of grade
1 and 2 tumors in a prospective study that included 40
patients. Avcu et al[64] also reported similar results showing an inverse correlation between the ADC value and
the histological grade. The existence of a substantial
overlap between the histological grades or stages poses
a limit to qualitative analysis and the clinical application
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Figure 4 Magnetic resonance images of a 52-year-old woman with non-muscle-invasive bladder cancer (urothelial cancer, pTa, grade 2). A: T2WI shows
a hypointense tumor at the posterior wall; B: DW-MRI displays the tumor as a high-signal mass; C: The corresponding ADC map demonstrates a lesser degree of
restricted diffusion. The mean ADC value with the ROI positioned not extending over the tumor is 1.21 x 10-3 s/mm2. DW-MRI: Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance
imaging; ADC: Apparent diffusion coefficient.
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Figure 5 Magnetic resonance images of a 75-year-old man with muscle-invasive bladder cancer (urothelial cancer, stage cT4, grade 3). A and B: T2WI
shows a large hypointense tumor at the bladder neck, invading the prostate; C: DW-MRI displays the tumor as a high-signal mass; D: The corresponding ADC map
demonstrates restricted diffusion. The mean ADC value of the tumor is 0.63 x 10-3 mm2/s. DW-MRI: Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging; ADC: Apparent
diffusion coefficient.

proliferation, in bladder cancer[65-67]. These data suggest
the potential of ADC value to serve as a quantitative biomarker characterizing the biological features of bladder
cancer.

of this technique. However, these studies indicated that
advanced and aggressive bladder cancers tend to have a
low ADC values. Actually, Kobayashi et al[27] found that
clinically aggressive tumors, including MIBC and highgrade T1 tumors, had a significantly lower ADC value
than the other less aggressive tumors. A threshold ADC
value differentiated these two entities with 87% accuracy
in a series of 121 patients. The underlying mechanisms
whereby the ADC value reflects these tumor characters
are thought to be the tumor cell morphological characters
such as dense cellularity and large cellular size[22,23]. Recent studies have shown an inverse correlation between
ADC value and the Ki-67 labeling index, a marker of cell
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Predicting metastatic potential
The potential role of ADC values in predicting the metastatic potential of localized high-grade bladder cancers
was shown in a small study that included 17 patients. This
study showed that invasive high-grade bladder cancers
with metastasis had lower ADC values than those without metastasis[68]. ADC value can be a supplemental parameter for predicting the presence of metastasis, which
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MR images of a representative case treated with TMDU protocol

Pre-CRT
MRI

T2WI
Debulking TURB

DW-MRI
Induction CRT at 40 Gy

Post-CRT
MRI

T2WI

DW-MRI

Radical cystectomy:
no remaining cancer

DCE

Figure 6 Magnetic resonance images of a 61-year-old man with muscle-invasive bladder cancer (urothelial cancer, stage cT3, grade 3) treated with the
Tokyo Medical and Dental University protocol consisting of transurethral resection of bladder tumor and induction chemoradiotherapy (CRT) followed by
radical or partial cystectomy. T2WI shows a large hypointense tumor at the bladder neck, invading the prostate. At the diagnosis, DW-MRI with a b-value of 1000
s/mm2 displays a hyperintense lobulated mass. After TURBT and CRT, this lesion shows wall thickening (arrow head) on T2WI and enhancement on DCE, while the
abnormal signal on DW-MRI is diminished to normal signal intensity. Histopathologic examination of the cystectomized sample reveals no remaining bladder cancer,
revealing the findings of post-CRT T2WI and DCE to be false-positive findings reflecting post-treatment changes in bladder tissues. TURBT: Transurethral resection of
bladder tumor; CRT: Chemoradiotherapy; DW-MRI: Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging; DCE: Dynamic contrast-enhanced.

has a great impact on treatment decisions.

preserved in 91% of patients, and none has developed
MIBC or lymph node recurrence[10,14].

POTENTIAL ROLES OF DW-MRI IN
MULTIMODALITY BLADDER-SPARING
STRATEGIES

Predicting sensitivity to CRT
In the majority of CRT-based bladder-sparing protocols
for localized MIBC, patients who achieve a clinical CR
are subjected to consolidative treatment with CRT for
bladder preservation. In these protocols, treatment effect cannot be histologically evaluated. In the abovementioned bladder-sparing protocol incorporating partial
cystectomy, histopathological therapeutic effects of
LCRT can be assessed, which is one of advantages of the
TMDU protocol. By comparing DW-MRIs taken before
and after LCRT with this therapeutic effect, the utility
of DW-MRI for predicting treatment sensitivity and in
monitoring therapeutic response can be evaluated[20,67].
We found a significant inverse correlation between
LCRT sensitivity and ADC value of the tumor[67]. LCRTsensitive MIBCs had significantly lower ADC values than
LCRT-resistant MIBCs. With a defined cut-off ADC
value, the sensitivity, specificity and accuracy in predicting
LCRT sensitivity were 92%, 90%, and 91%, respectively.
These findings are consistent with previous reports on
other tumors including brain, cervix and rectum[31-35].
However, the presence of necrosis is not common in

Novel bladder-sparing approach incorporating
consolidative partial cystectomy with pelvic lymph node
dissection
We started a pilot study of a selective bladder-sparing
protocol incorporating consolidative partial cystectomy
with pelvic lymph node dissection after induction lowdose chemoradiotherapy (LCRT) in 1997 at Tokyo Medical and Dental University (TMDU)[10,11,14,69-71]. Consolidative partial cystectomy with pelvic lymph node dissection
is intended to eradicate possible remaining subclinical
residual tumor tissue in the original MIBC sites and micrometastases in the pelvic lymph nodes. Candidates for
bladder preservation are selected based on the extent,
location, and post-LCRT status of the tumor. More than
one-third of MIBC patients without any metastasis meet
our criteria for partial cystectomy. Partial cystectomy
with pelvic lymph node dissection was performed in 70
patients following LCRT. A functional native bladder was
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MIBC, which is understood to be the background of
the correlation between lower ADC values and favorable
CRT response. One possible explanation of this correlation found in MIBC is that the relationship between the
proliferative activity and the ADC value of MIBC; highly
proliferating MIBCs show low ADC values[65,67]. Because
favorable CRT response in highly proliferating MIBC has
been reported[72,73], a low ADC value would be predictive
of a better CRT sensitivity of MIBC.

5

6

7

Monitoring response to CRT
We also showed the utility of DW-MRI in monitoring the
therapeutic response of MIBC treated with LCRT, as has
been reported for other cancers. The sensitivity/specificity/accuracy of T2WI, DCE, and DW-MRI in predicting
pathologic CR were 43%/45%/44%, 57%/18%/33%,
and 57%/92%/80%, respectively[20]. DW-MRI improved
the accuracy for detecting the remaining cancer after
LCRT, primarily due to its increased specificity (Figure
6). However, the low sensitivity in detecting small lesions
is a notable limitation, which makes it difficult to detect
microscopic residual cancers, as is the case with the other
imaging techniques. Further studies are necessary to evaluate the potential of DW-MRI as an imaging technique
in the context of bladder-sparing approaches. Multiple
approaches, including DW-MRI and biopsies to monitor
the therapeutic response, may improve the accuracy of
these techniques. However, the limits discussed here in
detecting remaining cancers justify partial cystectomies to
eliminate the possibly of remaining microscopic tumors
in the original invasive cancer site, even in the patients
who achieve clinical CR after CRT.

8

9

10

11

12

CONCLUSION
Recent studies have shown that the DW-MRI is a unique
imaging technique that provides qualitative and quantitative information on biological features of bladder cancer,
and is potentially useful as an imaging technique in the
management of bladder cancer, particularly in multimodal bladder-sparing strategies for MIBC. Further large prospective studies are needed to clarify the practical roles of
DW-MRI in the management of bladder cancer.
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Core tip: Acute aortic syndrome (AAS) is a spectrum of
conditions, which may ultimately progress to potentially
life-threatening aortic rupture. This syndrome
encompasses aortic dissection (AD), intramural
haematoma, penetrating atherosclerotic ulcer and
unstable thoracic aortic aneurysms. Multidetector
computed tomography (MDCT) is crucial in the
diagnosis of AAS in the emergency setting due to its
speed, accuracy and ready availability. This review will
focus on the use of MDCT in AAS including the imaging
protocols, spectrum of radiological findings, implications
for planning and follow-up of endovascular and surgical
treatment, and potential diagnostic pitfalls.

Abstract
Acute aortic syndrome (AAS) is a spectrum of
conditions, which may ultimately progress to potentially
life-threatening aortic rupture. This syndrome
encompasses aortic dissection (AD), intramural
haematoma, penetrating atherosclerotic ulcer and
unstable thoracic aortic aneurysms. Multi-detector CT
(MDCT) is crucial for the diagnosis of AAS, especially in
the emergency setting due to its speed, accuracy and
ready availability. This review attends to the value of
appropriate imaging protocols in obtaining good quality
images that can permit a confident diagnosis of AAS.
AD is the most commonly encountered AAS and also
the one with maximum potential to cause catastrophic
outcome if not diagnosed and managed promptly.
Hence, this review briefly addresses certain relevant
clinical perspectives on this condition. Differentiating
the false from the true lumen in AD is often essential;
a spectrum of CT findings, e.g. , “beak sign”, aortic
“cobwebs” that allows such differentiation have been
described with explicit illustrations. The value of non
enhanced CT scans, especially useful in the diagnosis
of an intramural hematoma has also been illustrated.
Overlap in the clinical and imaging features of the
various conditions presenting as AAS is not unusual.
However, on most instances MDCT enables the right
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INTRODUCTION
Acute aortic syndrome (AAS) is a term used to describe
a constellation of emergency aortic conditions requiring prompt diagnosis and treatment. These inter-related
conditions include aortic dissection (AD), intramural
haematoma (IMH) and penetrating atherosclerotic ulcer
(PAU)[1]. In addition, unstable thoracic aortic aneurysm
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at high risk for rupture may also be considered an
AAS. This syndrome has an estimated incidence of
(2-3.5)/100000 per year [2]. The most common risk
factors are hypertension and genetic conditions of
the connective tissue such as Marfan’s syndrome. The
clinical presentations of the various entities of AAS
are essentially indistinguishable from each other with
severe chest or abdominal pain being the most common
symptom. Clinical suspicion of AAS should herald
prompt diagnostic imaging as mortality from AAS
increases by approximately 1%-2% per hour[3]. MDCT
typically with electrocardiographic gating (ECG-gated
MDCT) is the technique of choice for diagnosis of AAS
due to the rapid acquisition times and ready availability in
the emergency department[4]. Other diagnostic imaging
modalities include conventional and transoesophageal
echocardiography and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
that are usually reserved for problem solving or if there
is contraindication to the use of iodinated contrast[1,2,5].
This review will focus on MDCT in the diagnosis of
AAS. MDCT protocols will be discussed along with the
discriminating and overlapping radiological diagnostic
features of AAS.

A

Figure 1 Cardiac-gated computed tomography aortogram in a 55-year-old
with chest pain and suspected acute aortic syndrome. A: Axial oblique; B:
Coronal reconstructions. No dissection or aneurysm was detected. Retrospective reconstruction at 78% of the cardiac cycle allowed for accurate evaluation
of the aortic root and valve cusps in both axial oblique and coronal reconstructions with no pulsation artefacts.

nous contrast (Iohexol 300 mg/mL, Nycomed) is injected at a rate of 3-4 mL a second. Bolus tracking is used to
trigger scanning when the attenuation of the descending
aorta reaches 150 HU. Retrospective gating is typically
used with images reconstructed at 78% of the R-R interval. The section thickness is 0.6 mm with 3 mm reconstructions in the axial, coronal and sagittal oblique planes
sent to the PACS for reporting. Additional post processing is performed by the reporting radiologist when clinically indicated for three-dimensional reconstructions to
obtain volume rendered images, maximum intensity projections and shaded surface display. Delayed phase images
are useful in selected cases of suspected aortic rupture
or in cases of dissection to determine the opacification
of both the lumina. Although a contrast enhanced CT
angiogram is the standard of care, a non-enhanced CT
that precedes the angiogram is useful in AAS to evaluate
for IMH, which can progress to frank dissection. NECT
can also be useful to assess for secondary signs of aortic
rupture such as hyperdense, haemorrhagic pericardial,
pleural or mediastinal fluid collections. In patients with
known allergy to iodinated contrast medium or at high
risk of contrast induced nephropathy, the preliminary
information obtained through a non-enhanced CT scan
may sometimes suffice to make the further clinical decision.

MDCT PROTOCOL FOR AAS
MDCT angiography with electrocardiographic (ECG)
gating enables the evaluation of AAS with reduced
pulsation artefacts (Figure 1) in the ascending aorta
compared to non-gated MDCT angiography[6]. The ECGgating can either be performed prospectively (scanning
performed at a specified segment of the cardiac cycle),
or retrospectively (scanning performed throughout the
cardiac cycle but data gathered in a specified segment of
the cardiac cycle is selected retrospectively for generating
images). A retrospective acquisition allows increased
scope for correction of artefacts from dysrhythmias or
motion, but comes at the cost of increased radiation
exposure [1,6]. ECG-gating with motion-free images
allows for improved assessment of the ascending
aorta, aortic annulus, sinuses of Valsalva and coronary
arteries[6,7]. There is also improved depiction of the site
of primary intimal tear, extent of the intimomedial flap
and involvement of the aortic branches. Studies have
also shown a reduction in radiation dose of as much as
45%-50% using ECG-gated high pitch CT compared to
non-ECG-synchronised standard-pitch CT[8,9]. Although
ECG-gating is preferred, its absence rarely precludes the
diagnosis of clinically significant acute aortic conditions
if an experienced reader is interpreting the non-gated CT
aortogram.
The details of the scan protocol vary according to the
scanner system being used. As an illustration we have described here the protocol of ECG-gated CT angiography
on a 64-section helical CT system (Somatom Sensation,
Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) performed in our department. Z-axis coverage is determined on a planning topogram from the root of the neck to the common femoral
artery bifurcation. A 100 mL bolus injection of intrave-
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B

AD
The most common pathology in AAS is AD that begins
as a tear or ulcer in the aortic intima allowing blood to
penetrate and disrupt the aortic media[2]. Haemorrhage
may also occur de novo within the media due to rupture of
the vasa vasorum leading to dissection. Irrespective of
the initiating cause AD involves separation of the aortic
layers and formation of a false lumen[10]. The false lumen
is separated from the true lumen by an intimomedial flap
(Figures 2-7). The dissection may then propagate in an
antegrade and/or less likely retrograde fashion with a po-
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A

B

C

Figure 2 A 47-year-old gentleman with Stanford type B aortic dissection. The dissection flap is flat in all the computed tomography angiographic images. The
ascending aorta is not involved and the true lumen is smaller in calibre and shows early and more intense enhancement than the false lumen at the level of the right
pulmonary artery (A). The small calibre true lumen gives rise to the coeliac axis (B) and is outlined by atherosclerotic calcifications (C).

A

B

D

C

Figure 3 Axial contrast enhanced magnetic resonance aortogram of the same patient as in Figure 2 with type B aortic dissection. In the arterial phase image
(A: Axial; B: Coronal 3D reconstruction; 30 s post injection) the true lumen is of small calibre and shows early intense contrast enhancement compared to the larger
false lumen. In the second delayed phase (70 s post injection) the enhancement between the lumens becomes more similar (C: Axial; D: Coronal 3D reconstruction).

A

B

Figure 4 A 35-year-old gentleman with Marfan’s syndrome and a type B aortic dissection. Axial images (A and B) from a computed tomography aortogram reveals an intimomedial flap (arrows) with strands of incompletely sheared aortic media or “cobwebs” seen in the descending thoracic aorta (dashed arrows).

tential to fenestrate back into the aortic lumen or rupture
out through the adventitia with life threatening consequences[11]. Dissection can extend into aortic branches and
when it involves major visceral arteries, it can lead to cata-
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strophic consequences such as a cerebrovascular event,
bowel ischemia, acute renal failure, limb gangrene etc.
Risk factors for dissection include hypertension,
smoking, trauma (typically road traffic accidents), vas-
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A

B

Figure 5 A 59-year-old lady with a type B aortic dissection. Axial images from a computed tomography aortogram show atherosclerotic calcifications outlining the
true lumen at the lower thoracic aorta (A). The true lumen is of smaller calibre and shows early and more intense enhancement than the false lumen at this level. More
inferiorly at the level of the left renal vein (B), eccentric intimomedial flap calcification (note the calcification along the true luminal aspect of the flap) is exquisitely
demonstrated.

cardial infarction. Type B constitutes all those dissections
that do not involve the ascending aorta. It more often
involves the descending aorta and is typically treated
medically with anti-hypertensive medications. Without
adequate management, uncomplicated type B dissections
have an estimated 10% mortality at 1 mo in comparison
to 50% for type A dissections[2,12]. Type B dissections
can be complicated by branch disruption and end organ
malperfusion, progression to type A dissection and rupture. The role of endovascular repair is well established
in Stanford type B lesions while in select situations it
may be performed even in type A lesions[14]. The aim of
endovascular intervention is to occlude the intimal tear
allowing for false lumen thrombosis and regression, typically by placing an aortic endograft. End-organ ischaemia
and malperfusion may also be improved by placement
of branch stents and the use of aortic fenestrations to
relieve compression of the true by a distended false lumen[1,14,15].
MDCT angiography has a sensitivity and specificity
of close to 100% for diagnosis of acute AD[16,17]. Cardiac
synchronisation should be performed to limit pulsation
artefacts in the ascending aorta, which on non-gated
MDCT are often the cause of false-positive findings of
a thoracic dissection. In AD, the role of MDCT angiography can be summarized as to identify[1,14,18]: (1) Sites of
primary entry and re-entry; (2) Intimomedial flap, false
and true lumen morphology along with the presence of
calcifications and thrombus; (3) Extent of the dissection
and involvement of the ascending and descending aorta;
(4) Evidence of rupture; (5) Involvement of the aortic
valve, coronary and aortic arch branches; (6) Abdominal
aortic branch patency and evidence of end-organ malperfusion; and (7) Morphology and diameter of the aorta
along with the patency, size and tortuosity of the iliac and
femoral arteries (useful for endovascular treatment planning).
The intimomedial flap forms a double-barrelled aorta
and separates the true from the false lumen[4]. This is seen
in approximately 70% of cases on MDCT angiography
and with three dimensional reconstructs the complex,

Figure 6 A 45-year-old with a type B aortic dissection. An axial image from
a computed tomography aortogram at the upper abdominal aorta shows the
“beak” sign (arrow): note the acute angle between the dissection flap and the
outer wall of the larger calibre false lumen. The “beak” or space formed by the
acute angle is filled with high-attenuation contrast-enhanced blood in this case
but it may stay unopacified when filled with clots.

cular inflammation (e.g., Takayasu’s arteritis) or infection
(e.g., syphilis) and genetic connective tissue disorders (e.g.,
Marfan’s and Ehlers-Danlos syndromes). Propagation of
the blood within the media to form a dissection requires
pre-existing medial degeneration or cystic medial necrosis, which leads to a weakened aortic wall and represents
the end point of many of the risk factors listed above[2,10].
Two anatomical classification systems exist for AD:
De Bakey and Stanford. The Stanford classification is
most commonly used as it has a direct bearing on the
subsequent therapy. Stanford type A dissections involve
the ascending aorta (proximal to the origin of the brachiocephalic artery origin) with or without aortic arch
or descending aorta (distal to the left subclavian artery
origin) involvement[2]. Type A dissections are typically
treated as a surgical emergency. Mortality is estimated at
20% in the first 24 h without immediate surgical management and approximately 40% in the first week[12,13].
Complications of type A dissection include aortic regurgitation, aortic rupture, tamponade and compromise of
the arch branches or coronary arteries leading to myo-
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A

B

Figure 7 A 37-year-old gentleman with Marfan’s syndrome and a type A aortic dissection. The axial image at the level of the left atrium shows an intimointimal
intussusception type dissection in the descending thoracic aorta with the true lumen surrounded by the false lumen (A and B; intimomedial flap highlighted by the arrows).

often spiralling nature of the dissection can be seen in
better detail[19]. Other appearances include a circumferential intimomedial flap due to complete dissection of the
intima. The true lumen takes on a cylindrical or filiform
shape and this may result in an intimointimal intussusception producing a “windsock” appearance (Figure 7).
Differentiation between the false and true lumen is useful for endovascular treatment planning as an endograft
should be placed within the true lumen[1,15].
The true lumen can usually be identified by tracing back or forth from an uninvolved portion of the
aorta; this may be difficult if the aortic root is involved
proximally or the dissection extends into the iliac vessels
distally[1,20]. In these cases the most useful imaging signs
include a false lumen that is larger in calibre than the
true lumen and the “beak”sign[20]. In most cases of acute
dissections the false lumen is larger in calibre than the
true lumen. This is likely due to sustained systolic pressure in the false lumen exceeding that of the true lumen
leading to compression. The “beak” sign (Figure 6) is
only seen in the false lumen and is often present in most
patients with dissection. It is usually noted both in acute
and chronic dissection and is defined as the presence
of an acute angle between the dissection flap and the
outer wall of the false lumen; the space formed by the
acute angle could be filled with high-attenuation material
(contrast-enhanced blood) or low-attenuation material
(hematoma)[21,22]. Other less common and less reliable
signs for differentiation between the true and false lumen
have been documented in the literature. The false lumen
may contain thrombus and fine ribbons of low attenuation (“cobwebs”), which likely represent strands of incompletely sheared aortic media (Figure 4)[22]. Differential
contrast enhancement between the true and false lumen
is not unusual with the true lumen often showing early
opacification with contrast in the arterial phase, while the
false lumen starts opacifying later in the portovenous and
delayed phase (Figure 3)[23]. The surface of the dissection
flap that is calcified generally involves the intimal surface
of the true lumen; this is described as eccentric flap calcification. The side of the flap subtending the false lumen
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will have soft tissue attenuation (Figure 5). In acute dissections the lumen with outer wall calcification tends to
be the true lumen. Along with eccentric flap calcification
this is due to the presence of atherosclerotic calcified
plaque in the aortic intima of the true lumen (Figures
2 and 5). A less useful sign is the curvature of the intimomedial dissection flap. Researchers have found equal
incidence of curvature of the flap towards or away from
the false lumen. However, in chronic dissections the dissection flap is more likely to be flat. This is likely due to
interval healing and development of fibrosis and thickening leading to reduced flap mobility[19,24].
A thrombosed dissection and an aneurysm with mural
thrombus may have a similar appearance. The following
features will aid the differentiation: (1) Mural thrombus
would not have a spiralling pattern like a dissection; (2)
Mural thrombus tends to have an irregular surface rather
than the smooth surface of the dissection flap; and (3)
in an aneurysm with mural thrombus, the calcium will be
along the outer wall while in the thrombosed false lumen
it would be along the flap. A thrombosed dissection can
be indistinguishable from intramural hematoma; however
the differentiation is of only academic interest since management stays the same in both conditions.

AORTIC IMH
Aortic IMH is considered a variant of dissection and is
characterised by bleeding of the vasa vasorum in the aortic media without intimal tear (Figure 8). It accounted for
5.7% of AAS in the International Registry of Acute Aortic Dissection (IRAD)[12,25]. The vasa vasorum may spontaneously rupture or haemorrhage may occur due to an
intimal defect/PAU[1]. IMH may progress to aneurysmal
dilatation and rupture (20%-45%), provoke a secondary
intimal tear that can progress to dissection (28%-47%),
or may regress (10%)[26]. The most common site of IMH
is in the descending aorta (approximately 2/3rds) and
risk factors are similar to those for dissection with hypertension being the most prevalent one[2,25]. The clinical
presentation of IMH is also similar to aortic dissection;
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Figure 8 A 61-year-old lady with severe chest pain, breathlessness and a prior history of atrial flutter. Computed tomography aortogram in the emergency
department shows hyperdense, eccentric wall thickening of the aortic wall consistent with an intramural haematoma (A, white arrow). A concurrent contrast enhanced
axial image at the same level shows no leakage of contrast into this thickened aortic wall (B). The intramural haematoma shows partial resolution at 1 mo (C) and
complete resolution at 6 mo (D).

A

B

Figure 9 Computed tomography aortogram in a 75-year-old man shows an intramural hematoma (note the eccentric wall thickening in the descending
aorta) with intimal surface defect (A: arrow). At one year follow up it has progressed into a frank penetrating ulcer (B: arrow).

chest pain is the usual symptom in ascending aortic IMH
while back pain accompanies descending aortic IMH[27].
IMH is classified along the lines of dissection into Stanford type A and B categories[1]. Stanford type A IMH is
typically treated surgically, with 30 d mortality of 14%
vs 36% for those treated medically[28]. In contrast, type B
IMH is initially treated medically with antihypertensive
medications with a 30-d mortality of 8%[27]. However,
close CT follow-up is recommended in these patients as
aneurysmal dilatation or progression to frank dissection
of the aorta will require emergency open surgical or endovascular repair[1,27].
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On MDCT, IMH is seen as a hyperdense, crescent
shaped region within the aortic wall on non-enhanced
CT[1,4,29]. No enhancement is seen and by definition no
intimomedial flap or tear should be visualized[30]. Unlike
a dissection that spirals down, IMH tends to have constant circumferential relationship with the aortic lumen.
With the higher resolution of modern imaging technologies, small projections or ulcerations can sometimes be
seen communicating between the aortic lumen and the
IMH[4,31]. Studies based on non-cardiac gated CT showed a
sensitivity of greater than 96% for the detection of IMH
using both unenhanced and contrast enhanced CT[1,32].
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Figure 10 A 62-year-old with acute chest pain. A computed tomography aortogram (A-coronal) shows a penetrating atherosclerotic ulcer at the proximal descending aorta with contrast seen within the aortic media (black arrows) and non-opacifying hyperdensity throughout the rest of the descending thoracic aortic wall compatible with intramural haematoma (white arrow). The axial image (B) shows the contrast extending within the aortic wall and splitting the same. The sagittal oblique reconstruction (C) gives a better demonstration of the penetrating atherosclerotic ulcer at the distal aortic arch (black arrow) with intramural hematoma and progressing
into an aortic dissection (white arrow).

patients[42]. Open surgical repair, typically with a synthetic
graft is performed in patients with ascending aortic PAU
(these are rare) and in patients with haemodynamic instability and high risk of rupture, e.g., rapid enlargement of
the lesion[1,18]. Endovascular graft placement in patients
with symptomatic PAU is an alternative with potentially
lower morbidity and mortality[43-45]. Sometimes, conservative management with antihypertensive therapy may be
adequate or may be the best option in PAU especially in
asymptomatic patients with involvement of the descending aorta and in those who are poor candidates for any
form of invasive treatment. The medically treated patients need at least an annual follow-up to assess for disease progression, which has a strong likelihood in initially
symptomatic patients[19,44,46,47].

PAU
This entity is a manifestation of advanced, severe atherosclerotic disease that leads to disruption of the aortic intima with extension of blood into the aortic media (Figure
9)[1,2,4]. This is in contrast to the underlying pathological
process in AD, which usually results from disease of the
media without any underlying atherosclerotic intimal
plaque[33,34]. Disruption of the media by the deep ulceration may lead to vasa vasorum haemorrhage and IMH
producing acute chest or back pain with risk of progression to aortic dissection[25,35]. PAU can also penetrate
beyond the aortic media leading to focal outpouching of
the adventitia, producing a pseudoaneurysm with risk of
frank rupture[4,29]. Saccular aortic aneurysms may represent the end point of such PAU[36].
PAU most commonly occurs in the descending thoracic aorta (90%) and is associated with type B IMH
in the majority of cases. It is seen as a focal contrastfilled outpouching into the aortic wall on MDCT (Figure
10) [37,38]. Other MDCT features include overhanging
edges with a focal bulge of the external aortic contour. It
can be differentiated from a benign atherosclerotic ulcer
as the latter would not have contrast extending into the
aortic media and would not be associated with an IMH[39].
Given the relationship with IMH the use of unenhanced
images can improve visualisation of crescentic high attenuation haemorrhage in the aortic wall along with displacement of intimal calcifications[1,22].
The natural history and management of patients with
PAU remains controversial. PAU tends to have a worse
prognosis than dissection with increased incidence of
rupture even if the ulcer is limited to the descending thoracic or abdominal aorta[25]. Most patients are symptomatic although in approximately a quarter of cases PAU
may present incidentally[1,40]. The condition typically occurs in elderly patients with multiple co-morbidities and
risk factors for atherosclerosis[41]. These factors, especially
underlying coronary and peripheral arterial atherosclerosis, may preclude open surgical repair in this group of
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UNSTABLE THORACIC AORTIC
ANEURYSM
Thoracic aortic aneurysms are relatively uncommon and
defined as the permanent dilatation of the aorta to more
than 150% of its usual diameter or greater than 5 cm.
True aneurysms tend to be fusiform and involve all three
layers of the aortic wall[48]. False or pseudoaneurysms are
typically saccular and often limited by the adventitia alone
(Figure 11). The most common cause for both types is
atherosclerosis (approximately 70%), although false saccular aneurysms often arise following surgery, trauma or
due to an infective/inflammatory aetiology[1,19,49].
Thoracic aortic aneurysms are often clinically asymptomatic but they are considered unstable when showing rapid increase in size or evidence of contained or
impending rupture on MDCT. Unstable thoracic aortic
aneurysms may be considered an AAS, especially when
symptomatic as they are clinically indistinguishable from
dissection, IMH or PAU[4]. The risk of rupture is related
to the diameter of the aneurysm sac, with a significantly
higher risk for those in the ascending aorta measuring
greater than 6 cm, and 7.2 cm in the descending aorta[50].
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Figure 11 A 68-year-old with chest pain and long standing hypertension. A saccular aneurysm is seen arising from the lateral aortic arch just distal to the origin
of the left subclavian artery on this computed tomography aortogram. Atherosclerotic calcifications are seen at the periphery of the aneurysm (A) and there is heterogeneous contrast opacification secondary to turbulent flow on the arterial phase (B). No evidence of rupture is apparent. The aneurysm was excluded using an aortic
stent graft as seen in the sagittal plane (C). The excluded sac has completely thrombosed with no endoleak as seen on an axial image (D).

On serial CT scans an annual increase in diameter of
the thoracic aortic aneurysm of at least 1 cm is also considered a sign of increased likelihood of rupture[19,51].
Other morphological MDCT signs of impending rupture
should also be taken into account for therapeutic decision
making. These include associated IMH with a high attenuating crescent in the aortic wall, discontinuity of circumferential intimal atherosclerotic calcifications within
a fusiform aneurysm, a “draped” aortic appearance conforming to the anterolateral contour of an adjacent vertebral body, eccentric or nipple like contour to the aorta,
and poor visualisation of the posterior aortic wall[1,19,52,53].
Frank rupture of a thoracic aortic aneurysm on MDCT
is suggested by peri aneurysmal fat stranding, mediastinal
haematoma, haemothorax most commonly on the left,
hemopericardium or pericardial effusion and evidence of
haemodynamic compromise, e.g., collapsed IVC[1,19].
Therapy should be considered for all symptomatic
aneurysms regardless of size due to the high risk of rupture. Otherwise surgical or endovascular therapy should
be considered for ascending thoracic aortic aneurysms
measuring greater than 5.5 cm, and those in the descending thoracic aorta measuring greater than 6 cm. Similar to
dissection open surgical or hybrid surgical and endovascular techniques are the mainstay of ascending thoracic
aortic aneurysm therapy[13]. Smaller aneurysms, typically
less than 5.5 cm in diameter can be followed up with serial CT or MRI on an annual basis. However those with
underlying genetic connective tissue predispositions to
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aneurysm formation such as Marfan’s syndrome should
be considered for therapy at smaller diameters. Overall
decision on when to intervene should be tailored to the
individual clinical scenario and involve an experienced
multidisciplinary team[1,19,54,55].

OTHER IMAGING MODALITIES AND
TECHNIQUES
This article has focused on the use of MDCT in the diagnosis and management of AASs while other imaging
modalities including conventional angiography, transoesophageal or transthoracic echocardiography and MRI
have a complimentary/alternative role in dealing with this
clinical problem. MDCT also has some disadvantages including radiation exposure and potential risk of contrast
induced nephropathy, which can be overcome by using
alternative methods. Conventional angiography is historically the gold standard for evaluation of AASs. However
it is invasive, unable to assess for IMH, and can lead
to false negative exclusion of dissection. Transthoracic
echocardiography can be used in the initial evaluation
of suspected AASs in the emergency department. The
technique can sometimes visualise the proximal extent
of an aortic dissection but can provide vital secondary
evidence of aortic root/valve dysfunction and pericardial
effusions or tamponade. Invasive transoesophageal echocardiography can then be considered for further detailed
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evaluation, and is especially valuable in unstable patients
as it can be performed at the bedside. In experienced
hands the technique has high sensitivity and specificity for ascending aortic dissection. It has the ability to
detect the entry and re-entry site of dissection and can
evaluate for the direction of flow within the false lumen.
Additional evaluation of the aortic valvular and left ventricular function is useful to exclude proximal extension
of the dissection into the aortic root and left coronary
artery respectively. Transoesophageal echocardiography is
of limited use at the proximal aortic arch since artefacts
from air in the adjacent right main bronchus interferes
with echocardiographic imaging. Other limitations of the
technique include inability to visualise surrounding structures in the mediastinum, and inadequate assessment of
anatomical detail required for planning endovascular or
hybrid therapy[1-3].
MRI is a useful modality in the assessment of AASs
but has limited scope in the emergency setting due to the
longer acquisition times and potentially limited availability[1,2]. In stable patients it has a role in confirming IMH,
when CT is indeterminate. It can provide high resolution
multiphasic images of the aorta without the use of ionising radiation[56]. Real time examination of the aortic root
and valve function can also be performed with MRI. This
modality is likely to play an increasing role in the followup of patients with AASs allowing for a comprehensive
assessment. MRI is also the modality of choice for patients with contraindications to CT and iodinated contrast[57].
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CONCLUSION

12

MDCT is the modality of choice for the evaluation of
suspected AAS in the emergency setting. High sensitivity,
rapid acquisitions and easy access to the technique are its
major advantages over transoesophageal echocardiography and MRI. There is a wide base of expertise available
in interpreting MDCT with limited interpersonal variability in the inference. Most radiologists and vascular
surgeons are comfortable and confident of using this
modality in diagnosing and treating AAS. Detailed assessment of the morphology of the aorta using MDCT
allows for the classification of the interlinked AASs and
helps in determining the treatment. It permits assessment
of life-threatening complications associated with acute
aortic conditions. It is also useful in identifying some of
the other conditions such as acute pulmonary embolism
and pneumothorax that can mimic AAS.
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are usually mild, though grade 3-4 toxicities have been
reported. SRS is a promising second line treatment
modality for patients with primary or recurrent disease
who cannot undergo standard surgical or radiation
therapy. Further research is required to determine
optimal dosing and fractionation schedules, delineate
appropriate patient populations, and assess longterm
morbidity and survival.
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Core tip: Stereotactic radiosurgery is a novel treatment modality in gynecologic oncology. Its use has
been reported for inoperable primary tumors, recurrent
tumors in or near irradiated fields, and isolated pelvic
nodal metastases. Associated toxicities are usually mild.
Though further research is needed to establish the
role of SRS in gynecologic oncology, it represents an
important second line therapy in appropriately selected
patients.

Abstract
Recent retrospective studies have reported the use of
stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) in the treatment of gynecologic cancers. SRS uses real-time imaging and high
dose radiation beams attached to precise robotic arms
to target malignant lesions while sparing normal tissue.
The purpose of this review is to examine the indications
for SRS in gynecologic oncology, review the current
literature regarding the use of SRS in gynecologic cancers, and identify future directions for research in this
area. Literature on stereotactic radiosurgery was reviewed using the PubMed search engine. Articles written in English from 1993-2013 were reviewed, and 20
case series and clinical trials were included. The safety
and efficacy SRS has been demonstrated in all gynecologic disease sites including cervical, endometrial,
vulvar, vaginal, and ovarian cancers. Indications for its
use include non-central pelvic recurrences in previously
irradiated patients, complex or non-resectable disease
recurrence, and solitary brain metastases. Toxicities
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INTRODUCTION
Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) is an emerging technology in the treatment of gynecologic cancers. It targets
malignant lesions using real-time imaging in combination with high dose radiation beams attached to precise
robotic arms. First used in the treatment of intracranial
lesions, technological advancements in radiation and
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image-guidance have allowed for its use in a variety of
extracranial locations. Because SRS can focus on targets
with sub-millimeter accuracy, it has been used for inoperable primary tumors near radiosensitive tissues, recurrent
tumors in or near irradiated fields, and isolated pelvic
nodal metastases. Its precise beams spare normal tissues
and result in decreased toxicity when compared to conventional radiotherapy.
SRS is of particular interest in women with gynecologic malignancies, since many of these patients will recur
in or near previously irradiated tissues, inoperable anatomic regions, or sites inaccessible to traditional radiation
therapy[1]. Recent retrospective studies have reported on
the safety and efficacy of SRS in the treatment of gynecologic cancers. The purpose of this review is to examine
the indications for SRS in gynecologic oncology, review
the current literature regarding the use of SRS in gynecologic cancers, and identify future directions for research
in this area.

efficacy of SRS in 50 patients with recurrent cervical,
endometrial, ovarian, and vulvar cancer. SRS was used
to deliver 24 Gy in 3 fractions to a clinical target volume
(CTV) that included the gross tumor volume (GTV)
as well as surrounding fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)-avid
areas. The positron emission tomography (PET) images
were overlaid and co-registered with computed tomography (CT) scans in order to accurately target the entire
tumor site. One patient had a complete response, and the
overall response rate (defined as complete response, partial response, or stable disease without progression) was
96%. Sixty-two percent of patients showed clinical benefit at 6 mo. Most toxicity was mild, though one patient
did experience grade 4 hyperbilirubinemia and another
developed an enterovaginal fistula. The study authors
concluded that SRS was safe and efficacious for patients
with recurrent gynecologic malignancies[1]. All other data
are derived from case series, and no controlled trials have
been published. While studies mostly describe patients
with endometrial or cervical primaries, SRS has been utilized for all gynecologic disease sites.

STEREOTACTIC RADIOSURGERY
Stereotactic radiosurgery combines the complex dose
distributions of intensity modulated radiation therapy
(IMRT), the accuracy, reproducibility, and high doses
of radiosurgery, and the fractionation of external beam
radiation therapy to build a technique capable of treating
complex abdominal-pelvic tumors. In this method, linear
accelerators generate multiple X-ray beams, which can
precisely target malignant tissues using advanced treatment planning, real-time imaging, and/or fiducial marker
localization. The precision of these X-ray beams allows
delivery of high doses to the tumor while sparing normal
tissues. Doses are usually divided into 1-5 fractions given
over 1-2 wk. Body immobilizers may be used to maintain spatial relationships during treatment sessions. Realtime image guidance ensures accurate tumor location, as
abdominal and pelvic structures can exhibit substantial
inter- and intra-fraction movement.
SRS has been utilized for lung, liver, pancreatic, renal,
prostate, spinal, and pelvic tumors. It was first described
for use in liver and lung lesions in the 1980s and has been
used for gynecologic cancers since 2006. Twelve, small
retrospective case series and one phase Ⅱ clinical trial
have described single institution experiences with SRS
in the treatment of uterine, cervical, vaginal, vulvar, and
ovarian cancers (Table 1). These series include a combined 291 patients who have undergone SRS for distant,
local, lateral pelvic, or isolated pelvic node recurrences or
as a substitute for brachytherapy in primary disease. One
study specifically reported hematologic toxicities associated with SRS. Populations in these studies were heterogeneous, and varying doses and fractionation schedules
have been described. Differences in reporting these
results make it difficult to calculate a composite rate of
survival, loco-regional control, or disease response.
The largest population was described by Kunos et
al[1], in a phase Ⅱ clinical trial evaluating the safety and

WJR|www.wjgnet.com

CERVICAL CANCER
Since radiation therapy is commonly used in cervical
cancer, SRS is an attractive option for inoperable patients with primary or recurrent disease. Overall, 76 cases
describing the use of SRS in cervical cancer have been
published in 9 series. Four papers describe its use in the
primary setting (usually as a substitute for brachytherapy),
while others report its use for loco-regional, para-aortic
node, or pelvic side-wall recurrences. All series included
only patients who were unsuitable or unwilling to undergo other treatment modalities such as brachytherapy
or surgical resection.
The largest series of patients treated with SRS for primary disease was published by Hsieh et al[2] in 2013. They
described 9 patients with locally advanced cervical cancer
who were treated with SRS (via helical tomotherapy) as a
replacement for brachytherapy boost after the standard
dose of EBRT and concurrent cisplatin. These patients
were unable to undergo the recommended brachytherapy due to anatomic factors or medical comorbidities.
Though three-year actuarial loco-regional control was
77.8%, three-year disease free survival was only 28.6%.
Distant metastases were the most common pattern of
failure, suggesting efficacy of SRS in controlling central
pelvic disease[2]. Mollà et al[3] reported similar results when
treating primary disease. Their population included seven
cervical cancer patients who underwent EBRT with SRS
boost due to high-risk disease after initial surgical management. Only one patient recurred within the 12-month
follow up period; however, actuarial values were not
calculated. Toxicities were low in both series, consisting
mostly of grade 1 or 2 sexual and GI symptoms. However, one patient did have grade 3 diarrhea, and another
had grade 3 thrombocytopenia. One patient with stage
4A disease developed a rectovaginal fistula. Four patients
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Table 1 Summary of case series of stereotactic radiosurgery
Ref.

n

Cancer types

Molla et al[3]

16

Cervical (7)
Uterine (9)

Deodato et
al[13]

11

Ovarian (4)
Cervical (4)
Uterine (3)

Guckenburger 19
et al[7]

Cervical (12)
Uterine (7)

Recurrence

EBRT 50 Gy
SRS 15 Gy/3
fractions
+/- vaginal BT (3
pts)

Choi et al[10]

30

Cervical (28)
Uterine (2)

Recurrence

EBRT 27-45 Gy
SRS 13-45 Gy/1-3
fractions

4 yr local
control rate
67.4%

Median PFS 32
mo

Various (5)

Dewas et al[9]

16

Recurrence

EBRT 36-66 Gy (3
pts)
SRS 36 Gy/6
fractions

1 yr local
control rate
51.4%

Median OS
11.5 mo (DFS
8.3 mo)

None

Systemic/distant
progression (n = 4)
Local progression (n = 1)
Local and systemic
progression (n = 1)
Systemic progression
(n = 7)
Local tumor progression
(n = 1)
Comorbid illness (n = 1)
Unknown (n = 1)
Locoregional failure
(13.8%)
Distant mets (10.3%)
Local and distant failure
(6.9%)
Not reported

Primary
(stage
3B-4)

EBRT 45 Gy
SRS 19.5-20 Gy/
3-5 fractions
+/- 50.4-61.2 Gy
IMRT boost (5 pts)
EBRT 50.4 Gy
SRS 15-27 Gy/
5-9 fractions

100% local
control at 14
mo

100% at 14 mo

None

Not reported

SRS 24 Gy/3
fractions

6 mo clinical
benefit 68%

Disease
setting

Primary
EBRT 45 GyT
(stage
SRS 14-20 Gy/2-5
1-3) and
fractions +/- pararecurrence aortic boost (2 pts)
Recurrence SRS 20-30 Gy/4-6
fractions

Haas et al[6]

6

Cervical (4)
Uterine (1)
Rectal (4)
Anal (6)
Bladder (1)
Cervical (6)

Hsieh et al[2]

9

Cervical (9)

Primary
(stage
3B-4A)

Hsieh et al[2]

31

Uterine (31)

Primary
(stage
1B-3C)

Kubicek et al[19] 11

Cervical 7)
Uterine (2)
Vaginal (2)

Kunos et al[20]

3

Vulvar (3)

Primary
(stage
2-3C) and
recurrence
Recurrence

Kunos et al[15]

5

Kunos et al[1]
Phase Ⅱ trial

Dose

Endometrial (1) Recurrence
0varian (3)
Cervical (1)
50
Cervix (9)
Recurrence
Endometrial (14)
Ovarian (25)
Vulvar (2)

Response/
control rate

Survival

Grade 3/4 toxicities

Patterns of failure

15 pts NED
at 12.6 mo (1
recurrence)

Not reported

Rectal bleeding (1)

Not reported

83.3% overall Not reported
None
response rate
63%
recurrence at
19 mo
3 yr local
Median OS 25
Intestino-vaginal
control rate mo, PFS 16 mo
fistula (2)
81%
Small bowel ileus (1)

3 yr local
control rate
77.8%

Median OS 13
Diarrhea (1)
Distant metastases (44%)
mo
Thrombocytopenia (1)
Rectal bleeding (3)
Rectovaginal fistula (1)
IMRT or SRS via HT Not reported Median OS 21
None
Distant metastases
45-50.4 Gy/25-28
mo
fractions
ICBT 4.5-5 Gy x 2-6
fractions
EBRT or IMRT
Not reported 73% overall
Rectal bleeding (1)
Not reported
45-50.4 Gy
survival at
SRS 5-27.5 Gy/1-5
follow-up
fractions
SRS 24 Gy/3
Not reported
1-3 mo PFS
None
Out of field recurrence
fractions
SRS 5-8 Gy x 3-5
Not reported Not reported
Fatigue (1)
Distant metastases
fractions
Median OS
20.2 mo

Hyperbilirubinemia
(1)
Enterovaginal fistula
(1)

Out of field
recurrence (62%)

EBRT: External beam radiation therapy; SRS: Stereotactic radiosurgery; NED: No evidence of disease; BT: Brachytherapy; OS: Overall survival: HT: Helical
tomotherapy; IMRT: Intensity modulated radiation therapy; PFS: Progression free survival.

had rectal bleeding following treatment[3]. Two other papers by Hsieh et al[4,5] report similar findings in this patient
population, and Haas et al[6] described 100% disease free
survival at 14 mo in a series of six patients treated with
SRS boost for primary disease.
These rates of local control exceed that of brachytherapy in many studies; however, the small sample sizes,
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short duration of follow-up, and lack of a brachytherapy
control group make it impossible to compare the two
treatments. Still, the authors of these papers suggest that
SRS could be considered as an alternative to brachytherapy boost, especially in patients unsuited for brachytherapy.
SRS has been more frequently described for recur-
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Figure 1 CyberKnife (left) and GammaKnife (right). The CyberKnife device employs a mobile frame to radiate tumors in complex locations. The GammaKnife provides head immobilization for more accurate radiation delivery.

rent disease. Guckenberger et al[7] describe its use in 12
patients with local recurrences of cervical cancer. Six
patients in this study (which included patients with endometrial and cervical cancer) had undergone previous
radiation, though most had received only vaginal brachytherapy. The majority of patients had been surgically
treated for their primary disease. Those who had not had
previous EBRT underwent standard external radiation at
a dose of 45 Gy followed by a SRS boost using 14-20 Gy
in 3 fractions. Patients previously treated with external
beam radiation underwent only SRS. Loco-regional control was again excellent, with 81% loco-regional control
at 3 years. Overall 3-year survival was 34%, and systemic
disease progression remained the most common pattern
of failure[7]. This survival rate is similar to that of patients
who undergo brachytherapy boost after EBRT for recurrent disease.
Interestingly, while pelvic sidewall recurrences carry
a poor prognosis in patients treated with brachytherapy
boost, location was not found to be a prognostic factor
for patients treated with SRS[8]. Dewas et al[9] included
four cervical cancer patients in their series describing SRS
for lateral pelvic recurrences of cervical, uterine, anal,
rectal, and bladder cancers. In this study, previously irradiated patients were treated with CyberKnife SRS (36 Gy
in 6 fractions) for lateral pelvic masses (Figure 1). While
disease free survival remained relatively low (8.3 mo), the
authors argued that this treatment delayed local progression, as these recurrences would usually progress much
more rapidly, improving quality of life. No grade 3 or
higher toxicities were noted, and self-reported pain scores
were improved after treatment. However, results should
be interpreted with caution, as none of these patients
exhibited unequivocal response. Favorable response was
reported based on decreased uptake of contrast material
on follow up PET studies[9]. Further research is needed to
determine whether SRS is superior to alternate radiation
modalities in patients with lateral pelvic recurrences.
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Another clinical challenge in recurrent cervical cancer occurs in patients with isolated, unresectable, paraaortic nodal recurrence. Though this type of recurrence
is rare, it is associated with a poor prognosis and high
post-treatment morbidity due to the radiosensitivity of
surrounding organs, particularly the small bowel. Because
of the precision of its radiation beams, SRS could be an
excellent treatment modality for this type of recurrence.
Choi et al[10] described their experience in 28 patients
with cervical cancer recurrence confined to para-aortic
nodes. These patients received EBRT followed by SRS
boost with 33-45 Gy in 3 daily fractions. Twenty-five
patients received cisplatin before, during, or immediately
after their radiation courses. Four year overall survival
was 50.1%, and 96.5% of patients had at least partial response. Median time to disease progression was 32 mo.
Though this population is small, SRS appears to be associated with improved overall survival, fewer toxicities,
and shorter treatment times when compared for EBRT
for nodal para-aortic recurrence[11,12].
In combination, these reports indicate that SRS may
be a promising therapeutic modality for primary and recurrent cervical cancer, especially in patients who have
undergone previous radiation and/or are not candidates
for surgical resection. Further studies are needed to clarify patient populations most likely to benefit from SRS.
The role of concurrent chemotherapy with SRS is also an
important area of research, as distant metastases are the
most common sites of failure.

ENDOMETRIAL CANCER
SRS has been similarly studied in endometrial cancer.
Seventy cases of SRS use for primary or recurrent endometrial cancer have been described in nine unique series.
However, dosing regimens are not uniform, and study
populations are heterogeneous. SRS has been used as a
substitute for both EBRT and brachytherapy boost after
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surgical therapy for high-risk disease, as well as in the
treatment of recurrent endometrial cancer. It has also
been used as a substitute for IMRT, due to it’s improved
accuracy and ability to target higher doses of radiation to
precise areas of tissue.
The largest series of SRS in the primary setting was
published by Hsieh et al[2]. They reported 31 cases of
FIGO stage ⅠB to ⅢC uterine cancer, in which either
SRS or IMRT was used as a substitute for EBRT after
surgical staging for primary disease. IMRT or SRS was
followed by vaginal brachytherapy in all patients. Two
patients received concurrent cisplatin. This study is
unique in that it is the only study that has compared SRS
to another treatment modality. However, the study was
not powered to detect statistical differences between the
groups. While the study found no differences in overall
survival or toxicity in SRS when compared to IMRT, SRS
did provide significantly better critical organ sparing for
the rectum, bladder, femoral heads, and intestines when
compared to IMRT using dose-volume histograms. One
cervical stump failure occurred in each group, and no
grade 3 or 4 toxicities were noted[2].
SRS has also been studied as a substitute for brachytherapy in patients with primary endometrial cancer.
Mollà et al[3] included nine patients with FIGO stage Ⅰ-Ⅲ
uterine cancer in their series describing SRS boost after
primary or post-operative EBRT. As described above, patients received 45 Gy EBRT or IMRT followed by 14-20
Gy SRS, usually following surgical treatment for either
endometrial or cervical cancer. While most subjects had
primary disease, two patients were enrolled due to local
relapse. Patients underwent therapy at varying doses and
fractionations. At 12-month median follow up, no recurrences were reported for the endometrial cancer group.
Mostly grade 1 or 2 toxicities were noted, though one of
the patients with recurrent endometrial cancer experienced persistent (grade 3) rectal bleeding 18 mo after reirradiation at the vaginal vault[3].
SRS is more commonly used in the setting of recurrent endometrial cancer, especially in previously irradiated patients. Both Guckenberger et al[7] and Deodato et
al[13] have published separate series describing the use of
SRS for distant or local recurrences of endometrial and
cervical cancers. Favorable rates of local control were
demonstrated, though statistics for cervical vs. uterine
cancers were not separately reported. Both series were
small, including only seven and three endometrial cancer
patients, respectively[7,13]. Two patients with isolated paraaortic nodal recurrences of endometrial cancer were also
included in the above-mentioned study by Choi et al[10]
with results as described above. While it is likely that results from cervical cancer patients could be extrapolated
to those with endometrial cancers, it is difficult to draw
conclusions with these small patient populations. Study
authors have suggested that SRS could benefit patients
with pelvic or para-aortic node recurrences who are not
candidates for exenteration or salvage radiotherapy; however, further studies are needed to confirm these results
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and delineate optimal SRS dosing and fractionation.

OVARIAN CANCER
While the use of radiation therapy is much more common in endometrial and cervical cancers, SRS has also
been used in the treatment of recurrent or non-operative
ovarian cancers. Higginson et al[14] describe the use of
SRS for patients with isolated lung metastasis, para-aortic
nodes, or vaginal cuff recurrences after primary surgery
and adjuvant therapy.
Kunos et al[15] included three cases of ovarian cancer
in a 2009 report of their single-institution experience
with SRS. These cases involved patients with multiple local and distant recurrences treated with multiple courses
of chemotherapy, prior radiation, and/or surgeries. One
patient with FIGO stage ⅢC papillary serous cancer received primary surgery followed by two differing chemotherapy courses, as well as a repeat operation with intraoperative radiation before opting for SRS in the place
of pelvic exenteration for a third relapse of her cancer.
Stable disease remained after radiotherapy and the patient
was without evidence of progression for 9 mo, treated
with concurrent bevacizumab and cyclophosphamide.
Another patient was free of disease at 10 mo after SRS
was used to treat a persistent vaginal lesion following
primary debulking, several chemotherapy courses, and
external pelvic radiation. A third patient who underwent
SRS after multiple surgeries, one dose of intra-operative
radiation, and 3 mo of single-agent chemotherapy had
stable disease at six month follow up with no more than
grade 2 acute toxicities[15].
Deodato et al[13] described four other cases of SRS use
in ovarian cancer. Three patients were without evidence
of disease at 37, 31, and 19 mo after undergoing SRS to
presacral lymph nodes, hepatic lesions, and supraclavicular nodes, respectively. One patient was alive with disease
at 18 mo after SRS dosing to anterior mediastinal and left
internal mammary nodes[13]. Further studies are needed to
define the appropriate patient population for SRS use in
ovarian cancer. Currently, SRS is only used as a palliative
measure for patients with localized, recurrent disease.

TOXICITIES
Most toxicities associated with SRS are mild and selflimiting. They include grade 1-2 fatigue, diarrhea, dysuria,
nausea, and sexual side effects. However, rare grade 3
toxicities have been reported in almost every series. Rectal bleeding was reported in 4 patients in two different
series of patients receiving EBRT followed by SRS boost.
One of these events occurred in a patient with a history
of prior radiation; however, the other patients with rectal
bleeding had not undergone previous radiation therapy.
Four patients in three series reported enterovaginal fistulas; all of these occurred in the recurrent setting[1,2,7].
The largest study of toxicities associated with SRS
was published by Kunos et al[16] in 2012. This retrospec-
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tive series analyzed hematologic toxicity in 61 women
treated with SRS for stage 4 gynecologic malignancies.
Ninety-three percent of these patients had received chemotherapy prior to SRS. Twenty-five percent had grade 2
fatigue, but the incidence of grade 3 fatigue was only 3%.
All symptoms resolved by 30 d post-radiation. No neutropenia was reported; however, 5% of women had grade
1 anemia (Hb < 10.0 g/dL), and there were single incidences of grade 1, 2, and 3 thrombocytopenia. Further
studies are required to better estimate the rates of nonhematologic toxicities, though it is difficult to isolate SRS
as the cause of morbidity, since many patients receive
surgery, chemotherapy, and other methods of radiation
prior to receiving SRS[16].

Table 2 Indications for SRS in recurrent and metastatic
gynecologic malignancy
Recurrent cervical cancer

Recurrence in a previously radiated fields
Recurrence in patients who are not
candidates for pelvic exenteration
Complex oligometastases
Unresectable oligometastases
Oligometastases in abdominal
retroperitoneum
Central nervous system Intracranial lesions not accessible to Gamma
and brain metastases
Knife

ever, will have distant disease recurrence in complex locations involving the abdominal retro-peritoneum. Clinical
options in this setting are limited, as access for adequate
surgical resection is difficult to achieve. Treatment using
chemotherapeutics or biologic agents is encouraged, and
a combined approach utilizing systemic chemotherapy in
conjunction with SRS is promising. Research regarding
the above is limited, and given the unmet clinical need,
warrants further investigation. There are well-defined
selection criteria for utilization of SRS in the treatment
of oligometastases for other primary disease sites such as
lung, prostate and liver, and this data can may be extrapolated to gynecologic cancer patients.

SRS IN GYNECOLOGIC CANCER
For now, the indications for SRS in gynecologic oncology remain undefined. Our review found three clinical
scenarios for which SRS could provide benefit. These
include non-central pelvic recurrences in previously irradiated patients, complex or unresectable disease recurrence, and solitary brain metastases (Table 2). This is an
especially promising area of research, as few treatment
options are available for these patients.

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AND BRAIN
METASTASES

RECURRENT CERVICAL CANCER
Patients with locally advanced primary cervical cancer are
usually treated with curative chemoradiation. Others may
undergo primary surgery but require adjuvant chemoradiation due to high-risk pathologic features, positive margins, positive parametria or positive pelvic lymph nodes.
In this population, utilization of traditional radiotherapy
in a previously radiated field is associated with prohibitive
toxicity, and thus, SRS may represent a suitable alternative. While central pelvic recurrences can be treated with
surgical exenteration, many patients have non-central
recurrences or comorbid conditions that make them unsuitable for aggressive surgical resection with significant
quality of life implications. Currently, the majority of
these patients are treated with systemic chemotherapy using cisplatin, paclitaxel, and bevacizumab (following presentation of GOG 240)[17] or are enrolled in clinical trials.
Cyberknife SRS represents another therapeutic alternative
and has decreased morbidity compared to exenteration.
Series by Guckenberger, Dewas, and Deodata report
mostly grade 1-2 toxicity, even in previously irradiated
patients[7,9,13]. In one series, two out of the three patients
with grade 3-4 toxicities had received prior radiation;
however, most previously irradiated patients did not suffer significant morbidity[7].

Central nervous system (CNS) and brain metastases are
rare in gynecologic malignancies. Between 0.4%-1.2% of
cervical cancers involve intracranial metastases, and percentages are similar for other pelvic disease sites. These
lesions are usually treated with whole brain radiation or
Gamma Knife stereotactic radiosurgery (Figure 1). A
series by Menedez et al[18] included 14 patients with brain
metastases from primary endometrial, ovarian, or cervical
cancer. Patients received 16-20 Gy and experienced median survival of 5-13 mo. While the CyberKnife system
is not well studied in gynecologic malignancies, its use is
described for brain metastases in primary lung, breast,
colon, and other cancers. CyberKnife eliminates the need
for target fixation and allows for expanded treatment
freedom for large or complex lesions.
The preference for Gamma Knife in the treatment of
brain and spinal cord metastasis stems from the theoretical improvement in accuracy, 0.5 mm or less, over Cyber
Knife (1 mm or less), although these measurements have
been disputed (Figure 1). Additionally, the smaller size
of the Gamma Knife collimators reduce the potential
injury to neighboring normal brain tissue, improving long
term morbidity. The Gamma Knife also improves precision using a rigid immobilization device to prevent head
movement during treatment. Conversely, utilization of
CyberKnife SRS, allows for improved therapeutic versatility given the dynamic nature of the robotic arms, compensating for target organ motion, and allowing access
to portions of the CNS that are difficult to treat using

COMPLEX OLIGOMETASTASES
Although the location of gynecologic cancer recurrence
is unpredictable, patients with cervical and endometrial
cancer commonly recur in the pelvis. A proportion, how-
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Gamma Knife therapy.

3

FUTURE RESEARCH
While SRS is a promising treatment modality for inoperable or recurrent gynecologic cancers, many aspects of
treatment remain uncertain. The available series describing SRS use heterogeneous dosing and fractionation
schedules, and the optimal regimen has not been delineated. Controlled trials comparing SRS to brachytherapy or
IMRT are also needed. Studies of SRS use for adjuvant
therapy in high risk disease could further define the role
of SRS in gynecologic malignancies. Today, SRS remains
a second line treatment, reserved for patients with primary disease who are unsuitable for standard surgical or
radiation therapy or for recurrent disease in a previously
irradiated field.
Because most patients in the above-mentioned series
suffered disease recurrence or progression outside the
treatment area, many researchers have proposed concurrent chemotherapy with SRS to prevent progression
of occult disease. Twenty five patients reported in the
literature have received concurrent cisplatin during SRS,
and four patients have received other chemotherapy regimens within 4 mo of SRS[1,2,3,7,10]. However, this patient
population is too small for any comparisons to be made
regarding the benefits of concurrent chemotherapy. A
phase Ⅰ clinical trial of palliative SRS with gemcitabine
and carboplatin is currently enrolling patients with recurrent or persistent cervical, endometrial, ovarian, vulvar,
and vaginal cancers (NCT01652794).

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

CONCLUSION
SRS is an emerging area of radiation oncology, which has
been successfully used in high risk gynecologic malignancies. Because of its unique ability to precisely target
malignant lesions while sparing surrounding normal tissues, SRS can safely radiate tumors that may be difficult
or impossible to treat with surgery or conventional radiotherapy. SRS has been described for all gynecologic
malignancies and appears to have an excellent safety profile. Further research is necessary to determine optimal
dosing and fractionation schedules, delineate appropriate
patient populations, and evaluate long term survival and
morbidity.
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Feasibility study of computed vs measured high b-value
(1400 s/mm²) diffusion-weighted MR images of the prostate
Leonardo K Bittencourt, Ulrike I Attenberger, Daniel Lima, Ralph Strecker, Andre de Oliveira,
Stefan O Schoenberg, Emerson L Gasparetto, Daniel Hausmann
For DWI, a single-shot EPI diffusion sequence (b = 0,
100, 400, 800 s/mm²) was utilized. C-b1400 was calculated voxelwise from the ADC and diffusion images.
Additionally, M-b1400 was acquired for evaluation and
comparison. Lesion detection rate and maximum lesion
diameters were obtained and compared. Image quality
and quality of lesion demarcation were rated according to a 5-point Likert-type scale. Ratios of lesion-tobladder as well as prostate-to-bladder signal intensity
(SI) were calculated to estimate the signal-to-noiseratio (SNR).
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RESULTS: Twenty-four lesions were detected on
M-b1400 images and compared to C-b1400 images.
C-b1400 detected three additional cancer suspicious
lesions. Overall image quality was rated significantly
better and SI ratios were significantly higher on C-b1400
(2.3 ± 0.8 vs 3.1 ± 1.0, P < 0.001; 5.6 ± 1.8 vs 2.8 ±
0.9, P < 0.001). Comparison of lesion size showed no
significant differences between C- and M-b1400 (P =
0.22).
CONCLUSION: Combination of a high b-value extrapolation and sFOV may contribute to increase diagnostic
accuracy of DWI without an increase of acquisition
time, which may be useful to guide targeted prostate
biopsies and to improve quality of multiparametric MRI
(mMRI) especially under economical aspects in a private practice setting.

Abstract
AIM: To evaluate the impact of computed b = 1400 s/
2
2
mm (C-b1400) vs measured b = 1400 s/mm (M-b1400)
diffusion-weighted images (DWI) on lesion detection
rate, image quality and quality of lesion demarcation
using a modern 3T-MR system based on a small-fieldof-view sequence (sFOV).

© 2014 Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Key words: Prostate cancer; Magnetic resonance imaging; Diffusion-weighted imaging; Ultra-high b-values;
Extrapolated b-values
Core tip: Prostate cancer is the most common malignant tumor entity in males. Combination of a high
b-value extrapolation and small-field-of-view sequence
readout may contribute to increase diagnostic accuracy

METHODS: Thirty patients (PSA: 9.5 ± 8.7 ng/mL; 68
± 12 years) referred for magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) of the prostate were enrolled in this study. All
measurements were performed on a 3T MR system.
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only were developed to overcome these shortcomings
of 3T MRI[21] and allow for a reduction of artifacts and
a smooth fusion with morphologic T2w images. For this
study a b1400 sequence was extrapolated from a sFOV
and low (< 1000 s/mm2) b-value protocol to combine
the advantages of reduced distortion artifacts and higher
SNR of computed images. The purpose of this study is
to compare lesion detection rate, image quality and quality of lesion demarcation of a computed (C-b1400) and a
measured b = 1400 s/mm2 (M-b1400) sequence based on
a sFOV image set utilizing a modern 3T MR-system.

of diffusion-weighted images without an increase of
acquisition time, which may be useful to guide targeted
prostate biopsies and to improve quality of multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging especially under
economical aspects in a private practice setting.
Bittencourt LK, Attenberger UI, Lima D, Strecker R, de Oliveira
A, Schoenberg SO, Gasparetto EL, Hausmann D. Feasibility study of computed vs measured high b-value (1400 s/mm
²) diffusion-weighted MR images of the prostate. World J Radiol 2014; 6(6): 374-380 Available from: URL: http://www.
wjgnet.com/1949-8470/full/v6/i6/374.htm DOI: http://dx.doi.
org/10.4329/wjr.v6.i6.374

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study population
Thirty consecutive patients (median PSA: 9.5 ± 8.7 ng/
mL; mean age: 68 ± 12 years) who underwent functional
prostate MR at our institution were enrolled in this study.
Among the indications for the study, 21 patients were
referred due to elevated PSA levels, 4 for PCa staging, 4
for surveillance of post-treatment recurrence and one for
suspected prostatitis.

INTRODUCTION
Prostate cancer (PCa) is currently the most commonly
diagnosed non-skin cancer and the second leading cause
of cancer related death in the United States[1]. Recent
technical improvements such as the beneficiary SNR
gains of higher field strength made MRI a valuable diagnostic measure that allows to detect prostate cancer with
a high diagnostic accuracy even at earlier disease stages[2].
Multi-parametric MR (mMRI) imaging is the mainstay of
prostate cancer imaging[3-6], most commonly consisting of
T2-weighted imaging (T2w), diffusion-weighted-imaging
(DWI), dynamic contrast-enhanced imaging (DCE) and
proton MR spectroscopy imaging (MRSI)[7-10]. Among
those, DWI is probably the most promising technique,
especially for detection of peripheral zone (pz) tumors
and estimation of Pca aggressiveness[11-13], but also for
monitoring therapy[14]. Recent studies indicate that the
measurement of high b-values (2000 s/mm2) increases
the lesion detection rate[15], even though the ability to
discriminate malignant from benign tissue in the pz is
limited due to a significant overlap of ADC-values[16]. In
clinical routine, the standard protocol commonly involves
b-values from 0 to 800 s/mm2. The use of higher b-values
is currently limited by the two following factors: reduction of SNR at b-values > 1000 s/mm2 due to T2 signal
decay as a consequence of a prolonged TE[17] and cost effectiveness considerations due to a prolonged acquisition
time, especially in a private practice setting. Due to these
shortcomings, techniques that allow for the calculation of
a high b-value DWI based on routinely measured lower
b-values[18] seem to be appealing. In this context, recent
studies indicate that computed DWI (cDWI) is feasible
with good SNR and without additional scan time, which
may improve disease detection[18].
On the one hand high field strength imaging at 3 Tesla
(T) with higher intrinsic SNR is superior to 1.5 T for the
detection of prostate cancer[19], on the other hand susceptibility artifacts related to the proximity of the pz to the
air-filled rectum are more relevant. Recently, small FOV
(sFOV) imaging strategies for DWI based on[20] the use of
2d radiofrequency (RF) excitation pulses for the excitation of a small volume spanning of the prostate region
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MR Imaging
All measurements were performed on a 3 T clinical
whole-body MR scanner (Verio, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) and state-of-the-art mMRI parameters
were applied[19]. One hundred mL endorectal gel was
administered prior to the examination, in order to reduce
artifacts due to heterogeneous rectal content. For DWI, a
single-shot EPI diffusion sequence with the following parameters was utilized: TE/TR= 63/4200 ms, 8 averages,
FOV 300 mm × 93 mm, matrix 192 × 60, slice thickness 3.6 mm, no gap, SPAIR fat saturation, b-values = 0,
100, 400, 800 s/mm². An outer volume suppression by
two sharp defined coronal saturation bands was applied
which allowed to reduce the acquisition to a small rectangular FOV with an inplane resolution of 1.5 mm × 1.5
mm to gain SNR and to reduce distortion artifcats. The
conventional full excitation was used in the sequence,
followed by a short EPI readout covering only the sFOV
in anterior-posterior direction. Total scan time for this
sequence was 5 min 49 s. The ADC was calculated from
diffusion images with all the measured b-values. C-b1400
was calculated voxelwise from the ADC and diffusion
images according to:
S(b1400) = S0 * exp( - ADC*b1400) with the pixel intensity SO in b = 0 s/mm².
A b-value of 1400 s/mm² was chosen to keep sequence parameters similar. Additionally, the M-b1400
sequence (b = 1400 s/mm², TE/TR = 73/4400 ms, all
other parameters identical, duration: 1min45s) was acquired immediately after the original DWI sequence for
evaluation and comparison (Figure 1).
Image analysis
Data sets of every patient were analyzed by two radiologists (DH, 3 years of experience in prostate imaging) and
(LKB, 6 years of experience in prostate imaging) in con-
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Figure 1 Axial T2-weighted image of an 88 years old patient with a PSA level of 8.2 ng/mL and negative findings upon digital rectal examination. T2w
shows a focal hypointense lesion in the posterolateral left midgland pz (arrowhead in A). Measured b-values of 0, 100, 400 and 800 s/mm² (arrowheads in B, C, D and
E, respectively) do not depict the suspected lesion with sufficient contrast to background prostate. M-b1400 shows good lesion-to-prostate contrast (arrowhead in F).
C-b1400 depicts the lesion with the same lesion-to-prostate contrast and a slightly improved demarcation (arrowhead in G). The ADC value of the suspicious lesion
was as low as 648 × 10-3 mm/s² [ADC map (H)].

Figure 2 M-b1400 (left) and C-b1400 (right) images of a 63 years old patient with elevated PSA levels, at corresponding axial slice position. Region-of-interests were placed in the prostate and in the bladder content to obtain signal intensity-ratios to estimate signal-to-noise-ratio. Calculated b-value images show higher SIratios and more anatomical image details (i.e., bladder contour).

sensus, For the measurement of prostate signal intensity,
a region-of-interest (ROI) was placed overlying the visualized portion of the prostate at the level of the bladder.
Another ROI which was placed in the bladder content
served as reference. The size and the localization of these
ROIs were chosen identical on both the C-b1400 and
M-b1400, to allow for an adequate comparison (Figure 2).
Lesion detection rate (cancer suspicious lesions) as
well as lesion diameters were obtained and compared.
Image quality, quality of lesion demarcation and diagnostic confidence of the observers were rated according
to a 5-point Likert-type scale from “1” (“excellent”) to
“5” (“poor”). Lesion-to-bladder and prostate-to-bladder
signal-intensity (SI) ratios were obtained and compared
to estimate signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR).

used for statistical analysis. Measured values did not show
Gaussian distribution so Wilcoxon-tests were performed
for comparison of C-b1400 and M-b1400.

RESULTS
Patients and lesions
In 30 consecutive patients, a total of 27 lesions were
evaluated. Lesions were rated as prostate cancer (n = 15),
nodules of benign prostate hyperplasia (BPH) (n = 8)
and cancer recurrence (n = 4). Two patients presented
with locally recurrent cancer after prostatectomy.
Image quality, lesion detection rate, lesion demarcation
and diagnostic confidence
Image quality was rated significantly better in C-b1400
(mean = 2.3 ± 0.8) compared to M-b1400 (mean = 3.1
± 1.0; P < 0.001). Moreover, the computed images sub-

Statistical analysis
SPSS (Version 20; IBM SPSS Statistics, United States) was
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Figure 3 M-b1400 (left column) and C-b1400 (right column) images of the same patient. Demarcation of two oval hyperintense suspicious lesions is very good
on both images (arrows).

M-b1400

T2w

C-b1400

Figure 4 Images of a 68 years old patient with elevated PSA levels and signs of benign prostate hyperplasia. M-b1400 (upper image on the left) was acquired
with reduced image quality due to distortion artifacts. The C-b1400 (below) in corresponding slice position and identical window level shows an improved image quality with demarcation of several lesions that were rated as benign benign prostate hyperplasia-nodules taking into account T2w (right image) and dynamic contrastenhanced imaging.

jectively showed more anatomical detail. We did not find
significant differences regarding the quality of lesion demarcation with a trend to better results of C-b1400 (mean
= 2.6 ± 1.0 vs 2.8 ± 0.9, respectively; P = 0.29) (Figures 3
and 4).
C-b1400 detected 3 additional cancer suspicious lesions compared to M-b1400 images, which were confirmed by ADC maps, T2w and DCE evaluation. Overall
diagnostic confidence was rated slightly better on C-b1400,
even though results were not significantly different (2.2 ±
0.9 vs 2.1 ± 0.8, P = 0.48, respectively) (Table 1).

lesion-to-bladder were obtained for C-b1400 compared
to M-b1400 (P < 0.001 and P < 0.001, respectively).
Comparison of lesion size showed no significant differences between calculated and measured images (P <
0.22) (Table 2). All statistical data are given as means and
standard deviations.

DISCUSSION
The study compared lesion detection rate, image quality
and quality of lesion demarcation of a C-b1400 derived
from a standard DWI protocol with M-b1400 images. A
significantly better image quality of the C-b1400 was observed. Moreover, C-b1400 revealed more additional sus-

SI-ratios and lesion size
Significantly higher SI-ratio of prostate-to-bladder and
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Blackledge et al[18] described a method to extrapolate high-b-value images from DWI performed at lower
b-values which allowed for an improved lesion conspicuity. Computation of DWI resulted in a higher SNR
compared with measured DWI, especially at b-values >
840 s/mm2. Moreover, in oncologic patients, a computed
b-value of 2000 s/mm2 showed good image quality and
high background suppression. Evaluation of images
with a computed b-value of 2000 s/mm2 resulted in
higher overall diagnostic sensitivity (96.0%) and specificity (96.6%), compared with a measured b-value of 900
s/mm2 (sensitivity, 89.4%; specificity, 87.5%; P < 0.01).
In concordance with this study, our results suggest
that computed b1400-images can be obtained with a
better image quality due to lesser artifacts and more anatomical detail than measured b1400-images, probably as
a benefit of the high SNR of the original lower b-value
image sets. Nevertheless, there was no significant difference of the overall diagnostic confidence between the
two image sets with a trend to better results for C-b1400
indicating a similar diagnostic performance of both, even
though objectively three additional cancer suspicious
lesions could be detected on C-b1400. Moreover, the
comparison of the diameters of the largest lesions on
measured and computed b1400 images did not reveal a
significant difference between the techniques (Table 2).
Our study had a number of limitations. First of all,
due to the private practice setting, there was no histopathologic confirmation of the assigned lesions. Then
again, the study predominantly focused on image quality,
lesion detection rate and lesion conspicuity. With regards
to the reported ADC overlap of lesions, we believe that
the primary value of the presented technique is to detect
and draw attention to any lesion. The dignity of these
lesions should be evaluated taking into account the clinical context of the patients and additional sequences such
as T2w, DCE and MRSI. Moreover, we applied a monoexponential model for the computation of C-b1400
images. Several recent publications report that there is a
significant deviation from a pure Gaussian probabilistic
model when applying high b-values ≥ 1000 s/mm². It
was confirmed that the deviation quantified by kurtosis
has a greater sensitivity than ADC or the diffusion constant D for the differentiation between PCa and benign
lesions of the pz (93.3% vs 78.5% and 83.5%)[23]. A more
recently published study shows that kurtosis has the best
performance in differentiating PCa from benign prostate,
using different sets of b-values[24]. In both studies, high
b-values up to 2000-2300 s/mm² were applied for acquisition which results in a relevant deviation from a pure
Gaussian probabilistic model. On the other hand, the impact of kurtosis in ADC calculation using lower b-values
up to 800 is small and can be neglected, which falls in the
range of the b-values acquired in the present study[25].
Furthermore, in this preliminary feasibility study, patients
were included consecutively, and the indications and clinical contexts for the examinations were not homogeneous.
In addition, a major concern of b-values above 1000
s/mm² in DWI aquisition is their intrinsically lower SNR

Table 1 Comparison of C-b1400 and M-b1400 images;
image qualitiy, quality of lesion demarcation and level of
confidence were rated according to a 5-point Likert-type scale
b = 1400 Image quality Lesion demarcation Diagnostic confidence
2
s/mm
(n = 30)
(n = 24)
(n = 30)
M-b1400
C-b1400
P-value

3.1 ± 1.0
2.3 ± 0.8
< 0.001

2.8 ± 0.9
2.6 ± 1.0
0.29

2.2 ± 0.9
2.1 ± 0.8
0.48

Table 2 Objective parameters: Prostate-to-bladder and
lesion-to-bladder signal intensity ratios were obtained to
estimate signal-to-noise-ratio and contrast-to-noise ratio
b = 1400
2
s/mm
M-b1400
C-b1400
P-value

SI prostate/bladder SI lesion/bladder
(n = 28)
(n = 24)
1.9 ± 0.5
3.7 ± 1.0
< 0.001

2.8 ± 0.9
5.6 ± 1.8
< 0.001

Lesion diameter
(mm) (n = 24)
16.9 ± 10.0
17.7 ± 10.0
0.22

Lesion diameters are presented in units of mm. SI: Signal intensity.

picious lesions that were confirmed by comparison with
ADC maps and T2w. C-b1400 exhibited higher prostateto-bladder and lesion-to-bladder SI ratios than M-b1400,
which could indicate better SNR.
Multiple studies have tried to determine an optimal
b-value to visualize prostate cancer using DWI at 3 T. A
study by Metens et al[22] assessed examinations of fortyone patients with biopsy proven prostate cancer who underwent 3 T DWI performed with 5 b-values (1000, 1500,
2000 and 2500 s/mm2) using a 16-channel coil. Best lesion visibility, the central gland-to-lesion (CG-L) and the
peripheral zone-to-lesion (PZ-L) contrast-to-noise ratio
(CNR) were compared between different b-value images.
In a subset of 29 patients a high resolution b = 1500
s/mm2 DWI sequence was additionally assessed. The b
= 1500 s/mm2 and b = 2000 s/mm2 images provided the
best lesion visibility. The highest CG-L and PZ-L CNR
were obtained with b = 1500 s/mm2 (P < 0.01).
Another recent study assessed the diagnostic accuracy
of 3T DWI for detection of prostate cancer by using different b-values. Seventy-three patients underwent MRI at
3 T. Three MRI sets were reviewed by two radiologists:
MRI and DWI (b = 500 s/mm2) (protocol A), MRI and
DWI (b = 1000 s/mm2) (protocol B), and MRI and DWI
(b = 2000 s/mm2) (protocol C). Areas under the receiver
operating characteristic curve (AUCs) were calculated.
The mean of the AUCs in protocol C was larger than
those in protocol A and in protocol B (P < 0.05). The authors concluded that a b-value = 2000 s/mm2 at 3 T can
improve the diagnostic accuracy for detection of prostate cancer[15]. On the other hand, a study to determine
whether the ADC obtained from a high b-value (2000
s/mm2) is superior to that obtained from a standard
b-value (1000 s/mm2) in a monoexponential model to
discriminate malignant from benign pz tissue found little
diagnostic advantage of the high b-value due to significant ADC overlap[16].
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more relevant. Recently, small FOV (sFOV) imaging strategies for DWI based
on the use of 2d radiofrequency excitation pulses for the excitation of a small
volume spanning of the prostate region only were developed to overcome these
shortcomings of 3T MRI and allow for a reduction of artifacts and a smooth fusion with morphologic T2w images

and the consecutive compromise of the calculation of
the ADC. In clinical practice, stronger diffusion encodings are usually achieved by the prolongation of the motion probing gradients, which leads to a longer TE and
an increased T2 decay of the signal. As a result, the highest chosen b-value ultimately determines the TE of the
whole diffusion scan and may thus affect the SNR of the
whole image set. It is therefore appealing to avoid signal
loss by maintaing a shorter TE for conventional diffusion
acqusition protocol, while associating the computation
of high b-value image sets (i.e., above b = 1200 s/mm²),
in order to benefit from the better SNR of the calculated
ADC. In this study, only the readout was reduced to a
sFOV, whereas more sophisticated techniques combine a
sFOV readout with a sFOV excitation pulse[20]. Finally, a
direct measurement of SNR was not feasible due to the
sFOV which did not allow for inclusion of surrounding
air for precise calculations. Nevertheless, the prostate-tobladder and lesion-to-bladder SI ratios were calculated as
a potential surrogate for the actual SNR.
In conclusion, computed high b-value images derived
from a sFOV DWI protocol is clinically feasible and may
increase accuracy in comparison to measured b = 1400
s/mm² images, without an increase of examination time,
which is especially important regarding further application in clinical routine in a time and cost-efficient manner. Additionally, this approach allows for the calculation
of virtually any given b-value from the originally measured DWI sequence, which can be further fine-tuned for
different clinical settings and applications.
Combination of a high b-value extrapolation and
sFOV readout may contribute to increase diagnostic accuracy of DWI without an increase of acquisition time,
which may be useful to guide targeted prostate biopsies
and to improve quality of mMRI especially under economical aspects in a private practice setting. However,
further studies are needed to proof the preliminary results of this study in larger cohorts of clinical patients.

Innovations and breakthroughs

For this study a b1400 sequence was extrapolated from a sFOV and low (<
1000 s/mm2) b-value protocol to combine the advantages of reduced distortion
artifacts and higher SNR of computed images. The purpose of this study is to
compare lesion detection rate, image quality and quality of lesion demarcation
of a computed (C-b1400) and a measured b = 1400 s/mm2 (M-b1400) sequence
based on a sFOV image set utilizing a modern 3T MR-system.

Applications

The study results suggest that extrapolated high b-value images may contribute
to increase lesions detection rate in a cost- and time efficient manner, which
may help to guide targeted prostate biopsies.

Terminology

Prostate cancer: Early prostate cancer usually causes no symptoms. Sometimes, however, prostate cancer does cause symptoms, often similar to those
of diseases such as benign prostatic hyperplasia; Diffusion-weighted Imaging
(DWI): DWI measures the movement of protons in between cells and is related
to cell density. Low b-value images are rather T2-weighted and are sensitive to
“T2-shine-through”-effects whereas high b-values are more useful to evaluate
the properties of tissue diffusability.

Peer review

The authors compared the utility of computed vs measured high b-value DWI
for the assessment of prostate lesions. It is well written.
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Coronary artery calcium score on low-dose computed
tomography for lung cancer screening
Teresa Arcadi, Erica Maffei, Nicola Sverzellati, Cesare Mantini, Andrea I Guaricci, Carlo Tedeschi,
Chiara Martini, Ludovico La Grutta, Filippo Cademartiri
METHODS: Sixty consecutive individuals (30 males;
73 ± 7 years) scheduled for risk stratification by means
of unenhanced ECG-triggered cardiac computed tomography (gCCT) underwent additional unenhanced
ngCCT. All CT scans were performed on a 64-slice CT
scanner (Somatom Sensation 64 Cardiac, Siemens,
Germany). CACS was calculated using conventional
methods/scores (Volume, Mass, Agatston) as previously described in literature. The CACS value obtained
were compared. The Mayo Clinic classification was used
to stratify cardiovascular risk based on Agatston CACS.
Differences and correlations between the two methods
were compared. A P -value < 0.05 was considered significant.
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RESULTS: Mean CACS values were significantly higher
for gCCT as compared to ngCCT (Volume: 418 ± 747
vs 332 ± 597; Mass: 89 ± 151 vs 78 ± 141; Agatston:
481 ± 854 vs 428 ± 776; P < 0.05). The correlation
between the two values was always very high (Volume:
r = 0.95; Mass: r = 0.97; Agatston: r = 0.98). Of the
6 patients with 0 Agatston score on gCCT, 2 (33%)
showed an Agatston score > 0 in the ngCCT. Of the 3
patients with 1-10 Agatston score on gCCT, 1 (33%)
showed an Agatston score of 0 in the ngCCT. Overall,
23 (38%) patients were reclassified in a different cardiovascular risk category, mostly (18/23; 78%) shifting
to a lower risk in the ngCCT. The estimated radiation
dose was significantly higher for gCCT (DLP 115.8 ±
50.7 vs 83.8 ± 16.3; Effective dose 1.6 ± 0.7 mSv vs 1.2
± 0.2 mSv; P < 0.01).
CONCLUSION: CACS assessment is feasible on ngCCT;
the variability of CACS values and the associated restratification of patients in cardiovascular risk groups
should be taken into account.

Abstract

© 2014 Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.

AIM: to evaluate the feasibility of coronary artery calcium
score (CACS) on low-dose non-gated chest CT (ngCCT).

Key words: Coronary artery calcium score; Lung cancer
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the same population of asymptomatic individuals. The
aim of the study was compare the CACS values obtained
with gCCT (as the reference standard) to ngCCT, and to
verify the feasibility and variability of cardiovascular risk
stratification using the two protocols.
A novelty of our paper is the comparison of gCCT
CACS values with ngCCT ones obtained analyzing dataset reconstructed with 5 mm slice thickness and 5.0mm
increment unlike other previously published studies
based on dataset with 3 mm, 2.5mm, 1.5 mm or 1mm
slice thickness[3,4,9,10]. The feasibility of cardiovascular risk
stratification using non gated CACS values obtained with
the same standard dataset routinely reconstructed (5mm
slice thickness) would allow a wide and fast use in daily
clinical practice. The description of the degree of cardiovascular risk reclassification using ngCCT vs gCCT values
is another innovative aspect of our study.

screening; High-resolution computed tomography; unenhanced chest computed tomography; cardiovascular
risk stratification
Core tip: Low dose chest computed tomography (CT)/
high-resolution CT (HRCT) is entering the clinical practice for the screening of individuals at high risk of lung
cancer. This study provides evidence that a surrogate
stratification of cardiovascular risk can be performed
on low-dose chest CT performed in the settings of lung
cancer screening. This finding has some relevant consequences since lung cancer and atherosclerosis share
some similarities concerning risk factors (smoking), patients’ population (age decade and gender prevalence).
Arcadi T, Maffei E, Sverzellati N, Mantini C, Guaricci AI, Tedeschi C, Martini C, La Grutta L, Cademartiri F. Coronary artery
calcium score on low-dose computed tomography for lung cancer
screening. World J Radiol 2014; 6(6): 381-387 Available from:
URL: http://www.wjgnet.com/1949-8470/full/v6/i6/381.htm
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.4329/wjr.v6.i6.381

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
During a period of 6 mo we prospectively enrolled 60
consecutive asymptomatic individuals (30 males; 72 ± 10
years) who were referred for the assessment of CACS
(Table 1). The individuals were excluded based on conventional contra-indications to Radiation Exposure (i.e.,
potential or actual pregnancy, age < 50 years). All patients
underwent two CT scans: the first (gCCT) for CACS
purposes and the second for lung parenchyma (ngCCT)
assessment, using conventional parameters.
We collected demographics (age, gender, height,
weight), heart rate during the scans, and radiation dose
for both scans in all patients.
Informed consent was obtained from all patients and
the local Medical Ethical Committee approved the study.

INTRODUCTION
Coronary artery calcium score (CACS) has been regarded
as an independent predictor for cardiovascular risk stratification[1,2]. CACS has been performed in asymptomatic
individuals for at least two decades using Electron-Beam
Computed Tomography (EBCT) and more recently using
Multi-Slice Computed Tomography (MSCT), however it
has not entered guidelines for cardiovascular risk stratification until recently. In several countries it is applied as a
part of primary prevention mostly based on self-referral.
With the introduction of MSCT the potential for anatomical screening has become a clinical reality[3,4]. Besides
Coronary Artery Disease (i.e., CACS), also colon cancer
(i.e., Virtual Colonoscopy) and lung cancer (i.e., low-dose
chest CT) have been proposed as topics for screening[5].
While CACS has already showed a potential for screening asymptomatic individuals, colon cancer screening and
lung cancer screening are undergoing large multicenter
studies to test whether CT is viable tool for this purpose[6-8].
A very basic observation relies on the fact that in the
context of lung cancer screening, the data collected (i.e.,
low-dose chest CT) are somehow similar to the ones collected for CACS assessment. The main difference relies
on the fact that low-dose chest CT is not performed
with ECG synchronization protocols (i.e., retrospective
ECG gating or prospective ECG triggering), however the
increasing speed of MSCT equipment may reduce the
discrepancy between the two protocols. The hypothesis
is that in principle it is possible to assess CACS on lowdose chest CT (ngCCT: non-gated low-dose chest CT).
Therefore, we wanted to test the differences between the
CACS values obtained with ngCCT and conventional
ECG-gated CT protocol (gCCT: gated Cardiac CT) in

WJR|www.wjgnet.com

CT scan
All individuals underwent two un-enhanced CT scans
(Table 2). For gCCT, scanning was performed by using
64-slice CT system (Sensation 64 Cardiac, Siemens Medical Solutions, Forchheim, Germany) and spiral retrospective ECG gating technique. All CT scans of the heart
(from the carina to the apex of the heart) were acquired
during one inspiratory breath-hold without the use of
the contrast medium and without the additional administration of chronotropic drugs. Scan parameters were:
detector collimation: 32 mm × 0.6 mm, Z-axis focal spot
alternation resulting in simultaneous acquisition of 64
slices; gantry rotation time: 330 ms; effective temporal
resolution 165 ms; table feed per rotation: 3.84 mm; pitch
0.2; tube voltage 120 kV; tube power 150 mAs; direction
in which data acquisition proceeded: cranio-caudal.
Image were reconstructed with the following parameters: slice thickness 3 mm, slice increment 1.5 mm, field
of view (FOV) 150-180 mm, convolution kernel filtering
for CACS (b35f). Temporal windows were set at -350ms
prior to the next R wave.
For ngCCT, scanning was performed by using 64-slice
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CT data analysis
The images of the study population were transferred to a
dedicated CT workstation (MMWP, Siemens Medical Solutions, Forchheim, Germany) and analyzed by one operator with more than five years of experience in cardiac
imaging, who was blinded to participants’ data and scan
protocol. CACS assessment was performed using a dedicated software (CaScore, Siemens, Forchheim, Germany).
For the purpose of intra- and inter-observer variability
assessment the main observer re-red all scans and a second operator with three years of experience in cardiac
imaging red the entire CT dataset. There was a time of 2
months between the two additional readings (one of the
main operator for intra-observer variability and one for
the additional reader for the inter-observer variability).

Table 1 Demographics n (%)
Population (n = 60)

Clinical characteristics
Age (yr, mean ± SD)
Male gender
BMI (kg/m², mean ± SD)
BSA (m², mean ± SD)
Mean heart rate (bpm, mean ± SD)
Additional negative chronotropic drugs

73.4 ± 7.1
30 (50)
25.9 ± 4.5
1.8 ± 0.2
73.0 ± 15.7
None

Baseline characteristics of study population. BMI: body mass index; BSA:
Body surface area.

Table 2 scan and reconstruction parameters
Parameters
Scan parameters
Technique
kV
mAs
Gantry rotation time (ms)
Individual detector width (mm)
Number of detectors
ECG gating
Prospective ECG modulation of tube
current
Table feed/s (mm)
Pitch
Scan range
DLP (mGy; mean ± SD)
Effective dose
(mSv; factor = 0.014; mean ± SD)
Effective dose
(mSv; factor = 0.014; median, IQR)
Reconstruction parameters
Effective slice width (mm)
Reconstruction increment (mm)
FOV (mm)
Kernel filtering

gCCT

ngCCT

Spiral
120
150
330
1.2
20 × 2
Yes
Yes

Spiral
120
30
330
0.6
32 × 2
No
No

14.4
0.2
Carina-Apex
116 ± 51
2.0 ± 0.9

86.4
1.5
Chest
84 ± 16a
1.2 ± 0.5a

Statistical analysis
Continuous variables are expressed as mean ± SD and/or
median, where appropriate. Differences between groups
were compared using the Student’s t and Wilcoxon tests,
as appropriate. Correlation was assessed using the Pearson’s r test while the bias was assessed using the BlandAltman method. Intra- and inter-observer variability were
assessed for all CACS measurements and compared using
the Bland-Altman method.
Radiation dose (Dose Length Product: DLP) was estimated using the CTDIvol multiplied for the scan length.
For the estimation of the effective dose a factor of 0.014
was applied[11].
Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS (version
12.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, United States) and MedCalc
(version 9.3.0.0., MedCalc Software, Mariakerke, Belgium)
software. Significance was set at p < 0.05.

1.61; 1.15-2.0 1.13; 1.05-1.20a

3.0
1.5
140-160
B35f1

5.0
5.0
250-300
B30f
(mediumsmooth)

RESULTS
The scans were successful in all patients. Mean heart rate
during the scans was 73 ± 16 bpm.

The Table shows the scan parameters for gCCT and ngCCT. gCCT vs
ngCCT, ap < 0.05; 1Dedicated filter for calcium scoring. gCCT: ECG gated
cardiac computed tomography; ngCCT: non-gated chest computed tomography; FOV: Field of view; ECG: Electrocardiogram; DLP: Dose length
product.

CACS assessment
The time required to perform CACS was 3 ± 1 min.
Mean CACS values were significantly higher for
gCCT as compared to ngCCT (Volume: 418 ± 747 vs
332 ± 597; Mass: 89 ± 151 vs 78 ± 141; Agatston: 481 ±
854 vs 428 ± 776; p < 0.05). The mean difference (Delta)
between gCCT and ngCCT was 86 ± 267 for Volume, 11
± 36 for Mass and 53 ± 188 for Agatston score, showing
a sharp tendency for global underestimation of CACS in
ngCCT (Table 3, Figures 1-3).
The correlation between values was always high (r =
Volume: 0.95; Mass: 0.97; Agatston: 0.98) between the
two scans. The correlation between heart rate and the difference between the two scans was very low (r = -0.09),
suggesting that the variability was not related to heart
rate. Instead there was a moderate correlation (r = 0.50)
between the differences (delta) between the two scans
and the Agatston score in gCCT, suggesting that the
higher the CACS value, the higher the variability.
Intra- and Inter-observer variability was very limited

CT system (Sensation 64 Cardiac, Siemens Medical Solutions, Forchheim, Germany) and spiral non ECG gated
technique. All CT scans of the whole lung were acquired
during one deep inspiratory breath-hold without the use
of IV contrast medium. Neither electrocardiographic
triggering, nor any dose-modulation system were used.
The scanner was regularly calibrated to allow reliable
measurements and comparison between examinations.
Standard low dose chest CT parameters were: detector
collimation 0.6 mm, slices per rotation 32 × 2, gantry
rotation time 330 ms, pitch 1.5, tube voltage 120 kV, tube
power 30 mAs.
Image were reconstructed with the following parameters: slice thickness 5 mm, slice increment 5mm, field
of view (FOV) 250-300 mm, convolution kernel filtering
medium-smooth (b30f).
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Table 3 coronary artery calcium score values
gCCT

ngCCT

Delta (absolute)

Delta

P

r

R2

418.1 ± 746.5
88.9 ± 151.2
480.8 ± 853.7

332.0 ± 596.9
77.9 ± 140.5
427.7 ± 776.3

-86.1 ± 263.8
-11.1 ± 35.5
-53.1 ± 188.4

-21%
-12%
-11%

< 0.05
< 0.05
< 0.05

0.947
0.973
0.978

0.896
0.946
0.956

Parameters (mean ± SD)
Volume
Mass
Agatston

The Table shows the mean values of CACS Volume, Mass, and Agatston score for the study population. On average gCCT shows CACS values significantly
higher with a high correlation to ngCCT. The percentage underestimation (delta) of ngCCT of Agatston score is -11%. CACS: Coronary artery calcium score;
gCCT: ECG gated cardiac computed tomography; ngCCT: non-gated chest computed tomography.

1600

Radiation dose
The estimated radiation dose was significantly higher for
gCCT (DLP 115.8 ± 50.7 vs 83.8 ± 16.3; Effective dose
1.6 ± 0.7 mSv vs 1.2 ± 0.2 mSv; p < 0.01).

gCCT
ngCCT

1400

CACS value

1200
1000

DISCUSSION

800

A number of randomized lung cancer screening trials are
currently undergoing with the aim of reducing mortality related to this life-threatening condition[12]. Although
atherosclerotic vascular disease accounts for more death
and disability than all types of cancer, the importance
of detecting subclinical atherosclerosis and targeting
prevention of future cardiovascular events is only now
starting to be highlighted in the lung cancer screening
setting[3,4,13-15]. Preliminary experiences shows a very high
correlation between CACS assessed on low dose HRCT
and cardiovascular events[4].
These findings are also suggesting that cardiovascular
mortality as predicted by CACS is higher as compared to
lung cancer mortality in a population of high risk smokers[4]. This finding can be expected from epidemiological
data on all-cause mortality[8], however for the first time
we have a tool that can stratify risk for both diseases.
This is the first study that addressed the issue of CACS
assessment in lung cancer screening context in a prospective cross-over fashion.
Our study is focused on showing the correlation between CACS obtained in conventional gCCT scans and
in low-dose CT (ngCCT). The correlation we found is
very high with a tendency of ngCCT to underestimate
total calcium burden. The cardiovascular reclassification
occurring in individuals undergoing HRCT, following the
Mayo Clinic classification is important (about 38% of the
individuals). Nevertheless, the predictive value on mortality has been shown to remain preserved[3,4].
The most important findings of our study are related
to the classification of individuals with none or very low
CACS values. In general one third of the individuals with
CACS 0 (which means no evidence of CAD) are reclassified in higher category, while one third of the individuals with very low CACS (CACS 1-10) are reclassified as
CACS 0. This is particularly important for the negative
predictive value of CACS concerning obstructive CAD
and cardiovascular events.
The technique applied to ngCCT in this study is the
standard one (dataset reconstructed with 5 mm slice
thickness and 5 mm slice increment) and does not re-
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Figure 1 Coronary artery calcium score values. The Figure shows the mean
and median values of Volume, Mass, and Agatston Score for gCCT and ngCCT
in the total population. There is a sharp tendency to underestimate of ngCCT
for all types of CACS score. gCCT: ECG gated cardiac computed tomography;
ngCCT: non-gated chest computed tomography; CACS: Coronary artery calcium score.

for both gCCT and ngCCT (p > 0.05). Intra-observer
variability of Agatston score showed a bias of -0.148 for
ngCCT and 0.057 for gCCT. Inter-observer of Agatston
score showed a bias of -0.259 for ngCCT and 0.178 for
gCCT.
Reclassification
With the tendency of ngCCT to underestimate CACS
values we observed a relevant degree of reclassification
(Table 4, Figure 4).
Overall, 23 (38%) patients were reclassified in a different cardiovascular risk category, mostly (18/23; 78%)
shifting to a lower risk in the ngCCT; in 5/23 (22%) cases
the CACS score shifted to a higher cardiovascular risk
category.
Of the 6 patients with 0 Agatston score on gCCT, 2
(33%) showed an Agatston score > 0 in the ngCCT. Of
the 3 patients with 1-10 Agatston score on gCCT, 1 (33%)
showed an Agatston score of 0 in the ngCCT.
Two patients showed very different values of CACS
between the two scans; they correspond both the very
high values of Agatston score (> 1000); therefore, the
difference is not relevant for stratification of risk. The
main reason for such a difference (beside the lack of
cardiac synchronization in ngCCT) was related to higher
heart rates (> 80 bpm).
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Figure 3 Bland-altman plots of coronary artery calcium score values. The
Bland-Altman plots show the slight but significant tendency to overestimate Volume (A), Mass (B), and Agatston (C) scores of ngCCT as compared to gCCT.
There are 2 patients with values far off in ngCCT vs gCCT. However, they are
both with very high values and this does not affect significantly further reclassification. gCCT: ECG gated cardiac computed tomography; ngCCT: non-gated
chest computed tomography.

Figure 2 Scatter plots coronary artery calcium score values. The scatter plots show the high correlation of Volume (A), Mass (B), and Agatston (C)
scores obtained with gCCT and ngCCT. gCCT: ECG gated cardiac computed
tomography; ngCCT: non-gated chest computed tomography.

quire any additional reconstruction as suggested by other
studies previously published (from 1 mm to 3 mm slice
thickness)[3,4,9,10]. CACS assessment can be done using the
same data routinely reconstructed for the purpose of
lung cancer screening, resulting easily applicable in daily
clinical practice.

al[3,4] we can suggest that individuals undergoing HRCT
for lung cancer screening should be assessed for CACS.
CACS assessment is a relatively simple procedure that
requires a dedicated software application (currently available on all CT scanners able to perform Cardiac Imaging)
and a basic training. It is not time consuming (it requires
few minutes) but it has a very important prognostic value

Clinical implications
From our observation and the observation of Jacobs et
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Table 4 Cardio vascular risk stratification based on absolute
coronary artery calcium score classes n (%)

0
1-10
11-100
101-400
400-1000
> 1000

gCCT

ngCCT

6 (10)
6 (10)
14 (23.3)
14 (23.3)
14 (23.3)
6 (10)

10 (16.7)
7 (11.7)
10 (16.7)
17 (28.3)
10 (16.7)
6 (10)

400-1000

11-100

> 1000

15
10
5

The Table shows how the total Agatston score distributed using the Mayo
Clinic Classification (Rumberger et al[17]) with gCCT and ngCCT within
the same population. In total 23 (38.3%) patients shifted to a different cardiovascular risk group. gCCT: ECG gated cardiac computed tomography;
ngCCT: non-gated chest computed tomography.

0

gCCT

ngCCT

Figure 4 Restratification. The Figure shows the pattern of reclassification of
cardiovascular risk categories using the Mayo Clinic Classification (Rumberger
et al) with gCCT and ngCCT within the same population (CACS score according to Agatston). ngCCT determines a shift in the ranges between 1 and 400
Agatston score. Some of these patients shift to a lower category (in particular
the ones with Agatston score between 1 and 10), while some of the patients
shifts towards higher risk categories (in particular the ones with Agatston score
between 11 and 100). In total 23 patients shifted to another cardiovascular risk
category in ngCCT. gCCT: ECG gated cardiac computed tomography; ngCCT:
non-gated chest computed tomography; CACS: Coronary artery calcium score.

which is independent from conventional cardiovascular
risk factors[1,2,15].
Limitations
study has several limitations: The first is the relatively
low number of patients. This also limits the sub-analysis
of the CACS groups. However, this is the first study that
prospectively tests in a cross-over design the hypothesis
that ngCCT could be used for CACS purposes. Enrolling
more patients would have exposed more individuals to
un-necessary additional radiation.
The second limitation is the additional radiation dose
delivered to the patients which is consistent with the design of the study and has been minimized by using available hardware and software solutions.
The third limitation is related to the absence of prospective ECG triggering protocol for gCCT. This feature
was available but we decided not to use it due to the
higher reproducibility of spiral CT scanning for CACS[16].
The use of prospective ECG triggering would have further reduced the radiation dose of gCCT. The fourth
limitation is the lack of outcome data. However, this was
beyond the aim of the study and the number of patients
enrolled is not adequate for this purpose anyway. This aspect has been showed in other studies[4]. Recently another
substudy of the MILD trial provided insight into this
aspect and showed that individuals with > 400 modified
Agatston score performed on non-gated chest CT scans
have a worse prognosis in terms of mortality and cardiovascular events[8]. Actually, with this study we wanted to
demonstrate the feasibility of CACS in ngCCT scans.
CACS assessment is feasible on unenhanced chest
CT, however the variability of CACS values and the associated re-stratification of patients in cardiovascular risk
groups should be taken into account.

Research frontiers

This study demonstrates that coronary artery calcium score for cardiovascular
risk stratification can be performed in the context of lung cancer screening by
means of low dose CT.

Innovations and breakthroughs

There are no studies in literature performed as cross-over and prospective in
such a population.

Applications

This study provides the clue on the feasibility of coronary calcium score in individuals undergoing low dose CT for lung cancer screening.

Terminology

Low dose computed tomography: it is a diagnostic method by which it is possible to detect small pulmonary nodules before they become larger tumors.
Coronary artery calcium score: it is a test performed with CT that allows the
quantification of coronary artery calcium as a surrogate and independent
marker of cardiovascular risk.

Peer review

This is a well written manuscript that compares quantification of coronary artery
calcium scoring by non-gated techniques with traditional thick slice reconstructions as used in lung screening exams with calcium scoring by traditional gated
techniques with thin slice reconstructions.
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Core tip: We report the unique case of a unilateral temporalis muscle rupture following new onset tonic-clonic
seizures in a 16-year-old boy. The favored mechanism
in our patient is a pull on the temporalis myotendinous
insertion on the mandible following vigorous and brisk
deviation of the head and neck during seizure. Although
this is a rare entity, it is important to be familiar with
such type of injury in a patient who develops unilateral
facial swelling and pain following tonic-clonic seizures
in order to prevent misdiagnosis and mistreatment.
Naffaa LN, Tandon YK, Rubin M. Myotendinous rupture of
temporalis muscle: A rare injury following seizure. World J
Radiol 2014; 6(6): 388-391 Available from: URL: http://www.
wjgnet.com/1949-8470/full/v6/i6/388.htm DOI: http://dx.doi.
org/10.4329/wjr.v6.i6.388

Abstract
Seizures are one of the most common pediatric neurologic disorders. Many complications secondary to
seizures have been described in the literature including
head trauma, fractures, drowning and burns. However, to the best of our knowledge, rupture of the
myotendinous insertion of the temporalis muscle on
the mandible secondary to a seizure has never been
described in the literature. We report the case of a
unilateral temporalis muscle rupture in a 16-year-old
boy who developed unilateral facial swelling following
new onset tonic-clonic seizures. We emphasize on the
computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging findings in this case report. Two mechanisms have
been proposed to explain such an injury. The favored
mechanism in our patient is a pull on the temporalis
myotendinous insertion on the mandible following vigorous and brisk deviation of the head and neck during
seizure. Radiologists should be familiar with this type of
injury following seizures in order to prevent misdiagnosis and subsequently mistreatment.
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INTRODUCTION
Seizures are one of the most common pediatric neurologic disorders. It is estimated that 4% to 10% of children will have at least one seizure in the first 16 years of
life[1]. Many complications have been described in the
literature secondary to seizures, such as head trauma,
fractures, drowning and burns[2-4]. However, to the best
of our knowledge, this is the first reported case of myotendinous rupture of the temporalis muscle after seizures.
We report the computed tomography (CT) and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) findings of rupture of the
myotendinous insertion of the right temporalis muscle
on the coronoid process of the mandible following generalized tonic-clonic seizures. Two mechanisms have been
proposed to explain such an injury: significant pull on the
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myotendinous insertion following brisk and forceful deviation of the head and neck toward the contolateral side
during seizures or direct fall on the face. In our patient,
the first mechanism is favored as there was no witnessed
fall nor signs of facial trauma on physical exam.

A

CASE REPORT
Patient is a 16-year-old male with a past medical history
of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
who was admitted for new onset seizures. Approximately
12 h prior to his presentation to our institution, he had
a sudden witnessed episode of violent bilateral shaking
of his arms and legs that lasted approximately 2 min associated with foaming at the mouth. He was taken to
an outside hospital emergency department (ED) where
a basic metabolic panel including glucose and calcium
levels was normal. His urine toxicology was negative and
urine analysis was also within normal limits. Head CT
was performed and was reportedly normal. Just prior to
discharge from the ED, his mother noticed a small bump
that had developed over his right temple.
He was discharged home after he returned to his neurological baseline. At home, the patient continued to have
increasing facial swelling that was spreading down to his
cheek. Patient also began to complain of pain and noted
difficulty opening his mouth secondary to pain. At home,
a few hours after returning from the ED, the patient’s
mother again witnessed him having another seizure that
lasted approximately 2 min where he was noted to have
bilateral arm and leg shaking with foaming at the mouth.
He was taken back to the outside hospital ED. He returned to his neurological baseline and was transferred to
our institution for further management.
Shortly after arrival to our institution, he had another
seizure witnessed by nursing staff where he had full body
stiffening followed by bilateral jerking of his arms and
legs with his eyes and head deviated to the left. This episode lasted 1.5 min. The patient’s mother and the providing physicians noted that the right sided facial swelling
continued to worsen and the patient continued to experience worsening right sided facial pain. On physical exam,
there was diffuse swelling over the right temporal region
extending all the way down to reach the right ear and
right jaw. This region was extremely tender to palpation.
There were no external signs of trauma such as bruising or laceration. Laboratory tests including CBC demonstrates a high WBC of 17.8 (Normal range: 4.5-13.0
10E9/L), elevated CPK of 762(Normal range: 24-195
U/L), normal blood amylase, negative blood culture at 24
h and normal coagulation profile. The initial differential
diagnosis for the facial swelling included a dental abscess,
parotitis, or non specific myositis. Patient was empirically
started on Clindamycin to treat any potential underlying
infectious etiology.
A CT scan of the face with intravenous contrast
was performed in our institution for further evaluation
using the following technique: GE Medical Systems,
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Figure 1 Axial contrast enhanced computed tomography images of the
face with soft tissue settings demonstrate swelling (A) and subtle hypoatenuation (B) of myotendinous portion of right Temporalis muscle (straight
arrows) as it passes medial to the zygomatic bone just prior to its insertion to the coronoid process and anterior ramus of the right mandible. It
contains a small high density material which may represent hemorrhage (arrowhead). Note the normal appearance of contralateral temporalis muscle (curved
arrows).

Pitch:0.562:1, Pixel spacing: 0.361 mm/0.361 mm, Kvp
120, mA 129, rotate time: 0.8, ST 2.5 mm, FOV 18 cm,
Tilt 0, W:342, L:56, Contrast: 98 cc of Isovue 300. The
CT images (Figures 1 and 2) demonstrate swelling and
diminished attenuation of right temporalis muscle most
prominent near its myotendinous portion as it passes medial to the zygomatic bone just prior to its insertion to the
coronoid process and anterior ramus of the right mandible. A small high density is identified just prior to its insertion to the mandible which may represent hemorrhage.
The CT findings were in favor of a non specific myositis,
possibly infectious in nature. The subtle hypoattenuation
near the insertion to the mandible was felt to represent a
possible phlegmon without a mature abscess seen.
An MRI of the face prior and following intravenous
contrast administration was performed the next day for
better characterization. The following pulse sequences
were obtained on a 3 Tesla magnet( Siemens/Skyra):
T2 coronal SPIR(repetition time/echo time = 6580/91,
Number of excitations (NEX) = 2, matrix = 320 × 240,
slice thickness = 2.5 mm), T2 axial fat sat (6070/98,
NEX = 2, 4 mm, 256 × 256, 2 mm), T1 coronal (600/8.4,
NEX =1, 256 × 205, 2.5 mm), T2 axial GRE ( 627/19.9,
NEX = 1, 320 × 240, 4 mm), T1 axial fat sat pre and
post intravenous administration of 5.7 mL of Gadavist
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A

Figure 2 Three millimeter reconstructed contrast enhanced coronal
computed tomography images of the face with soft tissue settings demonstrate swelling of the entire right temporalis muscle more prominent
at its myotendinous insertion to the mandible (straight arrow). There
is also swelling of right masseter muscle (curved arrow). Small high density
material is again seen in region of myotendinous insertion of right temporalis
muscle suggesting hemorrhage (arrowhead).

B

A

B

C

Figure 3 T2 Coronal SPIR (A) and T1 Coronal SPIR post contrast images (B) through the face demonstrate rupture of myotendinous insertion of right
temporalis muscle with a 2.5 cm × 1.5 cm collection surrounding the coronoid region of right mandible at the site of temporalis muscle insertion (straight
arrows), the collection demonstrates low signal on T2 weighted imaging (A) and susceptibility artifact/blooming on the T2 axial GRE image (C) consistent
with hematoma. Additionally, there is mild swelling, increased T2 signal and mild enhancement in the right masseter muscle notably near its insertion to the anterior
mandible as demonstrated on figures A and B suggesting a sprain (curved arrow). Swelling and edema of overlying subcutaneous soft tissues is noted as well.

(661/8.4, NEX = 1, 256 × 205, 4 mm), T1 coronal fat sat
post contrast (899/8.4, NEX = 1, 256 × 205, 2.5 mm).
The MRI findings (Figure 3) are consistent with rupture
of the right temporalis myotendinous junction with a
small hematoma formation at its insertion onto the coronoid process of the mandible. There was swelling and
mild inflammatory changes in the entire right temporalis
muscle over the temporal calvarium. Swelling and mild
inflammatory changes were also seen in the right masseter muscle especially at its attachment to the anterior
ramus and angle of the mandible consistent with sprain.
Plastic surgery was consulted and after examining the
patient decided to treat conservatively with pain medication and physical therapy.

much has been written about rupture of the temporalis
muscle insertion. Etiologies that have been described as
a potential cause for injury include direct injury to the
muscle fibers caused by inappropriate intra operative dissection or retraction[7-10]. Direct trauma such as a blow to
the side of the head or a motor vehicle accident can also
cause injury to the temporalis muscle. Sleep bruxism is a
common sleep-related motor disorder characterized by
tooth grinding and clenching in which there can be strain
of the temporalis muscle[11]. However, frank rupture of
the myotendinous insertion of the temporalis muscle has
not been reported especially in the context of seizure related injuries.
We describe the CT and MRI findings of rupture of
myotendinous insertion of right temporalis muscle on
the mandible in a 16-year-old male following multiple
witnessed generalized tonic-clonic seizures. Two mechanisms have been proposed to explain such an injury:
significant pull on the myotendinous insertion following
violent jerking of his head and neck to the controlateral
side during seizures or a direct fall on the face. In our
patient, the first mechanism is favored as no facial bruising or laceration were identified on physical exam and no
direct trauma or fall to the head or face was witnessed by
parents or medical staff.
Rupture of the myotendinous junction of temporalis
muscle is extremely rare. It is important to be familiar

DISCUSSION
The temporalis muscle is a broad, fan shaped muscle that
fills the temporal fossa, superior to the zygomatic arch.
The muscle originates from the temporal fossa and the
deep surface of the temporal fascia. As the muscle fibers
descend, they form a tendon which passes medial to the
zygomatic arch and inserts into the medial surface, apex,
and anterior border of the coronoid process, and the anterior border of the mandibular ramus[5,6]. Its function is
to elevate and retract the mandible[5,6].
Thorough review of the literature reveals that not
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with such type of injury in a patient who developed unilateral facial swelling and pain following tonic-clonic seizures in order to prevent misdiagnosis and mistreatment.

muscle of the mandible in a 16-year-old male following multiple witnessed generalized tonic-clonic seizures. This is the first reported case of myotendinous
rupture of the temporalis muscle after seizure. This information is interesting
from a clinical point of view.
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